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J leroy kimball
nauvoo restoration pioneer A tribute

james L kimball jr

my dad james leroy kimball was born december 819018 1901 in
cardstonbardstonCardston alberta canada in the log cabin home ofcharles 0 card
despite being named after cherished family members from the
outset he was always called roy the family moved to raymond in
1909 where roy attended the knight academy As a boy he
astonished family and neighbors with his physical endurance and
capacity for work more than once he outdistanced mature men in
the number of acres of new alberta soil he could clear plant or
harvest in a single day from 1921 to 1923 he used this capacity for
work to serve as a missionary in the southern states under the
redoubtable charles A callis

he elected to become a physician after a chance talk with a
friend to finance his medical studies at the university of utah then
offering only a two year medical course and northwestern univer
sity at chicago he sold woolen goods to the farmers and towns
people of nebraska and south dakota for several summers these
years he often told his family were choice years and implanted in
him a greater feeling for his american heritage little did he dream
at the time that he would return to leave a lasting monument himself
on the landscape of illinois

he settled in salt lake city where he practiced general medicine
for thirteen years he and his family then moved to new orleans for
two years so he could prepare for specialty boards in internal medicine
and cardiology when he returned to salt lake city he pioneered the
use of the electrocardiograph machine in the area

during his forty three successful years in medicine dads
church responsibilities were not neglected he usually attended

james L kimball jr is senior research librarian at the LDS historical department
in salt lake city he has been associated with nauvoo restoration inc since 1962
doing research and training
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priesthood meetings with his sons and with his whole family he
attended sacrament meeting dad served as a president in two
seventies quorums and later served for over twentyfivetwenty five years as a
sealer in the salt lake temple

while a successful medical career would have been enough to
crown his life his destiny included yet another major contribution
the restoration of historic mormon nauvoo at a time of life when
most people at least think about retirement he added a new venture
that would last for another twenty years

every one of my father and mothers six children carries
childhood memories of the special significance of the terms nauvoo
and hebercheberdebercC kimball my fathers great grandfather and an apostle
in nauvoo and utah those words were as common to us as
breakfast and cod liver oil we never tired of hearing the story of how
our parents visited nauvoo in the early 1930s and first saw the heber
kimball residence and how dad wanted to purchase it as a summer
home he felt a need for a quiet place where he could rest without
being summoned by telephone and house calls

in 1954 after twenty years of negotiations my parents bought
the heber C kimball home one of my fathers patients and a family
friend the late christine hinckley robinson a sister to president
gordon B hinckley who was schooled in interior design accepted
the offer to guide the remodeling of the home the intent was not
a total historic restoration for the home was to be lived in as well

the house was slowly remodeled and restored in i9601960 during
a kimball family reunion the house was dedicated by elder spencer
W kimball who was hebersaebers grandson when dad saw how interested
both church members and nonmembersnonmembers were in touring the house
during the reunion he started mulling over the idea of opening the
house to the public ironically such a demand to see the house
developed that not one of our family ever spent a night in it

further musings led dad to wonder if with the aid of others a
whole block could be restored for visitors As there were two other
historic brick houses on the fouracrefour acre block where the kimball
house stood the wilford woodruff and the winslow farr houses
dad considered purchasing these houses as they became available
meanwhile because the opportunity arose he bought the brigham
young house in 1961

at about that time however through the kind auspices of
J reuben clark a member of the first presidency and a longtimelong time
friend and medical patient the potential of nauvoo officially came
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to the attention of the first presidency after much discussion during
which my father shared his now enlarged vision of completely
restoring nauvoo and telling its story through its culture crafts and
institutions the church organized nauvoo restoration inc NRI on
july 27 1962 my father was asked to be the first president in the
articles of incorporation the nonprofit organization was charged
with this mission

to acquire restore protect and preserve for the education and
benefit of its members and the public all or a part of the old city of
nauvoo in illinois and the surrounding area in order to provide an
historically authentic physical environment for awakening a public
interest in and an understanding and appreciation of the story of
nauvoo and the mass migration of its people to the valley of the great
salt lake

the task seemed daunting from the outset the project was to
be professionally researched and built no completion time was set
for time was not to be a predominating factor historical accuracy
was to be the most important consideration at the suggestion of the
first presidency a board of trustees containing non latter day saint
as well as latter day saint experts was formed to oversee the whole
process the first board members were harold P fabian a member
of the citizens advisory council to the national park service
A hamer reiser a retired businessman and a secretary to the first
presidency david M kennedy secretary of the treasury of the
united states and J willard marriott chairman of the board of
marriott corporation of washington DC see the facing photo-
graph added to the board at various later times were A edwin
kendrew senior vice president of colonial williamsburg corpora-
tion of virginia and elders delbert L stapley mark E petersen and
L tom penyperrypent of the quorum of the twelve other general authorities
who joined the board were thorpe B isaacson derek A cuthbert
and john H vandenberg

contact was made with many illinois state officials who were
pleased with the approach and direction of the huge effort illinois
governor otto kerner as well as state and national park officials
came to watch the restoration and to marvel at its progress over the
years dad cultivated friendships with various nauvoo merchants
and town leaders keeping them informed about NRI activities he
felt that warming people was more important than warning them
making friends was more important than conversion to the church
for the second could result if the first were sincere NRI spruced up
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town property and helped pay for a town sewage treatment plant
and street signs dad was well aware that many feared a big corporate
takeover by the LDS church and he did not wish to tread heavily on
the toes of the townspeople no one was to think that NRI was a
western carpetbagger coming in to impose its will on the commu-
nity moreover because of dads business acumen and his personal
wisdom he was consulted by many people about their future
ventures both public and private people on all levels sought him
out for counsel

he also helped mend fences by encouraging the young guides
to meet their RLDS counterparts and dad himself treasured ami-
cable relations with other church leaders in the area my fathers
personal charisma on a onetoone to one basis was amazing and is difficult
to describe perhaps it was in part because ofhis professional com-
petence that people respected him as if he were their family doctor

one of my fathers favorite sayings was that NRI is no crash
program allied with that statement was dont rush dont rush
I1 can still hear him say rome wasnt built in a day dad often quoted
the couplet

do what you do do with your might
things done by halves are never done right

this belief was a part of his basic philosophy and was a key
factor in making the restoration of homes more accurate and
authentic dad felt it would have been inappropriate to rebuild
nauvoo with what he called a disneyland approach proper
historical architectural and archaeological research was needed to
drive the final results this concern was typical of his life my father
had a great reputation as an uncanny and astute diagnostician
among the salt lake medical community coupled with that reputa-
tion was the fact that he was not afraid to call in a second opinion

during the twenty three years of dads service under the
direction of the first presidency nauvoo restoration inc purchased
approximately one thousand acres of property including part of the
original platted city except for a few pieces including the nauvoo
temple block on what is known as the bluff the chief concentra-
tion of purchases is located on the flat next or closer to the
mississippi river over forty structures were identified as either
partial or complete mormon homes or buildings with the vast
knowledge and expertise of preston W kimball whose ancestors
had lived in the nauvoo area before the arrival of the mormonscormonsMormons my
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father set out to buy land many owners were eager to sell in order
to obtain better residences either in town or elsewhere others were
willing to sell because they were aware of the historical significance
of the project and the economic impact it would have on the
community A few sellers were allowed to remain on their property
for their lifetime today the church owns more nauvoo land than
it owned in the 1840s

during the period of my fathers active involvement with
nauvoo twenty four LDS structures were historically restored
totally or in part of this number seven were totally reconstructed
on their sites and seven were restored only on their exterior and are
currently in use as missionary residences in addition a large visitors
center was constructed complete with theaters and display areas to
orient visitors to historic nauvoo and a monument entitled exodus
to greatness was erected at what was the parley street ferry site
complementing these structures was the placement of the relief
society nauvoo monument to women near the visitors center

dad always preached and that is the right word to describe it
that nauvoo should provide both a historic and a spiritual context
for learning he proclaimed to all who would listen that the temple
block was the great centerpiece of the project people will come
to the frosting of nauvoo but will return home full of the cake of the
gospel none of his missionaries were permitted to apply high
pressure conversion tactics he felt assured that as tourists visited
nauvoo for its history they would grasp in a way that was better than
scripture or verse the faith and commitment of those who built there
then they would want to learn more of the doctrine that impelled the
saints dads approach was low key and he intuitively met people on
their own terms his testimony of the gospel was strong and practical
built more on a lifetime of experience than study things should take
as long as needed he continually said his family got the idea that
dad felt the gospel was no crash program either

no matter how costly or correct the restoration would be
nauvoo needed real people to interpret it and give it meaning at
the start dad was authorized to call individuals on his own to serve
as guides A plan was devised to recruit returned missionaries who
were seeking university degrees to serve as guides or interpreters
they paid for their own transportation but while in nauvoo they
were given bed and board and put to work some acted as guides
on a daily basis riding with visitors in their cars to show them the
town another group would help the professional archaeologists
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J C and virginia harrington as diggers for monday through saturday
and act as guides on sunday three mornings a week before work
college classes were held on church and US history examinations
and papers were required and brighamyoungbrighamBrighayoungmYoung university creditwascreditcreditwaswas
awarded to the guides upon completion of each course several
wonderful older couples many of whom were patients neighbors
and friends of my father accepted his call to supplement at their own
expense the young people for several summers

from 1971 to 1973 my parents were called to lead the newly
created nauvoo mission my father still served as president of NRI
even at that elder spencer W kimball sincerely suggested that dad
practice medicine one week in salt lake city and return the next to
nauvoo but it was not to be the work in nauvoo became his full
time preoccupation from that time on missionaries usually older
couples were called by the church and were duly set apart for a
period of time these senior missionaries were supplemented by regular
missionaries who were transferred to nauvoo during the summer

As he had served his patients without regard for his own
comfort dad spent hours and hours years and years to make
friends mend enemies and enrich and rekindle mormonscormons and non
mormonscormons alike to the value of their temporal and spiritual heritage
I1 along with his family and friends am grateful for his love of the
gospel his legacy of work and his strength of character
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william G hartley and larry C porter

nauvoo today is a city of ghosts on serene river bottom
flatlands and atop the gentle bluffs restored and createdrecreatedre homes
and shops and halls intermix with historical markers and a temple
replica to tell visitors that here once stood a vigorous river city
volunteer guides seek to inform the curious about the sites and
people of old nauvoo stately visitors centers operated by both
the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints and the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints use hosts and media to
explain nauvoosNauvoos origin demise and modern restoration yet
despite presentations and films a walk through nauvoo haunts the
visitors sense of time and place causing reflection about god and
his kingdom and humanity for those with a sense of nauvoosNauvoos
history and religious significance it produces reverence worship
and wonder nauvoo resides as much in the visitors mind and
feelings as it does in sights or sounds nauvoo of the imagination
is the way one historian describes this phenomenon 1

because it carries strong relevant meaning and even nostalgia
for LDS and RLDS members nauvoo has received an abundance of
scholarly attention bibliographic essays list scores of solid studies
that have appeared as theses articles or books 2 thematic compi
lations in such publications as BBYUYU studies dialogue the journal
of mormon history and the ensign have presented rich offerings
about many aspects of old nauvoo 31

nauvoosNauvoos story contains recognizable basics some are well
known by now and others need more research and understanding
the nauvoo temple nauvoo legion nauvoo charter days of
sickness and healing the apostolic mission to england plural
marriage the founding of the relief society council of fifty the

william G Hartlehartieharnleyhartleyhannleyyisis an associateanassociate research professor joseph fielding smithinstitutesmith institute
for church history brigham young university and larry C porter is a professor
of church history brigham young university
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martyrdom the succession crisis and the exodus all basics of the
history of nauvoo have been studied in detail and are common
components of books and lectures regarding nauvoosNauvoos intriguing
past despite nauvoosNauvoos lengthy bibliography much about the past
remains to be found and told especially in the realm of responsible
social history 4 nauvoosNauvoos 150th birthday provided scholars with an
opportunity to disclose new research try some new thinking and
produce new publications placing nauvoo in historical perspective

in 1988 brigham young university formed a steering commit
tee to plan the celebration of the 150th anniversary of the founding
of nauvoo this committee brainstormedbrainstormerbrainstormed the question of not just
one years commemoration but a celebration that would extend
from 1989 to 1996 to correspond with the seven year period of
nauvoosNauvoos existence 5 one priority event would be a scholarly
symposium to be held on campus in 1989 calls for papers brought
good responses three dozen papers were selected sessions
created and chairpersons and commentators recruited

meanwhile the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints was
also planning for the commemoration of nauvoosNauvoos sesquicensesqui cen
tennial its committee felt that brigham young universitys effort
should become part of a spectrum of activities that would include
church sponsored projects in nauvoo and carthage so a history
symposium was planned cosponsored by the church and BYUs
administration the college of family home and social sciences
the college of religious education the department of history the
joseph fielding smith institute for church history and the depart-
ment of church history and doctrine president gordon B hinckley
of the first presidency and elder loren C dunn of the first quorum
of the seventy then serving as president of the north america
central area and president of nauvoo restoration inc were invited
to address the symposium

on september 212119891989 BYU hosted a one day symposium of
nauvoo history which drew nearly one thousand attenders all
major essays selected for inclusion in this issue were symposium
papers except that of dennis rowley which was solicited because
of its unique content

we open this special double issue with president gordon B

hinckleysHinck leys eloquent tribute to nauvoo which he delivered at the
symposiums banquet

the purposes and functions of historic sites are themes next
examined in two essays that focus on how and why nauvoo has been
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restored elder loren dunn discusses and illustrates recent LDS

restoration projects kenneth E stobaugh forifortformerfortnerner director ofRLDS sites
in nauvoo explains RLDS restoration efforts on the joseph smith
historic center properties in nauvoo including the smith homes

then larry C porter and milton V backman of BYUsBYLYs depart-
ment of church history and doctrine look anew at joseph smiths
contributions in nauvoo as teacher and theologian they examine
several of the prophets distinct teachings unfolded in nauvoo and
show how these were part of a comprehensive harmonious theol-
ogy centering on the temple

providing a view of joseph smiths labors and insights into
nauvoosNauvoos religious and political affairs is bruce van ordens bio-
graphical look at W W phelps van orden a member of BYUs
department of church history and doctrine focuses on phelpssPhelpphelphsss
labors as one of joseph smiths main clerks in nauvoo

next we examine the local activities of nauvoo priesthood
bearers and quorumsquorums william G hartley research historian at
BYUs smith institute for church history gives attention to the
beginnings of wards as basic local church units and to the nauvoo
stake its bishops and its quorums and their members he shows
which priesthood practices were continuations from the past and
which were innovations of long term significance

nauvoo attracted many curious visitors william mulder highly
regarded professor emeritus of english at the university of utah
presents a broad selection of observations pro and con which
travelers in the last century recorded about nauvoo during and after
their visits

several LDS settlements and clusters of saints like spokes
radiating out from the hub of a wheel sprang up beyond nauvoo
dennis rowley an archivist at BYUs harold B lee library gives an
in depth history of LDS timber harvesting and milling in the
wisconsin pineriespineries between 1841 and 1845 an enterprise that fed
enough lumber to nauvoo to build today more than 200 three
bedroom houses he explains finances equipment food and clothing
needs communal living arrangements personalities and results

susan sessions rugh a phd candidate at the university of chi
cago looks at another of these settlements ramus or macedonia
located southeast of nauvoo near carthage ramus macedonia
was the site of an early stake of the church often visited bybyjosephjoseph
hyrum and members of the twelve there joseph gave important
explanations about the book of revelation and other doctrines
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the prophet considered ramus the first spoke in a church property
distribution system with nauvoo as its hub and its members made
significant contributions toward the construction of the nauvoo
temple rugh shows how this community grew to more than four
hundred saints built up around the joel hills johnson and ute perkins
families she follows its deteriorating relationship with neighboring
non LDSIDSirs fountain green until macedoniasmacedonianMacedonias demise in 1846

one of the saints living in ramus was benjamin F johnson
about whom E dale lebaron of BYUs department of church
history and doctrine writes during visits to macedonia the prophet
joseph usually stayed with brother johnson a close friend and
confidant and one of the earliest to whom joseph smith explained
the doctrine of plural marriage and eternal increase

turning in another direction kenneth W godfrey director of
the institute of religion at utah state university looks at that
underside of nauvoo associated with crime and punishment he
identifies stereotypes that have claimed that the church fostered
criminal activities and he seeks to show the realities of law and order
in that place and time finally marshall hamilton takes hancock
county as his lens for viewing local lawlessness and civility he
examines mormon and anti mormon interactions and counter
actions that took place after the martyrdom up to the saints forced
departure from nauvoo

our nauvoo studies conclude with two methodological dis-
cussionscussions showing problems we face when properly identifying
photographs and visual records and when mapping nauvoo orem
utah attorney T jeffery cottle and richard neitzel holzapfel of the
IDSLDS institute of religion at the university of california at irvine
analyze what survives of photographs and other visual records of
nauvoo they explain how difficult it is to verify the accuracy of
some traditional identifications ofvisuals many ofwhich they found
to be mislabeledmislabeled this paper was drawn in part from a larger study
that has since appeared as old mormonmonnon nauvoo 1839 1846
histoilcphotograpbshistoric photographs and guide 6 then we present the readers with
a carefully created map of nauvoo in 1844 46 which is accompa-
nied by BYU graduate student melinda evansevansjeffresssjeffresssJeffresss brief discus-
sion about discrepancies and site location problems which have
plagued recent maps of old nauvoo

ronald W walker senior research historian at the smith
institute for church history at BYU provides the concluding essay
As a fitting historians corner document he offers us an edited and
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documented text of mother lucy mack smiths general conference
talk in the nauvoo temple on october 8 1845

like mosaic pieces these essays provide new details and color
that sharpen and enrich our perceptions of old nauvoo the saints
once bustling city had a vital impact on the course ofofldsoflasLDS and RLDS
history far disproportionate to its short seven year life span that is
why believers in the gospel ofjesusofjesus christ restored byjosephbyjoseph smith
have given to nauvoosNauvoos sesquicentennial celebration major attention
and reverence old nauvoo overwhelmingly haunts restored
nauvoo so much so that historians descendants ofsaints who once
lived there converts to the faith joseph smith promulgated and
curious travelers feel attracted charmed inspired and puzzled by
nauvoosNauvoos intense history collective memory history writing nos-
talgia and restoration projects insure that nauvoo once deserted by
its persecuted builders will continue to be a place of reflection and
introspection as well as the subject of research writing and works
of art for decades to come

NOTES
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at the mormon history associations 1989 convention at quincy illinois which
commemorated nauvoosNauvoos sesquicentennial
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4 kenneth W godfrey some thoughts regarding an unwritten history of
nauvoo byustudiesBYU studies 15 summer 1975 417 24 and kenneth W godfrey the
nauvoo neighborhood A little philadelphia or a unique city set upon a hill
journal ofmormonof Mormon history11history11 1984 80 97

william G hartley and larry porter were co chairs others on the committee
were faculty members maureen ursenbach beecher donald Q cannon ronald K
esplin richard HhjacksonjacksoncjacksonHJackson G wesleywesleyjohnsonjohnson and daviddavidjdavidaJ whittaker james LL
kimball of the LDS church historical department and glen M leonard of the LDS
museum of church history and art

6 richard N holzapfel and T jeffery cottle old mormon nauvoo 183918391
1846 historic photographs and guide provo utah grandin book 1990



nauvoo sunrise and sunset
on the mississippi

president gordon B hinckley

nauvoo did not grow in ragtailrattail fashion as did so many cities in
early america it rose like the sunrise planned from the beginning
then it faded like the sunset after a short day the season of its glory
lasted only from 1839 to 1846 in february 1839 while the saints
were refugees in quincy and their prophet was a prisoner in liberty
jail they first received the friendly attention of dr isaac galland
who owned considerable property at commerce and from whom
they later made significant land purchases seven years from that
february the first group of their people abandoned nauvoo and
began the long journey that would bring them to the mountain
valleys of the west

I1 have been to nauvoo a number of times I1 have walked its
streets explored its beautifully restored homes and contemplated
the magnificent temple that once crowned the summit of the hill that
rises from the river I1 have thought much of my own grandfather
who as a young man lived there and left with the saints

ever since the prophet named the place nauvoo we have
spoken of it as nauvoo the beautiful it is beautiful may I1 mention
several aspects of that beauty

first nauvoo is beautiful in its location one day in june we
drove from st louis to carthage we then took the river road to
nauvoo we noted again the great sweeping bend of the mississippi
with the city standing as it were on a peninsula eagerly reaching out
pointing to the west where the people who lived there would go
it was swampy in 1839 but the prophet had a vision that the
swamplands could be drained and a city created reaching from the
waterfront up to the higher ground to the east

president gordon B hinckley is the first counselor in the first presidency of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints
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there is something majestic and tremendous about the great
river that flows around the nauvoo point ole man river is beautiful
and awesome he dont plant tatersbaters he dont plant cotton an dem
dat plants em Is soon forgotten but ormanopman01 man river he jes keeps
rollin along 1 there is something magnificent about the water as it
rolls south to new orleans and the gulf there is something
inspiring about the great farmlands that reach from the river to the
east and to the west where the corn is as high as an elephants eyeeye2eyed
and soybeans and other crops are cultivated for the markets of the
world nauvoo is beautiful in its setting

second for me nauvoo is beautiful in its beginnings it was a
place of asylum a refuge a safe harbor in a terrible storm jackson
county missouri was to have been zion the home of the saints of
god it became a place of bitterness and hatred clay daviess and
caldwell counties provided peace for only a short season far west
became a place of dreams and hopes adam ondi ahman a place
of prophecy then came the terrible extermination order

missouri is wide to drive across even in a comfortable
automobile it was a very long distance from far west to quincy for
the fleeing mormon exiles eternal will be our gratitude for the
people of quincy who provided shelter to the homeless but these
thousands could not stay there they had to find a place of their own
commerce became the site and nauvoo became the city commerce
may have seemed a dismal prospect when as joseph described it
a man had difficulty walking across the boggy ground and it was
impossible for a team but something could be done about this and
something was done about it again there were dreams and the
peace to pursue them how inviting is the port any port that is
reached in a storm how lovely is a place of refuge when there has
been oppression and pursuit how beautiful to the homeless is a
home nauvoo was beautiful in its beginnings as a place of refuge

third nauvoo was beautiful in its creation there is no music
like the music of industry this place fairly rang with the cutting and
shaping of lumber with the chiselingchiseling of stone with the hammering
of hot iron on the anvil with the surveying and building of streets
the plowing of fannfarmlandland the planting and tilling of the soil the
gathering of the harvest many of the homes of nauvoo were
beautiful with their salmon colored brick and their interesting
stepped walls the seventies hall was a structure of graceful lines
and a place of learning the printing plant was an expression of a
desire to know what was going on the temple an expression of
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faith of conviction concerning the eternity of life and the power of
the priesthood of god to reach beyond the veil of death

I1 marvel at what those people built during those few short
years there was nothing temporary about it they built as if they
were going to live there for generations nauvoo was beautiful in
its creation

fourth nauvoo was even beautiful in its suffering there can
be beauty in suffering when there is faith there is tragedy yes there
is sorrow of course but there is something sublime in suffering for
a great cause I1 am not saying that the saints enjoyed it it was
terrible but there was something magnificent about the way they
held up their heads and kept on going notwithstanding the travail
through which they passed much of that suffering painful and
personal some of it was similar to the suffering of other peoples on
the frontier I1 have read the lists of names of those buried in the old
nauvoo cemetery many of them were children who died of illnesses
now quickly cured through the miracles of modemmodern medicine such
diseases as whooping cough took a terrible toll one can sense only
in some small degree the sorrow in the loss of a beautiful child after
there had already been so many other painful losses A bronze
monument has been erected in the old cemetery it represents a
father and a mother who have buried a child the monument is
beautiful in the pathos it represents

finally from our viewpoint of almost a century and a half
nauvoo is beautiful in its death notwithstanding tragedy there is
beauty in heroism there is beauty in faith there is beauty in devotion
to an ideal and a principle all of these are exemplified in the exodus
from nauvoo the suffering was indescribable the disillusionment
difficult to bear the hopelessness overpowering it is difficult to
imagine the emotions that must have been felt when for the last time
men women and children walked out of those beautiful homes
closed the doors looked upon the fields they had cultivated and the
stature of the trees they had planted climbed aboard their wagons
and drove down to the river there to cross and move slowly over
the soil of iowa looking back now and again at what they were
leaving and would never see again

most desperate were the circumstances of the sick the aged
and the poor who were late in leaving all ofyou know of the miracle
of the quails that came as food when there was no other food but
with all of this suffering there was a certain beauty in the solemnity
of it in the sublimity of the faith of the saints in their resolution to
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leave nauvoo behind and recreatere create it on a grander scale somewhere
in the west

sunrise and sunset on the mississippi with a brief day
between such is the capsulated story of nauvoo the beautiful

I1 am happy for all that has been done to rebuild a portion of
it as a tremendous reminder that a century and a half ago a homeless
people came to that ground and found a refuge even if for only a
short season I1 am grateful that they built not shacks for temporary
shelter but homes and other structures of beauty and permanence
and that as the crowning flower of their creation they constructed
a temple as a witness of their faith in the eternal purposes of god
I1 am grateful that nauvoo today stands remembered and restored
reaching up from the mississippi with planned streets with homes
that are as beautiful now as they were then with the place of the
temple properly fenced and protected deserving of our gazing
upon it and meditating on its purposes I1 am grateful for what
nauvoo does for me in giving to me a sense of gratitude a sense
of respect a sense of worship a sense of love for those who loved
the lord and served him through sunshine and storm I1 am grate-
ful for the city by the river the city which was known as nauvoo
the beautiful

NOTES

jerome kern and oscar hammerstein showboat vocal score new york
T B harms ca 1928 20

2 richard rogers and oscar hammerstein oklahoma vocal score new york
williamson music ca 1943 17



introduction to historic nauvoo

elder loren C dunn

commerce was a near wilderness whenjosephwhenjoseph smith brought his
followers there in 1839 they had been driven from their prosperous
settlements in missouri byviolent frontier mobs suspicious ofthe saints
religion and new england antislavery background and fearful of their
sympathy for the indians their rapid growth and their unified voting
power appeals by the saints to the missouri governor had brought an
order to leave the state or face extermination

here they hoped to find peace joseph named the land they
had purchased nauvoo which he said was from the hebrew
meaning a beautiful place connoting rest in spite of poverty and
recurring bouts of malaria they drained the swampy land planted
crops and began to build a city in six years nauvoo became one
of the two largest cities in illinois a close rival of chicago

the state legislature granted the saints a city charter A young
legislator named abraham lincoln voted for it it gave nauvoo the
right to have a university an independent judiciary and a unit of the
state militia soon it had all three and the people felt safe in their
rapidly growing city converts came from the east and the south
from england and canada no one thought about the comment
heber C kimball had made when he first saw the town site its
a very pretty place but not long abiding home for the saints
quoted in helen mar whitney life incidents womanscomans exponent9Exponentexponents9
julyNY 1 188011880 18

heber C kimball was right rivalry among frontier towns was
strong and neighboring towns dwarfed by the growing giant and
fearful of its political power became hostile nauvoosNauvoospopulation was
around 12000 the other towns had only a few hundred each jailed
on a charge of treason joseph smith and his brother hyrum were killed
by a mob in 1844 mobs began burning and plundering the saintsfarmssaints farmsharms
around nauvoo advised by their leaders not to precipitate a civil war

loren C dunn is a member of the first quorum of the seventy of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints elder dunn is also church historian
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by retaliating the latter day saints agreed to leave in the spring of1846
to build again in the west governorthomasGovernogovernor rThomasthomas ford estimated that 20000
left As their wagons moved west they left behind some 2000 homes
a theater and concert hall many businesses and a barely completed
temple in less than a decade the temple was destroyed most of the
city of joseph decayed and disappeared

joseph smiths widow emma stayed with her family fourteen
years later her son became president of the reorganized church of
jesus christ of latter day saints which now maintains the graves of
joseph hyrum and emma as well as the original homestead the
mansion house and joseph smiths reconstructed red brick store

the small town attracted new immigrants A french icarian
commune came and went a few of the some three hundred members
stayed germans and swiss came for a while nauvoo was a german
speaking town known for its grape industry

meanwhile most of the latter day saints who had founded
nauvoo were successfully building their new zion in the west to
their twentieth century descendants nauvoo is an important way
station in their ancestors saga since 1937 some of those descen-
dants have been buying back their ancestors properties among
these were wilford wood from bountiful utah and dr J leroy
kimball a salt lake city physician wood bought the first pieces of
the temple site and several buildings on the flat dr kimball bought
the home built by his great grandfather heber C kimball

the church organized nauvoo restoration inc in 1962 and
J leroy kimball was named its first president since 1962 nauvoo
restoration inc has acquired about one thousand acres of land and
restored or reconstructed seventeen buildings historical research
and careful archaeological exploration precede each restoration
much of it contributed by volunteers volunteer missionary guides
in each showplace give their services and pay their own living
expenses at present volunteers run the farm

in carthage a town closely related to the history of nauvoo
nauvoo restoration inc has restored the jail as much as possible to
1844 standards A statue of joseph and hyrum smith by dee jay
bawden was placed in the center of the block and the block itself
landscaped the renovated carthage block was dedicated during
the nauvoo sesquicentennial

on the following pages are recent 1991 photographs and
brief descriptions of some of the restored public buildings business
buildings and homes in nauvoo for the location of these
buildings see the map of nauvoo on p 274



one of the most significant buildings in nauvoo is the printing office
where books and newspapers were printed equipment left here by the
departing mormonscormons was used to print the post mormon hancockeaglehancockHancoc engleeaglekEagleheagleheagie the
nauvoo nemnewnozu citizen and the hancockpatriotHancock Patriot in the printing office as they
watch a printer at work visitors can see how the early editions of the book
of mormon were printed

the seventies hall is where visitors leamlearn about the missionary system of the
church and the important part it played in building nauvoo As it stands today
the hall is as similar to its predecessor as it is possible to make it with the
information presently available cf the photograph on p 32 showing the
seventies hall before it was restored



on main street is the three story cultural hall it was a center of social
activity in the fast growing town and had some twenty six different uses
from court sessions and funerals to grain storage and meetings of the
masonic lodge

next door to the cultural hall is the scovil bakery which was operated by
lucius scovil and his wife lucy the scovilsscovill also catered for socialssociats in the
cultural hall which lucius helped to build



one block east of the bakery is the lyon drugstore windsor lyon lived
there with his family while he operated the store he had a good knowl
edge of botanical medicine for that day and grew his own herbs he sold
a variety of goods inm his store and later due to the increase in trade and
accompanying expansion in his business he renamed his establishment
the lyon variety store

also on main street is the restored home and reconstructed gun shop of
jonathan browning the man who invented the repeating rifle jonathan
joined the church in quincy moved to nauvoo in 1843 and started west
in 1846 the first room of the north extension has the original brick walls
and the kitchen and gunsmith forge workshop are all reconstructed on the
original foundations



sylvester B stoddard and his family joined the church during the kirtland
period and moved to nauvoo at an early date there he plied his trade as
a tinsmith finally locating his home and shop on main street in this
building although the shop was plain the house section was well
constructed it had decorative tooled limestone at the top and bottom of
the structure and fine woodwork inside and around the front entry

although the original shop perished long ago diligent research has enabled
reconstruction of the riser boot and shoemaker shop on its original site
george C riser and his wife learned of mormonism from an employee in
georges shoe shop in ohio struck by what they heard the young couple
immediately sold their business and came to nauvoo to investigate the
prophet inin december 1842 they were baptized the next may



brigham youngs home isis a good example of his skill as a builder and
carpenter he built this house in 1843 and added the two wings in 1844
after the death ofjosephofjoseph smith the presiding councils of the church often
met in the east wing office there in 1845 they planned the great migration
to the west

joseph coolidge built this house in 1843 it is one ofthe few frame buildings
that has survived from that period coolidge was a trusted friend ofjosephofjoseph
and emma smiths and became the administrator of their estate after
josephs death when the coolidgesCoolidges left nauvoo a german immigrant
bought this house and turned it into a hotel today it features demon-
strationsst of the early frontier crafts of making candles pottery and barrels



north of the coolidge house isis the brick house built by joseph noble inin
1843 he was converted by brigham young and heberhebercdebercC kimball and went
west with them in 1846 brigham young and other church leaders bought
his house foforjosephrJoseph smiths mother lucy mack smith whose age and poor
health kept her from going with them A carriage also provided for mother
smith was probably kept in the brick building behind the house

iellel

the home of wilford woodruff was the first old nauvoo building to be
given an authentic architectural restoration completed inin 1969 wilford
woodruff did much of the original work himself in between absences on
missions for the church he took pride in his work and recorded that he
sorted through his entire supply ofbricks 14574 ofthem to find the best
ones for the front wall every room has a working fireplace



another house that survived in fair condition is the heber C kimball home
just a block from wilford woodruffswoodruffwoodruffes it was completed in 1845 but heber
and his wife vilate enjoyed it for only five months before they went west
in 1846 the east wing and porches were likely added by john heinrich
lienhard a swiss immigrant who lived in nauvoo for sixty years

built in 1843 this log cabin served as the home ofdr calvin pendleton and
his wife sally ann dr pendleton was an herbal doctor and was skillful in
setting broken bones he was also a gunsmith and a schoolteacher in this
home the doctor taught reading writing and arithmetic to youth and
penmanship to adults of the approximately twentyfivetwenty five hundred homes
in nauvoo more than fourteen hundred were log structures
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the development of the
joseph smith historic center

in nauvoo

kenneth E stobaugh

in an 1893 letter alexander hale smith a son of joseph and
emma smith informed E L kelley the presiding bishop of the
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints that the
nauvoo house was to be auctioned at an administrators sale
alexander wrote 1 I havent for years felt a particle of interest in the
old place until of late I1 feel we ought to take advantage of every
opportunity to get a foot hold there again 1 this letter is the earliest
known indication of interest by leaders of the reorganized church
in returning to nauvoo

interest began to build but not without problems the RLDS
church purchased the nauvoo house and the city block where it is
located from charles bidamon in 1909 21 but later that year a nauvoo
bishops representative wrote that he was having difficulty getting
charles bidamon to vacate the premises 3 soon thereafter the
nauvoo house was empty in 1915 the homestead was deeded to
the church and two years later the mansion house was acquired
from alexander H smiths family

these purchases were the beginning of what is known today
as the joseph smith historic center this historic center consists of
the homestead mansion house nauvoo house red brick store
and visitors center additional historic structures owned by the
RLDS church include the homes of sidney rigdon william marks
aaron johnson hiram clark the remaining south wing of the
masonic hotel and on water street an additional brick home whose
builder and original owner are yet to be determined

the first steps toward preserving the mansion house home-
stead and nauvoo house came in 1918 at a cost of 3900 bishop

kenneth E stobaugh is the former director of RLDS sites in nauvoo
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benjamin mcguire of the presiding bishopric outlined the work in
a may 1918 letter to nauvoo district bishop george lamblambertert

MANSION HOUSE chimneys to be rebuilt above roof fireplaces to
be opened on ground floor roof to be reshingled and gutters and
spouting repaired where necessary sills cornice siding window
frames sash blinds and doors to be replaced where needed and
screens supplied clean uplipuipulp yard fill in old cellar and repair well raze
and rebuild barn fence around premises not to be built at present
housegohouse to be painted white new floor to be laid in all rooms first floor
except dining room to be decorated throughout shades hung electric
lights and telephone installed

HOMESTEAD place as now constructed to be rehabilitated interior
and exterior using new material wherever necessary south side of
that part formerly a log building which faces river for the present to
have clapboards removed so as to show logs and chinked up if this
is found to be impracticable it can later be finished the same as the
other part of the exterior of the building building to be jacked up
leveled and plumbed foundation repaired exterior painted white
interior walls kalsominedkalsominerkalsomined

NAUVOO HOUSE basement to be filled in wall extending to stone
building formerly occupied as office ofofjudgejudge bidamon to be repaired
pointed and capped this small stone building to remain and be
repaired ground behind wall to be filled in block graded and wall
built along river front or riprapped as may be found to be most
practicable interior to be finished as suggested floors laid and walls
plastered where necessary and painted and kalsominedkalsominerkalsomined attic to be
cleaned up wall in northeast upper room not to be plastered but to
remain as suggested

the letter also requested that a suitable fence be erected around the
smith family cemetery 4

in 19391959 the centennial year of the founding of nauvoo RLDS
church leaders began making plans for further work on these
properties the objective was to preserve the cultural spiritual and
religious atmosphere of nauvoo by preserving the presently
owned property restoring the homestead and mansion house
interiors to reflect the period landscaping the grounds and placing
a suitable memorial at the graves of the martyrs church leaders also
considered using the nauvoo house as a visitors center 5

public interest in nauvoo was developing as well in 19371957 the
state of iowa completed marking the mormon trail from montrose
to council bluffs by 19391959 illinois completed a twelve mile scenic
highway from nauvoo south to hamilton 6 many advocated the
development of a state park at nauvoo the mormon trail across
iowa is now part of a national historic trails system the scenic
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highway is a section of the national great river road stretching from
canada to the gulf of mexico and the 147 acre state park is used
by over two hundred thousand people each year

in 1940 the homestead was wired for electricity eight blocks
of hedge were planted new sidewalks poured and other land-
scaping done property contiguous to the homestead and mansion
house was purchased including the home of william marks 7 the
church leaders hopes are expressed in a may 20 1941 letter from
bishop C A skinner to the presiding bishopric every time I1 visit
nauvoo it gives me a broader vision of the possibilities there no
doubt it will pay to work out a long time program for that place 8

although some church leaders had an idea of what should be done
at nauvoo additional preservation and restoration work on the
buildings was effectively stopped by the outbreak of world war 11II

however the efforts to periodize the homestead and mansion
house through appropriate antique furnishings continued A re-
quest made through the church publication the saintsheraldsuintsaintsSaint heraldsHerald
invited members to donate furnishings that would fit into the period
plan several responded by offering various items of furniture some
of which may be seen in the homes today 9

the work that brought the homestead and mansion house
to their present condition began in 1953 the homestead was
raised and a new foundation built under it the exterior logs were
replaced in order to restore it as it was 10 byjunebajunebyjune 1956 the home
stead was ready to show even though the furnishings were sparse
in some rooms in the log portion the only piece of furniture wwass
an old wing chair

work on restoring the mansion house started in 1956 A wall
next to the stairway on the first floor was removed A doorway
evidently closed many years earlier was opened from the hallway
into the ladies parlor the current color scheme white trim beige
siding and slate grey shutters was put into effect in 1957 the
building was reopened to the public

by this time the family supervising the restoration had pur
chased many valuable antiques for both the homestead and
mansion house few antiques have been added in the years since
in addition the small stone building on the north end of the nauvoo
house foundation was refurbished as an office and information
center the building was used for this purpose for over twenty years
during the 1950s the RLDS church spent just over 50000 on
nauvoo historic properties 12
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less was done to the RLDS historic sites during the 1960s this
was the decade of the founding of nauvoo restoration

i

inc
sponsored by the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints and
the beginning of its tremendous work to preserve a large area of
old nauvoo

interest in developing RLDS historic properties more profes-
sionallysionally emerged in 1970 dr F mark McmckiernanKiemankleman was employed to
do historic research as well as to develop a master plan archaeol-
ogical research began in 1970 with the excavation of the joseph
smith livery stable at hyde and water streets this research revealed
that as is sometimes the case written documents must be under-
stood in conjunction with archaeological evidence joseph smith
stated that the facility would accommodate seventy five horses while
the archaeological evidence indicates that the building which may
have had connected corrals would hold about twentyfivetwenty five 13

under the direction ofrobert bray of the university ofmissouri
columbia archaeological work continued in 1971 near the home-
stead 14 the objectives were to locate the remains of the log cabin
known as the summer kitchen which was also the first nauvoo
home ofjoseph smith sr and lucy mack smith and to verify the
location of the secret graves of joseph and hyrum A 15 x 15
foundation was found a few feet northwest of the original block
house artifacts on the grade of the foundation indicated that this
was the foundation of the summer kitchen the graves of the martyrs
had been discovered after a lengthy 1928 search the purpose for the
1971 search was to rediscover the remains of the building described
in the 1928 report A standing brick wall was unearthed with a comer
at each end 15 this discovery gave the location size and material of
the basement where joseph and hyrum had been buried in 1844

archaeological work continued for several years the dig in
1972 was at the site of the red brick store the next years excava-
tions were at the site where theodore turley built his first log home
and later a brick brewery in 1974 the excavation was at the site of
the home of hyrum smith the crew moved to the northeast comer
ofwater and bain streets in 1975 to determine if that was the location
of the times and seasons building that site proved to be the
location not only of a frame 16 x 32321 building where the times and
seasons was published but also of the original brick building where
the paper was printed beginning in 1839 16 three summers were
spent at the mansion house another at the site of the william law
house and an additional one at the homestead
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three buildings have been built based on the resulting
information the first to be completed was the homestead summer
kitchen work on the kitchen started in 1973 and was carried out
primarily by students in a historic sites intern program at the joseph
smith historic center they used nineteenth century tools and
methods as much as possible by the end of that summer they had
the walls up and half the shingles nailed down that fall a drawing
by david smith son of joseph smith came to light showing that
the ridge pole of the new building had been constructed the
wrong direction the next summer students removed the top of
the building and rebuilt it on its proper line chinking applied
between the logs was a specially developed mixture of warmtonewarmtone
cement and nauvoo clay the mixture looks authentic and has lasted
until this day

As a gift in contemplation of the sesquicentennial of the church
eleven families contributed 30000 each so that the joseph smith
general store could be rebuilt this building known historically as
the red brick store was reconstructed on archaeological informa-
tion giving the size and the location of rooms as well as the location
of stairways and supporting pillars pieces of plaster revealed the
color of the various walls incidentally it was known as the red
brick store because the inside of the first floor merchandise room
was painted a rich red color the building was dedicated and
opened to the public the spring of 1980

the third building reconstructed was the martyry this eight
foot square log building is built on top of a reproduced brick cellar
the building completed in 1988 helps visitors visualize the events
connected with the burial of joseph and hyrum

the last major construction project was a visitors center
opened in 1980 it contains two theaters a museum shop and a
small museum area

concurrent with the physical development of RLDS historic
nauvoo was the development of the interpretive program in the
1920s and 1930s the guide staff was largely oriented to a missionary
selling anti mormon stance I1 have said on reflection that it seemed
to me that when I1 was first assigned to nauvoo in 1959 the purpose
of the guide program was to spoil some mormonscormonsMormons vacations for
instance a guide at the site of the graves of emma joseph and hyrum
would say something like we are now standing at the graves of
joseph and hyrum and of josephs only wife emma now how-
ever both LDS and RLDS churches are more kindly toward each
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other and strive to present historical information that is as accurate
as possible

A big step for the RLDS church toward the goal of eliminating
the apologetic curtain that divided nauvoo was the creation in 1973
of an intern program in historic interpretation the program
emphasizes jacksonian america and church history interpreters
are taught to be professionals all instructional activities are
designed to give students a better understanding of life in early
nauvoo for example students make soap candles and food items
at the summer kitchen

good historic interpretation should create understanding 17

A restored historic house must be more than repaired plaster
and paint A restoration should also include the living image of
the material culture and the spiritual lives of its former occupants
or the historic house is no more than a mausoleum thus there
is an obligation on the part of historic site personnel to combine
artifact and narrative A good reflection of how the RLDS church
understands these historic sites and intends to continue devel-
oping them is this concluding statement made in 1975 by then
apostle reed holmes

historic sites are a veryvely tangible evidence of our history and a
remarkable means for conveying the values and heartbeat of yester-
day we are concerned that those historic sites in our custody shall be
cared for with an appropriate stewardship we have come to under-
stand that these historic sites must not be considered as an
opportunity to have a captive audience as an opportunity to simply
do our thing in apologetics for our faith nor to consider them primarily
evangelistic tools rather we have come to feel that it is absolutely
imperative that we provide there an authentic genuine experience of
the times the people and the values represented 18
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doctrine and the temple in nauvoo

larry C porter and milton V backman jr

newly appointed millennial star editor parley P pratt pro-
claimed in 1840 from manchester england god is isagainagain saying to
men build me places as I1 shall direct you where I1 can manifest
myself to you and send my angels to minister to you as in days of
old 1 anticipating that promised visitation and divine instruction
the saints established nauvoo on january 8 1841 joseph smith
announced that a temple would be built in nauvoo constructed as
to enable all the functions of the priesthood to be duly exercised and
where instructions from the most high will be received and from
this place go forth to distant lands 1 I2 prophetically he described the
community of nauvoo and its temple as the place where the lord
would reveal to his church ordinances and other crucial matters
things which have been kept hid from before the foundation of the

world things that pertain to the dispensation of the fullness of times
dacd&c 12440 41

in nauvoo joseph introduced many uniquely latter day saint
teachings doctrines not only new to the prophets christian contem-
porariesporaries outside the church but mostly not taught to the latter day
saints prior to 1839 innovative theological precepts revealed in
nauvoo include some of mormonismsMormoni sms most central doctrines and
practices celestial marriage the familial relationship of god the
father and of his sonjesus christ to humanity the character of god
the materiality of spirit a more comprehensive understanding of the
keys of the priesthood premortal existence the plurality of gods
ordinances for the dead and the endowment these precepts
represent joseph smiths key nauvoo teachings the list of which
reads like a summary of the most distinctive aspects of latter day
saint religion
larrylany C porter is a professor ofchurch history and doctrine and milton V backman
jr is a professor emeritus of church history and doctrine both at brigham young
university the authors gratefully acknowledge the collaborative research and
writing of doris R dant steven C walker andjohnandyjohnandjohn W welch in editing this article
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the precise date joseph smith learned these further truths is
difficult to determine he was not always able to disclose revealed
principles immediately they may have been made known tojosephtojoseph
prior to 1839 sometimes he received revelations years in advance
of recording them as was the case with portions of doctrine and
covenants 132 3 it is possible that his six month incarceration in
libertyjailliberty jailjalljali helped galvanize these ideas for him into one great whole 4

it is almost as difficult to determine exactly when joseph first
disclosed these principles sometimes members of the church first
learned these precepts as they read the writings of the prophet
other times they were introduced to advanced theological concepts
by joseph smiths public sermons or in private discussions the
process was line upon line precept upon precept joseph smith
learned gradually members learned even more gradually perhaps
certain of the distinctive nauvoo teachings were understood in part
by some members before the settlement of nauvoo but in general
these teachings remained unknown until after the prophet located
his home within the great horseshoe bend of the mississippi

few records exist prior to 1839 of joseph smiths public
discourses let alone his personal conversations during the nauvoo
years his contemporaries improved at keeping such records taking
extensive notes and multiple minutes of josephs words in the last
two years of his life recorded in the diaries journals and records
of the saints are significant portions of the sermons and doctrinal
discourses delivered byjosephby joseph smith inin nauvoo nevertheless we
do not know all that he taught during those years many of his
approximately 200 nauvoo discourses5discourses5 were not even mentioned in
the records of his contemporaries and others were only briefly
summarized records contain information concerning 78 discourses
given in 1843 and 1844 during josephs last eighteen months but
only 35 of those were recorded in some detail 6 and we can be sure
that he neverunfolded everything he knew in kirtland joseph smith
informed the saints that he could have taught them a hundred times
more about life after death if the lord would have permitted it and
if the people had been prepared to receive it this restraint can be
felt in his musing that the lord deals with this people as a tender
parent with a child communicating light and intelligence and the

of his bear it 2171177knowledge ways as they can
the prophet often lamented the failure of some saints to

prepare themselves to accept doctrines imparted by the lord for
their growth and benefit in the closing months of his life joseph
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regretted his great difficulty in getting anything into the heads of this
generation I1 have tried for a number of years to get the minds of the
saints prepared to receive the things of god but we frequently see
some of them after suffering all they have for the work of god will
fly to pieces like glass as soon as anything comes that is contrary to
their traditions they cannot stand the fire at all 1188 that chronic
unreadiness to learn suggests why it was not until the last five years
of his life that joseph taught so many new principles to the saints

josephs topics in nauvoo included the principles he outlined
in 1842 in the now familiar articles of faith doctrines he had taught
in new york missouri and kirtland he spoke often about faith in
the lordjesusLorlordjesusdJesus christ repentance baptism the gift of the holy ghost
and the hirstfirst principles of the gospel9gospelgospels9 about the bible and the book
of mormon the gathering of israel the glorification of this earth
upon the second coming ofjesusofjesus christ being subject to rulers and
magistrates and so on 10 but the principles taught by the prophet
distinctively in nauvoo were intended to complete the preparation
of the saints for exaltation in the celestial kingdom he explained in
april 18431845 that the place where god resides is a great urimarim and
thummimThummim dacd&c 1308 the angels he added reside in the
presence of god on a globe like a sea of glass and fire where all
things for their glory are manifest past present and future and are
continually before the lord dacd&c 1306 7 this earth in its
sanctified and immortal state will be made like unto crystal and will
be a arimurim and thummim to the inhabitants who dwell thereon
dacd&c 1309 to this end josephs instructions culminated in the
doctrines of the temple its ordinances and ceremonies

As remarkable as the scope of the nauvoo doctrines is their
pattern where one might have expected disjointed results given
the press of time leadership responsibilities and persecution there
appears a pattern ofprofound consistency temple related concepts
dominate and unify the nauvoo doctrines as dramatically as the
temple dominated the nauvoo landscape that temple focus seems
thoroughly appropriate one ofjosephofjoseph smiths paramount concerns
during the nauvoo years was the restoring of principles relating to
temples and temple blessings although the saints had built a temple
in kirtland they did not receive there all the truths associated with
modernmodem temples the kirtland endowment of power from on high
featuring preparatory ordinances of washing and anointing did not
include the ultimate ordinances performed in the nauvoo temple
and subsequent latter day saint temples thus the general membership
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of the church prior to 1839 had no experience with many doctrines
associated with temple worship throughout the nauvoo years
joseph smith taught a variety of beliefs that prepared members to
receive and understand the blessings of the temple

in a discourse delivered at the nauvoo temple site on june 11

1843 the prophet explained

in any age of the world the main object was to build unto the lord
an house whereby he could reveal unto his people the ordinance of
his house and glories of his kingdom & teach the people the ways of
salvation for their sic are certain ordinances & principles that when
they are taught and practiced must be done in a place or house built
for that purpose this was purposed in the mind of god before the
world was it is for this samesarne purpose that god gathers together
the people in the last days to build unto the lord an house to prepare
them for the ordinances & endowments 12

judging from such indications as the floor plan of the nauvoo
temple13Temple13 and public statements made about its ordinances one can
conclude that this temple offered a model for understanding eternal
human existence that taught and embraced among other things the
following elements the premortal existence of all humankind the
plan of salvation that was established before the creation of the
world a creation accomplished by organizing previously existing
matter adam and eve and the fall the importance of entering into
covenants with god to build the kingdom of god on earth an
absolute prohibition of sexual relations outside of marriage the
need to seal husbands and wives to each other that they might
receive the promises given to abraham of eternal posterity numer-
ous as the sands of the sea and a promise that all righteous men and
women may become kings and priests queens and priestesses to
rule eternally and become like god

the pinnacle of the temple ordinances is celestial marriage
temples provide a sacred place where husbands and wives may be
married for time and all eternity during the kirtland period joseph
had prepared the minds ofa few saints for the prospect ofan eternal
marriage covenant in 1835 W W phelps touched upon this prin-
ciple in a letter to his wife A new idea sally if you and I1 continue
faithful to the end we are certain to be one in the lord throughout
eternity this is one of the most glorious consolations we can have
in the flesh 14 similarly taught when he met joseph smith in
philadelphia in 1839 parley P pratt summarized his conversations
with the prophet several years later in his autobiography
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itwasetwas at this time 18391 that I1 received from him tlediethedle first idea ofeternal
family organization and the eternal union of the sexes

it was from him that I1 learned that the wife of my bosom might
be secured to me for time and all eternity and that the refined
sympathies and affections which endeared us to each other emanated
from the fountain of divine eternal love it was from him that I1 learned
that we might cultivate these affections and grow and increase in
the same to all eternity while the result of our endless union would
be an offspring as numerous as the stars of heaven or the sands of
the sea shore

it was from him that I1 learned the true dignity and destiny of a son
of god clothed with an eternal priesthood as the patriarch and
sovereign of his countless offspring it was from hirnhim that I1 learned that
the highest dignity of wornanwomanhoodhood was to stand as a queen and
priestess to her husband and to reign for ever and ever as the queen
mother of her numerous and still increasing offspring 15

from the vantage point provided by this insight parley gained
a profound understanding of eternal family relations pratt learned
from the prophet that the relationship of humankind to the father
and to the fathers beloved son jesus christ is familial 1 I felt that
god was my heavenly father indeed thatjesusthatjesus was my brother and
that the wife of my bosom was an immortal eternal companion
thus illuminated parley could now love with the spirit and with the
understanding also enthralled as he was with these new truths
pratt was more excited about what was yet to be learned my dearly
beloved brother joseph smith had barely touched a single key
joseph had merely lifted a corner of the veil and given me a single
glance into eternity 16

the prophet never published specific information concconcerningeming
plural marriage but in private conversations he explained gods
instructions concerning that practice and in public discourse he
taught the eternal nature of marriage on april 16l618431618431843 he alluded
to this doctrine in a sensermonsennonnon indicating that marcellus bates would
41soon have the company of his companion his deceased wife in
a world of glory 7117111717 on may 16 1843 in ramus illinois joseph
confided to a group of close friends those who are married by the
power and authority of the priesthood in this life and continue
without committing the sin against the holy ghost will continue to
increase and have children in the celestial glory 111818 two months
later on july 16 the prophet more specifically taught principles
relating to the essential nature of covenants especially the eternal
marriage covenant to plural marriage and to the creation of worlds
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by the multiplication of lives 19 franklin D richards deduced from
this latter discourse that we may make an eternal covenant with our
wives and in the resurrection claimclairn that which is our own and enjoy
blessings & glories peculiar to those in that condition even the
multiplication of spirits in the eternal world 112020

the doctrines of celestial marriage coupled withjosephwithjoseph smiths
resurrection teachings enabled some latter day saints to understand
more completely the characteristics of the godhead notably the
fathers physical form the writings ofjosephofjoseph smith do not disclose
how early the prophet learned that the father has a body of flesh and
bones before the 1840s he emphasized that god is a material being
and that the father and son are separate personages but there are
no references in the writings ofjoseph or other latter day saints at
that time to the precise nature of the fathers glorified body to the
contrary parley P pratt disclosed an incomplete understanding of
this principle when he wrote in a missionary pamphlet in 1840

whoever reads our books or hears us preach knows that we believe
in the father son and holy ghost as one god that the son has flesh
and bones and that the father is a spirit but we would inform mr H
william hewitt that a personage ofspirit has its organized formation
its body and parts its individual identity its eyes mouth ears &cac and
that it is in the image or likeness of the temporal body although not
composed of such gross materials as flesh and bones hence it is said
that jesus is the express image of his the fathers person 21

it was not until the nauvoo years that parley attained a more
precise view of the fathers attributes january 5 1841 is the first
known date whenjosephwhen joseph taught others that god the father took life
unto himself precisely as jesus did and has a body of flesh and
bones implying that the father is a resurrected personage 22 this
concept harmonized with other teachings of joseph smith that
referred to the resurrected body as a spiritual body with flesh and
bones but without blood 2321 the prophet noted how the bodies of the
father and the son differ from that of the holy ghost as he instructed
the saints on april 2 1843 at ramus illinois and in june 1844 at
nauvoo he again emphasized that the father has a body of flesh and
bones 2421 unlike other religious leaders of the time joseph smith
declared the holy ghost to be separate and distinct from the father
and the son as a personage ofspirit were it not so the holy ghost
could not dwell in us dacd&c 13022

in his desire to convey to the saints new understandings the
prophet spent over two hours unburdening himself of essential
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doctrinal insights in his king follett discourse april 7 1844 to lift
the minds of the thousands present into a more lofty sphere and
a more exalted understanding than what the human mind generally
understands 112525 he laid the groundwork for new understanding of
the actual association that exists between god and humankind
there are but veryvely few beings inthe world who understand rightly

the character of god if men do not comprehend the character of
god they do not comprehend their own character 112126

joseph explained to the congregation 1 I want you all to know
god and to be familiar with him if I1 can get you to know him I1 can
bring you to him and if so all persecution against me will cease 112727

to help the saints know god the prophet imparted a strikingly new
perspective on the supreme being

first god himselfwho sits enthroned in yonder heavens is a man like
unto one of yourselves that is the great secret if the veil were rent
today and the great god that holds this world in its sphere and the
planets in their orbit and who upholds all things by his power ifyou
were to see him today you would see him in all the person image
fashion and veryvely form of a man like yourselves for adam was a man
formed in his likeness and created in the very fashion and image of
god adam received instruction walked talked and conversed with
him as one man talks and communicates with another the first
principle of truth and of the gospel is to know for a certainty the
character of god and that we may converse with him the same as one
man with another and that he once was a man like one of us and that
god himself the father of us all once dwelled on an earth the same
as jesus christ himself did in the flesh and like us 28

that understanding of the relationship between human beings
and god illuminated new understandings of mortal experience
particularly the exalted and eternal attributes of matter and the
resulting importance of the physical body during the nauvoo
period joseph smith spoke plainly about the principles of creation
and matter in 1841 he explained how unorganized matter was
organized to form this world this earth was organized or formed
out ofother planets which were broke up and remodelledremodelremodellerled and made
into the one on which we live 112129 an extensive treatment of creation
was given in 1844 when he declared that god had materials to
organize the world out of chaos which may be organized and
organizedreorganizedre but not destroyed 5010 he stated that a major reason we
come to earth is to obtain a physical body and present it pure before
god in the celestial kingdom 31 he also taught the saints in 1843
that all spirit is matter but it is more fine or pure and can only be
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discerned by purer eyes we cannot see it but when our bodies are
purified we shall see that it is all matter dacd&c 1317 8

the priesthood too is an eternal principle in 1839 the prophet
instructed the saints that the priesthood was first given to adam and
that adam held this authority before the creation of the world
joseph instructed the saints that Aadamdarn is michael the archangel
spoken of in the scriptures then to noah who is gabriel he stands
next in authority to adam in the priesthood the prophet then
stated these men held keys first on earth and then in heaven the
priesthood is an everlasting principle and existed with god from
eternity and will to eternity without beginning of days or end of
years the keys have to be brought from heaven whenever the
gospel is sent when they are revealed from heaven it is by adams
authority priesthood keys were first given to adam who passed
them on to successors in time joseph explained the savior moses
and elias on the mount of transfiguration gave the keys of the
priesthood to peter james and john who passed them on to this
dispensation how have we come at the priesthood in the last days
it came down down in regular succession peter james and john
had it given to them and they gave it to others ie joseph smith and
oliver cowdery 23121112233232

joseph smiths nauvoo doctrines projected eternal perspec-
tives not only into the future but also into the past although there
are brief references in pre 1839 revelations to premortal life see
dac 9323 and in revelations given earlier but not published until
after the founding of nauvoo for example moses 35 many
members did not understand this concept until the nauvoo years
in washington DC on february 5518401840 joseph declared that the
soul of man the spirit had existed from eternity in the bosom of
divinity 2133113333 in nauvoo ononjanuaryjanuary 5518411841 joseph instructed spirits
are eternal at the first organization in heaven we were all present
and saw the savior chosen and appointed and the plan of salvation
made and we sanctioned it 113434 no major christian faith taught a belief
in a premortal experience ofall human spirits this doctrine restored
byjosephbyjoseph smith was so different from the prior religious heritage of
most converts that many failed to understand at first the meaning of
several passages in modern scripture for example alma 133 and
dacd&c 9329 clearer understanding of premortal life came through
the book of abraham when it was initially published in the times
andseasonsand seasons march 1842 35 passages in the book ofofabrahamabraham taught
that intelligences were organized before the world was and that
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abraham was chosen before he was born this knowledge became
most meaningful to latter day saints when they associated it with
the idea of celestial marriage and the relationship of human spirits
to god as taught in the king follett discourse the mind of man
is as immortal as god himself their spirits coexisted with god 3616

the birth of those spirits from eternal elements to a heavenly father
and mother had been explained as early as 1839 3731

joseph smiths teachings on premortal life stand in hannoharmoniousnious
relation with the doctrines he introduced concerning eternal in-
crease plural marriage and the plurality of gods like other
contributions of joseph smith these doctrines can be best under-
stood in relation to the doctrine of the new and everlasting covenant
of marriage 388 these principles so much at variance with those
taught by his american contemporaries were not included in any
published writings of the prophet prior to his martyrdom but they
had been unfolded to individuals benjamin F johnson testified that
joseph smith had explained the principle of celestial or plural
marriage to him sunday april 2 1843 in an ensuing discourse
johnson was able more fully to understand the principle though
others did not comprehend that meaning according to johnson
joseph spoke about the parable of the ten talents plainly giving me
to understand that the talents represented wives and children as the
principle of enlargement throughout the great future to those who
were heirs of such salvation 5939

the doctrines of the new and everlasting covenant of marriage
also added new insights concerning earlier revelations that de-
scribed the celestial kingdom and the gods who inhabited that
exalted sphere dacd&c 7658 1213212152 while instructing certain
church members in ramus illinois in may 1843 the prophet taught
that in the celestial glory there are three heavens or degrees and
in order to obtain the highest a man must enter into this order of
the priesthood meaning the new and everlasting covenant of
marriage dacd&c 1311 2

several of the concepts joseph smith had learned regarding
plural and eternal marriage between 1831 and 1843 were recorded
at nauvoo on july 121218431843 in the revelation now known as section
132 of the doctrine and covenants this revelation describes the
new and everlasting covenant of marriage indicates the eternalityexternalityeterna lity
of the temple marriage covenant relates laws governing the plurality
of wives and points out that the continuation of the family enables
some to become gods resulting in a plurality of gods the last was
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the main topic of josephs final sermon delivered june 16 1844 40

while some members who obtained temple blessings in nauvoo
were taught all these principles the revelation on celestial marriage
was not published until september 14 1852 41 many outside the
church and some within it were kept by that official silence from
comprehending the full significance of several discourses delivered
by the prophet between 1842 and 1844

during the nauvoo years joseph smith introduced other
principles and ordinances connected with temple work As early as
july 2218391839 joseph taught that people in this generation cannot be
made perfect without those who have gone before 4212 one year later
while preaching the funeral sermon of brother seymour brunson on
august 15 1840 joseph announced another major doctrinal theme
related to the temple baptism for the dead in reporting his actions
to the quorum of the twelve apostles who were then in england
the prophet explained the magnitude of this all encompassing law

the saints have the privilege of being baptized for those of their
relatives who are dead whom they believe would have embraced the
gospel if they had been privileged with hearing it and who have
received the gospel in the spirit through the instrumentality of those
who have been commissioned to preach to them while in prison 43

shortly after this instruction to the saints on the subject of
baptism for the dead joseph introduced the practice 4441 although the
initial baptisms for the deceased were performed in the mississippi
river joseph learned by a revelation recorded in january 1841 that
this ordinance as well as the ordinances of washing and anointing
should be performed in a temple dacd&c 12329 33 37 39 illustra-
tive of this development is the proxy baptism ofofalvinogalvinalvin smith by his
brother hyrum smith hyrum was first baptized for alvin in the
mississippi river during 1840 the ordinance was repeated by the
same proxy in 1841 in the nauvoo temple font 4515

the following year another phase of temple work was un-
folded on may 4418421842 under the direction ofofjosephjoseph smith at least
seven men received their endowments in the rooms prepared for
that purpose in josephs red brick store in nauvoo the prophet
described the events of that day in sublime terms

I1 spent the day in the upper part of the store ie in my private office
in council with general jarnesjames adams of springfield patriarch

hyrum smith bishops newel K whitney and george miller and
president brigham young and elders heber C kimball and willard
richards instructing them in the principles and order of the priesthood
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attending to washings anointingsanoint ings endowments and communication
of keys pertaining to the aaronic priesthood and so on to the highest
order ofthe melchizedek priesthood setting forth the order pertaining
to the ancient ofdays and all those plans and principles bywhich any
one is enabled to secure the fullness of those blessings which have
been prepared for the church of the first born and come up and abide
in the presence of the eloheimelvheim in the eternal worlds in this council
was instituted the ancient order of things for the first time in these
last days 46

prior to the death of joseph smith others received the same
instruction keys and blessings while joseph never explained in
public the specifics of this sacred ceremony those who received this
endowment could better understand many of the teachings joseph
unfolded during the last years of his life like other nauvoo
teachings the endowment was an integral part of the temple cere-
mony and a necessary preparation for the sealing ordinances after
receiving his endowment in nauvoo brigham young recorded that
as joseph smith administered the first ordinance of endowment he
gave instructions on the priesthood and the new and everlasting
covenant 47just47 just prior to the conferral of the endowment upon those
original seven men the prophet had told the sisters in the newly
organized relief society that faithful members of that society would
receive special blessings with their husbands 48411

women had the opportunity of receiving the endowment
during the following year 18431845 joseph and emma smith were
sealed may 282818431843 49 bathsheba W smith wife of george A smith
was also among the first she recalled that her endowment was
accompanied by special instruction on key matters once when
speaking in one of our general fast meetings josephdoseph smith said that
we did not know how to pray to have our prayers answered but
when I1 and my husband had our endowments in december 184311843
joseph smith presiding he taught us the order of prayer 5010

these ordinances gave members fuller understanding of the
keys that were restored by elias and elijah in the kirtland temple
althoughjosephalthough joseph referred to these keys in public discourses during
the early 1840s only those who received the temple ordinances
comprehended what he was disclosing joseph taught that the spirit
of elias was to prepare the way and that elijah held the sealing
powerpowerforbothfor both the living and the dead 51 onjanuaryon january 212118441844 joseph
smith quoted malachi 46 and emphasized that the word turntum here
should be translated bind or seal the prophet explained that this
sealing could be accomplished by the latter day saints serving as
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saviors on mount zion by building temples erecting baptismal
fonts and performing all the ordinances baptisms confirmations
washings anointingsanoint ings ordinations and sealing powers upon their
heads in behalf of all their progenitors who are dead latter day
saints could redeem others thereby enabling them to come forth
during the first resurrection 52 elijah he further taught holds the
keys of the authority to administer in all the ordinances of the

priesthood and without this authority the ordinances could not
be administered in righteousness 1153115153

integral to the temple endowment is the making of sacred
promises anyone who heardjosephheard joseph smith preach often in nauvoo
would have been prepared to recognize the obligations assumed in
the endowment by those making temple cocovenantsvenants joseph
recorded on april 10 1842 1 I1 preached in the grove and pro-
nounced a curse upon all adulterers and fomicators and unvirtuous
personspersons5454 unequivocal statements were similarly made against
adultery in his recorded revelations dacd&c 13241 4543 likewise at
the nauvoo temple grove on august 272718431843 joseph made it clear
to all that if a man would attain he must sacrifice all to attain to
the keys of the kingdom of an endless life 21151115215555

but not all members were prepared to make such commit-
ments nauvoonauvokauvo0 was a cleavage point for those who could no longer
walk with joseph because of the doctrines he taught it was a time
of sifting and sorting just as its walls separated the outside world
from its interior sacred space the doctrines of the temple soon
separated the faithful from those who would fall away sidney
rigdon william law william marks and others found them-
selves at odds with the prophet still others such as brigham young
heber C kimball and willard richards committed themselves
completely to continue the practices he had inaugurated because
the precepts he taught had elevated their thoughts and practices

the keys that joseph smith received in the kirtland temple
enabled saints to secure various priesthood blessings and the
knowledge essential to perform temple ordinances these keys
were conferred by joseph smith upon nine of the twelve apostles
shortly before his death consequently the knowledge and power
to continue the work restored by joseph smith resided with the
council of the twelve apostles 5651 when members accepted the
leadership of brigham young and the twelve they were expressing
faith in and acceptance of the teachings of the prophet that had been
unfolded in nauvoo displaying a conviction of celestial marriage
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and their desire to enter the temple to make covenants to receive
those priesthood blessings 5717 they joined with the prophet in his
feeling about the mysteries of the kingdom revealed in nauvoo
this is good doctrine it tastes good you say honey is sweet and

so do I11.111liii I1 can also taste the spirit and principles of eternal life and
so can you I1 know itisit is good and that when I1 tell you of these words
ofeternal life that are given to me by the inspiration of the holy spirit
and the revelations of jesus christ you are bound to receive them
as sweet you taste them and I1 know you believe them 18158

the nauvoo doctrine of joseph smith presents a clear and
distinctive pattern hanharmoniouslynoniouslynoxiously drawing together perspectives on
god humankind and the eternal elements and purposes of life

the illumination of this new knowledge enabled the nauvoo saints
to gain an increased understanding of the things of god to recog-
nize that they were literally the children of god with the potential
of becoming as god all these teachings were related to each other
particularly through the temple they stand as solidly at the core of
the prophets revelations as the temple itself stood in nauvoo
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nauvoo stake priesthood quorumsQuorums
and the churchschurche first wards

william G hartley

A restored seventies hall stands on the north side of parley
street in nauvoo a memorial to one office and quorum of the
priesthood today latter day saint guides use the building originally
built in 1844 as an appropriate site for telling about the churchechurchs
proselyting efforts a labor assigned by revelation to ordained seventies
but the hall is also a fitting site for explaining stake and local priesthood
work in old nauvoo here the nauvoo stake held many presidency
and high council meetings here men in nauvoosNauvoos thirty three
seventies quorumsquorums the high priests quorum and other priesthood
groups met prayed discussed the gospel and received and reported
on priesthood assignments

no comparable priesthood hall is found in todays church of
jesus christ of latter day saints likewise seventies quorums no
longer exist as they once did in nearly every latter day saint stake
therefore the restored walls of the nauvoo seventies hall bear mute
but sturdy witness that priesthood organization in old nauvoo
differed in practice and policy from what todays latter day saints
see with the hall as a visual symbol this article presents a history
of nauvoo priesthood groups and how they operated in the days
before fully functional wards and even ward meetinghousesmeetinghouses
existed to date there is no history of priesthood work in nauvoo
or of the nauvoo stake a surprising lack given the fact that
nauvoo was a religious capital the article also evaluates what
differences seven years of priesthood work in nauvoo made in
terms of the historical development of latter day priesthood work
differences that include the introduction into the church of wards
and ward bishops

william G hartley is a research historian at ththe josephejoseph fielding smith institute for
church history at brigham young university
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to examine nauvoosNauvoos priesthood work is as the phrase says
to enter a foreign country 1 present understandings ofstakes wards
and quorums enlighten but also confuse the study of nauvoosNauvoos
priesthood work four factors must be understood by all readers of
church history to interpret nauvoo source materials correctly

first the terms ward branch stake and district had meanings
looser than do todays definitions for example nauvoo high
council minutes mention a decision that the pleasant vale stake
outside nauvoo should be dissolved and members of that branch
joined to the church in nauvoo the terms branch and stake being
used interchangeably 2 for that generation a branch was a stake
albeit a stake in embryo branches were called stakes in early utah
as well 3 A branch first received a president and then when needed
a high council and a bishop and at that point it was considered an
operational stake As membership numbers or geography made
them necessary a second a third and more bishops were added
an elders quorum and at least one aaronic priesthood unit com-
pleted a stakes organization

an example of a one bishop stake sprouted across the river
from nauvoo in august 1841 the zarahemlaZarahemla stake held a confer-
ence at which its presidency high council and a single bishop were
sustained along with an elders quorum presidency bishop elias
smith reported that the stake had in its lesser priesthood nine priests
thirteen teachers and four deacons elder lewis zabriskie reported
his elders quorum had 20 members generally in good standing 1144

for the population of old nauvoo the term ward had a
different meaning than it does today in the eastern united states
then and now a ward is a political subdivision of a city wards in
nauvoo were civil divisions for police tax election school and
other municipal purposes when church leaders needed to collect
funds or to aid the poor for convenience they let the cityscites political
ward boundaries serve as assignment districts they placed a bishop
in charge of each those ward units however were not latter day
saint entities conducting their own sacrament meetings or having
their own quorumsqu orums nauvoo quorums for deacons teachers priests
and elders were stake entities not ward ones as was the case in
stakes before and after nauvoo 51

second because nauvoo was the churchschurche headquarters
church general conferences were held in nauvoo these confer-
ences served as nauvoo stakes stake conferences as well the stake
had no stake conferences of its own nauvoo stakes presidency
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high council and quorum presidents were sustained during general
conference sustainingssustainings this practice was found in the kirtland stake
earlier and in the salt lake stake in early utah

third aaronic priesthood offices were held by men although
some older boys were ordained no priesthood office then corre-
lated with an age group men of all ages seem to have been
ordained to any of the offices in the priesthood up to and including
elder to start their priesthood career 6 likewise there was no set
time period for holding any priesthood office

fourth men generallyweregenerally were ordained to fill specific needs not just
to receive an ordination 7 from 1830 to 1846 most male converts were
not ordained until several months after being baptized roger launius
studied a sample of 123125 men for whom he could pinpoint baptism and
ordination information for this period only 10 percent were ordained
within a week of baptism and about 53 percent were ordained at least
one year after baptism he also found that some men never held the
priesthood in spite ofseemingly apparent abilities and commitments 8

by the 1840s most first ordinations were to the office of elder 9

precedents

men pouring into nauvoo in 1839 and 1840 included ordained
elders priests teachers and deacons and a few former stake high
councilmen they brought to nauvoo relatively little practical priest-
hood experience some of it trial and error from labors in kirtland
in missouri and in mission areas nauvoo became a restarting point
for priesthood quorums and labors interrupted elsewhere

the churchechurchs first two stakes created at kirtland and in missouri
in 1834 were each headed by a stake presidency which was the
first presidency in kirtland a high council that handled adminis-
trative and judicial matters and a quorum presidency irregularly
organized for deacons teachers priests and elders each stake had
one bishop newel K whitney for kirtland and edward partridge for
missouri the bishops tasks were mainly judicial and financial
collecting and expending church funds and assisting the worthy
poor both stakes had high priests quorumsquorums above the stake level
but below the apostles the church by 1840 had three quorums of
seventies sometimes termed seventy apostles 10

studies of the earliest aaronic priesthood activities indicate
that leaders believed in but quorums rarely reached the quorum
sizes set by scripture twelve deacons twenty four teachers and
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forty eight priests by 1839 the churchechurchs main local officers were the
ordained teachers who under the direction of the stake usually the
stake bishop visited house to house they also served as local
arbitrators and peacemakerspeacemakers among the saints teachers and priests
sometimes were the local presiding officers because high priests and
elders were expected to forsake the standing ministry in order to
proselyte and travel deacons when they did anything held
quorum meetings and assisted priests and teachers 12

nauvoo stake

nauvoo was but a few months old when leaders at the october
1839 general conference created the nauvoo stake its initial organi-
zation consisted of stake president william marks a high council
and three bishops one for each of nauvoosNauvoos municipal wards
to handle tithes and aid the poor bishop partridge was assigned to
the upper ward bishop whitney the middle ward and bishop
vinson knight the lower ward conference attenders also sustained
don carlos smith as president of the high priesthood and created
an elders quorum by appointing thirty five elders who all accepted
of their appointments except one of these ten needed ordaining
and were ordained by four high councilmen one conference
speaker discussed the duties ofpriests teachers etc nauvoo now
had a stake organization that same conference approved the
creation of a branch or stake across the mississippi in iowa with
john smith as president a high council and alanson ripley as
bishop 13 nauvoo stake exercised jurisdiction over nauvoosNauvoos bish-
ops aaronic priesthood quorumsquorums and elders but not over seventies
or high priests

when priesthood authorities laid the cornerstones for the
nauvoo temple during the april 1841 conference the ceremony
involved nauvoosNauvoos quorumsquorums men sat together by priesthood office
so they could vote by office for the church officers bishop whitney
acting as aaronic priesthood president presented the first presi-
dency for a sustaining vote to the seated aaronic priesthood elders
president john A hicks presented the matter to the elders senior
seventies president joseph young to the seventies high priests
president don carlos smith to the high priests and elias higbee to
the high council then the presidents of the quorums were
presented for sustaining votes 14

at the october 1841 conference a notable priesthood de-
velopment was george millers replacing deceased don carlos
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smith as high priests president 15 william marks served as nauvoo
stakes president until the october 1844 conference when he was
dropped and replaced by john smith who had presided over the
zarahemlaZarahemla stake 16

nauvoo bishops
the nauvoo stake high council exercised authority over the

ward bishops limited records provide only a sketchy history of the
interaction between stake and bishop ofofnauvoosnauvoosNauvoos first three ward
bishops bishops partridge and whitney continued to serve as
general bishops with churchwidechurchwisechurchwide or regional jurisdictions at times
so their integration within the nauvoo stakes structure was ambigu-
ous 17 the bishops primary task was to care for the incoming saints
many ofwhom were sick or destitute 18 on august 161618411841 as part
of business at a special church conference bishops vinson knight
and george miller presented the situation of the poor of nauvoo
and then spearheadedspearheaded a collection to benefit the needy 19

nauvoosNauvoos original three wards rapidly became too crowded
so the high councilregroupedcouncil regrouped them into four wards in early 1842
the nauvoo high council minutes for august 20 1842 record that
the council divided nauvoo into ten wards matching the new
divisions made by the temple committee for raising donations and
labor and appointed a bishop for each ward they voted too that
other bishops be appointed over districts adjoining nauvoo as
shall be considered necessary the council resolved that samuel H
smith be appointed as bishop in place of deceased vinson knight
and that tarleton lewis be bishop of the fourth ward john
murdock of the fifth daniel carncam sixth newel K whitney seventh
jacob foutz eighth jonathan H hale ninth and hezekiah peck
tenth david evans was called as bishop of the district south of the
city the eleventh ward israel calkins of the district east of the city
and south of young street and william W spencer of the district
east of the city and north of young street samuel smith could not
accept the appointment but lewis murdock foutz hale peck
evans and calkins were ordained 20

nauvoo high council minutes for 1842 show that the council
called for and received reports from the ward bishops on october 1

for example bishop lewis of the fourth ward reported according
to the instructions of the council on october 15 bishop murdock
of the fifth ward reported he had picked high priests joseph fielding
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and john lowry for his counselors which actions the council
approved on october 29 john hammond reported for
the eleventh ward announcing that he and phillip ballard had
been chosen by bishop evans as his counselors isaac higbee
reported to the council on the first second and third wards after
which hammond introduced a petition from a part of his ward
who wanted to be a new branch on november 19 the high
council authorized the action after consulting with joseph and
hyrum smith who approved the request on november 26 the
council instructed hosea stout to ascertain the exact boundaries of
the ten city wards that the bishopric may be more perfectly set
in order stout reported a week later on december 4 the council
voted that bishop newel K whitney be assigned to preside over
the seventh ward on december 11 bishop hale of the ninth
ward appeared before the high council and made a very large
and elegant report of the situation and standing of his ward which
was accepted

sacrament meetings were generally nauvoo wide meetings
held in the open in groves or at the temple site general authorities
conducted these meetings 21 no evidence exists that any sacrament
meetings were held for a particular wards membership other
ward meetings although not common did occur for example
bishop john S higbee early in 1845 appointed prayer meetings in
his ward or for part of his ward at bro mckinseysMcKinseys on thursdays
at 4 oclock he appointed bro ormon butler to take the charge
of the meetings these started on may 1118451845 at the first meeting
bishop higbee gave attenders instructions regarding their children
and also appealed for donations so he could help the poor at the
next two ward prayer meetings he presided the may 15 meeting
was a fast meeting 22 bishop higbeesHigbees little diary indicates other
duties he performed he settled disputes and performed weddings
on sunday may 4 1845 he helped administer the sacrament at
the general nauvoo sunday meeting to between six hundred and
eight hundred people 2321

but a bishops main responsibility continued to be caring for
the poor wealthy convert edward hunter from pennsylvania was
ordained a bishop soon after the martyrdom during his labors as a
bishop he recalled the brethren were liberal in their offerings
to the poor poor were looked after and made comfortable he
also solicited funds labor and materials for the temple 224 at the
october 1845 conference stake president john smith appointed
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four bishops to stand at the temple door to take a collection for the
benefit of the poor 2515

an example of how that generation used the terms ward
branch district and stake interchangeably is the twelves plan
afafterterjosephjoseph smiths death for organizing the church in the eastern
united states on august 15 1844 the twelve proposed dividing
that area into districtsanddistrictsdistrictsandand branches each presided over by a high
priest they announced that bishops will also be appointed in the
larger branches to attend to the management of the temporal funds
such as tithings and funds for the poor according to the revelations
of god and to be judges in israel 26

aaronic priesthood

lesser priesthood quorums in nauvoo were stake not ward
units their history of activity is documented in several surviving
minute books 27 doctrine and covenants 10787 88 makes it clear
that bishops should be presidents of the aaronic priesthood and
should preside over priests quorumsquorums in practice the ideal was not
followed during the joseph smith period in between the
uprootingsuproot ings and movings of the members bishops presided over all
of the aaronic priesthood including the quorum presidents 28 but a
priest presided over the priests quorum not a bishop in doctrine
and covenants 124 vinson knight was called to be a presiding or
general bishop and samuel rolfe who was not a bishop to be
president of the priests 2921 also when a resurrected kirtland stake
was created in 1841 the stake council called nehemiah greenhalgh
who was not a bishop as president of the aaronic priesthood but
left it to the stake bishop to reorganize the deacons and teachers
quorums at a later date 30

various aaronic priesthood quorums were organized and re-
organized in nauvoo before the death ofjosephofjoseph smith on march 21
1841 bishops newel whitney george miller john higbee and
vinson knight organized nauvoosNauvoos aaronic priesthood for a
priests quorum presidency they picked samuel rolf stephen
markham and hezekiah peck elisha everett james W huntsman
and james hendricks became the teachers quorum presidency
phinehas R bird david wood and william W lane presided over
the deacons 331I1 deacons met together that june 32 teachers quorum
minutes show that the quorum met weekly in 1841 but by fall the
meetings were sporadic in may 1841 they discussed the possibility
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of visiting each member of the church but discussion was laid over
until more information on the subject became available

at a january 18 1842 nauvoo stake high council meeting
stake president william marks said the purpose of meeting was to
consider the affairs of the church to set in order all things relative
to their duty

to call on the bishops and see ifthey call the lesser priesthood together
if they do their duty if the priests visit from house to house if there was
no malice no hardness no difficulty in the church that he wished to
have them make a record of all who do their duty who keep the word
of wisdom &cac he recommended that the bishops adopt such
measures as would be most practicable and useful to bring about such
an order of things that their reports be brought before the high council
that they may have a knowledge of their proceedings and the situation
of the church 33

hyrum smith representing the first presidency 344 explained
that bishops were subject to the high council and that the council

should call on the presidents of the lesser priesthood to attend the
council & receive instruction and that he would meet with them if they
would notify him of their meetings that it was necessary for them to
go from house to house to his house and to every house and see that
every family done their duty that he knew that there were more than
one hundred families in town who did not attend to family prayer

that every ordained member was a watchman on the wall 3531

hyrum also said a record should be kept by the lesser
priesthood he called for a record of members moving in and out
of the excommunicated and ofdeaths the high council then voted
that quorum presidents should meet with them and the first
presidency the next friday bishop knight reported that the lesser
priesthood holders in his ward were doing their duty

stake president marks spoke about helping the poor so bishop
knight gave an account of the situation of the poor reporting that
means had become exhausted for their relief hyrum smith said
that there was a general want of action in the church that he
wanted every one to start anew he knew not of a resolution in all
the to 113636quorums stop iniquity

during the nauvoo years some priesthood teaching in homes
was done but how much is not known one study of nauvoo priest-
hood home visiting notes that their home teaching program did not
keep pace with their developments 37 an oft repeated story about
nauvoo home teaching concerns seventeen year old william F
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cahoon who visited joseph smith but facts indicate this incident
happened well before the nauvoo period 38 during a february 4
1844 meeting the nauvoo teachers heard some very appropriate
remarksremarkls on the subjects ofooolof visiting the brethren and settling
difficulties amongst the brethren apparently their next meeting
was held almost a year later when the teachers met with the bishops
to reorganize the quorum of teachers it being previously disorga-
nized by a great number of said quorum joining the seventies and
high priests quorumsquorums 113959 samuel K gifford recorded that in 1844
he was ordained a teacher and acted as such to the best of my
ability 40 A year later by february 1845 the quorum again became
organized and teachers again visited members generally finding
them in good standing at the next meeting a week later one
teacher reported he had visited in several wards and found the
members generally in good standing he exhorted the others to
faithfully perform their duties 41

minutes of the nauvoo aaronic priesthood covering the period
from january 1844 to june 1845 provide a detailed look at aaronic
priesthood operations 4241 stephen farnsworth was ordained presi-
dent of the priests quorum on january 13 1844 and chose two
counselors but the quorum had barely started when nearly all the
priests were ordained as seventies at the april conference mean-
while the teachers quorum began meeting as a separate group
and undertook visiting assignments at the october 1844 confer-
ence presidenciespresidencies were sustained for priests and teachers
quorumsquorums the following january 1845 the nauvoo bishops met to
reorganize the quorum of teachers minutes for the january 13
meeting list the new presidency ordained that day and thirty
one teachers after that both the priests and teachers met in a
combined aaronic priesthood meeting conducted jointly by the
two quorumsquorums presidents the weekly meetings involved testi-
mony bearing instruction assignments and reports concerning
visiting the church joint meetings were held fairly regularly

until at least june 1845 when the minute book ends stephen M

farnworth continued as priests quorum president in the fall of 1845
during 1845 the priests visited saints throughout the city assisted
by teachers and deacons 4341

church leaders turned to the aaronic priesthood quorums
when the state dissolved nauvoosNauvoos city government in early 1845
the state cancelled nauvoosNauvoos city charter thereby dissolving the
cityscites police system policeman hosea stout said the police decided
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to subdivide nauvoo and the county into quorums of twelve
deacons and have a bishop at their head and they could thus
administer in the lesser offices of the church and preserve order 44

on march 24 1845 president smith and the twelve ordained new
bishops and instructed them to call deacons to be watchmen to
insure peace and good order newly ordained bishop john S

higbee organized his first ward into five districts or wards each
with a bishop apparently not ordained for the purpose of
guarding the city from marauders and evil doers higbee noted that
he ordained elam ludington andandjessejesse D hunter as his counselors
on march 30 of that year 45

david moore said that after the nauvoo charter was repealed
authorities organized the cities into districts and appointed officers
over every ten men they were called bishops and deacons
he said and guarded the city at night the organization was kept
up during the summer of 1845 moore was appointed apparently
not ordained a bishop and assigned to keep watch of his district
one night a week to guard his very large district on the north
side of nauvoo which included a steamboat landing he had a
company of thirteen men our weapons was a large hickory cane
and a toothpick a huge knife the object of the knife to whittle
rascals out of town 46 these priesthood guards have been ro
manticizedmanticized and popularized by being called whistling and whit-
tling 21171117214747brigades

in 1845 leaders proposed that deacons should take care of the
poor 48 at the october 1845 conference held inside the temple the
usual officers were sustained for all quorums but the deacons
brigham young therefore announced that there be a quorum of
deacons selected and a president over them and that the presiding
bishops see to it as soon as possible and make report to this con-
ference before its close 4919

leaders periodically wanted to fill up the quorumsquorums by that
they meant they wanted enough men in the quorums so quorum
meetings and assignments happened not that quorums must have
the twelve twenty four and forty eight members set for the
deacons teachers and priests quorumsquorums 5010 in october 1842 for
example the nauvoo teachers quorum numbered only fifteen
members 51 in january 1845 bishop newel K whitney called a
meeting to fill up the quorums in order that saints might be visited
by the lesser priesthood records note that four priests and ten
teachers were ordained at the meeting 52
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boys and the priesthood

aaronic priesthood offices at nauvoo were filled almost entirely
by adults because of the duties assigned deacons teachers and
priests in the revelations leaders felt that maturity not age was the
prerequisite for ordination nevertheless in the pre 1846 period
many young men served the church well in official callings 5313 orson
pratt became a missionary at age nineteen lyman johnson later a
young member of the twelve served a mission when he was
twenty george A smith baptized at fifteen marched in zions
camp and later was ordained a member of the first quorum of
seventy at eighteen peter whitmer jr became one of the eight
witnesses at nineteen daniel tyler not quite eighteen filled a
mission by himself when his older companion failed to show up
josephs younger brother don carlos received the priesthood at age
fourteen filled a mission that year and at nineteen became the
nauvoo high priests quorum president erastus snow baptized at
fourteen preached extensively in ohio new york and pennsylva-
nia before he was nineteen at nineteen he preached with joseph
smith at a far west meeting harrison burgess eighteen filled a
mission to vermont william F cahoon says he was seventeen when
he was a home teacher admittedly these cases are few and most
involve older boys or young men but they do show a willingness
at that time to call youths to priesthood service later in the century
the church in utah increasingly used this precedent for ordaining
faithful and capable youths 54

elders
an elders quorum formally existed during most of the nauvoo

years lack of records means that the quorumsquorums history can be told
only in outline based mainly on newspaper reports by 1841
john A hicks was elders quorum president 5551 the quorum presi-
dency sometimes was sustained at general conferences the last
presidency mentioned in the records was sustained on april 7718451845
when members continued and sustained samuel williams as
president with jesse baker and joshua smith remaining as coun-
selors 5651 while no quorum roll book survives to show enrollments
year by year membership numbers probably varied they rose
when new elders moved in and when large groups of missionaries
sent out as elders returned they fell when elders were called to be
seventies or high priests
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men called on missions duringjosephduningduring joseph smiths presidency were
sent out as elders or seventies a practice which required that some
men be ordained before leaving at general conference in april 1840
the committee on ordination apparently not a stake committee
reported that they had ordained thirty one persons to be elders

another fifty men some of whom undoubtedly had been elders
had been received into the quorum of the seventies 115757 at the 1840

october conference the committee on ordinations reported that
they had ordained thirty nine to the ministry 1158115158 during 1842 and
18431845 large numbers of men were called into the elders ranks
apostle brigham young presided at a special conference in
august 1841 held to select experienced men to go into the vine-
yard the twelve sent six elders to various cities and received
conference approval to call many others 59

A special elders conference convened between april 6 and 12
1843 conducted by the twelve the purpose was to ordain elders
and send them forth into the vineyard to build up churches dozens
of names of men were enrolled and twenty two men were
ordained 60 then the april conference saw a mass recruitment for
missionary service one conference purpose joseph smith an-
nouncednounced was to chose young men and ordain them and send
them out to preach that they may have an opportunity of proving
themselves and of enduring the tarring and feathering and such
things as those of us who have gone before them have had to
endure elder lyman wight asked if there were any present of the
rough and weak things who wished to be ordained and go and
preach who have not been before ordained he then spoke to
these men on the subject of their duty and requirements to go
to preach As a result under the hands of the twelve 275 men
were ordained as elders during the conference 61

A year later during the april 1843 conference the same
thing happened under the direction of the twelve dozens of men
were called on missions twenty two of whom needed to be
ordained as elders first 62 three months later at a special confer-
ence of elders held july 3 and 5 several dozen elders were sent
on missions 63

again at the april 1844 general conference an army of elders
was called and sent to most states of the union names of 339 men
are listed in the times and seasons many of them experienced and
able elders their assignment was to preach to hold conferences
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and to expound joseph smiths views of the power and policy of
the general government in order to find electors who would vote
for him for president of the united states 64151

other than these mass ordinations for missionary purposes the
nauvoo high council sometimes approved of elder ordinations for
example council minutes note on september 10 1842 that lewis
muedzemuetze was also ordained an elder as he desired to return to
germany to preach the gospel on september 17 that year the
council record notes that truman gilbert presented a recommend
from the kirtland branch ohio and was ordained an elder according
to his request similarly charles greenwood requested an ordina-
tion he was recommended by L soby he was ordained

quorum presidents sometimes posted notices in the news-
paper inviting newly arrived men holding a particular office to meet
with that quorum in july 1840 the times and seasons carried a
notice issued by iowa elders quorum president daniel avery calling
for elders in iowa to enrolltheirenroll their names in his quorum by early august
14oror they will not be considered in fellowship with said quorum his
quorum met the notice said on the fourth saturday of each month
at ambrosia lee county 6515

in march 1841 president john A hicks of the nauvoo elders
quorum published a notice to the elders scattered abroad he
requested that all those who held the office of elder should notify
the clerk of the quorum of elders of their place ofresidence by letter
postpiadpost pfadpiad sic that we may know where to find them the time
had come he said when it is necessary that every one should ren-
der an account ofhis stewardship ifhe wishes to continue any longer
steward he was reacting to a problem of men out in the world
calling themselves elders who had neither license nor recommend
from the quorum some out in the world claiming to be elders were
in fact unclean persons some of whom have fled from justice and
keep not the commandments neither the word of wisdom then

as a postscript quorum clerk samuel henderson asked men who
formerly belonged to the elders but who had joined the quorum of
seventies since last spring conference to notify him 66

john S higbee was ordained an elder on july 3 1839 and
although his small journal says nothing about his quorum it does
record that injulyinjuryinjuly of 1840 he assisted with the baptisms for the dead
performing about one hundred immersions of people most of them
for their dead relatives 67
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high priests

high priests had a quorum in nauvoo presided over first by
don carloscarioscardos smith and then by bishop george miller 68 they held
quorum meetings but how often or regularly is not known quorum
records are scarce so only a thumbnail history is possible like the
elders presidency the high priests presidency struggled to find out
who should be in their quorum president miller late in 1842
announced that all high priests who had not become members of
the quorum of high priests should enroll in the quorum upon

their arrival in this place it was their duty he said to apply to the
quorum for admission 69

during the october 1844 conference president brigham young
gave the high priests a major task first he had the quorum members
come up from the congregation and join together on the right of the
stand he then announced that he wanted to select a number of high
priests to preside in each congressional district in the united states
he picked eighty five high priests to do the job for this mission or
to replace those called forty nine elders were ordained as high
priests during the conference the plan president young said was
not for the high priests to tarry six months but to take their families
along and to settle down in those districts they could return when
the temple was finished and receive their endowments but then
they were to return to their districts and turn them into stakes as
large as the nauvoo stake 70

departures apparently waited for good weather to come early
in 1845 john S higbeesHigbees diary notes that on january 12 1845 he
attended his high priests quorum meeting and while there he and
fifty other high priests were chosen for a special mission by the
twelve and told to hold themselves in readiness to be sent to the
various states 71 calls were issued but for some reason the plan to
send high priests eastward was not carried out

at their january 26 1845 meeting the high priests quorum
discussed a proposal that they build a high priests hall 120 long
80801 wide and 33331 high but brigham young convinced them to put
the labor and money into finishing the upper room of the temple
so you can get your endowment and your priesthood 117272 As a result
no high priests hall was started

at general conference on october 61845 bishop miller william
snow and noah packard were sustained as the quorumsquorums presidency
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seventies
nauvoo had a greater influence on the priesthood office of

seventy than on any other office because both the number of men
ordained to be seventies and the number of quorums mushroomed
A question that continues to disturb because it is not clearly
answered is why president brigham young so vastly expanded the
seventies ranks on february 28 1835 joseph smith based on an
unrecorded revelation showing the order of the seventy com-
menced to organize the first seventies unit in the church its seven
member presidency presided over one quorum of seventy men and
then over other units of seventy as needed until seven times
seventy if the labor in the vineyard of necessity requires it
seventies were not local ministers but were considered general
authorities traveling ministers witnesses unto the gentiles and in
all the world and seventy apostles seventies were called from
among the experienced elders 73

records indicate that from one third to one half of all mission-
aries set apart between 1837 and 1843 were seventies 7413y74 by 1839 a
second and third quorum of seventies had been organized their
work was directed by the seven presidents of the first quorum
who together formed what is termed the first council of the seventy
brigham youngs brother joseph young served as senior presi-
dent of the first quorum and therefore as president of all of
the seventies

in nauvoo the seventies quorums met for edification instruc-
tion and worship the meetings also helped the presidenciespresidencies keep
track of their members until the fall of 1844 only a few new quorums
were added andrew moore for example was ordained a president
in the fifth quorum of seventy in august 1844 he noted in injanuaryjanuary
1846 that 1 I continued to meet with my quorum once every week
to tranceacttranceact sic business and to see that the quorum was in union

and to give instructions 1375117575 to keep their seventy member
quorums reasonably filled quorums recruited new members from
among the elders aaronic priesthood bearers and the unordained
individually many seventies received and filled mission calls during
the nauvoo period some were already in seventies quorums when
called and others became seventies because of their mission calls

at the october 1844 conference president brigham young in
addition to calling high priests to go abroad and preside in the
eastern states called for a major expansion of seventies quorumsquorums
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he wanted at least ten quorums of seventy so one purpose of the
conference was to ordain the presidents of the seventies and then
fill the quorums of seventies from the elders quorum the next day
october 8 heber C kimball of the first presidency recommended
all those elders who are under the age of thirty five and also all the
priests teachers deacons and members who are recommended to
be ordained to withdraw and receive an ordination into the
seventies which was done 117676

this expansion of seventies quorums was a major priesthood
development during the nauvoo years before the conference
concluded the seventies presidents had ordained approximately
four hundred men into seventies quorumsquorums they filled eleven
quorums and put forty men into a twelfth quorum after the
conference and for the next several months more quorums were
created and more seventies ordained thomas steed recalled that on
april 7 1845 he was ordained a seventy with about five hundred
others and joined the 21st quorum 2177117777 in december 1845 the
thirty second quorum was organized by early 1846 seventies units
numbered thirty four 78

why the twelve called for this buildupbuild up of seventies is not
explained apparently the twelve had in mind a massive missionary
labor in the near future perhaps to implement what president
joseph smith had wanted done norton jacob recalled that in 1844
president smith directed that all the elders of israel should go into
the vineyard 1279117979 president young told the conference that the elders
young men who are capable ofpreaching will be ordained and that
if an elder wants to go preaching let him go into the seventies you

are all apostles to the nations to carrycany the gospel and when we send
you to build up the kingdom we will give you the keys and power
and authority 80

this seventies recruitment apparently was part of a two
pronged expansion the twelve wanted for the kingdom sending
out a large missionary force to convert and baptize new members
and sending out high priests to preside over areas where these
converts lived counselor heber C kimball noted that brigham
young when challenged about whether a high priest was higher
than a seventy answered that the seventies are ordained apostles
and when they go forth into the ministry they are sent with power
to build up the kingdom in all the world and consequently they have
power to ordain high priests and also to ordain and organize a high
council 81 the goal seemed to be the creation of stakes throughout
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the united states converted and organized by seventies who would
install the selected high priests as stake presidents however for
reasons not explained perhaps because of priorities given to
finishing the temple neither prong of the plan was pushed
nevertheless nauvoo quickly had more seventies than any other
melchizedek priesthood office by late 1845 most of the men in
nauvoo who held the priesthood were seventies

to house the meetings for the many quorumsquorums the seventies
constructed their own seventies hall which was completed that
winter on december 26 1844 the twelve presided over the first
of several days of dedicating the new seventies hall as a home for
fifteen quorumsquorums that day many of the twelve and the seven
presidents sat on the stand senior presidents of each of the seventies
quorums sat on the right a choir on the left and a brass band in front
the congregation was comprised of members of the second and
third quorums of seventy with their families at a rate of two
quorums per day each day afforded a new congregation that all
the seventies with their families might in turn participate 8281 at the
dedication services prayers and preachingspreach ings made clear that seven-
ties were designed to be messengers to every land and kingdom
under heaven and to administer salvation senior president of the
seventiesjosephseventies joseph young on the fourth day prayed that god would
bless them and their families when they shall go to the islands of

the sea 83

the seventiesfinalseventies final notable activity in nauvoo came during the
winter of 1845 46 when the twelve delegated to them the presi-
dents of the seventies the government of the temple while the
ordinances were being administered to their quorumsquorums the twelves
action firmly placed the responsibility for giving the endow-
ment to the seventies on the shoulders of the first presidency of
the seventy 8481

nauvoosNauvoos priesthood legacy
an assessment of locaelocaflocal priesthood work during the nauvoo

period shows continuity in terms of what priesthood bearers and
quorums had done before in missouri in ohio and in mission areas
and it identifies several adaptations and changes what was
nauvoosNauvoos priesthood legacy what started or continued at nauvoo
that became part of priesthood practices in the future what was
enduring and what was temporary
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nauvoo continued a barely established precedent that stakes
were the basic local church unit ideally a new clustering or
settlement of saints would begin with a presiding officer who might
be called a branch district stake or settlement president or
presiding elder then the clustering needed a bishop to handle court
cases moneys and the poor finally a high council was needed to
handle discipline cases and disputes and to make decisions for the
settlement if population grew more bishops would be added
the settlement subdivided into wards sometimes called districts or
branches and satellite settlements recognized as being part of the
stake this pattern continued to be followed in utah for decades

local priesthood quorums continued to be stake entities as
they had been in missouri and kirtland these included deacons
teachers priests and elders quorumsquorums this pattern continued in
utah salt lake stake for example had stake deacons teachers and
priests quorums until the 1870s sanpete stake during the 1870s had
a stake quorum of each and half of each quorumsquorums members came
from one city manti half from another ephraim 85

visiting priesthood teachers continued to be the most impor-
tant local priesthood officers in contact with the members before
during the nauvoo years and after visits to the homes were
standard priesthood work visiting was considered lesser priest-
hood work a view that continued through that century since
nauvoo the main activity carried out by local priesthood bearers
continues to be visiting members in their homes 86811813863

quorum meetings before during and afternauvooafter nauvoo were the
most important self learning sessions that male latter day saint
members attended when ward sunday schools first started in the
1860s they were for children and youths not until the late 1800s was
sunday school generally attended by adults 87

A concern before during or immediately after nauvoo was
that priesthood quorums have enough manpower to be viable but
not that there be multiple quorums for each office so that all men
could be priesthood bearers the assumption was that a stake
should have one quorum each of elders priests teachers and
deacons in time utah wards came to have their own groups of
teachers and deacons and finally of priests until well into this
century stake elders quorums continued to include more than one
wards elders

however the nauvoo years brought three priesthood changes
that as subsequent years proved were of paramount importance
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of greatest significance was the creation of subunits called wards
each of which had a bishop assigned to it like a very fertile seed
wards headed by bishops became within the decade following the
exodus from nauvoo the essential church unit that cared for
trained provided ordinances and worship services for and other-
wise served saintsatSainsaintstsatat the local level the practice of having wards
and ward bishops that started in nauvoo has become a fixture of
church government

A second important change was caused by the general
introduction of the temple endowment and celestial marriages late
in 1845 after that the endowment became required of all men
going on missions or receiving temple marriages henceforth
men going on missions or marrying had to bear the melchizedek
priesthood this policy increased the numbers of elders and
seventies by siphoning off practically all men who had staffed the
deacons teachers and priests quorumsquorums by the earliest days in utah
church leaders lacking non melchizedek priesthood men had to
call elders seventies and high priests to be acting deacons acting
teachers and acting priests in order to keep aaronic priesthood
work going 81888118

A third major change during the nauvoo era was the unusual
and massive expansion of seventies quorumsquorums after the expansion
most nauvoo men held some priesthood office assuming that
nauvoosNauvoos peak population was about 12000 and that the average
household was a family of two parents and three children then it
seems that one fifth of nauvoosNauvoos 12000 residents about 2400 were
men of those 2400 there were 18231825 men by late 1845 who were
seventies making up thirty four quorumsquorums 8981 add to this number
about 300 high priests including bishops and apostles 90 and a score
or more of aaronic priesthood bearers and the number of
priesthood holders exceeds 2000 A reasonable estimate then is
that by late 1846 three fourths or more ofnauvoosNauvoos males held some
priesthood office about 80 percent of these were seventies making
seventies the largest priesthood group in the church a distinction
they held for the next decade 91 in the 1847 select pioneer party for
example there were eight apostles four bishops fifteen high priests
eight elders and seventy eight seventies 92 during the nineteenth
century seventies provided two thirds of all missionaries called 9593

nauvoosNauvoos main personalities location and dramatic happen-
ings are well known and documented even nauvoosNauvoos common
people have received scholarly attention in recent years for the
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women the female relief society served briefly to help bond many
to the church organization less known but equally important
priesthood quorums in nauvoo similarly connected men to the
church organization in those days before wards and therefore
before ward sacrament before priesthood and auxiliary meetings
quorums during their off and on existences gave priesthood
bearers a sense of belonging and comraderiecomraderie a place to discuss
learn and share experiences and a range of religious assignments
to perform priesthood office and quorum membership were
ingredients in a glue mix that by 1845 helped bond most of the
latter day saint men in nauvoo to the church
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william W phelpssphelphsPhelpss service in nauvoo
as joseph smiths political clerk

bruce A van orden

praise to the maninan who commundcommandcommund withwitbjebovabjehovah
jesus anointed that prophet and seer
blessed to open the last dispensation
kings shalishallshail extol bimhimbinzbinl and nations revere

william W phelps one of joseph smiths most intimate
associates wrote this stanza a month following the prophets
martyrdom phelps worked veryvelyvers closely with joseph smith during
the nauvoo period he labored in several church positions but
served primarily as the prophets political clerk during the apex of
josephs career in this position he was the prophets second most
important clerk 2

background

william wines phelps usually referred to as W W phelps by
himself and others was born february 171717921792 in dover hanover
township morris county new jersey 3 in 1800 he moved with his
parents to homer township onandagaonondagaOnandaga county cortland county in
1808 new york which had recently opened for settlement after
marrying sally waterman in 1815 W W began learning the printing
and newspaper business virtually all newspapers of this period
were essentially rooted in political partisanship and were the main
campaigning vehicles for the various factions his newspaper work
trained him as both a political writer and participant

in 1827 and 1828 he became a founding member of the anti-
masonic movement in new york and served as the initial editor of
the antimasonicanti masonic newspaper the lake light in trumansburgh in
april 1828 god fearing and zealous phelps went to canandaigua

bruce A van orden is an assistant professor of church history and doctrine at
brigham young university

byustudiesBYU Studies 32 nos 1 2 1992
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the most prominent village in western new york at the time to start
the antimasonicanti masonic paper the ontario phoenix he moved his young
family to cananclaiguacanandaigua and established himself in what he hoped
would be a long productive political and editing career

antimasonryanti masonry erupted as a religious and quasi political move-
ment in upstate new york in 1827 in immediate reaction to the
abduction oferstwhile freemason william morgan the previous year
for writing an exposeexpos6exposi of masonry however antimasonicanti masonic senti-
ment had been smoldering in the northeastern united states for
years because of the widely perceived notion that masons who
belonged to an elitist and secret fraternity controlled virtually all
political and law enforcement positions and that masonry was a
counterfeit religion the antimasonicanti masonic movement also received
much of its force from antislavery and temperance advocates one
of its chief objectives was to inject the common people and
workmen into the state and national political system to this end the
anti masons conducted local political conventions throughout new
york to select legislature candidates in order to root out the
privileged class their principal opponents were the national
democratic party headed by presidential candidate andrew jack-
son and the new york political clique the albany regency headed
by governor martin van buren

the new antimasonicanti masonic party met with immediate success in the
legislative elections two experienced political professionals
thurlow weed and william seward seized control of the party in
1828 and undermined the evangelical zealotszealous of the movement by
1830 the antimasonicanti masonic party had spread to several states in 1831 the
fledgling party experimented with the nations first presidential
nominating convention in babaltimore new yorks weed and seward
built on their antimasonicanti masonic constituency and formed the whig party
in 1834 soon the national whig party emerged consisting of an
unstable coalition of old time federalists opportunistic anti masons
staunch national republicans eastern capitalists and labor conser-
vative midwestern farmers and southern merchants and planters
henry clay and daniel webster were their most prominent leaders
and presidential candidates both antimasonryanti masonry and whiggery con-
tributedtri numerous ideas and precedents to the american political
scene but both also faded after a relatively short existence 5

because of his prominence in the antimasonicanti masonic movement
W W phelps sought nomination as new yorks lieutenant governor
on the antimasonicanti masonic ticket in 1828 and 1830 his political career failed
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to materialize however for he became acquainted with a new religious
movement in his vicinity a religion that soon claimed his loyalty

As a newspaper editor in new yorks mormon country
phelps was aware of most major events surrounding the rise of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints he read the book of
mormon as it came off E B Grandins press in march 1830 and
became convinced that it contained the word of god he sought out
joseph smith in fayette and was moved by the prophets godly
account of his heavenly experiences 6 but not yet enough to give up
his attachment to the antimasonicanti masonic movement

phelpssphelphsPhelpss antimasonicanti masonic colleagues became increasingly un-
settled by his attraction to mormonism in april 1831 after most
new york saints had migrated to ohio two canandaigua business-
men brought trumped up charges of indebtedness against phelps to
keep him from joining the mormonscormonsMormons 1177 after he was released from
jail phelps resigned his editorship and prepared his family to move
to kirtland ohio the new church headquarters

he arrived in kirtland in mid june located joseph smith and
announced to the prophet that he was ready to join the church and
do the will of the lord 1 I8 accordingly joseph sought the lords will

concerning phelps and learned that W W was called and chosen
to the ministry this call included an assignment to assist oliver
cowdery with the work of printing and of selecting and writing
books for schools in this church dacd&c 551 4 5 the prophet was
pleased to find someone qualified to print the churchschurche scriptures
and other writings

in the same revelation the lord commanded W W phelps
though a new member to be one of seven select brethren to
accompanyjosephaccompany joseph smith to missouri to locate the land ofofzionzion the
assignment most occupying the prophets attention that spring As
a member of that party phelps enthusiastically witnessed the
dedication of the sacred temple lot in independence missouri he
was assigned by revelation to be planted in this place and be
established as a printer unto the church dacd&c 5711 he would
now be the churchschurche chief printer and editor and oliver would assist
him dacd&c 5713

As soon as W W was able to move his family to independence
he established the churchschurche first printing office just as virtually all
american political and religious movements in that day relied on
newspapers to identify and promote their causes the young church
of christ as it was first called needed a forum to communicate and
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establish its positions phelps met this need by starting two newspapers
the religious monthly the evening and the morning star and the
secular weekly upperuppermissourimissouri advertiser his editorship of these
papers made him one of the churchschurche primary spokespersons

over the next few years a period of overwhelming turmoil for
the saints in missouri phelps served in many trusted capacities
member of the missouri stake presidency writer of key doctrinal
essays and co compiler of joseph smiths revelations into the
doctrine and covenants following the saints expulsion from
jackson county he also began to represent the church in political
and legal matters by writing letters compiling petitions and
personally lobbying state officials in the missouri state capital

in 1836 phelps helped arrange for the saints to remove from
clay county to the mormon county of caldwell along with john
whitmer he founded and laid out the settlement of far west since
phelps and whitmer used considerable church funds in setting up
far west and acted independently of the missouri high council
church leaders felt these men abused their power so the council
released them from their leadership posts in the church in 1838
consequently phelps joined a growing group of dissidents who
tried throughout the remainder of the year to undercut the work of
joseph smith and the first presidency in northern missouri in the
richmond preliminary hearing in november 1838 phelpssphelphsPhelpss testi-
mony against joseph smith contributed to the prophets lengthy
incarceration in liberty jail phelps was officially excommunicated
from the church in march 1839

phelps moved his family to the dayton ohio area in 1839 just
as joseph smith escaped his missouri persecutors and founded the
saintsnewsaintsSaintsnewnew gathering place in nauvoo illinois phelps lost complete
contact with the church until elders orson hyde and john E page
of the quorum of the twelve apostles came to the dayton area to
proselyte after seeing phelpssphelphsPhelpss changed heart and impoverished
conditions these brethren wrote a letter to the first presidency in
nauvoo pleading for clemency in behalf of phelps he tells us
verbally that he is willing to make any sacrifice to procure your
fellowship life not excepted 9 W W phelps wrote a pathetic letter
to accompany the one from elders hyde and page 1I am alive and
with the help of god I1 mean to live still he began 1I am as the
prodigal son though I1 never doubteddoubled or disbelieveddisbelievedl the fulnessfalness
of the gospel I1 have been greatly abused and humbled 10 after
receiving the petitions and consulting with sidney rigdon and
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hyrum smith joseph smith wrote back to phelps on july 22 1840
believing your confession to be real and your repentance genuine

I1 shall be happy once again to give you the right hand of fellowship
and rejoice over the returning prodigal

because of his impoverished circumstances phelps and his
family were unable to move to nauvoo immediately but as soon as
he arrived he was put to work joseph smith was pleased to recover
his valued friend and advisor the nauvoo saints also revived their
respect for him as a prominent church member due to joseph
smiths frank forgiveness of an erring yet repentant brother the
church reclaimed one of its most talented servants

nauvoo service

the arrival ofphelps in nauvoo was a godsend tojosephtojoseph smith
few projects in nauvoo were more important to the prophet than
writing his and the churchschurche official history the project was
proceeding slowly because two ofjosephs trusted clerks who had
started the project james mulholland and robert B thompson had
died 12 phelpssPhelpphelphsss journalistic and church experience made him one
of the most qualified persons to compile the churchschurche history he
was quite a singular man youngyoungjosephjoseph smith III111lillii wrote of phelps
he was spare of flesh already sufficiently aged to wear spectacles
was methodical and studious in his habits and not very prepossess-
ing in appearance though ofgood brain and judgment he was quite
a voluminous writer 2113111313 sometime in the forepart of 1842 phelps
commenced writing the history of the church underjosephundeunder josephrjoseph smiths
direction but as the year unfolded the prophet spent much of his
time evading government authorities who sought him on old
missouri charges apparently phelps was essentially left to himself
to compile and write the official history working through december
of that year as an employee of the church as he had been before
his disaffection he recorded in the history of the cburchchurch the
significant events that had occurred between october 313118303118501830 and
november 1 1831 4 phelps himself had been a key player in the
historical events of that same period a fact that naturally does not
go unnoticed in the official history

A new phase in the clerking career of W W phelps began on
december 21184221 1842 when willard richards trusted and loyal apostle
was appointed joseph smiths private secretary and historian until
his death in 1854 willard richards superintendersuperintendedsuperintended historical
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compiling and writing in the church phelpssPhelpphelphsss subsequent work on
the history was as richardssRichardrichardsss assistant under richardssRichardrichardsss direction the
history progressed rapidly during 1843 and 1844 15

while phelps continued to assist richards from time to time on
the history joseph smith gradually assigned phelps other clerking
duties one of these was to aidjosephaidald joseph smith in editing printing and
publishing a new edition of the doctrine and covenants which
appeared in 1844 soon however many of phelpssphelphsPhelpss assignments
became political in nature

along with several other close associates of the prophet W W
phelps filled various positions in the nauvoo city government
underjosephunderunde josephrjoseph smith as mayor following the municipal elections in
february 1843 mayor smith and the new city council appointed
numerous city officials including W W phelps as the mayors clerk
and fire warden 16 he signed numerous documents in behalf of
mayor joseph smith and supervised the work of the fire depart-
ment in addition to helping joseph with the executive branch
of city government phelps also was designated clerk of the
mayors court a court in which the mayor joseph smith also
served as judge according to powers granted him by the liberal
nauvoo charter

now that phelps was closely connected with nauvoo city
affairs joseph smith repeatedly drew upon his counsel when
making city related decisions 17 the church and the city were
constantly running into legal entanglementsentangle ments andjosephand joseph smith was
forced to study principles of the law often doing so with willard
richards and phelps on one occasion the prophet exasperated
at having to spend so much time with legal problems declared to
W W that he should be a lawyer and understand law and the time
will come when I1 shall not need say to you thus and thus is the law
for you shall know it 18 several months after this conversation
wilford woodruff reported in his journal that in a special meeting
elder phelps was called upon to speak concerning his appoint-
ment as a lawgiver in israel 19 phelps spent some of his time as
joseph smiths clerk studying the law and in subsequent official
correspondence to government officials signed his name W W
phelps esq joseph smith also referred to him often as judge
phelps or esquire phelps even many years later in utah phelps
continued to serve as a lawyer and a justice of the peace

phelpssphelphsPhelpss position as legal advisor soon evolved into full time
service as joseph smiths political clerk his most valuable service
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in nauvoo to the prophet during the congressional campaign in the
summer of 1843 joseph became considerably interested in state and
national politics he knew that friends in high places could make a
substantial difference regarding his own personal safety the for-
tunes of the saints in illinois and their quest for redress of the
missouri grievances joseph drew on phelpssPhelpphelphsss political and journal-
istic experience to compose political documents and letters to
government officials

communicating in behalf of joseph smith with governor
thomas ford of illinois became one of phelpssphelphsPhelpss primary duties
from the fall of 1843 through josephs death in june 1844 phelps
frequently visited the governor in springfield or wrote him on such
topics as procuring public arms for the nauvoo legion and
answering charges against the mormonscormons from illinois citizens 20

As the 1844 presidential campaign approached joseph smith
sent letters that phelps had composed for him to each of the likely
candidates henryhemy clay john C calhoun lewis cass richard M
johnson and maimalmartinmaitinmaltintin van buren the letters asked each candidate
what he would do regarding the treatment of the mormonscormonsMormons 21 when
clay and calhoun separately responded joseph immediately asked
phelps to write further letters to the candidates in his behalf phelps
also wrote many other letters under the name of the prophet to
individuals regarding the 1844 presidential election 22

by the end of january 1844 joseph smith and his close
advisors who included phelps had concluded from the unfavor-
able responses to these letters that the best political course was for
joseph to run as an independent candidate for the presidency of
the united states 2321 from this time on joseph smith and W W
phelps often consulted about campaign strategy campaigning in
those years was primarily accomplished by circulating large vol-
umes of printed documents joseph assigned phelps to write these
key documents and then to present them to the group of advisors
for discussion necessaiynecessarynecessaiy rewording and approval by march 1844
this group of advisors was formed into the council of fifty phelps
was one its leaders

As political advisor and clerk W W phelps in behalf ofjosephofjoseph

smith penned such significant documents as general joseph
smiths appeal to the green mountain boys general smiths views
on the powers and policy of the government of the united states
pacific innuendo and A friendly hint to missouri 1124112124 he also
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assisted willard richards orson hyde and john taylor in writing
a proclamation to the kings of the earth 1125112125

although phelpssPhelpphelphsss service as a political writer was immense
and often valuable his writings were not flawless and might not
have always been well received by the audiences they were meant
to impress phelpssPhelpphelphsss often ponderous composition with sentences
that seem to go on forever is evident in the political documents he
wrote forjosephmorjosephfofor josephrJoseph smith like other verbose politicians and political
journalists of the day phelps often employed unnecessarily obscure
vocabulary and foreign phrases his frequent use of sarcasm was a
typical political device in that day the following example taken
from joseph smiths political platform entitled general smiths
views demonstrates phelpssphelphsPhelpss stylistic devices

mr van buren one of the 1844 presidential candidates said in his
inaugural address that he went into the presidential chair the
inflexible and uncompromising opponent ofevery attempt on the part
of congress to abolish slavery in the district of columbia against the
wishes of the slave holding states and also with a determination
equally decided to resist the slightest interference with it in the states
where it exists poor little matty made his rhapsodical sweep with the
fact before his eyes that the state of new york his native state had
abolished slavery without a struggle or a groan great god how
independent from henceforth slavery is tolerated where it exists
constitution or no constitution people or no people right or wrong
vox matti vox diabolidiabolicDiaboli the voice of matty the voice of the devil
and peradventure his great subtreasurysub treasury scheme was a piece of the
same mind but the man and his measures have such a striking
resemblance to the anecdote of the welchman and his cart tongue
that when the constitution was so long that it allowed slavery at the
capitol of a free people it could not be cut off but when it was short
that it needed a subtreasurysub treasury to save the fund of the nation it could
be spliced oh granny what a long tail our puss has got As a greek
might say hysteronproteronbysteronproteron the cart before the horse but his mighty
whisk through the great national fire for the presidential chestnuts
bburnturnt ibethetbe locks of bbishisis gglorylo10 ry with tbthee blaze of bbishis folly26isfolly2folly 26

A later mormon historian B H roberts was not amused by
phelpssphelphsPhelpss verbal antics the display of foreign phrases was doubt-
less the work of W W phelps who had some smattering knowl-
edge of languages which he was ever fond of displaying these
displays of pedantry mar these documents and are in no way
germane to the subjects of which they treat and are not really the
work of president smith 2127112727

this political platform also reflects phelpssPhelpphelphsss entrenched politi-
cal views he had gained from antimasonryanti masonry and whiggery it
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advocated freeing the slaves reforming the prison system throwing
out elitist politicians giving the federal government power to protect
minorities in their rights and empowering the governments to
promote trade and commerce the document also mercilessly
attacked anti masonrys favorite nemesis martin van buren 2818

even though phelps knew considerably more about national
political issues than didjosephdidjoseph smith in retrospect we may naturally
wonder whether the prophet was best served by having such a
partisan as phelps doing his political writing contemporary com-
ments about these documents are sparse so we may have no way
of knowing

in any event this noteworthy though certainly ponderous
platform was issued from the press on february 24 1844 on the
ensuing sabbath day a special prayer meeting was conducted in the
prophets office at which time petitions were offered to the almighty
that joseph smiths political views might be spread throughout the
country later that week copies were mailed to principal newspapers
the president cabinet members supreme court judges senators
representatives and numerous other important individuals

however not all of phelpssPhelpphelphsss associations with joseph smith in
the last two years of the prophets life involved business or politics
the two who had always cared about each other despite occasional
differences also enjoyed both friendly and religious experiences
together phelps was so used to representing joseph that he
employed his favorite literary device poetry to promote the
prophets image and doctrinal teachings in early 18431845 for example
phelps dedicated a piece of verse to joseph smith and his glorious
doctrines of the hereafter this he entitled vade mecum or go
with me

go with me will you go to thetiletlletite saints that have died
to the next better world where the righteous reside
where the angels and spirits in harmony be
in the joys of a vast paradise go with me 29

these words point to the prophets martyrdom that would occur a
little over a year later but in the meantime phelps would be directly
involved with the events that lead to joseph smiths death

on april 29 1844 after some members of the nauvoo city
council left the city to campaign fofor josephforjosephrJosephmorjoseph smith in the east phelps
and others were appointed to the council As a council member he
played a key role in arranging for the destruction of the press of the
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slanderous nauvoo expositor in june of that year As a result a wanwarrantant
was issued for the arrest ofphelps as well as other city council members
and joseph smith phelps accompanied the prophet to carthage he
listened to the recital of josephs last dream and recorded it for
posterity and even offered to die for joseph smith

when the prophet was slain W W phelps gave the funeral
address 3010 he aided willard richards in keeping calm in nauvoo and
refused to support sidney rigdonsRigdons quest to become guardian of
the church instead on august 8 1844 he eloquently pleaded
with the nauvoo saints to support the twelve apostles who he felt
held the keys of the kingdom upon the earth he continued to
represent joseph smith by doing what he knew would be the
prophets will regarding the churchechurchs administration

william W phelps labored diligently under the direction of the
twelve in nauvoo and retained his status as one of the churchschurche
political advisors he continued to assist with the writing of the
official history and to write letters to political figures when brigham
young and the council of the twelve headed west with the camp
of israel phelps stayed for several months in nauvoo to help
complete necessary business matters in behalf of the church in salt
lake city he remained on the council of fifty helped draft the
constitution for the state of deseret and served on the utah
territorial legislature he practiced law and served as a justice of the
peace he remained faithful to the church and died in full fellowship
in salt lake city in 1872

william W phelps was one of the most important associates of
the prophet joseph smith in nauvoo he did not always please
everybody including joseph with all that he wrote or did he made
numerous mistakes but he humbled himself when necessary and
did much to build the kingdom As long as church members sing the
hymn praise to the man its author W W phelps devoted assistant
to that prophet and seer should not be forgotten
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this version of the verses of praise to the man known earlier as
martyr is from nethe latterlatte aqdqdalday saints psalmody salt lake city

deseret news 1889 the congregation would find the chorus on the
next page

the description on the books title page indicates that the music was
one of the old and familiar tunes specially arranged for this work
by a committee consisting of G careless E beesley J J daynes
E stephens and T C griggs the psalmody was gotten up under
the approval of the late president john taylor and accepted by
president wilford woodruff and council
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1 times and seasons 5 august 1 1844 607 for a brief account of the
composition of this song see karen lynn davidson our latter day hymns the
stories and the messages salt lake city deseret book 1988 55

joseph smiths most important clerk during the last two years of his life was
willard richards a member of the quorum of the twelve apostles the other two
were william clayton and thomas bullock joseph smith employed other clerks
as well see daniel H ludlow ed encyclopedia ofmormonismofMormonism 5 vols newyorknewyork
macmillan 1992 31344

31 am writing a biography ofwilliamofwilliam W phelps much ofthis paper is derived
from this research

4 the best source on the antimasonicanti masonic movement is william preston vaughn
theAantimasonicantinti masonicmasonic party in the united states 182618431826 1843 lexington ky univer-
sity press of kentucky 1983

5 james macgregor bums the vineyard of liberty new york alfred A
knopf 1982 334 336 341 381 423 437

6 messenger6messenger and advocatesadvocate1advocate1 april 18351835 96
7 7messengermessenger andandadvocateadvocate 1 april 1835 96
8 joseph smith jr the history of the church ofofjesusjesus christ of latter day

saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1957
1184 85 hereafter referred to as HC

9 9hc414174141242
100 HC 4141 42
11 dean C jessee ed and comp the personal writingsmittWiitings of ofjosepbjoseph smith

salt lake city deseret book 1984 472 73 see also HC 4162 64
dean C jessee the writing of joseph smiths history byustudiesBYU Studies 11

summer 1971 439 41 450 52464 466
13marymary audentia smith anderson ed joseph smith III111ili and the restoration

independence mo herald house 1952 27
14 anderson josepbsmitbjoseph smith 111IIIlri 441 446 466 see also howard W searle

authorship of the history of joseph smith A review essay BYU studies 21

winter 1981 110liollo110112112
15 whereas15whereas the previous three writers of the history james mulholland

robert B thompson and william W phelps had compiled 157 pages of
manuscript among them phelps from page 75 to 157 willard richards wrote 655
pages ofmanuscript coveringcoveringthethe period of november 1118311831 to august 5518381838
from december 1842 to josephtojoseph smiths death injuneinjurein june 1844 seejesseeseejessee thewriting
of joseph smiths history 441 454 56

16 hc5270HC 5270 71
17seesee for example HC 5290
18 HC 5299 300
19 wilford woodruffewoodruffswoodruffsjournaljournal 1833 1898 ed scott G kenney typescript

9 vols midvale utah signature books 1983 85 2346
20 see hc631 35 61 66 466 67 7201 203 8
21 HC 664 65
22 HC 671 78 227
23 HC 6187 89
24 HChc668080888088.8088889388 93 98 99197 210 218 21 240 2452454747 and wibrdwilfordwiard wood

buffsruffsruffsjournaljournaltournai 233023503503302 349 hosts of people have attributed these articles especially
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general smiths views which contains hispoliticalhis political platform to joseph smith
himself and either credit or discredit him for the various views contained therein
two recent examples are marvin S hill counterrevolutioncounter revolution the mormon
reaction to the coming of american democracy sunstone 13 june 198927301989 2730
31 and senator harry reid of nevada in public service began early in LDS
history church news august 5 1989 5 in reality joseph smith relied heavily
upon W W phelps and his political knowledge and expertise in composing these
documents ofcoursecourscoursejosephjosephejoseph would have given input into these publications and
because he signed them is ultimately responsible for what is contained in them

2515 HC 680 since january 18411841 joseph smith had wanted such a proclama-
tion by revelation robert B thompson and john C bennett had been assigned
to help write the proclamation dacd&c 1242 16 but thompson died and bennett
apostatized apparently numerous attempts were made at writing this proclama-
tion A handwritten proclamation even exists in the joseph smith collection in
the church historical department the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints
salt lake city to which the date 1842 has been affixed I1 do not know ifa proclama-
tionwritten by richards hyde taylor and phelps exists eventually a proclamation
written by parley P pratt was issued in 1845

2611 general smiths views of the powers and policy of the government of
the united states a pamphlet printed by john taylor in nauvoo illinois 1844 8
and HChc662072q7 8

17 HCn675675n
Is28 HC 6197 209
2919 times and seasons 4 february 1 1843 81 go with me elicited in the

same newspaper the answer which is a poetic rendition of the vision or
doctrine and covenants 76 even though joseph smith is credited with this latter
poetic effort I1 strongly suspect that it was phelps who wrote theanswer himself
Afafterterjosephjoseph smiths death phelps altered and expanded go with me made it
into a rhyme and gave it the new title come with me see times and seasons 6
january 15 1845 783

30 for the text see richard van wagoner and steven C walker Ththe josephejoseph
hyrum smith funeral address byustudiesBYU Studies 23 winter 1983 3 18



nauvoo observed

william mulder

nauvoo was a city of saints and strangers a coexistence we
may remember that marked the holy commonwealths of plymouth
and massachusetts bay as well the prophet confident that even
those who came to scoff might stay to pray welcomed all the world
to nauvoo for the saints nauvoo was to be a refuge for strangers
a retreat the twin symbols of its sacred and secular character were
the temple and a hostelry the nauvoo house which were con-
ceived planned and constructed in tandem james sloan a lawyer
and immigrant convert from ireland who served for a time as city
recorder despite his uncertain spelling ability speaks of the
temple and the nauvoo house in the same breath in an 1842 letter
to a cousin in detroit there is a nauvoo house now erecting for
the reception of strangers it is cellar high of stone the remaining
3 or 4 stories will be brick roofed as the temple will be 1 the
prophet made completion of the nauvoo house particularly urgent
and in his usual combination of the visionary and the practical gave
the enterprise the twin force of revelation and incorporation as the
nauvoo house association with stock tato be sold at fifty dollars a
share 2 more than one traveler took humorous satisfaction in
observing that joseph smith was not only president of the church
and mayor of the town but also its hotel keeper

meanwhile the prophet and emma played host at the mansion
house by all accounts a grand establishment which was claimed
to have the largest stable in illinois large enough to accommodate
seventy five horses by the beginning of 1844 putting up all and
sundry paying guests as well as indigent saints proved too great
a burden consequently the prophet pressed by debt and harassed
by lawsuits rented the mansion and stables to ebenezer robinson
who planned to run them as a public house with three rooms

william mulder is professor emeritus of english at the university of utah and the
editor with A R mortensen of among the mormonscormonsMormons historic accounts by
contemporary observers

byustudiesBYU Studies 32 nos 1 2 1992
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reserved for the prophet and with board provided for his family and
his horses 3

through all nauvoosNauvoos vicissitudes the hospitable intent per-
sisted until the death of the prophet the revocation of the city
charter and the movement to drive the mormonscormons from the city
these events made strangers objects of suspicion and targets of the
whistling and whittling brigade 4 a group of nauvoo men and

boys who followed outsiders around like bird dogs until the
strangers left town hospitality perforce had turned to hatred a
sorry decline from the cityscites original vision as a gathering place
where saints and strangers alike could engage in productive labors
while awaiting the millennium

in the initial euphoria of that vision nauvoo found itself ideally
situated nauvoo was a frontier town a river town enjoying and
risking all the social and econeconomicornic implications associated with
such an area in a decade of rapidly expanding traffic up and down
the mississippi river and accelerated change in the west the river
was both a dividing line and a mediator between wilderness and
civilization nauvoo on the east bank and montrose in the half-
breed tract on the west bank epitomize the connection it is no
surprise that indian chiefs and tribal dignitaries were among the
visitors to nauvoo at one time forty sac and fox indians crowded
into the council room where they encamped for the night 5 another
time chief keokuk and about one hundred chiefs and braves of
the sac and fox indian tribes called on the prophet who escorted
them with the band playing to the grove where he preached about
the book ofmorimorlmormonnon and its promises to them keokuk said he had
a book of mormon at his wigwam then he continued 1 TI believe
you are a great and good man I1 look rough but I1 also am a son of
the great spirit good food and a specimen of their dancing
followed this exchange 6

As robert flanders has said nauvoo in the early and mid
forties was a prime attraction to the mississippi river tourist traffic
and the prophet and the nauvoo temple were objects of particular
interest 7 dennis rowley who has given the fullest economic
picture of nauvoo as a river town indicates the extent of that traffic
unin the lead trade an average of ten steamers a week passed by or
stopped at nauvoo during the spring summer and fall months
besides smaller craft and other steamers carrying furs indians
lumber military supplies and soldiers by mid 1843 four

five steamboats nauvoo 7181188 the entriesor a day stopped at daily
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in joseph smiths history of the church frequently record river
arrivals official delegations unnamed but notable persons whole
companies of saints from england who had come by way of new
orleans and st louis and excursion parties the entry for july 4
1843 notes the arrival of three steamers with eight hundred to a
thousand visitors and saints who had come from downriverdownriver
st louis quincy and burlington for the holiday celebrations 9

on my way up the mississippi so begins many a travel
narrative sometimes with nauvoo as a passing attraction on the
itinerary but just as often with the city of the mormonscormonsMormons a reference
much used in the press as destination throughout its brief life
nauvoo in its splendid setting on a great bend in the river rising from
the flats to a city set upon a hill enjoying all that this phrase
connotes in biblical and american history drew instant admiration
even the dour rev henry caswell exclaimed that the view of the
winding mississippi from temple hill was truly grand 10 in 1844
josiah quincy from boston rhapsodized that the curve in the river
enclosed a position lovely enough to furnish a site for the utopian
communities of plato or sir thomas more 11I1 it is a pity that charles
dickens traveled down the ohio in 1842 to where it joined the
mississippi only to turn back at st louis had he seen nauvoo as his
contemporaries were seeing it he might have changed the tone of
his caustic american notes in which he calls the mississippi an
enormous ditch choked and obstructed everywhere by huge logs
and whole forest trees he was glad to leave the father of waters
dragging its slimy length and ugly freight toward new orleans 111212

the popular mississippi panoramas painted on endless rolls of
canvas which toured the country in the 1840s invariably included a
prospect ofnauvoo hemyhenry lewis for example an english carpenter
and self made artist who came to st louis in 1836 undertook a
gigantic and continuouspaintingcontinuous painting italics in the original of the
river which was called a great national work 111313 in 1848 he built a
floating studio a platform about 8 by 11 laid on two fifty foot

canoes fastened by beams rigged with a square sail and a jib and
equipped with oars from the top of his cabin he had a vantage point
for sketching for our purposes his journal entries for 1848 are as
interesting as his paintings asjohnapjohnAs john frances mcdermott recounts in
the lost panoramas of the mississippi

at sunset on the twenty ninth of july the sketching party
stopped at the celebrated city ofnauvoo lewis immediately hurried
to take a look at the temple and see it by sun set he was much
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impressed taking into consideration the circumstances under which
it was built it is a wonderful building and considering too that it is of
no particular style it does not in the least offend the eye by its
uniqueness it bears a nearer resemblance to the bysantiumbyzantium or
roman grecian style than any other altho the capitals and bases are
entirely unique still the cornicescornickscornices are grecian in part 14

on the following day lewis explored the interior of the temple and
called on joseph smiths widow who though married to a man by
the name of bideman is always calldcalidcalad the widow smith lewis
describes her as a remarkably fine looking woman I1 should judge
of some 35 or 40 years of age with a strongly markdmarad tho kind and
intelligent face on whose surface are the marks of much care and
suffering lewis adds that she supports herself and family by
keeping one of the largest and best hotels in the place and seems
to be doing a thriving business lewis sketched nauvoo from above
and drew the detail of the molding and cornice of the temple as well
as a view of the baptismal font in the basement nauvoo and the
mormonscormonsMormons says mcdermott were stillnewsstillnessstill news 1111515

in 1849 grahamsmagazinegrahams magazine reproduced an engraving of the
mormon temple at nauvoo from yet another mississippi pan-
orama john rowson smiths depiction of nearly four thousand
miles of american scenery extending over four miles of canvas 16

an 1848 pamphlet describing his leviathan panorama says the artist
passed over many small towns as bloomington oquawka
clarksvilleClarksville quincy warsaw &cac as they would prove uninteresting
to the mass and present no peculiarities but he made the most of
nauvoo a mormon city and settlement now deserted which he
regarded as one of the finest locations for a town upon the river

the great mormon temple stands out conspicuous orstoodor stood
for a footnote adds that on the 9thath of october since this pamphlet
was prepared for the press this splendid edifice was entirely
destroyed by fhrenfirelhirenfire smith took his pictorial travelog to england and
the continent and showed it by invitation at balmoral where queen
victoria herself got a glimpse of the mormon city and the temple
which smith called the finest building in the west 2217111717

nauvoo was one of those towns suiting smiths educational
and scientific purposes he intended his panorama to be a document
of historical value in america he wrote the country itself is ever
on the change where the forest now overshadows the earth
and affords shelter to the wild beast corn fields orchards towns
and villages will give a new face to the scene and tell of industry
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and enterprise there will be mansions in the place of huts
and streets where the foot path and deer tracks are now only
visible 18 in its prime nauvoo epitomized the promise an early
visitor writing to the alexandria gazette an account reprinted in the
quincy whigwh ig on october 171718401840 described nauvoosNauvoos beginnings
no sect with equal means has probably ever suffered and

achieved more in so short a time around this place as their
centre they are daily gathering from almost every quarter and
several hundred new houses erected within the last few months
attest to the passing traveller the energy industry and self denial
with which the community is imbued the correspondent found
the prophet indignant that presidentvan buren could do nothing for
the redress of mormon grievances lest it should interfere with his
political prospects in missouri he is notasnorasnotasfitnotnorasuitasfitaitfitfat said the prophet as
my dog for the chair of state for my dog will make an effort to
protect his abused and insulted master while the present chief
magistrate will not so much as lift his finger to relieve an oppressed
and persecuted community of freemen whose glory it has been that
they were citizens of the united states

you hold in your hands the visitor ventured a large
amount of political power and your society must exert a tremen-
dous influence for weal or woe in the coming elections

yes said the prophet 1 I know it and our influence as far
as it goes we intend to use 19 that determination would cast a long
shadow over mormon relations with their neighbors

what was happening at nauvoo aroused the curiosity ofmany
whose opinions formed through hearsay and the press were as
various as their dispositions to believe or disbelieve the saints
reputation ran a twofold hazard disrepute in missouri as trouble-
makers and the disrepute by association of the early settlers of
hancock county illinois who were in popular language hard
cases said governor thomas ford on whom no love is lost in
mormon memory rogues will find each other out and so will
honest men itwas the governors view that the mormonscormons also were
hardchard cases 112020 but as the mormon refugees began to arrive from

missouri the citizens ofquincy kept an open mind and were initially
sympathetic As early as february 272718391839 the democratic associa-
tion ofquincy resolved that the strangers recently arrived here from
the state of missouri known by the name of the latter day saints
are entitled to our sympathy and kindest regard and that we
recommend to the citizens of quincy to extend all the kindness in
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their power to bestow on the persons who are in affliction the
association further resolved to explain to our misguided fellow
citizens if any such there be who are disposed to excite prejudices
and circulate unfounded rumors and particularly to explain to them
that these people have no design to lower the wages of the laboring
class but to procure something to save them from starving 112121

the town of warsaw was a different matter its citizens har-
bored prejudice motivated by jealousy ofofnauvoosnauvoosNauvoos rising eminence
thomas sharp of the warsaw signal scorned as tomasstom ass in the
nauvoo neighbor baited the mormonscormons from the beginning even
after he sat at the prophets table some outsiders on the other hand
like landholder horace R hotchkiss tied their fortunes to mormon
success and out ofa concern for their own investments wished them
well of course I1 feel an interest in the prosperity of nauvoo
hotchkiss once wrote the prophet the more so certainly as their

interest identified with 21221122222222pecuniary is my own
within a year of the gazette correspondents optimistic account

the honorable stephen A douglas then justice of the supreme
court of illinois and judge of the fifthjudicialfifth judicial court visited nauvoo
with cyrus walker of macomb they were astonished at the
improvements that had been made at the meeting ground judge
douglas thanked the citizens of nauvoo for conferring upon him
the freedom of the city and praised their location their improve-
ments their enterprise and their industry nauvoo found these
officials a refreshing change from those in missouri 2523

ambiguities abound in the accounts about nauvoo particu-
larly in descriptions of the prophet the cityscites chief attraction visitors
were not prepared for a populist prophet whose vernacular speech
differed strikingly from the formal eloquence of his published
revelations to assess such a religious leader was difficult he was
minister and magistrate storekeeper innkeeper and landlord as
well as a man who worked his farm who wrestled with members
of his congregation who could take an assailant by the throat and
who could never eat his wife said without his friends memorable
glimpses abound in the accounts of those who came to see and
judge the prophet for themselves

on march 22 1842 the advocate of columbus ohio pub-
lished a masons estimate of nauvoo and the prophet the corre-
spondentspondent who signed himself simply an observer adams
county wrote 1 I had supposed from what I1 had previously heard
that I1 should witness an impoverished ignorant and bigoted
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population completely priest ridden and tyrannized over by joseph
smith the great prophet of these people on the contrary I1 saw
no idleness no intemperance no noise no riot with the religion
of these people I1 have nothing to do if they can be satisfied with
the doctrines of their new revelation they have a right to be so
I1 protest against the slanders this observer attended the installation
of the officers ofofnauvoosnauvoosNauvoos new masonic lodge and commented that
never in my life did I1 witness a better dressed or a more orderly and

well behaved assemblage which he estimated at over five thou-
sand he stayed three days and enjoyed the hospitality of the
celebrated old joe smith whom to his surprise he found instead
of the ignorant and tyrannical upstart a sensible intelligent
companionable and gentlemanly man he is a fine looking man
about thirty six years of age and has an interesting family the
temple and nauvoo house now building he wrote will probably
in beauty of design extent and durability excel any public building
in the state and will both be en1closedenjclosed before winterwinter2421211121212424 again
temple and hostelryhosteliyellyeily symbols of nauvoo sacred and secular

the followingjulyfollowing july a phrenologist a mr A crane informed the
editor of the nauvoo wasp that a large number of persons in
different places had manifested a desire to know the phrenological
development ofjosephofjoseph smiths head I1 have examined the prophets
head wrote crane and he is perfectly willing to have the chart
published crane marked the chart to show the development of the
prophets much talked of brain and let the public judge for
themselves he said whether phrenology proves the reports
against him true or false amused the prophet allowed the wasp
to reproduce cranes analysis of his propensities feelings
sentiments perceptivesPercept ives and reflectivesReflectives to use the language

of the popular science of the day Aramativenessnativeness under propensi-
ties on the chart judged the prophet to have extreme susceptibil-
ity and to be passionately fond of the company of the other sex
mirthfulness under reflectivesReflect ives rated high wit fun mirth percep-

tion and love of the ludicrous 1 I give the foregoing a place in my
history wrote the prophet for the gratification of the curious and
not for anyanylacyl respect R1 I entertain for phrenology 112525

in the fall of that year 1842 the new york herald published a
letter from james arlington bennett a counselor at law not to be
confused with the renegadejohnrenegade john C bennett who defendedjosephdefended joseph
against accusations of having plotted the assassination of ex
governor boggs of missouri james calling himself a friend of
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joseph smith and the friend of all good mormonscormonsMormons as well as other
good men expressed regret that the quarrel between the prophet
and john C bennett had found its way to the public eye james
looked at the history of past ages to see the force of fanaticism and
bigotry in bringing to the stake some of the best men smith I1

conceive has just as good a right to establish a church if he can do
it as luther calvin wesley fox or even king henry the eighth
from what I1 know of the people he wrote 1 I fully believe that all
the real sincere mormonscormons would die sooner than abandon their faith
and their religion it is the best policy both of missouri and
illinois he concluded to let them alone and he hoped ex
governor boggs would withdraw his demand for the prophet 26

but with curiosity and concern by now on a national as well
as local level such advice could not be heeded and the affairs at
nanauvoouvoouvon generated a crescendo of news and opinion some thirty
eight papers in the region alone according to cecil snidersseidersSniders study
of the press in illinois and contiguous states 2721 devoted thousands of
columns to notices correspondenceespondencerespondencecon editorials charges and counter
charges and memorials and proclamations expressing extremes of
feeling and opinion before the showdown between mormonsmonnonsmormans and anti
mormonscormons in 1846 As lawyer sloan put it in the days of the missouri
troubles this driving and mobbing business you must have got some
knowledge of through the public papers if not otherwise 28

meanwhile all kinds of travelers continued to visit nauvoo
tourists journalists ministers officials artists merchants and for-
eigners among the visitors from abroad was mr W aitken from
ashton under lyne in england a schoolteacher who dedicated his
bookbookjoun7eyjourney up the mississippi river from its mouth to nauvoo the
city oforthethe latter day Saintsaintssaintstosto9 to the working classes of england
so that any who had embraced the new doctrine of mormonism
should know the real condition of their friends in the city of
nauvoo he was sure they would repent if they ever tried the
experiment of going to nauvoo aitken to begin with declared
himself to be no friend to emigration generally and found the lure
of mormonism only a particular instance of the evil his slender
narrative published in 1845 describes his misadventuresadventuresmisadventurermis which
began when he reached the mouth of the mississippi on novem-
ber 5 1842 after six weeks on the atlantic by then several com
paniesbanies of saints fromfroin england had arrived in nauvoo two hundred
in 1840 twelve hundred in 1841 and sixteen hundred in 1842 a
substantial three thousand for mr aitken to worry about aitken
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who tarried in st louis to teach school noted that st louis had sent
aid to a company of suffering saints on their way from illinois
nauvoosNauvoos coming troubles can be understood in broader context in
the light of his remark about american politics in general the
demon ofparty spirit rules with the bitterest rancour that the dearest
interests of the nation are sacrificed among its ravings and its
pestilential influence is seen and felt from one end of the land to the
other further addressing americans at large he charged that the
spirit of speculation the demoniac ravings of party intolerance and
schism have broken up your banks depreciated your money
destroyed confidence ruined the opulent beggared the labourerlaboureurlabourer
and manacledmanacled your commerce shades of mrs trollope but the
material history of the mormonscormons assumes in aitkens vitriolic
diagnosis the significance of paradigm

after six months as a teacher in st louis aitken proceeded to
nauvoo his account is full of vivid details about the steamboat
passage and life along the river from mosquitoes to flatboatsflatboats he
pores over a map and in the tradition of intrepid british travelers
soaks up all the information he can about the river I1 emphasize his
detailed and concrete reporting because with allowance for his
native bias it compels credibility when he makes his findings at
nauvoo which to be sure he does not see with the eye of faith his
observations serve his anti emigration prejudice and his desire to
bring his countrymen and women to their senses

in a walk about the city he observed the progress on the
temple and the nauvoo house those inseparablesinseparables both being built
by labor tithes aitken had no respect for the prophet a tall stout
muscular man with large features who in conversation swore like
a fishwife and no patience with the prophets mother and her
egyptian mummies however he found josephs wife a fine
looking woman aitken saw wretched cabins everywhere and
searching for the english portion of the city found the immigrant
converts living in huts of the meanest description encountering
a young couple fromfroin bolton on the verge of despair he encouraged
them to seek a job and a new life in st louis at the printing office
he bought josepajosephjosepb smiths story and a book of mormon and on the
way back to his lodgings visited looking glass prairie alas he
exclaimed that the beauties of nature should be sullied by
superstition I1 left the holy city with most unholy thoughts

A mr cowan from shokoquonShokoquon twenty miles upriver from
nauvoo was ofa different mind on february 101018431843 the inhabitants
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of the town delegated him to go to nauvoo and petition that a
talented mormon preacher take up his residence with them they
would find him a good house and give him support with liberty
for him to invite as many mormonscormonsMormons to settle there as may please
to do so 3010

within a month of cowans mission the rev samuel A prior
a methodist minister gave an account of his visit positive enough to
be circulated in times and seasons prior confessed that he had left
home with no veryveitvelt favorable opinions of the latter day saints he
had expected to witness many scenes detrimental to the christian
character if not offensive to society in nauvoo he heard the
prophet that truly singular personage preach to a congregation
that had waited in breathless silence for his appearance prior was
disappointed to find in joseph smith only the appearance of a
common man of tolerably large proportions in explicating a
biblical text the prophet glided along through a very interesting
and elaborate discourse he was prior concluded a workman
rightly dividing the word of truth prior himselfwas invited to speak
in the evening and found the large and respectable congregation
paying the utmost attention afterwards elder smith arose and
begged leave to differ from me in some few points of doctrine and
this he did mildly politely and effectively iilikeilkeke one who was more
desirous to disseminate the truth and expose error than to love the
malicious triumph of debate over me

when the reverend made his rounds of nauvoo he looked for
evidence of the city as the veryveitvelt sink of iniquity the refuse of
society and for traces of that low prostitution which I1 had so often
heard charged upon them but he found nauvoo one of the most
romantic places he had visited in the west the buildings though
many of them were small and made of wood yet bore the marks of
neatness which I1 had not seen equalledequal led in this country he could
imagine himself he said in italy at the city of leghorn which the
location of nauvoo resembled he found the place alive with
business here and there a tall majestic brick house gave
testimony to the genius and untiring labor of the inhabitants
who in two or three short years hadthad rescued it from a dreary waste
to transform it into one of the first cities in the west 113131

such admiration and astonishment bordering on cant but
heightened by the sharp contrast between what they saw and what
they had expected to see runs like a refrain through the travelers
accounts in the early 1840s
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an inside outsider tarrying in nauvoo at the time reverend
prior exuded his encomiums was charlotte haven of portsmouth
new hampshire who arrived in the city by stage from quincy on
december 23 1842 wrapped in a buffalo robe and buffalo
moccasins she stayed a year living with a brother and his wife
elizabeth and becoming a lively member of the cityscites gentile
minority which shecalledshe called our little society she must have been
an attractive young woman for in a series of letters to her family she
describes many balls and socialssociats to which she was invited when she
passed by the temple on her first walk through the city she said
1 I verily believe everyevely man at work cutting stone laid down his tools
and at I1 113232gazed me as passed

charlottescharlotteaCharlottes first impression of the city was that it was a
collection of houses and hovels but she was enchanted with the
delightful western view from her brothers little five room cot-
tage which she set to work furnishing with some rag carpets from
quincy and a hit and miss carpet in every shade of fade from a
sad faced woman weaver charlottescharlotteaCharlottes descriptions of mormon

material culture were usually either pejorative or satirical express-
ing the bias of a genteel gentile not used to frontier hardships she
wrote that she imagined herself enduring the experiences of
western life so vividly portrayed in mrs caroline kirklandsKirklands
newcomenewhomenemnew home wholl followFolloiu which she had read the summer before
she had christmas dinner with a dr wild a bachelor also from
new hampshire with a practice at La Harpe some twenty miles east
of nauvoo and judge emmett another non mormon who had
become a fixture in her brothers house and a constant companion
when she ventured out because the mormon men in the com-
munity look so rough and strange dress so queerly and stare so
some followed and asked her when she had come from the old
country meaning england for at least a third of the mormonscormonsMormons
she reported are english A young english girl did in fact join
the household as a domestic after charlottescharlotteaCharlottes sister in law had
tried out a local girl who told her I11 I aint used to living only in one
family and eating with them and I1 would just as lives you would
get another girl

charlottescharlotteaCharlottes spirited letters overflow with descriptive details of
the city its surroundings and its inhabitants now numbering
fourteen thousand and scattered over a wide area she describes the
architecture of the celebrated mormon temple which had
reached the first tier in minute detail with special praise for the
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baptismal font supported upon the backs of twelve oxen beautifully
carved in wood to be overlaid with pure gold

one wintry sabbath accompanied by the judge she attended
a preaching at the prophets house having been given a ride in a
large horse sled with a little straw on the bottom and crowded with
men and women eager to hear their beloved leader such
hurrying she wrote one would have thought it was the last oppor-
tunity to hear him the house was so full the windows were opened
for the benefit of those without who were as numerous as those

within she foundjosephfound joseph smith a large stout man youthful in his
appearance with light complexion and hair and blue eyes set far
back in the head and expressing great shrewdness or I1 should say
cunning he has a large head and phrenologists would unhesitatingly
pronounce it a bad one for the organs situated in the back part are
decidedly the most prominent he is also very round shouldered
charlotte expected to be overwhelmed by his eloquence but was
disappointed in his loud and coarse discourse relating all the
incidents of his journey from springfield where he had been on trial
for one of the missouri charges now released on habeas corpus
he amused his audience and excited them to laughter he is
evidently a great egotist and boaster charlotte reported for he
frequently remarked that at everyevely place he stopped going to and
from springfield people crowded around him and expressed
surprise that he was so handsome and good looking he also
exclaimed at the close of almost everyevelyevelt sentence thats the idea

charlotte heard that mrs joseph smith wished to become
acquainted with us and had been expecting to honor her with a call
it was etiquette for newcomers to make the first call enon old residents

accordingly charlotte and the judge called on the smith family who
lived in the old town by the river a mile walk from the haven
cottage they seemed pleased to see us and urged us to pass the
afternoon charlotte thought sister emma very plain in her personal
appearance though we hear she is veryveltveit intelligent and benevolent
has great influence with her husband and is generally beloved
emma said very little her whole attention being absorbed in what
joseph was saying he talked incessantly about himself I1 did not
change my opinion about him but suppose he has good traits

some weeks later the smiths returned the call the prophet
and lady and youngest son drove up in a handsome carriage drawn
by two fine dripping bays it had been raining mrs smith was
pleasant and social more so than we had ever seen her before and
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we were quite pleased with her but charlotte still considered
emmas husband the greatest egotist I1 ever met the afternoon
passed pleasantly and by uniting parlor and kitchen tables we
contrived to seat all at supper and to find room for the good things
we had prepared when mrs smith proposed returning home her
lord was disposed to remain longer and remarked that it was like
leaving paradise 1 I thought wrote charlotte his idea ofparadise
was very different from mine

charlottescharlotteaCharlottes year in nauvoo proved to be an eventful one and
her letters are filled at one end ofthe spectrum with the happenings
of daily life significant trifles willa cathergather would call them and at
the other end with news of great portent

her reports of daily life include the birth of a fine healthy little
boy to elizabeth her sister in law who had two experienced
mormon women with her all day who kept up one continual stream
of talk about their peculiar religion quoting scripture from genesis
to revelations I1 never wrote charlotte heard so much bible talk
in all my life before from all such good lord delideildeliverdeliverusdellververusus among
the gentiles dr higbee she wrote was the most at leisure not
having a single patient and not likely to have as the mormonscormons per-
form wonderful cures by the laying on of hands she relented in
her judgment of the rude shelters that dotted the new farms on the
prairie when she remembered morimorlmormonnon destitution after the flight
from missouri we cannot wonder that they have no fitter dwelling
place and so few of the comforts of life she acknowledged that
better and more substantial buildings are fast being erected in city

and country if let alone and persecution ceases she felt sure
this absurd religious doctrine will surely die a natural death

mail in nauvoo came twice a week and charlottescharlotteaCharlottes letter and
papers from home were smilingly handed to her by sidney rigdon
postmaster with whose family of five daughters she spent some
pleasant evenings and at whose home she attended the only party
in this holy city a party that began at three in the afternoon she
found mrs rigdon peeling potatoes near the stove and the vener-
able elder behind it dressed in his sunday best suit the highest and
stiffest shirt collar and a white neckerchief with ends flowing over
his shoulders the party turned out to be a quilting bee and
charlotte joined eight belles of nauvoo around the frame with
needle thread and thimble unable to get a word out of her sister

quilquliquittersters except yes marinmarmmarlnmariu no marm until one of them timidly
whispered to her we talk in the evening they quilted until six
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when the door to the living room was thrown open and they sat
down around a table extending the length of the room and ate a
substantial supper of turkey chicken beef vegetables pies and

cake after supper the girls retired to the other room and placed
themselves like wallflowerswallflowers until the gentlemen came in to be
formally introduced then all seemed more joyous charlotte wrote
with singing dancing and merry games to which charlotte con-
tributedtributed fox and geese which was in vogue with us ten years ago
at nine oclock they went into a second edition of supper after
which the games were renewed with vigor charlotte and the
judge left at ten but the party did not break up until midnight

charlotte had the five rigdon daughters to tea they seem
kindheartedkind hearted sincere girls but so hard to entertain with no ideas
we had a candy pull to get some life in them

besides their interest in her social life the saints charlotte
assured her family also took an interest in her spiritual welfare they
sent her a book of morimorlmormonnon the book of covenants and parley P
pratts the voice of warmingwarningwainingwammingwai ning and invited her to attend prayer
meetings which she discovered were conducted like the methodist
ones she had attended in new england she described the book of
mormon as ending in a sort of kilkenny cat battle and found the
book of covenants a jargon of nonsense mingled with directions
for church government when she learned about baptism for the
dead she felt sympathy for these poor mormonscormons who are
constantly being baptized as a duty to release their ancestors or
friends from the tortures of purgatory

charlotte considered sidney rigdon the most learned man
among the latterdaysatterdayLattlattererDayday saints he had intelligence and a courteous
manner and he spoke gramgrammaticallyrnatica I1 ly she found him so far above
the prophet in intellect and education that she had no doubt that
rigdon was the chief aid in getting up the book of mormon and
creed she admired rigdonsRigdons library a good students collection
she called it with hebrew greek and latin lexicons and readers
stray volumes of shakespeare scott and the works of livingirving

one night in march charlotte observed a bright comet
streaking from east to west the patriarch interpreted it as a sword
pointing to missouri and predicted a war in which the missouriansMissourians
would be exterminated with better weather she watched the
nauvoo legion parade on the plain between her house and the river
and in may witnessed the installation of the new masonic lodge
at which sidney rigdon gave a brief but veryvely fine address
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charlotte missed none of the curiosities nauvoo afforded such
as the egyptian mummies kept by the prophets mother she also
saw a half dozen thin pieces of bell shaped brass that had been dug
up from a mound a few miles south of quincy the prophet found
the engraved figures on them similar to book of mormon characters
and evidently thought that by the help of revelation he would be
able to translate them so charlotte quipped a sequel to that holy
book may soon be expected and she heard about the peep stone
which the prophet now discounted although she was told many
of the english and scotch when becoming anxious about their
friends across the ocean with implicit faith consult the peep stone

in may and june charlotte could rejoice in the blossomingblossoming
prairie the prairie flowers are to me an object of untiring interest
their beauty and variety a constant surprise she found even the sod
fences surrounding some farms looking far more beautiful and rural
than the new england stone walls or zigzagzig zag rail fences injuneinjureinjune she
received a proposal from a mr heringshawherringshawHeringshaw who would make her
his wife as soon as I1 am a saint a proposal she mockedwithmockmockededwithwith what
stronger inducement could I1 have

charlCharcharicharlottescharlotteaotteslottes letter ofjulyofjuly 2 moved dramatically from the beauties
and pleasures of the nauvoo countryside in summer to a startling
announcement that great events have transpired throwing our
little city of the saints into the greatest commotion and excitement
the prophet who had been visiting friends in rock island had been
arrested by a band of missouriansMissour ians hyrum smith whose preach-
ing wrote charlotte consisted mostly of low anecdotes and
boasting of the strength of the church read the dispatch aloud to
an assembly meeting in the grove and every man woman and
child were on their feet in an instant pressing toward the platform
and it was with difficulty that he could quiet them charlotte related
that the whole city seemed to be in arms guns and pistols firing
swords glistening in everyevelyevelt direction like a sudden outburst of 4thath of
july men women and children gathering in groups talking loud
and warlike on her return from her brothers store in the evening
charlotte was halted three times by armed sentinels the following
day however she saw joseph brought home in triumphal proces-
sion with emma in the van wearing white nodding plumes
followed by a half mile of the populace in every wheeled vehicle that
could be mustered drawn by horses and oxen charlotte and her
gentile brethren thernthemselvesselves joined the procession she in a buggy
the men in a large wagon with peace and harmony displayed on
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one side the prophet she reported was quite overcome with
emotion even to shedding tears at this unexpected show of sympathy
from his non followers

the harmony was too good to last in september charlotte
wrote her dear friends at home that a few of the elders put their
heads together and whisper what they dare not speak aloud A
missionary returned from england bringing with him a wife and
child although he had left a wife and family here when he went
away I1 am told that his first wife is reconciled to this at first
unwelcome guest to her home for her husband and some others
have reasoned with her that plurality of wives is taught in the bible
that abraham jacob solomon david and indeed all the old
prophets and good men had several wives and if right for them it
is right for the latter day saints furthermore the first wife will
always be first in her husbands affection and the head of the
household where she will have a larger influence poor weak
woman charlotte could not believe that joseph she was by now
calling him by his first name would ever sanction such a doctrine
she predicted that should the mormonscormons engraft such an article on
their religion the sect would surely fall to pieces for what
community or state could harbor such outrageous immorality
I1 cannot think as meanly of my sex as that they could submit to any
such degradation

in politics charlotte and her gentile friends feared thatjosephthat joseph
had staged a ruse in declaring that the prophetic mantle had fallen
on hyrum when joseph was in the meshes of the law some whig
politicians had come to his aid and he had pledged to support them
in the coming state elections now wrote charlotte he wants
the democratic party to win so hyrum is of that party and as it is
revealed for him to vote so go over all the mormonscormons like sheep
following the bell sheep over a wall nauvoo she wrote with
15000 inhabitants has a vote that tells in the state elections and all
summer politicians able men of both parties have been here
making speeches caressing and flattering

amid all this excitement charlotte had further news with her
brothers family she was moving from our little cottage to our new
brick house a block beyond the temple business is coming up that
way in her last surviving letter dated october 15 1843 charlotte
reported that brother joseph smith had recently opened a house
called the nauvoo mansion and to celebrate the occasion gave a
public dinner one dollar per couple charlotte attended and she
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attended a mormon wedding for time only and a dance at the
masonic hall but despite the good times often occasions for her
mockery she longed for home especially since judge emmett had
gone east you cant think how I1 miss him and it is uncertain
whether he returns indeed she concluded nauvoo is no place
for rational people and you must not be surprised if we should go
also she left nauvoo unshaken in her determination that in no
way could she become a morimorlmormonnon but her letters testify that she had
the time of her life in nauvoo and I1 suspect the mormonscormons missed
their saucy gentile neighbor

chance brought two boston brahminsBrahmins to nauvoo in the
summer following charlotte havens departure josiah quincy son
ofa former mayor of boston and soon to be mayor himself stopped
over on may 14184414 1844 along with his cousin charles francis adams
at the urging of a dr goforth dr goforth a fellow steamboat
passenger headed for nauvoo to promote the election of henry
clay persuaded them to see for themselves the result of the singular
political system which had been fastened upon christianity and to
make the acquaintance of his friend general smith the religious
and civil autocrat of the community assured they could get a good
bed for the night at nauvoo quincy forty two years old and
adams thirty seven went ashore 33

the good bed proved to be in an old mill which had been
converted into an irish shanty they made the best of it and as
quincy recorded in his journal having dispossessed a cat and a
small army of cockroaches of their quarters on the coverlet we lay
down in our dressing gowns and were soon asleep the next
morning with the rain descending in torrents and the roads knee
deep in mud the prophets own carryall drawn by two horses
called for the visitors quincy decided later that they owed the
alacrity with which they were served to an odd blunder which had
combined their names and personalities and set forth that no less
a man than ex president john quincy adams had arrived at the
tavern as quincy called the mansion house they were met by a
man of commanding appearance clad in the costume of a journey-
man carpenter when about his work he was a hearty athletic
fellow with blue eyes standing prominently out upon his light
complexion a long nose and a retreating forehead he wore striped
pantaloons a linen jacket which had not lately seen the washtub
and a beard ofsomesorne three daysgrowthdays growth this quincy guessed was
the founder of the religion which had been preached in every
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quarter of the earth A fine looking man was quincysquincyeQu incys instinc-
tive reaction but in his opinion smith was more than this and one
could not resist the impression that capacity and resource were
natural to his stalwart person he seemed endowed with that
kingly faculty which directs as by intrinsic right the feeble or
confused souls who are looking for guidance

quincy and adams spent the day in the constant company of
the prophet who after breakfast changed into a broadcloth suit and
gave them a personal tour of the city including a visit to the temple
site and to mother smiths curiosities a demonstration sermon a
debate with a methodist minister and a running dialogue about
religion and politics in his journal quincy recorded his impressions
in ten closely written pages which years later formed the basis of
his chapter on joseph smith in figures odtheoj the pastpast18831883 a chapter
that seeks to strike a balance between so much that quincy found
puerile and even shocking in the prophets conversation during

the course of the day and the impression of rugged power that he
gave to quincy the prophets hold upon you seemed to come
from the balance and harmony of temperament which reposes upon
a large physical basis no association with the sacred phrases of
scripture could keep the inspirations of this man from getting down
upon the hard pan of practical affairs joseph smith was
accustomed to make his revelations point to those sturdy business
habits which lead to prosperity in this present life

in their political discussions the prophet talked as from a
strong mind utterly unenlightened by the teachings of history he
recognized the curse and iniquity of slavery though he opposed

the methods of the abolitionists quincy foundjosephsfoundjosephs plan for the
nation to pay for the slaves from the sale of public lands farsighted
and statesmanlike the prophet denounced the missouri compro-
mise and held that the number in the lower house of congress
should be reduced because a crowd only darkened counsel and
impeded business thinking ofthe missouri persecutions the prophet
argued that the power of the president should be increased to have
authority to put down rebellion in a state without waiting for the
request of any governor for it might happen that the governor
himself would be the leader of the rebels the man concluded
quincy mingled utopian fallacies with his shrewd suggestions

quincy discovered that the prophet had a keen sense of the
humorous aspects of his position in holding high office in both
church and state it seemsseernsdeerns to me general I1 said that you have
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too much power to besafelybe safely trusted to one man in your hands or
that of any other person was the reply so much power would no
doubt be dangerous I1 am the only man in the world whom it would
be safe to trust with it remember I1 am a prophet the last five
words were spoken in a rich comical aside as if in hearty recogni-
tion of the ridiculous sound they might have in the ears of a gentile

quincy found the prophet equally shrewd and humorous in
explaining his commission as lieutenant general of the nauvoo
legion and of the state militia now on examining the constitution
of the united states I1 find that an officer must be tried by a court
martial composed ofhis equals in rank and as I1 am the only lieutenant
general in the country I1 think they will find it pretty hard to try me

quincy found the prophet well versed in the letter of the
scriptures though he had little comprehension of their spirit he
seemed to know hebrew better than greek and could recite texts
glibly the prophet delivered an impromptu sermon at dr goforthsgofortheGoforths
urging a performance having the fluency and fervor of a camp
meeting orator his discourse was besprinkledsprinkledbesprinklerbe with cant phrases
or homely proverbs there I1 have proved the point as straight as
a loons leg the curses of my enemies run off from me like water
from a ducks back and wrote quincy forcible vulgarismsvulgarisms of a
similar sort

quincy found the temple a grotesque structure with all
its queer carvings ofmoons and suns he found the city ofnauvoo
with its wide streets sloping gracefully to the farms enclosed on the
prairie a better temple to him who prospers the work of
industrious hands

josiah quincy could not know it but in another month his
visionary self confident host would be dead forty years later
looking back on his visit to nauvoo quincy began his portrait of the
prophet with a speculation and ended with a confession it is by no
means improbable that some future textbooktext book for the use of
generations yet unborn will contain a question something like this
what historical american of the nineteenth century has exerted the
most powerful influence upon the destinies of his countrymen and
it is by no means impossible that the answer to that interrogatory
may be thus written joseph smith the mormonmonnon prophet and the
reply absurd as it doubtless seems to most men now living may be
an obvious commonplace of their descendants if the reader does
not know just what to make ofjoseph smith I1 cannot help him out
of the difficulty I1 myself stand helpless before the puzzle
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josiah quincy was not on the scene when on june 7 three
weeks after he and adams had left nauvoo to continue their western
journey the first and only number of the nauvoo expositor
appeared and the city council ordered it destroyed as a nuisance
the copies seized the type pied and the press broken up an act
which however lawful under the provisions of the nauvoo charter
as joseph smith the mayornayori interpreted it ran counter to profound
american convictions about the right to dissent the dissenting
editors had denounced the prophets highhandednesshigh handedness and alleged
immorality demanded the unconditional repeal of the city charter
to correct the abuses of the unit power and announced the

organization of a reformed church 31 they fled to carthage the
county seat breathing vengeance they swore out a warrant for the
prophets arrest listing the grievances which pitted not only
mormonscormons against anti mormonscormons but also mormonscormons against mor
mons freedom of the press polygamy and political dictatorship
feelings ran high and another war of extermination seemed
imminent with carthage and nauvoo poised and fearful of marches
on each other it was no time for visitors or leisurely reporting the
county and state newspapers filled with charges and counter
charges and rampant speculation carried on a war of words letters
from nauvoo were full of alarm on june 16 1844 isaac scott
already uneasy in his faith wrote to his wifescifes parents calvin and
abigail hall ofofsuttonsutton massachusetts the startling news thatjosephthat joseph
smith had taught a strange doctrine that now was breaking the
church and the community wide open because of the things
that are and have been taught in the church of latter day saints for
two years past which now assume a portentous aspect I1 say because
of these things we are in trouble there is a report that a mob is
coming to nauvoo 7135113535

the portentous aspect became grim reality with the murder
ofjosephofjoseph and hyrum smith prophet and patriarch and the pressure
was on to drive the mormonscormons from illinois as they had been driven
from missouri with the death of the prophet nauvoo now a city
divided against itself lost its chief attraction for travelers but the
inhabitants went on amidarnidarnld anxieties about the future impelled by
the need to finish the templetempie and prepare for yet another move
another start somewhere in the west by the time grass grew and
water ran nauvoo had become a vast wagonmakingwagon making shop visitors
like as not were bargain hunters for nauvoo was a city for sale and
gentile creditors and morimorlmormonnon hatersbaters were ready to foreclose the
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warsaw signalwantedsignal wanted to erase all mormon memories to change
all the names introduced among us by the mormonscormonsMormons 36

in the aftermath a philadelphian wrote nauvoosNauvoos most moving
epitaph thomas leiper kane the son of federal judgejohnjudgjudgeeJohnjohn kintzing
kane and brother of elisha kent kane the arctic explorer was only
twenty four when a mormon elder jesse little called on kanes
father little was en route to washington to acquaint the government
with the plight of the mormonscormons and to seek permission to raise a
mormon battalion for the expedition against mexico young kane
already something of a humanitarian immediately dropped his law
clerkship and headed west to give what help he could he carried
with him president polksfolks orders to general stephen W kearney at
ft leavenworth to raise the requested battalion on his return east
in the fall of 1846 kane visited the temporary settlements in iowa
and on the banks of the mississippi he came upon the camps of the
refugees most recently expelled from nauvoo crossing the river he
walked about the deserted mormon capital an experience he drew
on when he gave a lecture before the pennsylvania historical society
in 1850 on the mormonscormonsMormons a classic in the literature ofwestern travel

he first saw the city from a distance glittering in the fresh
morning sun we follow himhirn from the landing at the wharf

no one met me there I1 looked and saw no one I1 could hear no one
move though the quiet everywhere was such that I1 heard the flies
buzz and the water ripples break against the shallow of the beach
I1 walked through solitary streets the town lay as in a dream under
some deadening spell of loneliness from which I1 almost feared to
wake it for plainly it had not slept long there was no grass growing
up in the paved ways rains had not entirely washed away the prints
of dusty footsteps

yet I1 went about unchecked I1 went into empty workshops
rope walks and smithies the spinners wheel was idle the carpenter
had gone from his workbench and shavings his unfinished sash and
casing fresh bark was in the tanners vat and the fresh chopped
lightwood stood piled against the bakers oven the blacksmiths shop
was cold but his coal heap and ladling pool and crooked waterhomwaterhornwaterhamwatewatrhomerhorn
were all there as if liehelleile had just gone off for a holiday no workpeoplework people
anywhere looked to know my errand if I1 went into the gardens
clinking the wicketlatchwicket latch loudly after me to pull the marigolds
heartsease and ladyslippersladyslippers and draw a drink with the water sodden
well bucket and its noisy chain or knocking off with my stick the tall
heavyheadedheavy headed dahliaskahlias and sunflowerssunflowers hunted over the beds for
cucumbers and love apples no one called out to me from any
opened window or dog sprang forward to bark an alanalarmn I1 could have
supposed the people hidden in the houses but the doors were
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unfastened and when at last I1 timidly entered them I1 found dead ashes
white upon the hearthsdearthshearths and had to tread a tiptoe as ifwalking down
the aisle of a country church to avoid arousing irreverent echoes from
the naked floors

on the outskirts of the town was the city graveyard but there
was no record of plague there nor did it anywise differ much from
other protestant american cemeteries some of the mounds were not
long sodded some ofthe stones were newlyset their dates recent and
their black inscriptions glossy in the masons hardly dried lettering ink
beyond the graveyard out in the fields I1 saw in one spot hard by
where the fruited boughs of a young orchard had been roughly torn
down the still shoulderingsmoulderingsmouldering embers of a barbecue fire that had been
constructed of rails from the fencing round it it was the latest sign of
life there fields upon fields of heavyheadedheavy headed yellow grain lay rotting
ungathered upon the ground no one was at hand to take in their rich
harvest As far as the eye could reach they stretched away they
sleeping too in the hazy air of autumn 3717

like grays elegy in a country churchyard kanes tone
language and imagery befit his mournful subject we can hear the
last toll of the bell in one other western traveler who spent a
summer in the wilderness and stopped in nauvoo that same year

charles lanman after taking in the desolation of the deserted city
climbed the belfry of the temple not yet destroyed and looking
westward beyond the river could just distinguish a caravan of
exiled mormonscormonsMormons on their line of march to oregon and california

when I1 went forth from out the massy porches of the temple
to journey deeper into the wilderness I1 felt like one awakened from

21838118a dream
As we read we dream again of the nauvoo that was and always

will be in these remembered views and in our imagination 39
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A russell mortensen new york knopf 1958 138

12 quoted in walter havighurst travelers tales by the steamboat in the
1840s historical and philosophical society of obobioohioio bulletin 21 january 1963 7

13john13john francis mcdermott henry lewisgreatlewis great national work in thetbelostlost
panoramas odtheoftheof the mississippi chicago university of chicago press 1958 85858181
also see joseph earl arrington panorama paintings in the 1840s of the mormon
temple in nauvoo byusiudiesBYU studies 22 spring 1982 202 10

14 mcdermott henry lewis great national work 114
15 15mcdermottmcdermott henry lewisgreatlewis great national work 114 A lithograph after

lewiss painting nauvoo from above the perspective as in lynn fausettsfausetteFausetts mural
as seen from across the river was included in das illustrillemississippitbalillustrirte mississippithalMississipp ithal which
appeared in dusseldorfindusseldorfin 1854 and in a new edition printed in leipzig and florence
in 1923 in 1967 the minnesota historical society published a translation hand-
somely produced as the valley of the mississippi illustrated

16 mcdermott john rowson smiths four mile painting in the lost
panoramas 50

1I mcdermottMcDermotmcdermottjohnjohntJohn rowson smiths four mile painting 55 58 60
mcdermott john rowson smithsfoursmiths four milemlle painting 555655 56

19 beginnings in illinois in mulder and mortensen among tbemormonsthe mormonscormonsMormons 113
20 thomas ford Ihistory of illinois cited in flanders nauvoo 22
21 hc3267HC 3267 69
22 the hotchkiss letter dated september 27 1843 cited in hc655hc655.5555
23 visit of notable peipelpersonssons to nallNaLInaulnauvooVOO hc43567 4 356 58 reproducing a letter

from the prophet to the times and seasons
24 hc4565HC 4565 60
2hc55225 HC 552 55
2621 HC 5170 72
27 cecil A snider A syllabus on mormonism from the angle of the press

newspaper source materials 1838 48 typescript 117 ppap iowa city 1933 snidersseidersSniders
collection of newspaper articles runs to thousands of typescript pages

21 sloan to mcreynolds 314
29 W aitkenaitkenjoumejourney tipupvip the mississippi river fifromoin its mouth to nauvoo the

city of the latter day saints ashton underlinder lynne enlanddenlandEn land john williamson
1845111845 1 56

3031 HC 5268 89
31 cited in elmereimer cecil mcgavin nauvoo the beautiful salt lake city

stevens and wallis 1946 84 85
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32 A girls letters from nauvoo overlandouei landmontblyandmonthly and out westwestmagazinemagazine
san francisco 16 december 1890 616gig 38 several of these nine letters are

excerpted in mulder and mortensen Aamongmong the mormonscormonsMormons the quotations that
follow are taken passim from the overlandmontblyoverland monthly

33josiah33josiah quincy excerpted in mulder and mortensen among themormonsthe mormonscormonsMormons
131 42 from which quotations for the next few paragraphs are taken

3431 the nauvoo expositor 1 7 june 1844
3 letters from isaac and sarah scott to calvin and abigail hall Nenemnew englandwEnglandmengland

quarterly 9 december 1936 583 617 excerpted in mulder and mortensen
among tbemonnonsthe Mormonmormonscormonsmons 142 46

366 honor the dead warsaiumajwaikaj saiusatu signal january 16 1842
37 thomas L kane the mormonscormons pennsylvania historical society 1850

excerpted in mulder and mortensen amongtbemonnonsamong the mormonscormonsMormons as epitaph for nauvoo
195 201

338 charles lanman A summer in the wilderness improvement era 18
january 1915 191 94

39 by design my account closes on an elegiac literary note the account
rightly calls for a summary observation or two most observers seemed to be middle
class and victorian in their outlook inclined to be condescending toward a
community considered fanatical radical superstitious ignorant and lowly with-
out question the reporting of both fact and opinion was governed by particular
sensibilities personal impressions are as much an index of the reporters assump-
tions as ofwhatofwhat is actually inherent in the scene the accounts gain credibilitywhencredibility when
they corroborate each other whatever color a predilection or prejudice may give
their otherwise factual descriptions for instance accounts universally describe
joseph smith as physically impressive though the adjectives may vary chandhand-
some 2 stout large athletic but the phrenological interpretations or the
conclusions about a cunning or shrewd look are entirely subjective similarly
the accounts agree that the prophets public address and conversations were a
mixture of biblical eloquence and frontier vernacular vulgarism for some ears
charisma for others accounts agree that the temple for its time and place was
in its physical dimensions a remarkable or splendid building although the
aesthetic responses differ some finding the symbolism strange the carvings
grotesque as do speculations about the temples uses a place of mysteriousofmysterious rites
a seraglio a fortress again descriptions of the city as a whole whether
approached from the prairie or the river range from the romantic its pictorial
setting to the realistic its muddy streets and numerous small wooden dwellings
desire and distaste slant the reports finally mormonmonnonmon non theology in some accounts
is given neutral exposition the doctrines plainly stated and in others given the
colors of the observers own aversions and animosities contemporaneous travel
lers accounts are only one source of information about historic nauvoo but they
are valuable as long as they are read with attention to both the particulars of the
tale and the peculiarities of the teller



the mormon experience
in the wisconsin pineriesPineries

1841 1845

dennis rowley

the genesis and rapid growth of nauvoo illinois between
1839 and 1846 is a vital and intriguing part of early mormon history
when joseph smith first visited the future site of nauvoo in the
spring of 1839 he saw only a few poorly built log cabins and shanties
and only one stone house 1 by the time of the exodus west seven
years later nauvoo was a city with an estimated population ofabout
12000 people 2 they had built or were building over 2500 homes
many business establishments such as stores and mills and numer-
ous church and public buildings 3 the latter included the magnifi-
cent nauvoo temple a hotel an armory and a masonic hall such
rapid growth required enormous amounts of labor and building
materials the steady influx of immigrant converts filled the need for
labor in 1841 it was reported that a small cottage could be built in
four to six weeks 1 I4 and four years later two hundred builders were
working on the temple requiring six hundred support workers to
supply them with lumber and stone 5

the need for materials particularly lumber was not as easily
met lead was readily available in nearby galena and nails paint
glass bricks and hardware could be purchased in st louis and
chicago lumber products could also be purchased but they were
scarce and expensive 6 because nauvoo was situated on the western
edge of the treeless prairies of illinois which did not furnish

the wood needed for buildings and because the limited
stands of timber which had been there had virtually disappeared
before 1840 1177 the early settlers of nauvoo had to make do with

dennis rowley is a senior librarian at brigham young university he expresses
appreciation to the harold B lee library and the brigham young university
research office for the time and funds that made possible the on site research for
this article
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scarce locally harvested timber or to purchase eastern lumber the
first cabins and shanties in nauvoo were built almost entirely of logs
and poles and as late as june 1840 only a small segment of the 250
houses were of frame construction 8 demand for lumber continued
to outstrip local supply and the latter day saints and others con-
tinued to purchase eastern lumber until the broader opening of the
wisconsin pine forests in the early 1840s

lumber supplies were also inadequate in some parts of
southern wisconsin for example in 1836 settlers in belmont who
needed lumber for the construction of the territorial capitol had to
transport it from a tributary of the allegheny river in pennsylvania
down the ohio and up the mississippi to galena and from there
by ox team 9 this action was necessarynecessaiy because logging in
wisconsin in the 1830s1850s and earlier was a local small scale enter-
prise pursued with inadequate equipment and mostly inexperi-
enced labor the small amounts of timber sold at various points
down the mississippi were harvested by enterprising fur traders and
farmers in need of an extra cash crop these nascent lumbermen
were able to move their harvest with relative ease because of their
proximity to several large rivers with abundant tributariestributa ries those
rivers in turn were tributariestributa ries of the upper mississippi once the logs
were afloat they found a ready market in such riverfront settlements
as prairie du chien and fort madison where the need for lumber
was constant and increasing some early lumbermen originated
from such settlements joseph rolette a french trader living in
prairie du chien was such a man in 1818 he established a mill at
the falls of the black river in order to acquire lumber for construction
in the settlement all of the earliest mills on the wisconsin and the
black rivers like roletteskolettesRolettes were established for the express purpose
ofsupplying fort crawford prairie du chien and fort madison with
lumber not until 18531855 however was the annual output of wiscon-
sin pine sufficient to eliminate the need for eastern grown lumber
in the mississippi valley 10

As a result of the decision to build the temple and the nauvoo
house simultaneously the need for lumber in nauvoo increased
markedly early in 1841 because of the large amounts of lumber
required for these and other public buildings the relative lack of
currency in nauvoosNauvoos barter economy with which to purchase eastern
lumber the prospects of financing part of the cost of both structures
through the sale of surplus lumber in nauvoo to individuals for
personal use the ready supply of excess labor from newly arrived
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immigrants some with logging and milling skills and the reports
of wisconsin lumber available virtually for the taking in the relative
wilderness of the pineriespineries the church decided to establish sawmills
there and harvest the lumber directly

church leaders believed mills could be established at virtually
no cost other than for mill equipment they formed a committee to
handle the fundraising and the construction of the temple and
another committee for the hotel lyman wight a convert from ohio
and george miller a convert from illinois were principal members
of both the temple committee and the nauvoo house association
appointed to serve with them were alpheus cutler and peter haws
the costs of the pinery enterprise were to be shared equally by
the two committees which were entitled to equal shares of the
harvested lumber

for four winters commencing in the fall of 1841 and ending in
the spring of 1845 the latter day saints worked the pineriespineries
harvesting an estimated one and a half million board feet of milled
lumber over two hundred thousand shingles and an undetermin-
able number of loose logs hewed timbers and bambarn boards 12 this
was enough lumber to build about 215 three bedroom houses ofour
day 13 the harvest from the pineriespineries was floated to nauvoo on at least
a dozen rafts beginning in the spring of 1842

to accomplish these feats the committees operated four
different mills and maintained about six logging camps to supply the
mills their first mill was at the confluence of the black river and
roaring creek about twelve miles south of the falls several camps
supplied it they operated three mills at the falls two they purchased
from jacob spaulding and one they constructed on a foundation
begun by another party four known camps supplied these mills
three were near the present city ofofneilsvilleneilsvilleNeilsnellsnelisville and one was southwest
of greenwood A fourth may have been at mccleansmccleaneMcCleans falls about ten
miles north of the three mills but the present name and exact
location are unknown 14 all of the lumber harvested for nauvoo was
logged within approximately a forty mile section of the black river
stretching from the roaring creek confluence twelve miles south of
the black river falls to a spot two miles southwest of greenwood
approximately thirty miles north of the falls the four main camps
that supplied the bulk of the logs to the three mills during the two
most successful seasons of 1843 and 1844 were located within a
fifteen mile stretch of river beginning about ten to twelve miles
above the falls
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the two key figures in both the initial involvement of the saints
in the pineriespineries and their subsequent success as lumbermen were
jacob spaulding and george miller both of adams county illinois
spauldingsSpauldings role as the principal founding father of black river falls
wisconsin has long been known the details of his early involvement
there as carpenter millwright promoter entrepreneur and wheeler
dealer make him an interesting contributor to early wisconsin history
however millers contribution to both wisconsin and mormonmonnon history
has not been fully appreciated especially his role as a prime moving
force behind the success of the pinery experiment

the foundation for the first meeting of the two men estab-
lishing the nature of the initial mormon experience in the wisconsin
pineriespineries was laid in 1837 in hancock and adams counties illinois
a full year before miller then a prosperous farmer in adams county
converted to mormonism nearly a year before joseph smiths final
departure from kirtland ohio and two years and two months
before he first set eyes upon the future site of nauvoo in february
18371857 daniel S witterandjohnandyjohnandjohn D mellon business partners in warsaw
hancock county illinois contracted with spaulding to build a com-
bination flour and sawmill and to place it into successful operation
in warsaw if the mill failed to work spaulding was to repair it until
it did or pay the damages on september 1118381838 spaulding finished
work on the mill however witter and mellon filed suit in hancock
county circuit court in carthage 15 spaulding was arrested and
judged to be in breach of contract since the mill apparently had
failed to function by reason of his want of skill witter and mellon
felt that spaulding had been neither consistently industrious nor
attentive to his duties they claimed 4000 damages in lost
customers and added expense when spaulding agreed to repair the
mill by march 1839 yet failed to perform to witters satisfaction a
second time 16 he was found liable by a jury in october 1840 and
ordered to pay 2500 damages plus court costs and interest when
the adams county sheriff attempted to collect the fine however he
was unable to find spaulding or any of his property to attach

apparently undaunted by his experience with daniel witter
spaulding formed a partnership with andrew and robert S wood
of adams county illinois in july 1839 17 they agreed to establish a
sawmill at the falls of the black river in wisconsin with the woods
putting up 500 each to buy mill irons and provisions and spaulding
contributing labor worth 500 to build the mill at the rate of 5 a day
each was to own a one third interest in the mill and once it was
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operational spaulding was to receive 75 a month to manage and
run it by january 1840 spaulding had built only a house and had
returned to illinois in his absence men hired independently by the
woods built a sawmill but had little success with it later giving the
cause as spauldingsSpauldings negligence bad management and ill treatment
of the men in the spring the woods hired a new millwright and men
and built a second smaller mill near the first one because of
dissatisfaction with spaulding they dissolved and disavowed the
partnership spaulding brought suit in prairie du chien and charged
that on june 22 they had forcibly ejected him from the larger mill
taking possession of the premises and all the books spaulding was
reinstated by judge jamesjarnes H lockwood

with this litigation began nearly twenty years of suits and
countersuitscountersuits in which spaulding and the woods contended for the
ownership of the mills 18 ultimately spaulding won and became one
of the revered founding fathers of black river falls but not without
successes and failures and fits and starts on both sides in the winter
of 1840 1141 for example both the woods and spaulding operated
their mills and floated a raft of lumber downriverdownriver to prairie du chien
only to have the sheriff attach both rafts to satisfy suits filed by the
opposite party and by some of spauldingsSpaul dings numerous creditors 19

such legal embroilment seems to have been characteristic of the way
spaulding did business he appears tohavemohaveto have been a man of enter-
prise but generally without money as were so many other pioneer
lumbermen in wisconsin in the 1830s 20 he borrowed freely paid
back slowly and used promissory notes as currency 21 from 1839 to
1850 he was involved in over thirty lawsuits in prairie du chien most
of the time as the defendant he was sued by his employees his
partners his competitors his suppliers and even his attorney in
spauldingsSpauldings defense however it must be noted that his modus
operandoperandi was not substantially different from that of most other
pioneer lumbermen their employees the individual loggers were
willing to work for food clothing and tools with the understanding
their wages would be paid along with the operating debts when the
rafts were sold in the spring given the conflicts with indians and
other lumbermen over timber claims the ever present risk of a dry
year making it impossible to market the lumber the inefficiency and
breakage rate of poorly constructed early mills the dangers of the
actual river run with the raft and buyers who did not always pay
it is a wonder any of the early lumbermen survived to enjoy more
prosperous times 22
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the woods spaulding mills of 1840 were not the first built on
the black river joseph rolette a french trader of prairie du chien
built the first mill on the black in 1818 and he andjamesand james lockwood
constructed a second in 1822 colonel john shaw also built a mill
in 1819 23 all three were located at the falls and were burned within
a year by indians who had not yet ceded away their timber land by
treaty as they did later in 1834 and 1838 between august 1839 when
spaulding first arrived on the river and the spring of 1845 when the
saints left the black at least eleven mills were built by various
people at all of the sites available below and above the falls 24 the
black was a popular stream veryvely early because it was shorter and
straighter than its southern neighbor the wisconsin because its
mouth was eighty miles further north the distance to the best pine
country was significantly less the black also had fewer rapids and
falls making it a safer and easier stream for rafting 25 in retrospect
given the extreme difficulty of logging on the chippewa and
the wisconsin and the greater distance to the chippewa and the
st croix the black was the near perfect location for the latter day
saints to obtain lumber in a timely and efficient manner given their
experience and background

beginning with a small work party of thirty two in september
1841 26 the latter day saint crews working the mills and camps ranged
from one hundred to possibly as high as two hundred during each
of the two seasons of 1843 and 1844 27 for the first group that went
upriver in 1841 provisions and equipment were issued in nauvoo
the two committees paid the bills and peter haws kept the books
both in nauvoo and in the pineriespineries hawsshaass ledgers simple day
books with summary accounts largely missing read like the
accounts of a company store 28 workers drew provisions supplies
equipment and occasionally cash as needed all of which were
charged against their account at the end of the season or whenever
workers left the pineriespineries they were usually paid in tithing credit
temple credit and nauvoo house stock certificates on rare
occasions a worker was paid in cash

three types of workers were employed in the pineriespineries
semipermanent settlers those who stayed more than one season
such as george miller and alienallenailen stout seasonal workers and
single gripperstrippers joseph holbrook was one of the latter on may 25
1843 he left nauvoo with george miller for the black river to help
bring down lumber the day he arrived he started down the black
with henry W miller on a raft on the lake near lacrosse they met
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elijah cunningham bringing a boatload of provisions upstream
holbrook took an empty keel boat attached to the raft and
transferred to cunninghamscunninghamdCunning hams party to help them he returned to
nauvoo on a raft with george miller on july 8 29 hiram W mikesell
and his wife were examples of seasonal workers they were
employed in the pineriespineries from october 25 1842 to july 8 1843
meaning that they probably returned to nauvoo on the same raft as
joseph holbrook at the end of the season they owed 448444.844484
for goods drawn from the committee store they settled their bill
on march 26 1844 and the balance due them was credited to
hiramshirama tithing in the amount of 20516205.1620516 and to his wifescifes in the
amount of 625062.506250 among the supplies they used during the eight
months were three shirts one and a quarter buckskins sixty yards
of fabric including calico cotton flannel and lindsey two pairs of
boots six pairs of shoes two pairs of mocassinsmocas sins one cap one
almanac and one dollar cash 300 O all of the workers drew clothing in
similar amounts in addition many of the men were issued lead
powder and axes

by the time the first group from nauvoo arrived on the river in
september 1841 much had been accomplished that would contrib-
ute to the success of their four year experience in the pineriespineries As
a whole the saints could draw upon their considerable logging and
milling experience in new england and ohio 31 individual members
of the expedition were highly skilled alpheus cutler and george
miller for example were accomplished carpenters miller having
worked on the construction of the university of virginia as a young
man henry W miller had owned a mill in adams county illinois 32

the saints also had some familiarity with wisconsin prior to his
conversion to mormonism in kirtland for example newel K
whitney had worked as a trader in green bay with the resident
trader daniel whitney relationship unknown who dealt in furs
and ran a sawmill 33 what they did not know from firsthand
experience could be read in the newspapers of the region34region344 or could
be learned at least sketchily by word of mouth from other settlers
in the area who had been to wisconsin

two such men were horatio curts and george crane who
lived about twenty miles from nauvoo in warren county illinois
on august 11 1840 they struck an agreement with jonathan and
hudson nichols of black river wisconsin territory to erect
operate and improve a mill on the black at the mouth of roaring
creek each of the two parties was to put up 100 and to share
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further expenses and profits on a fifty fifty basis 3531 their site was one
of the best in the lower pineriespineries below the falls and their mill
though in poor condition was a general success still operating in
1845 in november 1841 nathan myrick the trader at lacrosse who
was then on his maiden voyage to establish his trading post met and
shared a boat with a mr kurtz a mormon from nauvoo going
upriver with supplies 36 there is no other evidence that curts was a
mormon and given myricks advanced age when he wrote his
reminiscences and the absence of any reference to curtsscurtas being a
mormon in myricks account books and other records kept at the
time it is possible that he confused curts with members of later
groups or assumed curts was a mormon because he lived near
nauvoo and was most likely selling lumber there 37

both the nauvoo house association and the temple commit-
tee became officially involved in the pineriespineries sometime during the
late spring or early summer of 1841 when the decision was made to
buy the crane curts mill 38 on september 9 1841 alpheus cutler
reynolds cahoon elias higbee george miller lyman wight and
peter haws signed three promissory notes promising to pay 1400
by april 14 1843 in three equal installments plus interest to john
curts and michael crane who apparently had inherited the half
interest in the mill belonging to horatio and george in exchange
for part interest in the roaring creek mill which was only twelve
miles below black river falls 39 the saints along with jonathan
nichols worked the mill during the 1841 42 season with limited
success they established several logging camps with shanties five
miles above40above 40 with above meaning either up the creek or up the
river or both and apparently scouted both spauldingsSpauldings and woods
mills and a mill site above them at mccleansmccleaneMcCleans falls they cut and
milled enough timber to send down a small raft at the close of
navigation in 1841 and a larger one in october 1842 41 but they
ended the season 3000 in debt 42

they failed to pay the amount due on the promissory notes in
april 1843 as scheduled paying a total of only 280 in 1842 As a
result curts and crane brought suit in prairie du chien on may 11

1844 petitioning for the return of the mill judge charles dunn so
ordered but by that time as we shall see the saints had traded their
interest to jacob spaulding and had been logging above the falls in
the upper pineriespineries for two winters they were within a year of
departing from the pineriespineries and for some of them from wisconsin
for good the experience with the roaring creek mill left the saints
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much wiser about the realities of lumbering on the black they had
learned that the best and most efficiently harvested pine was above
the falls that the roaring creek mill was in poor condition and of
course they were entitled to only half the mill time or if they logged
together with nichols half the production and that better mill sites
were available farther upstream

while the group at the roaring creek mill had made but little
or no lumberlumber43lumber134313 during 1841 and 1842 another year had passed and
with it the need for lumber in nauvoo had increased in addition
their debt had to be paid because of his leadership abilities and his
business expertise george miller was assigned to go to the pineriespineries
and personally oversee the operation of the mill and logging camps
accordingly on august 61842 daniel S witter gave george miller
power of attorney to collect the 2912 due him from jacob
spaulding as a result of the 1840 court case in warsaw illinois 44

detailed sources do not exist but apparently miller and witter had
known one another earlier in adams county and perhaps
spauldingsSpaul dings reputation was also known to miller so when the
discouraging report camecarne in from the roaring creek mill it was
reasonable to look for a way to strike a better deal with spaulding
in any case armed with this claimclairn and with the power of attorney
miller organized and outfitted a large group of workers for the
pineriespineries apparently the plan was to proceed to the roaring creek
mill and then move provisions and equipment to black river falls
where they would present their claim to spaulding and strike a deal
for his mill or establish a new mill while at the same time retaining
possession and legal control of half interest in the roaring creek
mill as a backup while the expedition was being outfitted miller
proceeded upriver on a steamer in advance of the company he
stopped at prairie du chien to confirm his claim on spaulding in the
october term of the circuit court after reaching an agreement with
spaulding for the sale or trade of his mills miller settled in to await
the arrival of the main group from nauvoo who were coming up
the mississippi under the leadership of henry W miller two weeks
later the company had not arrived so miller left his wife in prairie
du chien and caught a ride downriverdownriver on a large lumber raft from
the st croix mills 45

after meeting the company at fulton illinois on the missis-
sippi river george miller took from november 2 until december 5

to move them and most of the gear and provisions from fulton to
the mill at roaring creek they proceeded first by keelboat and later
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by foot and sled when the river froze not until december 12 was
the balance of the provisions moved to the mill the move was a
bitterly cold experience with two feet of snow to walk through most
of the way miller made two round trips on foot and despite the
hardships was so deeply impressed by the beauty of the country that
he wrote in his diary

monday november 21 we started early in many places where the
snow had drifted it was almost too much for our strength to breast sic
our way through it we crossed this day a range ofmountains or rather
knobs from which when the snow which was occasionally falling
would penpermitnit we could see the course of the black river meandering
its way through the hills we fell on a beautiful valley of prairie and
dwarf timber interspersed with occasional quaking asp groves
towering high having conical tops and white trunks imparting to the
beautiful scenery which surrounded us that imposing grandeur so
peculiarly calculated to captivate and lead the mind of the beholder to
the author of our existence and great architect of the universe we
made our way down this valley near the margin of a beautiful clear
running brook until we reachedreadied a spot near its junction with a larger
stream which stream with its numerous tributariestributaries which we could
behold from the hills presented one of the most beautiful prospects
I1 everbeheldever beheld itwasetwasit was the prospect ofa countrywellcountcountryrywellwellweliweil suited in all respects
for the various pursuits of the husbandman and also of the manufac-
turer combining as it did much waterpowerwaterpower such as will not freeze
we took up camp on the bank of the former brook in a thick wood 4616

on december 19 miller and eight other men journeyed upriver
from roaring creek to black river falls to make a bargain with
mr spaulding for half of his mills as before agreed upon 11471117121747 after
some hesitation on spauldingsSpaul dings part and the necessity of showing
him as miller put it that they would not be trifled with by making
plain their intent to build a mill at mccleansmccleaneMcCleans falls if spaulding failed
to sell the bargain was struck on december 22 for sole ownership
of both mills seven days later they had moved some families to the
falls and were repairing and building shanties to house them on
december 313118421842 they began preparing logs for the mills the next
day they started the new year by formally taking possession of the
mills and the premises twelve days later they sent men and teams
to move spaulding to their old site having sold or traded their half
interest in the roaring creek mill to him 48148411

such a rapid and relatively smooth transfer of ownership raises
the question of why spaulding who apparently battled so fiercely
with the woods for possession of the mills so readily sold out to the
mormonscormons and seemingly allowed himself to be maneuveredoutmaneuveredout
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actually he did not own the black river falls mills outright so he
could not legally convey a clear title since may 1841 by order of
the circuit court the wood brothers had held a lien against the mills
spaulding was to pay off the lien at the rate of 40000 feet of lumber
every may first 49 he had made the first payment and was due to pay
the second one four months after miller and the others took
possession spaulding also gained because as a part of the sale
miller signed a statement that he had received full satisfaction for the
witter debt and the mormonscormons agreed to pay spaulding 20000 in
addition 50 payable in lumber which he could use to pay off his debt
to the wood brothers spaulding also got rid of two poorly built
poorly functioning mills which had apparently never paid the
expense of operating them he lacked the saintssensesaints sense of mission
and had he refused to sell he would have had to face the additional
difficulty of upstream competition from these intense purposeful
people moreover he received their interest in the roaring creek
mill almost in exchange so he was still in business this mill was
also under a cloud because the mormonscormons did not own their share
outright owing crane and curts a balance of 1118 plus interest to
remove their lien given such conditions it is not surprising that
apparently neither party to these two transactions registered the sale
and exchange in prairie du chien and finally given his experience
spaulding was probably more aware of the legal status of the land
in the pineriespineries than were the mormonscormonsMormons who believed the indians
when they said the timber still belonged to them 51

on balance it would appear that spaulding was not out-
maneuvered and that he may have succeeded in trifling with the
saints after all they obtained the lumber needed in nauvoo but as
with all other lumber harvested in large amounts at that time it was
acquired under questionable legal circumstances the land in the
pineriespineries had not been surveyedandsurveyed and offered for sale hence it was
illegal to cut and mill large amounts of timber unless under the 1820
preemption law one intended to settle permanently on the land 52

both the mormonscormons by at least the fall of 1843 and spaulding had
suchintentionssuch intentions 53 but they undoubtedly cut lumber on more acreage
than was legal under the law in this infraction they were no different
in their attitude and actions than most other americans of the time
who believed they had a right to timber on public land robert fries
wrote no westerner regarded trespass as a serious crime to take
trees from the public domain was no more immoral than it was to
float a canoe on a public river agricultural settlers and lumbermen
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of undoubted integrity had no scruples whatever about visiting
uncle sam to get some wood 5451

the first concern of the latter day saints after arriving at black
river falls was to sustain life of both man and beast oxen and
horses were vital to successful lumbering they were used to drag
logs to the streams on which the logs could be floated to the mills
it was imperative that the animals be properly fed and sheltered
especially in the winter months the saints had no oats but hay was
plentiful in meadows to the north and south although it had to be
cut and hauled placing additional strain on the stock if frequent
trips were to be avoided the hay had to be stockpiledstockpilerstockpiled in stacks A
crude barn was available which the men repaired and expanded to
protect the stock from the freezing temperatures the winters of
1842 43 and 1843 44 were severe and three oxen died from
exposure the first winter 55

the people also required substantial amounts of nourishing
food in order to live and work in such severe conditions because
they were a great distance from their main source of supply and the
winter snows were heavy according to miller they had to draw on
sleds and carry by back loads the principal supplies for men and
animals 5616 this need increased the value of the animals without
which it would have been impossible to transport sufficient provi-
sions and equipment to sustain the operation even with the help of
the stock the saints were barely able to sustain life through the
winter miller wrote that it was all we could do to keep our families
and cattle from perishing for want of food 1257115757 when the saints could
get through the snow they could purchase some supplies in
lacrosse from trader nathan myrick in exchange for lumber but
even with myricks help they experienced difficult times 5818 elmira
pond miller wife of henryhemy W miller who was there through the
winter of 1842 43 with her five children remembered those times

before spring opened our provisions gave out and we had only
potatoes and salt for several weeks it would have been a great trial
to me to hear my children cry for bread and have none to give them
but I1 was spared that for the lord overruledover ruled their minds insomuch that
when told we had no bread and no flour to make any they did not even
ask for it the baby was only fourteen months old but when the flour
came he could not wait for it to be baked but wanted a piece of dough
one of our daughters never ate a potato before in her life and when
she came to the table she would look so sorrowful but never uttered
a word of complaint 59
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alienallenailen joseph stout a carpenter remembered similar experi-
ences from the 1843 44 season about the last of mar 184411844 our
provisions gave out so as to leave us quite hungry some ate an ox
after he had been dead three weeks and I1 cut of sic a piece and
salted it and set it away but it stank so that it made me sick and just
as I1 was done fixing my stinking meat two sled loads of flour hove
in sight so I1 did not eat any of that old carcas sid60sic 60

the common fare and mainstaysmainstays in their diet were salt pork
flour and potatoes they augmented that diet with game and fish
whenever possible and with fruits nuts berries and maple syrup in
season life improved after the first season when those who stayed
planted gardens they sowedbowed winter wheat in 1843 and harvested
500 bushels the next summer

if miller and that first crew were going to survive and be able
to work shelter and adequate clothing were as essential as food
several crude shanties constructed of logs mud and rocks were
standing when they arrived these they immediately and steadily
improved adding lumber floors and partitions they also built
additional shanties and cabins some of them two stories with
relatively large amounts of milled lumber used in their construction
by the 1843 44 season allenalienailen stouts main job was building houses
for the company to winter in 61 some clothing was issued before the
group left nauvoo but some of the men were not prepared to work
in the snow and cold along with his frequent diary entries about the
subzerosubhero temperatures miller makes frequent reference to the need
for shoes beginning on december 6 1842 and for many nights
thereafter miller was up all night making shoes for the men
presumably using some of the hide from those oxen that had died
by the end of the first season at the falls he had constructed a shoe
factory next to his living quarters he worked regularly to keep the
men supplied with footgear and also did some sewing a common
practice among lumberjackslumberjacks of that time and later the women
joined him in sewing mending and washing

in some aspects the pineriespineries settlement was an early example
ofmormon communal living provisions and equipment were issued
in nauvoo with peter haws keeping the books after arrival in the
pineriespineries haws continued to run a type of company store from
which the members of the company could draw as needed 62 alienallenailen
stout described the communal aspects in a letter to his brother hosea
on september 13 1843
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we hav gon in to the whole law ofgod on black river that is every man
has given a sceduleschedule ofhis property to the bishop and we have all things
common according to the law in the book of covenants every man has
his own goods to do what lie pleases with the thing is we are all on
an equality eve man fars alike labourslaboure alike eats drinks wares alike but
at the same time he lives to himself and what liehelleile has he has to himself
and at his own controllcontrellcon troll I1 have bin thus perticularparticularperti cular because of the many
falce reports gon out

hosea when you transcribe the above give my respects to our
conexion in general and make out a full letter with such teachings as
will be beneficial and sign my name to it time and paper fails see
brother hawley for further information send me some sage if you can
and garden seeds 63

practically as soon as the first group from nauvoo arrived at the
falls and even concurrent with efforts to sustain life men were put
to work cutting trees hauling logs and repairing the mills the
condition of the buildings and equipment at the falls supported the
opinion of spauldingsSpauldings ability as a millwright held by witter and
mellon in 1838 excerpts from millers diary tell a storystoly of hard work
and hardship

jan 3 1843 this morning the mercury is at 22 degrees below
zero all of us were engaged as before the pitman of our saw mill
broke today

jan 4 1843184311843.11 proposed to make a move to get all the logs that
we could with part of the hands to stock the mills and four or five of
us set to work and put the two mills that have been sawing in thorough
repair they having been so badly constructed in the application
of water that they had never paid the expense of running them we
also proposed to complete the third mill which was already in a
state of forwardness but brother henry miller opposed me so arbi-
trarily that I1 gave way nevertheless brother pawkitpaskit and I1 began to get
timber to complete the mill partly erected the others were engaged
as yesterday except one man who started on a new pitman for the
mill weather moderating

jan 5 1843 this day we were severally engaged as yesterday
two men however worked on the pitman and got it in but the mill
would scarcely saw at all we had mr avery commence work with us
today brother Abraabrahaniabrahamablahanihanihanl Monsemonseermonseesmonseeranderandand myself are engaged of evening
tailoring and shoemaking

jan 61843 we were engaged as before except four of us who
are at work in putting all three mills in thorough repair we also keep
one man sawing

jan 21 1843 we all worked on the tail race which had become
filled with stones falling in by the abrasion of the water and also put
the flutter wheel of our new mill into its place
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jan 231843 yesterday the head gate gave way letting the water
in on the works of our new mill the river having risen over two feet
we fixed in a temporary head gate and partially repaired the water-
gate which was badly made and outofbutofout of repair we put one team and
sled to hauling logs and started the small mill to sawing this has been
frozen up ever since we bought the mills we find it a poor concern
but will however run it until we get time to overhaul it two hands
are engaged in piling lumber and working on the railroad 64

feb 221843218451843 part of the men began repairing the dam of the small
mill which was erected over a brook and was so injured by the winter
frost that it became necessarynecessaiy to make many repairs on it before letting
the water in from the river which we are nearly ready to do it being
necessary to keep up a head the brook not being sufficient 6561

these early mills were mostly opened sided shanties with a
long up and down saw blade called a gate or mulay saw I661 circular
saws which had ten percent more output did not come into general
use in wisconsin until the 1850s 67 the wheel rotated by the moving
water turned an offset shaft much like those which cause merry
go round horses to rise and fall which alternately lifted and
dropped the long half inch thick saw blade the blade held straight
and rigid in a ponderous and heavy frame cut only on the
downstroke nonetheless such a mill had a capacity of 4000 to
5000 feet of lumber a day since the saints had four saws going at
one time they were capable despite the primitive conditions and
their relative inexperience of turning out large amounts of lumber
in a short time their daily output in the spring of 1843 was over
1201200000 feet 68158 they supplied the mills by working four known
logging camps three near the present city of neilsvilleNeilsville and one
southwest of greenwood because they were among the earliest
loggers on the river theycouldthey could easily fill their needs by cutting only
the largest and choicest pines growing closest to the streams some
of which were large enough to produce from four to five thousand
board feet of lumber compare this size to that of trees harvested
thirty years later when three hundred board feet was considered
average 69 they were proud of their productivity when george
miller arrived in nauvoo on july 18184318 1843 with a raft of 157000 feet
of lumber and 13000 feet in shingles willard richards reported the
event in a letter to brigham young

he says it was all sawed in two weeks and brought down in two more
says liehelleile has bought all the claims on those mills for 12000 payable
in lumber at the mills in three years one third already paid for two
saws did this job chance for as many mills as they may have a mind
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to build and every saw can run five thousand feet per day year round
two saws now running

e

can deliver 157000 every fortnight 70

such success was not without its price in frustration mishap
injury and death onjanuaryon january 241843 miller recorded some typical
difficulties in his diary

brother pawkitpaskit came down fifromom McCleans falls having injured
a crosscutcross cut saw by falling a tree on it he came down to have it repaired
he informed us that the team at McCleans falls had run out of hay
and that the ice on the river where it has not broken up is not sufficient
to bear the oxen they being on the opposite side from and 10 miles
above our house and that there was no road by which we might haul
hay to them at the falls we shall therefore have to bring them down
and swim them across at the falls to the side of the hay until we can
do better 71

later that spring while driving logs in preparation for rafting on the
creek that would ever after bear his name elder elijah cunningham
tat4got in a whirl in the river and was seen no more 722 such a drowning
was typical of the dangers encountered by early loggers even the
most skillful riverman fell from his perch occasionally and if he was
caught under a mass of logs or in a whirlpool his comrades were
helpless to save him he drowned before their very eyes 117373

in addition to such tragedies and in spite ofsuccess the pinery
saints were frustrated by nauvoosNauvoos rapid growth at the end of the
second season they were not keeping up with the demand for
lumber on april 27 1843 miller wrote to newel K whitney that a
mr thomas weston had 55000 feet of lumber that they could
purchase for 12 per thousand 7471 later in the summer of 1843 and
the spring of 1844 the company had produced so much lumber
there seemed to be a temporary surplus their frustrations took on
a different note when they learned that the lumber they had sacri-
ficed to produce as virtual building missionaries for the temple and
the nauvoo house was being used to build houses in nauvoo
despite their own use of lumber to build houses in the pineriespineries they
perceived the private use of the lumber in nauvoo as misuse in the
spring of 1844 they expressed their dissatisfaction in person and in
several letters to the leading authorities of the church 75

the hard work of the pineriespineries was not limited to logging and
milling once harvested the lumber had to be transported to
nauvoo transport was accomplished by constructing large rafts
made entirely of milled lumber or timber or in some cases of logs
and floating the rafts down the black and mississippi to nauvoo
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although rafting had been a common practice in new england for
years it was a relatively new experience for the latter day saints and
for most wisconsin lumbermenlumbeigumbei men according to robert fries several
methods of constructing log rafts were devised in the early days a
raft that was to travel only a short distance was held together by a
rope fastened with half hitches to plugs driven into holes in the logs
if the trip was a longer one the raft was locked together by poles
laid across its width and wedged into holes in the logs 117676

steering oars or rudders were fastened to both ends of the raft
enabling the crew to maneuver it in the current to steer the raft one
direction or the other the operator dipped the oar by swinging it
over his head and then as he walked in a short arc surged upon
it at every step until the stroke was completed the raft was brought
to a stop by means of a heavy rope one end of which was secured to
a tree on the riverbank with the aid of a snubbing device set up ohon
the deck the rope was gradually paid out at diminishing speed until
the raft had been carried to the shore 117777

temporary lumber shanties were built on board the rafts to
shelter the crew from the weather there was also a cook shack the
larger rafts usually several hundred feet in length a hundred or
more feet in width and an acre or more in area were not easy to
get downstream and were potentially hazardous to those on the raft
and the shore alike not to mention other river travelers in small
crafts such as skiffs and keelboatskeelboats every rapids every dam every
pier and boom below a mill was a potential danger to the raft
on the way to market 117878 depending on the weather conditions the
trip to nauvoo took a week or two with stops at night to snub the
raft to a tree or two even though lyman wight described the black
as rapid and unnavigable in an 1844 letter to joseph smith there
is no record ofany loss of life lumber or rafts by the the saints while
engaged in rafting 79

once the mills were running smoothly and lifes necessities
were provided the pinery saints directed their attention to the
permanence of their settlement and the finer things of life from the
first sunday of their arrival in the pineriespineries they began holding
church services and fast days inviting the indians and other loggers
to attend and doing missionary work whenever possible creature
comforts were also important upon arrival at the roaring creek mill
in december 1842 henryhenly W miller who had a wife and five
children to worry about immediately went to work constructing
bedsteads 80 after a good season while he was returning to the
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pineriespineries the following july george miller traded sixty two dollars
worth of pine lumber to mr H mcneal of prairie de chien for a lot
offeathers to make beds for our lumbermen 81 by the fall of 1843
joseph smith had decided to make the mills a permanent establish-
ment accordingly miller procured a herd of cattle including oxen
milk cows and calves and drove them up the river from nauvoo
the following spring lyman wight sent a man to nauvoo to get a
herd of sheep 82 partly as a result of the new spirit of permanence
people at the pineriespineries began living more normal fuller lives
including getting married and having children one pair of honey-
moonersmooners alienallenailen and elizabeth stout were in the 1843 4444comcom-
pany 83 and three of lyman wights children a son and two
daughters were married in a triple wedding on february 6 1844
one of the daughters marrying george millers son 8481 the following
letter written by alienallenailen stout to his brother hosea in nauvoo on
september 10 1843 is reproduced here in full because it gives
remarkable insight into the full breadth of the pinery experience
including social life it is a common mans uncommon view of a
distant time and place

wisconsin territoryteritoryTeritory black river

sept 10 1843

dear brothers sisters and friends

we are all well and in the best country between the aleganyalegand and
rockemountainsRockemountains or atlantic and pacific oceans this country is

extreamly varied with rich and poor land some sandy planes with all
most no vegetation some covered with pine popler huckel and
crambury oak dogwood &cac some high mountains with immencekimmence
quantities ofofstonnestonne scrub pine hemlock seeder and some rich planes
as any in handcock or adams counties with scatterenscattererscatteren pine oak &cac
some bottom land with immense quantities of large pine hard mapel
white and black walnut cherry oak elm ash goosburyosburygo plums choak
cherry grapevine prickly ash alder and shewmake some good oak
barren land black river runs a west course and some places is very
raped others excedinglyexceedingly deep the water black but pure her tributariestributa ries
clere as crystel this is the greatest water privilege I1 ever saw the rive
has the rapidestrapidest kind of a eailfall and the dam is at tilethetiietlle head of the falls
and there is a natchrelnatch rel race cut a round rock that forms the foar bay
at the loer end of which the mill stands from thence there is a race cut
ryartbyart on down to the foot of the rapids there is a small creek empties
in rite opesite the race of the big mil on which there is a small saw and
grist mill turning lathe and grimstonegrinstonegrinstone this creek is as good and as cold
water as any spring and soft to wash in the big mill runs 2 saws and
there is water pour anuff to run all creation the river being navigable
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for keals at low water we have 2 or 3 acres of good potatoes some
turnips capbagescabbagescapbages torritorriatestomatestomaresates pumpkins squashes and are now sowing
wheat and are like to get in 30 or 40 acres

I1 have bin at carpenter work all the timetirrie and expect to continue
every man lives to hinlhinihimselfself we have one boarder I1 have got me a frame
house one story and a half high sixteen feet square with two loos floors
and a petition and a most half sealed I1 work every od moment on my
house I1 live rite by the railroad which runs from the mill to the foot of
the rapids on both sides of which the slabs are piled up as high as a
house I1 have lengthnedlengthriedlengthenedlengthriedned the railroddrailroadrail rodd 2 bents since I1 came and expects
to put 2 more on soon

hezekiah and me are on one lot sires danels and me are the
principle carpenters so far I1 will make room for any of you if you wil
come I1 have lots of house room and I1 can make more in 3 days any
time lumber is plenty timberlimber is no object here brother hawley and bird
are bishop millers council they have taken a schedule of every mans
property to make a general distrabutiondistribution brother liman works likeadikealike a
slave as fat as lie is lie hasliasilas ritten an epistel which you wil likely see and
you may see a letter from siras danels to turley for furtheburthe instruction
if benj hoseas or uncle jim pace thinks they can go the caper of
concecrationconsecrationconcecration and equalitywewishequality we wish you tocomebyalltocometo come byallby allailali meansmeansandbringand bring
all the tools you can the law of black river is lie that will not work shal
not eat I1 and siras are a going to build us a shop to work in we live
on joining lots

the 2 saws will cut oatteirtottt 10000 feet in 24 hours we are a going to
put uptipuipulp 2 more mills bare are plenty and deer elk and buffalow are to
be found and no end to hishfishfislibish you may think that I1 exgerate but just ask
brother geor miller elizabeth sends her respects to uncle jim aunt
loucinda and all the rst of her friends she is well satisfied tel
newberriesnewberries girl and elizabeth meeks that we would like to see them
here tel themthern to write to us and tel usLISuis if they are maried tel david and
eliza and sarahsarali taylor and joseph that there is a good chance to get
maried here hosea I1 want you to copy of the foregoing togehertogether with
the description of this collcoLicoticountryntry and of the mills and as much doctrinal
pints as you can get in a letter and direct it to louis kirkpatrick cerce
post white co ack imediately

I1 need somesorne tools the worst way I1 wish you would spare me a
smoothningsmootheningsmoothning plane if you have 2 as there is not one her we have no
match plains nor rasp tools but I1 think you wil come and bring them
for this wil surely be a general place ofofgethrengethrengathren for it is an easy place
to get to fromfrornbrorn europe being only 100 miles to green bay 8581

most of the saints left the pineriespineries at the death ofjosephofjoseph smith
but the mills were retained and operated during the 1844 45 season
at the end of that season spaulding purchased the mills for a few
hundred thousand feet of pine lurnlumberber a mere trifle according to
george miller 86 A group of pinery saints under lyman wights
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leadership settled temporarily south of lacrosse in 1845 and did
some lumbering for nathan myrick but as indicated earlier their
story is more a part of wights apostasy from mormonism under
brigham young than it is of the pinery experience 87 various
members of the pinery expedition formed such strong attachments
to either wisconsin or to their leaders george miller alpheus
cutler lyman wight that they later severed their ties with the main
body of the church and settled in wisconsin or texas this
additional product of the pineriespineries apostasy was also important
but its overall development and outoutcomecorne as a story lie outside the
limits of this study of how the saints became involved in the pineriespineries
and the kinds of experiences they had there

viewed in retrospect the pinery expedition fulfilled its pur-
poses the lumber needed by the church was harvested at a fraction
of what it would have cost in illinois the pinery saints contributed
to the upbuildingbuildingup of nauvoo and established relatively congenial
relations with residents of wisconsin to be sure there were some
mild confrontations with the indians with indian traders selling
whiskey and with speculators attempting to preempt and sell timber
claims george miller was summoned to court in prairie du chien
in 1843 and 1844 as a codefendant with spaulding in the woods
continuing effort to wrest the mill site at black river falls from
spauldingsSpauldings and during 1843 45 the saints control 88 but the
saints were gone long before this twenty year lawsuit was finally
laid to rest given all of the above no contemporaneous source
supports the storystoly of armed conflict in a so called mormon war
which exists most prominently in the folklore of black river falls
andjacksonandjackson and clarkdarkoark counties 8981 it is likely a tale that spaulding told
and retold in his old age and that others augmented in order to
aggrandize himself and his role in the origin and development of
black river falls that way he could sweeten the sometimes bitter
memory of the three seasons when those mormon sharpiessharplessharpies did
him out of so much prime timber that he could have sold at a profit
especially if he could have devised a way to convince hundreds of
people to log and mill and raft for a holy cause with little more to
show for their efforts than the assurance that they were stockholders
in the nauvoo house association or the satisfaction of having tithing
and temple credit in a ledger book in nauvoo
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APPENDIX

this list of names of known pinery workers and their families was
compiled from various sources including a manuscript history of the
nauvoo temple by earl arringtonAn ington in the LDS church archives and
in the arrington papers archives and manuscripts harold B lee
library records compiled by the jackson county historical society
in black river falls wisconsin the peter haws pinery account
books in the LDS church archives the historical record and
various other manuscript sources the list is not complete and the
spelling of some of the names is uncertain it has not yet been
possible to determine with any precision the period each person
worked in the pineriespineries

adams henry curtis mitchell
adams john curtis stephen
allaby john curtis william
alienallenailen 0 M cutler alpheus
allred preserved cutter william S

alredaired riley dale timothy
anderson blakely daniels cyrus
avery mr davis david
baly amos davis mr
bird charles dunlapjosephdunlap joseph
bird george durfeedurfeejabezjabez
bird phineas R egbert robert
black james M evans horace
brown james everett evenseverts milo
brown william fife john
cankinsbankinsCankins truman W flack JJMM

carter matilda flack james M

chase ezra flemm B

chase george W follet william A
child mrs N franklin william
child nathaniel gaylord mr
childs miss gaylord mrs
clarks bohan gibbs D S

clayton david goodagoodale ie joseph D
clyde george W goodelle joseph
cockings numan H hawley grover
coltrin P hawley pierce
conover peter W haws alpheus
coray george haws peter
culettaulett sylvester head william
cunningham elijah H heath R F
curtis eliza hicks robert T
curtis marcham higbee E
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hoffman pern albert
houston james pew albert
hufman andrew pew alfred
hulett sylvester plumb aaron
jenkins ralph potter martin
jenkins samuel ralph lanthus
jenkins thomas ralphjamesRalpralphraiphjamesjames
jenkins william johnson rockwell horace
jones david rogers noahnoall
jones M A rogers prussel
kite john rogers russell
lake elisha shotwell james
larkins luman H sloan albert
lent henry H smith anna C

lewis james smith moses
lewis tarleton smith spencer
meneldsmenelis southwick noah
mikesell mrs H spaldin david
mikesell hiram W sprague harry
miles ira T standingjohnstanding john
miller alma steward A F
miller elizabeth steward L L

miller mrs elmireeimire P stewart R R

miller george stuard bard
miller henry william stuart franklin
miller john taylor john
miller joshua teasdale joseph A
miller lucy thompson henry
miller mary thorn richard jr
miller mrs mary catherine umstead asa olmsted
miller rosina minerva walker hugh
miller ruth ann wight anna christina
miller william henry wight mrs harriet
monroe david wight laomi lemhileahi
monseermonseesMonseer abraham wight levi lamoni
moor esther A wight lyman
more ethen A wight lyman lehi
morris jacob wight matilda darter
names john wight orange lysander
oaks reuben wilcox S A silas
olmstead asa willings edwin
outhouse john willson henry H
outhouse joseph wilson hardin
owens horace B woodworth lucian
pawkett octavus young john
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NOTES

joseph smith jr the Ihistory of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1956 3375
hereafter cited as HC

2 this figure is based on census infoninconinformationnation of the state of illinois and the
churchschurche as well as josephasjosephaljoseph smiths personal estimate in injanuaryjanuary 181843184543 as cited and
developed in susan easton black new insights replace old traditions member-
ship of the church in nauvoo 1839 1846 paper delivered at tilethetiietlle nauvoo
symposium provo utah 1989

3dailymissourirepublican3dailymissouri republican october 21846 cited in cecil mcgavin nauvoo
the beautiful salt lake city bookcraft 1946 255 56

41 millennial star cited in robert bruce flanders nauvoo kingdom on the
mississippi Vrurbanabanabann university of illinois press 1965 74 75

5 mcgavin5mcgavin nauvoo the beautiful 43 see also MSS 1374 archives and
manuscripts harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah for
original ann pitchforth letter of april 23 1845

ganan indication of the scarcity ofoffenceoffensefence rails as well as lumber can be seen in
the five cases of wood and timber theft that were tried before the nauvoo high
council between april 1840 and july 1841 theodore turley was convicted for
taking the lumber from the boat withoutwitholit leave nauvoo high council minutes

archives division church historical department the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives april 12
may 2 andaugustand august 81840 and february 6 andjulyand july 41841 see alsojosephalso joseph smith
to edward hunter nauvoo december 21211841184 1 in which he states that lumber had
to be brought twenty miles and that many more new buildings would have
arisen if brick and lumber could have been obtained dacdhchc4481HC 4481 82

obertfroberthobertfobertFF fries empireempireinpinein pine 7bestoyythestoiy of ofluniberinglumbering in wisconsin 1830-
1900 madison state historical society of wisconsin 1951 5

8 flanders nauvoo 50 51
9 fries empire in pine 8
10 fries empire in pine 22 see also n 12 below
11 flanders nauvoo 152 55 is tilethetiietlle only source I1 have found to hold that the

surplus lumber was intended for sale to individuals in the nauvoo trade compare
the strong negative reaction of george miller and lyman wight in 1843 and the
spring of 1844 over the diversion of lumber to private construction HC 6255 60
and correspondence of bishop george miller with the norrNortnorthernbernbennbenu islander comp
wingfield watson burlington wis 191619161 june 27 1855 15 hereafter cited as
miller correspondence originally contributed to tilethetiietlle Nortnortbernnorthernbernbenn islander
august 9 october 181818551855 if private use of lumber was part of the original plan
apparently miller and wight were not so informed but in a seeming paradox they
used milled lumber in the pineriespineries to build private dwellings admittedly they took
this action in part to keep from freezing to death but logcabinslog109 cabins probably would
have been warmer alienallenailen stouts description of two story framed lumber dwellings
suggests plans for a permanent settlement and a free enterprise attitude at least
partially incongruous with millers and wights status as building missionaries for
the temple alienalienallenailen stout letters to hosea stoutjulystout july 25 september 10 and 131318431843
in hosea stout diary supplement typescript morm2701st76v5morm2701st76n5 special
collections harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah hereafter
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cited as alienallenailen stout letters stouts references to framed lumber dwellings are in the
september 10 letter

these figures are based upon a conglomeration ofsources including diaries
letters and various church publications at best the figure is an educated guess

estimates from Al jenkins carpenter utah timber and coal co and steve
soderquist carpenter both ofofprovoprovo utah

according to several early sources there is general agreement on the exis-
tence of the following thirteen mills during the time period the saints were in the
pineriespineries many others are not listed here because their existence was not certain
their location is not known their date of establishment is not clear or they lasted
only a short time such as those built by joseph rolette james lockwood and
colonel john shaw in 1818 1822 and 1819 respectively and burned by indians
within a year all datesaredatesdatesareare drawn from hotchkiss 445 see below and amos
elliott to ellis usher see below or from the diary of george miller in H W mills
de tal palo tal astilla in annual publications vol 10 historical society of

southemcalifomiasouthern california 1917 hereaftercitedhereafter cited as millerdiaryMiller Diary and records ofthe circuit
court crawford county court house prairie du chien wisconsin various cases
as noted later the mills are listed as they appear going up the black starting from
its confluence with the mississippi at la crosse

1 william and thomas douglas twentyfivetwenty five or thirty miles upstream on the
west side

2 jonathan and hudson nichols twelve miles below the falls on the west
side on nichols creek also called roaring creek 1840 the nichols
may have been former employees of spaulding or the woods brothers
they established the mill on roaring creek in partnership with horatio
curts and george crane of warren county illinois the church pur-
chased half interest in this mill in september 1841 from a johnajohn curts and
michael crane relationship to former partners of same surname
unknown and worked it in partnership with jonathan nichols during
1841 and 1842 they traded their half interest in this mill to jacob
spaulding in december 1842

3 andrew shepard and john valentine three miles below the falls 1841

4 james oneil just above shepard and valentine on the east bank

5 jacob spaulding at the falls two mills 1840 and 1841 ownership con-
tested by andrew and robert S wood until 1861 spaulding sold his
interest in these mills to the church in december 1842 and bought them
back in late 1845

6 george miller and company at the fallsjanuaryfalls january 1843 they completed this
mill which had been started by someone else probably spaulding or the
woods brothers and sold it to spaulding in late 1845

7 john levy on levys creek just above the falls 1845

8 thomas and peter hall on halls creek 1842

9 john morrison on morrisonnmorrisonsMorrisons creek 184501845

10 myrick and miller on the west fork of the black a mile above the fork
itself 1846
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11 H mccollins cunningham creek 184501845

12 james oneil oneil creek perry creek 1839 40

see nathan myrick reminiscences written in a letterietterlettertoletterioto F A copeland january 28
1892 msf902l14my SHSW george WV hotchkiss history of the lumber and
forest industry of the northwest chicago george W hotchkiss 1898 minnie
jones taylor history of black river falls to 1940 typescript river falls sc82 6
and amos elliott to ellis usher may 1913 msf902b62e1msf902b62ei all of these sources are
located in the division of archives and manuscripts state historical society of
wisconsin madison hereafter cited as SHSW for the locations of the mormon mills
and camps see the map accompanying this article

15 records ofthe circuit court crawford county court house prairie du chien
wisconsin case Ssig16 the details of the witter v spaulding case in hancock
county discussed in this and the following paragraph are taken from depositions
found in this case file hereafter cited as circuit court records photocopies of the
circuit court records consulted for this article are available in the wisconsin pineriesPineries
manuscript collection MSS 1602 archives and manuscripts harold B lee library
brigham young university the originals are housed in the SHSW

16 at spauldingsSpaul dings second trial his attorney claimed that the plaintiffs failed to
provide a house for spaulding and an 18 cents a day tool allowance as promised
in the september 1838 revised contract and therefore lieheile was justified in not
keeping his end of the bargain he also charged that the court lacked jurisdiction
since the agreement was made in adams county the site of the mill is not given
although the context suggests warsawVarsaw where witter had an operating steam mill
in the fall of 1839 see Iic44707c4470 71

17 the details of the woods spaulding partnership and legal suits are drawn
primarily from circuit court records cases s29 and w64 MSS 1602

circuit court records the 1848 depositions in case s29 and george gale
when the mormonscormons settled in injacksonjackson county black river falls bannerjournalbannerjournal

june 21 1939 both in MSS 1602
19 circuit19circuit court records cases w17 s24 w16wl6wigwlk and w56 MSS 1602 these

rafts are sufficient evidence to invalidate the loose claims made by some that the
latter day saints pioneered rafting on the black river at least not if pioneered
means they were the first to use rafts to move logs and lumber to market the saints
clearly were members of the pioneering generation of rafters on the black but they
were not the first see fries empire in pine 55 and malcolm J rohrbough the
transappalachiantrans appalachian frontier people societies andinstitutionsandaud institutions 1775 1850 new
york oxford university press 1978 339 40 john shaw also raftedcrafted lumber on the
black in 1820 seejohnneejohnsee john shaw manuscript biography wismssm p 4 SHSW see
also a primary source for this biography col john shaw shaws narrative in
collections odtheofthe state historical society ofwisconsin ed lyman copeland draper
vol 2 madison wis 1903 197 232 hereafter cited as john shaw biography

20 fries empire in pine 11
2111 circuit court records cases w64 and c23 MSS 1602 for example in the

october 1841 termtenn spaulding was sued for failure to pay a 679 bill for provisions
and equipment liehelleile had purchased in quincy illinois prior to leaving on his first
trip to the pineriespineries

fries empire in pine 13 16
13peter23 peter L scanlan papers platteville MSS D box 7 folder 5 shswjohnSHSW john shaw

biography and taylor history of black river falls to 1940 6 see also n 14
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2421 seeseenn 14
21 taylor21taylor history of black river falls to 1940 22 and fries empire ingineinpine

17 18
126I have found no record of how many people left nauvoo in september the

wisconsin territorial census of 1842 taken injuneinjurein june andjulyand july lists forty one people
at roaring creek family headjonathanhead jonathan nichols accounted for eight white males
and one white female the nauvoo party listing N childs as their family head and
specifically listing cutler haws and miller as members accounted for thirty white
males and two white females

27a27 A list of names of some of the people who went to the pineriespineries is in the
appendix to this article

I281 for the haws account books see LDS church archives msd7816
c4989lc and c4743 from an analysis of the haws accounts one could almost
make a case that the pineriespineries settlement was a company town with the company
or firm being the combined committees tilethetlle nature of the pineriespineries community as
a type ofmormonmonnon communitarianismcommunitarianisillcommunitarianism is a topic for a separate essay for information
on company towns seejamesdeejamessee james B allenalienaltenailen the company town in tbeamericanthe american west
norman university of oklahoma press 1966

29seeseethethe life ofofjosephjoseph holbrook 1806 1871 typescript 1942 56 59 mor
m2701h694 special collections harold B lee library

301I see bill of sundrey sic articles rec by br mikesell & wife in pine cuntryauntry
sidsic newel K whitney papers box 6 folder 56 vault MSS 76 archives and
manuscripts harold B lee library hereafter cited as whitney papers

3111 for example stephen mack owned part interest in a sawmill at rochester
lucy mack smith histonhistoiHihistoryhistoiystojstoi ofjosepbof joseph smith ed preston nibley salt lake city

bookcraft 195411954 23 25 josiah stowell operated sawmills on the susquehanna
river and employed joseph smith lanylarry porter tiietlletilethe colesvillelesvilleCo branch and the
coming forth of the book of mormon byustudiesBYU Studies 10 spring 197013671970 367 69 and
frederick G williams worked his fathers sawmills in the cleveland area the
williams farm and sawnsawmillslills becamebecarnedecarne a stronghold for the church in kirtland
frederick G williams frederick granger williams of the first presidency of the

church byustudiesBYU Studies 12 spring 197211972 243 61 contrast to flanders nauvoo 183
who maintains the saints had but small knowledge of lumbering

3211 biography of henry W miller typescript in possession of dean K
fuhriman a descendant of provo utah

33 see daniel whitney land records green bay MSS 9 SHSW and compare
HC77711451 145 B H roberts A cocomprehensiven ivi ebensiveebensive histohistoryry of the chchurchurebneb ofjesusofjesus cbchristofristfist of
latter day saints 6 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1930 1242 and
edward W tullidge the women of aformondoinmormondom new york tullidge and
crandall 1877 34 35

afriesadriesfries empire in pine 12 14 and john plumbe diary SHSW plumbe was
a sometime lumlumbermanbennan and raft scavenger in sinipeesiniveeSinipee wisconsin near dubuque
iowa who recorded the following in his diary for march 12 1839 this pm
I1 walked down to burns cabin to borrow a peoria paper containing an account
of pine land in wisconsin

3531 see this agreement dated august 11 1840 labeled copy of articles of
agreement mill in newel K whitney papers box 5 folder 24

6 myrick reminiscences 7
37 additional evidence against curtsscurtas being a mormon is the suit crane and

he filed against the saints in prairie du chien may 1844
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w miller correspondence juneune 26 1855 8 9
39 for the details of ththisis agreement and a copy of the notes see circuit court

records case C 12 MSS 1602

I401 miller diary decemberdecembers8 1842 99
41 hc5169HC 5169 7othebothe70 the 1842 raft was about 90000 feet of lumber and 24000 feet

of timber the result of a winter and summer of work and covered an acre
according to flanders ainuAIaunauvoovoo 156 compare the may 1 1843 raft of 50000 feet
harvested and milled in less than four months

4211 miller correspondence juneune 26 1855 9
43miller43 correspondencejumillercorrespondenceCorrespondenceMiller jujunene 2618559 this comment seems an exaggera-

tion in light of the october 1842 raft
circuit court records case Ssigslasl616 MSS 1602

455millerdiarymiller diary october 13 25184292 93 apparently millers wife was with
him at prairie du chien see also circuit court records case s16sl6sigsla MSS 1602 the
suit in witters behalf was presented by A brunson attorney and at one time
spauldingsSpauldings attomeyattorney of prairie du chien spaulding moved to quash the writ of
attachment on his mills on the grounds that the affidavit was insufficient the writ
was insufficient and void and the service was insufficient irregular and void also
presented was an affidavit from H G sherwood who held the power of attorney
from witter jointly witwithh miller stating that spaulding had property on black river
and that it ought to be attached for the debt see also miller correspondence
june 26 1855 10 in which helielleile describes reaching an agreement with spaulding

16miller16 miller didiaryary november 21 1842 96
47millerdiary47 miller diary december 191842191842100100loo tilethetiietlle phrase as before agreed upon

is an obvious reference to the oral agreement reached in prairie du chien a few
weeks earlier

I481 miller diary january 1 13 1843 102 3
49see49 see circuit court records case s29 MSS 1602
5051 jacob spaulding WPA biography file wismssmm p 3 SHSW

compare to HChc55127c55125512 where miller says 12000
5111 miller correspondence june 27 1855 18 19 the timberland had been

ceded to the US government by treaty in 1838
5251 fries empire in pine clicilchaptersapters entitled failure of the land laws the

land problem and vanguard of conquest
53 for the monmonnonmormonnon attitude see millermillercorrespondencecorrespondence june 2718552718551414 see

also alienallenailen stout letters september 101018431843 wherein stout refers to the pineriespineries as
a place ofgeneral gethrengathrengethren the presence ofwomen and children the construction

of framed two story dwellings and the planting of crops all confirm that the saints
planned to stay awhile rather than just quickly rape the woods for available timber
and then leave

54fries54 fries empire in pine 187
5511 miller conespondencecorrespondencerespondence june 26 1855 12 13 see also autobiography of

hannibal lugg parkside sc11 7 SHSW and historical atlas of wisconsin
milwaukee wis snyder and van vechten 1878181878 18

56miller56 miltermiller correspondence june 26 1855 11
5717 miller correspondence june 26 1855 11
58 58myrickmyrickmynick reminiscences 16

19the59 the life of elmira pond miller an autobiography written in 1890
typescript copy in possession of descendant dean K fuhriman of provo utah
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60 autobiography of allenalienailenzilen joseph stout copied by special collections
harold B lee library 1954 MOR m270m82v1717m270m82v17 17 18

61 autobiography ofallenjosepbaltenalien joseph stout 17
62152 see peter haws financial account book 18411841 and day book msd7816

LDS church archives
63allen63 alienallenailen stout letters september 13 1843
64thethe term railroad apparently refers to some sort of track trough or frame

for feeding the logs to the saw or for getting logs or sleds loaded with logs to the
mill if the latter such a track railroad could have been constructed of packed
snow and ice as in later years

65 miller diary january 3 6 21 23 and february 2 1843 102 5
66 hotchkiss66hotchkiss history oftbeoftheodthe lumber and forest industry 445 amos elliott to

ellis usher and fries empire in pine 38 60 61
67fries67 fries empire in pine 61
6millerconmiller espondencecorrespondencerespondence june 26185513 in 1848 a mill capable of cutting

from nine to twenty thousand board feetabeetafeet a day was considered a large establish-
ment fries empire in pine 122

69 fries empire in pine 29
70 HC 5512
71 miller diary january 24 1843 104
7271thethe life of joseph holbrook 63
7313 fries empire in pine 44
74 whitney74whitney papers box 1 folder 29 the letter is badly deteriorated the mans

name appears to be weston if so westonswestons rapids on the black river may have
been named by or for him

71 millermillercorrespondencecorrespondence yunejune 2727185518551515 and HC 6255 60
76 fries empire in pine 56
77 fries empire in pine 65
78 fries empire in pine 16
7979hc6257HC 6257
9 millerOMiller diary december 13 1842
81 authorization to pay george miller to joseph smith whitney papers

box 3 folder 17
8211 miller correspondence june 27 1855 14 and HC 6230
83113 autobiography ofallenjosepbofalianofalienofaltenAlien joseph stout 17

ah1h84 H H smith the lyman wight colony in texas 1846 1858 typescript
62 in MSS 1602 see also a related typescript in lyman wight mormon colonies
in texas 1845 1858 MSS SC 162 folder 2 archives and manuscripts harold B

lee library
alienailen85 alienallenailen stout letters september 10 1843

miller correspondence june 282818551855 23
87 for informationinfonnation on the group of people who followed lyman wight see

davis bitton mormonsmonnonsmormansMonMormonsnons in texas the ill fated lyman wight colony 1844 1858
arizona and the west 11 spring 1969 5 26

see circuit court records case s29 MSS 1602
819119 see especially judge galessbaless account when the mormonscormons settled in

jackson county which is the most exaggerated see also hotchkiss history oftleoftbeofrhethe
lumberandforestindustrylumber andforestindustry 445 contrast these with the cooperative spirit reflected
in george millers diary



conflict inthein the countryside
the mormon settlement at

macedonia illinoisoisols

susan sessions rugh

less than a fifteen minute drive northeast of carthage illinois
a sign announces webster population 46 A boarded up store a
tiny cafe and a small white church with a bell tower mark the spot
situated in a wide bend of crooked creek webster received its
name in 1847 less than a year after the departure of latter day saint
settlers who had founded the town as ramus in 1840 and who
renamed it macedonia in 1843 in 1845 it was reputed to be the third
largest town in hancock county and its population peaked at
somewhere between five and six hundred before the macedonian
saints left in the spring of 1846 macedonia like other rural mormon
settlements in hancock county was a casualty of the mormon
conflict centered in nauvoo the renaming of the town for the
prominent american statesman daniel webster was surely an
attempt to forge a new identity and forget the past 1

historical treatment of the events leading up to the expulsion
of the saints in 1846 has focused on nauvoo and the church leader-
ship there scholars have argued that the insularity of nauvoo was
a key factor in generating regional hostility towards the church
unwilling to integrate politically or economically the saints pre-
sented a theopoliticaltheopolitical monolith that aroused hostility 2

the smaller settlements in hancock county however presum-
ably offered more opportunities for mormonscormons and their neighbors
to deal with one another such was the case with macedonia and its
neighbor fountain green ordinary interaction between residents of

susan sessions rugh is a phd candidate at the university of chicago in american
history the author wishes to thank kathleen N conzen professor at the university
of chicago and christopher P thale fellow student for their comments and
eugene H perkins for sharing family records
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these towns which were only two miles apart engendered acquain-
tances friendships and even kinship ties that may have mitigated
impulses toward aggression 3 until we understand the ties between
rural mormonscormons and the old settlers we cannot fully understand the
persecution of the mormonscormons and their expulsion in 1846

settlement of the crooked creek area
the triangular illinois military tract bounded by the missis-

sippi river on the west and the illinois river on the east was set aside
as bounty lands for veterans of the war of 1812 because the federal
lands were not available for sale until the mid 1830s squatting was
common and title was uncertain 4 by 1826 when ute perkins a
revolutionary war veteran from tennessee settled his family along
crooked creek the indians were not much of a threat ute and his
wife sarah were nearly seventy years old and with their grown
children and grandchildren the family was a large clan 5 the perkins
were soon joined by other families from kentucky where they
farmed became known as perkins settlement shortly thereafter a
group of catholic families migrated from hardin county kentucky
among them were mordecai lincoln uncle to the future president
and his son also named abraham 6

settlement of the southern portion of what became fountain
green township by families from the south was augmented by an
inalinflinfluxux of yankees who settled the northern portion in 1831 jabez
and sophia beebe arrived from western new york with two young
children they were joined a year later bybyjabezsjabezsjabens sister eunice her
husband stephen ferris and their six children seizing the entrepre-
neurial opportunities offered by the frontier beebe and ferris
founded the town of fountain green in 1835 in the mid 1830s they
were joined by families from pennsylvaniaspennsylvanianPennsylvanias cumberland valley
who brought a wheat growing tradition into the township the
pennsylvaniansPennsylvanpennsylvaniasians were scotch irish with names like geddes
mcconnell and walker thus families from the south the northeast
and the mid atlantic regions founded the rural farming community
in the township on the eastern edge of hancock county 7

the families created community institutions as the townships
population grew school lessons were taught in log cabin homes
until a proper schoolhouse was built in fountain green new york
yankee martin hopkins opened a store after his arrival in 1836 and
the next year stephen tyler joined him to establish the firm of
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hopkins and tyler the firm sold supplies to farm families in
exchange for produce such as grain or pork which was hauled over-
land to warsaw on the mississippi andshippedand shipped down to st louis 8

with the rudiments of a commercial network in place the
settlers hastened to formally establish churches for worship on the
frontier in 1838 mordecai lincoln and his son abraham helped build
the small chapel of st simon the apostle located east of perkins
settlement the catholic congregation of about thirty families one
of three on the western illinois frontier was attended by priests
assigned by the diocese in st louis pennsylvaniansPennsylvanpennsylvaniasians thomas geddes
and james mcconnell founded a presbyterian church in fountain
green in november 1840 the church attracted scotch irish from
new york and the upland south who augmented the core of families
who had migrated from pennsylvania 9

along with the catholics and presbyteriansPresbyterians the latter day
saints became a part of the religious community along crooked
creek founding settler ute perkins and some of his family
were baptized in april 1839 by joel hills johnson who lived in
nearby carthage born in massachusetts in 1802 johnson was raised
on the frontier of western new york in 1826 joel married anna
pixley johnson and by 1831 he and anna had moved to amherst
ohio where he pursued his trade of shingle cutter there two
mormon elders preached the gospel to him and johnson was
baptized in june 1831 not long afterward he journeyed to new
york to preach the gospel to his family who joined him when he
moved to kirtland 10

when the body of the saints moved from kirtland to missouri
in 1838 joel was entrusted with the care of those too ill to make the
journey he spent the winter of 1838 39 in springfield illinois
presiding over the detachment of the sick As he recalled in his
memoirs ononjanuaryjanuary 81839 the lord showed me by revelation that
I1 must immediately go to carthage in hancock county johnson
rented a vacant storehouse in carthage for his family where the
couples fifth child was born in early march johnson commenced
preaching in the area and rooted out much of the prejudice existing
in the minds of the people in reference to the difficulties at far west
missouri and gained many warm friends to the saints in and about
the vicinity of carthage 111212

among them were members of the perkins family johnson
organized the embryonic group of saints into the crooked creek
branch on april 17 1839 13 in late june joseph smith visited the
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perkins home and the next day he spoke with considerable liberty
to a large congregation 14 in mid february 1840 the johnsons
moved from carthage to the west branch of crooked creek where
joel had purchased a sawmill and piece of land he reported in the
times and seasonsinseasonsSeasonsinin march 1840 that he and two other elders had
baptized about twenty persons and that the branch numberedaboutnumbered about
fifty members 15 he recalled in his reminiscences that he labored
during the spring and summer for the support of my family and
preached on the sabbath to the brethren 16 on july 9 1840 the
branch was enlarged to the status of a stake organized near
johnsons sawmill johnson was made stake president and ebenezer
page was chosen as bishop with elijah B gaylord and william G
perkins as counselors twelve men were selected to sit on the stake
high council casting lots to devise a ranking of seniority 17

one of the stakes first efforts was to create a town for its
members after investigating the surrounding areas a high council
committee purchased land from ute perkins two of his sons and
william miller for what became the town of ramus the perkins
were to be paid 9 per acre for 285 acres and town lots were to be
sold for 25 each 18 ramus was surveyed into twenty four blocks of
four lots each by old citizen william donoho and mormon william
perkins in august the street names were traditional for american
towns first through fourth streets running east to west and
crosswise oak elm ash and cherry streets in november tax title
to an additional quarter section of land was purchased from dr john
charles of carthage for 300 199

stake president johnson promoted the expanding town in a
letter to the times and seasons in november 1840 declaring that
ramus was in the midst of a beautiful and fertile country and that
agricultural or town land could be purchased on very reasonable
terms johnson noted that already quite a number of buildings
mechanical shops &cac have been erected and many more in
progress saw and gristmillsgristmills were situated nearby and more sites
were available on the many streams for those who preferred to
farm johnson boasted that the soil was rich and productive the
location was also propitious for saints migrating to illinois from the
east just fifty miles west ofofbeardstownbeardstownBeards town on the road from springfield
to nauvoo johnsons letter must have drawn a positive response
because the following february an addition was made to ramus of
nine full blocks and nine half blocks with the new streets being
named maple and sumac 2021
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latter day saints bought their lands from the bishop of the
stake who in turn paid the perkins for the property as he received
funds from the settlers thethebishopbishop was authorized to take payment
in the form of property of such as had no cash but he was not
allowed to transfer lots without the notes being paid up 21 by april
1841 the stake clerkreportedclerk reported that the bishop had sold seventy five
lots and had received only 501.4850148 with 1885561885.56188556 still due to the
church notwithstanding the shortage ofpayments injuneinjureinjune the stake
appropriated 500 of its fund to build a schoolhouse the proposed
building was not large enough and three weeks later a request was
made for an addition to the building in november the final moneys
for the building were raised by subscription 22

reading of this prosperous country town on the illinois
frontier one wonders about the inhabitants of ramusmacedoniaRamus Macedonia
who lived there and from where had they come why did they go
to macedoniamacedoniainsteadinstead of to nauvoo how did they make a living
how many of them were local residents converted byjoeljohnson
and how many had emigrated to crooked creek from missouri

the primary source of information about the residents is a list
of branch members dating from before the spring of 1842 2321 there
are 426 persons on the list 208 men and 218 women the list
apparently includes only church members of record that is
baptized members over the age of eight so with the addition of
small children the branch must have numbered five hundred and
possibly nearly six hundred people as at least one account claims 24

not surprisingly the perkins and johnson families were the
backbone of the branch members of the perkins family were
already spread out on the crooked creek lands before the saints
entered the county and joel johnsons mother and seven of his
siblings joined him in ramus 25 most of macedoniasmacedonianMacedonias saints had
joined the church in ohio and had migrated from missouri other
latter day saint settlers were predominantly from new england and
new york with a minority from the southern states another group
of settlers were latter day saint immigrants from britain who had
spilled over from nauvoo to settle in macedonia they were less apt
to farm and their reminiscences reflect a lonelier existence than that
of the larger families enmeshed in kinship networks of political
influence religious status and economic power 2621 when the mormonscormons
came some local settlers converted among them were william
miller and william wightman who were selling land in the area as
early as the mid 1830s many branch members had surnames common
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to the area duff eatonbaton mcconnell saylors shipley walker white
and yager these family names reflect conversions among old
settlers who were from the south new england and pennsylvania 27

the group of three hundred latter day saints who suddenly
settled in fountain green township in 1839 and 1840 doubled in
size by 1842 the forty three inhabitants of the little town of fountain
green must have felt overwhelmed by the large number of new
residents in the township the religious refugees might have also
been seen as an economic boon by the residents of frontier fountain
green by 1845 the number of macedoniansMacedon ians had decreased to 380
of course the townspeople were only a fraction of the populace of
the larger township 28

macedonia was predominantly an agricultural community
with its town businesses servicing the local farm economy many of
the residents practiced trades and macedonia had its share of
millers blacksmiths tailors and shopkeepers presumably many
saints settled there on farms but because land titles were held
through the church corporation there is scant record of mormon
land ownership in county records 29 the inventory of francis
beckstead who died in the spring of 1842 portrays what may have
been a typical farm household beckstead owned a modest amount
of livestock with two steers three heihelfersfers a bull and several head
ofsheep he left behind a horse and mare complete with saddle and
bridle typical of the comcorn hog agricultural economy he owned
about a dozen hogs the quantity of corncom oats potatoes and wool
show a productive year his wife catherine probably cared for the
half dozen geese eighteen chickens and five cows with their new
calves with the spinning wheel she would have spun wool into
yarn and with the gun francis would have hunted wild game to
supplement the family diet household furniture and farm equip
ment including a wagon harrow and plow brought the estates
value to 322 the value of the estate was offset by debts probably
incurred to set up the farm beckstead owed 345034.503450 worth of notes
to fellow saints and 40 to storekeepers in warsaw becksteadsBecksteads farm
household reflects how most mormon farmers made a living which
was probably not much different from how their non mormon

farmed 300neighbors nearby
the town known as ramus was formally incorporated by

action of the illinois legislature and named macedonia in march
1843 31 town government now supplemented the ecclesiastical
body of governance A seven member board of trustees assumed
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responsibility for keeping the streets clean licensing taverns and
keeping the peace the town was large enough to be divided
into four wards the trustees appointed officers including a con-
stable assessor collector and treasurer 32 although the growth of
macedonia was hampered by the churchschurche emphasis on gathering
to nauvoo the town did prosper 33 A visitor to macedonia in the
summer of 1843 praised the thriving agricultural town

the buildings which seemed mostly new yards gardens barns &cac
seemed well constructed neatly and tastefully arranged macedonia is
situated in the great bend of crooked creek surrounded with numer-
ous mills and good farming lands &cac I1 was informed the town had
been laid out only about three years that the population is now near
500 and increasing rapidly mechanics of most kinds seemed plenty
and busily employed every house seemed occupied A beautiful
square lay near the centre of town on which we were informed a
house for literary and religious purposes was to be erected 3431

interaction between macedonia and fountain green
given the close proximity of macedonia to largely non

mormon fountain green how often did these two sets of towns-
people have occasion to interact personally and what was the
nature of their interaction the inhabitants of the two towns were
tied by some kinship relations by commercial transactions and by
competing political interests

kinship ties were extremely important in a frontier setting
where families were dependent upon one another to raise cabins
plant and harvest the crops care for children and nurse the sick
several family relationships crossed community lines so many of
the crooked creek settlers mormonscormons and non mormonscormons alike were
from western new york that it is not surprising that some family
relationships existed for example the daughter of mormonscormons
lucinda and frasier eaton from new york was married to early non
mormon settlerjarysettler jary white white and his brothers were active in the
mormon war of september 1846 so in this case family ties did not
lead to an avoidance of hostilities 3531

A better grasp of the tenor of these family relationships is found
in the case of martha mcconnell a twenty four year old pennsylva-
nian migrant to fountain green in a letter to her aunt in pennsyl-
vania martha recounted her visit to macedonia in 1840 to help sew
burial clothing for the young child of her mormon uncle although
the family did not mention their religion to her she wrote how
strange I1 felt to be surrounded by such people she felt threatened
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not one could I1 speak my mind to at such a time I1 never was more
rejoiced than when I1 saw alex her brother coming for me as I1 was
really afraid of them beginning their mormon ceremony I1 could not
have seen them laying hands on the little boy praying for him when
he was at rest and kept quiet

she remarked that mormonscormons believed in baptism for the dead and
misunderstanding the doctrine she seemed afraid that they would
perform their mormon ceremony on the helpless dead child
whose body she would have felt compelled to protect mcconnellsmcconnelpsMcConnMcConneilsnelisnellselPs
letter displays a fear of mormonscormonsMormons even of her mormon kin she was
suspicious of their doctrine and disapproved of it for mcconnell
kin ties could not bridge the gap opened by religious differences
while there was cooperation among family members and aid in time
of need fear blocked understanding or respect 136I

regarding commercial interaction between the two communi-
ties the records of hopkins and tyler the general store in fountain
green are helpful the residents of macedonia made frequent
purchases at this store ranging from whiskey and salt by the men
to yard goods and buttons by the women sometimes saints paid off
their accounts with cash other times with domestic products such
as woven cloth andrew H perkins ute perkinssPerkinperkinesss grandson and
county commissioner stopped by occasionally for some tobacco
and no doubt to catch up on local doings the store ledger contains
accounts for lawyer almon W babbit missionary mathias cowley
scotsman james fife and even benjamin FfjohnsonjohnsonajohnsonFJohnson who perhaps
was after items he did not stock in his own store in macedonia ute
perkins stopped by four or five times a month maybe to pass the
time with old friends 37

these ledger accounts show that many saints shopped regu-
larly in fountain green and that the proprietors were willing to trust
them with longtermlong term credit saints were good customers and made
a significant contribution to the prosperity of the firm it is difficult
to know if the commercial relationships went beyond mercantile
pleasantriespleasantries to a deeper level of friendship but clearly a measure of
cordiality existed that allowed mormonscormons to mingle with the stores
fountain green customers 388

beyond family relationships and economic connections a third
arena of interaction between the saints and their fountain green
neighbors was politics in contrast to the apparent cooperation that
existed in the commercial sphere at the store the political interaction
produced increasing alienation both fountain green and macedonia
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were situated within the thirty six square mile township designated
as the fountain green election precinct there were no other towns
in the precinct but the votes of rural farmers who were not residents
of either town would have been included voting probably took
place in fountain green an analysis of the political behavior of this
period shows that non mormon local leaders gained positions of
prominence in the countywidecounty wide effort to eject the mormonscormonsMormons
precinct level voting statistics reveal a political split along religious
lines in fountain green township

from the time of the initial settlement of latter day saints in
hancock county there were opportunities for conflict an incident
in the 1840 election involved a prominent citizen of fountain green
martin hopkins coproprietor of the general store at a mass meeting
held at carthage in march 1840 hopkins was selected as the whig
candidate for the office of state representative 3919 under pressure
from party leaders by july 22 he had withdrawn his candidacy and
was replaced by dr john F charles of carthage 40 county historian
thomas gregg could find no motive for this substitution other than
that the autocrat of nauvoo joseph smith signified that he would
not support mr hopkins 41 one does not have to guess how
hopkinssHopkinhopkingsss townspeople felt about josephs control of the local
political scene to add insult to local injury in the presidential
election that year the saints in nauvoo crossed out the name of
elector abraham lincoln whig justice of the peace in fountain
green not the abraham lincoln on several hundred ballots and
substituted democrat james H ralston a monmormonmonnonnon sympathizer 4241

hancock countyscountesCountys old citizens banded together to form the
anti mormon party in june 1841 determined not to let party
differences keep them from countering the mormon bloc vote 4341

although no native sons were running for office it is revealing to
examine the 1841 election returns for the fountain green precinct
the balloting process was not secret and most likely was viva voce
adding to the pressure to vote in a bloc 4441 the precinct voted with
the mormonscormons for the congressional slot but for the anti mormon
ticket in the races for school commissioner and county commis-
sioner yet as table 1 shows the votes were close probably
indicating a voting population split along religious lines fountain
green precincts anti mormon victory for local offices was gained
by a slim margin similarly laharpelaharve precinct to the north home to
a sizeable mormon population voted with the mormonscormons on the
congressional candidate but against them for the local offices
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carthage the county seat with only a small mormon minority might
have seen a moderately partisan political contest for all offices that
election the mormon bloc vote determined the victors

TABLE 1 selected precinct results
august 1841 election hancock county

fountain nauvoo laharpelaharve carthage county
political race green total
congress
james H ralston D 42 16 49 106 528

john T stuart W 64 488 122 103 1213

school commissioner
richard wilton D 55 9 127 121 831
walter bagby 53 486 48 123 847

county commissioner
robert miller W 62 9 121 164 898
john T barnett 45 492 48 57 782

antiantl monmormonnon party candidate ddemocrat wwhigwohig
source hancock county elections unofficial returns warsaw signal
august 4 1841 party affiliation from gregg history ofofhancockhancochhancock county 276 77
tables I11 and 2 provide precinct level voting figures for selected precincts only
tiiethetiletlle county totals include precincts not displayed here

an event in macedonia late in 1841 may have caused the
citizens of fountain green some concern about their nearby
neighbors at a meeting of the stake high council on november 4
1841 a dispute arose over the procedures for collecting payment for
lots the dispute degenerated into a heated argument the next day
word was received that four of the disputants had been jailed in a
nearby county on charges of stealing 45 in a spontaneous reaction
the macedoniansMacedon ians gathered in a town meeting to take measures to
restrain and find out if there be any among us all dishonest persons
thieves roges etc 46 church authorities in nauvoo acted quickly to
expel the accused offenders from the church joseph smith and the
quorum of the twelve in nauvoo issued epistles that condemned
stealing and disowned any saints who were guilty of such crimes
they also repudiated any notion that the church condoned steal-
ing 47 three days later church leaders journeyed to macedonia to
patch the rift in the stake leadership their solution was to dissolve
the stake because some had come so disaffected towards the
remainder there seemed no possible chance of a union if no officers
not strife for office etc like a pebble dropped in a pond such
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internalintemalintimal dissensions spread in widening rings to affect the reputation
of mormonscormons in the county 4818

their reputation was further sullied in the summer of 1842 by
john C bennetts accusations of polygamy which appeared in the
sangamojoumalsangamosangamon journal and were reprinted in the anti mormon warsaw
signal it is not clear if the townspeople of fountain green were
aware of the practice of polygamy in nearby macedonia 49the49 the
presbyteriansPresbyte rians and catholics in fountain green would have been
shocked and dismayed to discover such behavior in their midst
bennetts expose was crucial in the anti mormon campaign and
gregg remembers that the letters were widely read and commented
on 115050 the accusations must have galvanized the coalition of whig
and democrat interests that formed an anti mormon ticket 51 yet
because of mormon bloc voting the anti mormon interests were
again thwarted in 1842

TABLE 2 selected precinct results
august 1842 election hancock county

fountain nauvoo laharpelaharve carthage county
political race green total
senate
william roosevelt D 72 2 76 105 620

jacob C davis D 61 433 86 78 1530

representative
wesley williams W 66 3 30 119 502

edson whitney W 70 2 55 94 546

thomas H owen D 65 446 95 93 1603

william smith D 60 454 87 51 1459

sheriff
stephen tyler D 89 2 89 171 789
william backenstos D 61 447 85 61 1493

commissioner
john J brent W 69 0 30 131 567

john T barnettbarnert D 63 456 90 84 1540
1 1

anti mormon party candidate
source official returns warsaw signal august 131318421842

just as in 18411841 the mormonscormons had their way in every race giving
democratic candidates the victory they sought the vote in fountain
green precinct was nearly evenly split with the anti mormon
candidates having a slight edge the only exception was a larger
lead for local son stephen tyler owner of the general store the saints
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patronized given the growing size of macedonia the vote shows
significant support for the anti mormon ticket probably nearly all
voters in the precinct who were not mormon voted the whig
democrat coalition against the saints by contrast laharpelaharve precinct
voted with the mormonscormonsMormons except again in the case of tyler the
voting in carthage was more clearly anti mormon only in the race
for sheriff did they vote with the mormonscormons for william backenstos
the large number of nauvoo voters were responsible for the
massive defeat of tyler by democrat backenstos the unmistakable
conclusion from electoral analysis was the invincible power of
mormon bloc voting anchored by the lopsided races in nauvoo 5212

the next election in 1843 was complicated by events in june
when joseph smith was arrested in dixon on extradition charges
related to the attempted murder of governor lilburn W boggs of
missouri joseph smith promised whig lawyer cyrus walker
of macomb his vote in return for freeing him from the grasp of
the deputies walker believed president smith had promised
him the coveted mormon vote with the whig party thus brought
into the arena both walker and democratic candidate joseph P

hoge visited nauvoo to campaign the day before the election
hyrum smith urged the saints to vote for democrat hoge without
specifically repudiating walker joseph smith told the crowd that
hyrum had a testimony of hoge and that he had never known
hyrum to have received a false revelation the saints caught on and
hoge carried the county by over 1300 votes 5313 these events
overshadowed the local race for county commissioner andrew H
perkins from macedonia was the mormon candidate and he
received 1641 votes compared to 530 for carthage tavern keeper
artois hamilton 5451

historians have marked joseph smiths escape and the subse-
quent election maneuvering as a turning point in relations between
mormonscormons and old citizens 55 citizens of the county were outraged by
what they saw as the manipulation of the mormon vote with
virtually no opportunity to wield political power within the two
party system citizens revived the anti mormon party in carthage in
early september not surprisingly democrat stephen H tyler was
on the newly formed correspondence committee representing
fountain green so was whigwhig thomas geddes cofounder of the
presbyterian church in fountain green and commander of the 87th
illinois militia 56 local interests had been thwarted by the force of the
larger mormon voting population the men of prominence in
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fountain green must have felt frustrated about being blocked from
political advancement by the mormon voting population a situation
that may have exacerbated their distrust of their mormon neighbors
in nearby macedonia

the campaign to expel the latter day saints
by the time tensions escalated in nauvoo injuneinjurein june 1844 the two

communities along crooked creek were completely polarized the
events of thatjunethat june are common historical knowledge the publica-
tion of the expositor in nauvoo by dissenters from the church on
june 7 its immediate destruction at the order ofmayorjosephMayomayor josephrJoseph smith
and the nauvoo city council and the arrest of joseph and hyrum
smith on charges of riot 5717 old citizens of hancock county immedi-
ately met in carthage on june 13 to draft resolutions in response to
the destruction of the press three men from fountain green were
active in carrying out the purposes of the meeting among them
stephen H tyler the group designated places of encampment
to arm and equip ourselves fountain green was not among them

but nearby laharpelaharve and carthage were probably fountain green
was thought to be too close to the large latter day saint population
in macedonia 58

ironically the latter day saints were responding to the Fexposi-
tortorincidentincident in a similar manner delegates were appointed to travel
to each precinct to lay a true statement of facts before the public 5919

the macedonia companies of the nauvoo legion were called in to
defend nauvoo benjamin F johnson remembered that to avoid
attack the men traveled all night across the prairie through mud
rain and darkness terrible to those who were there because of the
heavy rains they had to make their way across twenty miles of
prairie half a leg deep in water 26060160 many of the men did not have
shoes but some were armed

according to a report given to joseph smith by commanding
officer uriah yager the company miraculously passed through an
attack by a mob five miles out ofmacedonia Asjosephasjosephaljoseph retold it the
company from macedonia opened fire about ten feet apart and
marched past them within rifle shot while the mob fired several
guns at them the balls whizzing past their heads when they arrived
safely at daybreak joseph directed the legions quartermaster to
issue shoes to those who had walked barefoot he was glad to see
them and to hear that you were all alive in the midst of the ragingsraggings
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of an infatuated and blood thirsty mob he advised them to retreat
to nauvoo if attacked by a superior force but never give up your
arms but die first the men from macedonia rested a few days
before they were sent home to keep up a guard there 61

in nearby fountain green martha mcconnell walker de
scribedascribed in a letter written june 18 how the local populace wanted
the governor to give orders to arrest joseph smith

and if he dont give them leave they are determined to take the law
into their own hands and bring them justice or clear them out which
would be better and now the drums are beating on every side guns
firing and alan her husband and brother A have just left this day with
provisions ammunition and all for carthage they are to try which
them or the mormonscormons are the strongest

martha was left alone sitting here with my babe in my lap and not
a creature only a mormon family nearer than a mile she planned
to leave soon for her parentshomeparentsparent homeshome in town where some men were
on guard because 1I think we are not safe as the mormonscormons in ramus
macedonia have refused to go and may do some mischief 62

seventeen hundred men were encamped around carthage
members of militia companies from all around the county and a few
neighboring counties 63 the men from fountain green were com-
manded by thomas geddes who later recalled the events leading
up to the murder of the prophet and his brother

while the smiths were in jail I1 went to the jail in company with
gov ford and there we conversed with them for some time the
burden of smiths talk being that they were only acting in self defense
and only wanted to be let alone after leaving the jail and while
returning from it the governor and I1 had still further conversation
about the subject matter after some time the governor exclaimed 0
its all nonsense you will have to drive these mormonscormons out yet I1 then
said if we undertake that governor when the proper time comes
will you interfere no I1 will not said he then after a pause adding
until you are through 64

this statement by geddes is as close as the historical record comes
to revealing governor fords motives in a fatal move ford
disbanded the militia at about five oclock in the afternoon on
saturday geddessgaddessGeddess men then headed east across the prairie toward
fountain green the governor struck out for nauvoo with a small
guard company to admonish the saints to surrender their arms 6561 the
carthage grays were left to guard the jail but it was understood that
they were guards that did not guard 66151 the mob from the warsaw

militia who attacked the jail had no trouble in shooting joseph and
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hyrum smith fearing mormon retaliation for the murders residents
of carthage hastily left town 67

when the saints in macedonia learned of the death of the
prophets one witness remembered the people wept aloud one
could hear their sobs and crying from every quarter they felt as
though the hosts of hell were let loose to do their murderers work
of extermination 68 while the saints in macedonia mourned the
residents of fountain green prepared to defend themselves from
expected mormon revenge martha walkers interrupted letter picks
up againjulyagain july 1 with a reaction to the deaths of the mormon leaders

you will hear of the death of the prophet and his brother before this
reaches you much as I1 thought before that he ought to be killed when
it was done I1 felt that it was wrong at least the time and manner it was
done appeared barbarous our men were discharged that evening but
were not home till they were killed they were shot at five oclock
the word come to the green none went to bed that night there they
lay on the floor on their guns our menloadedmen loaded theirs and set them in
reach you may guess there was two eyes unclosed that night

her words convey the suspense and terror of the situation once
held politically hostage residents now feared that their lives were
in danger from mormon neighbors two miles away in macedonia
martha assured her aunt they were prepared to defend themselves
with a cannon in the green and ammunition plenty 69

because of intervention by state authorities and by latter day
saint leaders hostilities were avoided in the aftermath of the
murders martha felt calm and resigned to the will of an all wise
providence he will order all for the best 117070 fountain green
recovered enough to celebrate july fourth with a double wedding
of two daughters of jabez beebe 71 several weeks after the assassiassassin

nation governor thomas ford cautioned county residents that
although mormonscormons in lima and macedonia had been warned to
leave had remain and their 117272they a right to enjoy property

the august 1844 elections were somber given the events and
uncertainties of the summer the county vote true to the earlier
election pattern reflected the predominant mormon population and
the bloc voting practices of the saints with the election of george
coulson who joined mormon andrew perkins two of the three
county commissioners were mormon the third john barnett was
a resident of nauvoo and sympathetic to the mormonscormonsMormons 73 precinct
results show that fountain green was still fairly evenly split between
the mormon and the anti mormon vote just over one hundred
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persons voted for the anti mormon candidate for county commis-
sioner and coulson got eighty of the fountain green precinct votes
the spread was similar in the other races the old settlers retained
an edge over the macedonia voters 7471

the rationale behind local voting behavior is partially ex-
plained in a statement signed by county democrats among them
eleven men from fountain green addressed to fellow democrats
in illinois its purpose was to refute the popular notion that only
whigs were opposing mormonscormons in the county they declared that
party considerations have had nothing to do with the actions of the

old citizens and that the opposition to the mormonscormons was simply in
the necessary defence of their own constitutional rights and without
which opposition and defence the people ofhancock would be un-
worthy offof the name of american citizens 2175117575 patriotism and adherabher
ence to constitutional ideals and not partisan politics were the stated
motivation of democratic opposition to mormonism in the county

the earlier resistance to mormonscormons by fountain green town-
ship residents was led by community leaders from new york and
pennsylvania the democrat document the first public statement by
old settlers from kentucky and tennessee suggests a northsouthnorth south
coalition of interests in the township in the campaign to remove the
mormonscormonsMormons most of the fountain green signers were former south-
erners who owned fanfarmsns adjacent to macedonia of all local
residents they probably felt most keenly that their property was
threatened by the nearby mormonscormonsMormons 76 we can only speculate that
loyalty to the mormonscormons as neighbors and relatives had kept them
from actively participating earlier in the anti mormon effort

at the may 1845 trial of the accused murderers ofjosephofjoseph smith
public attention focused on the courtroom not on hostilities outside
the foreman of the jury was jabez beebe cofounder of fountain
green and early settler 77 the mormonscormons won the august 1845
elections handily with nearly two thousand voters in nauvoo alone
anti mormonscormons had apparently given up on the electoral process
they did not even try to oppose the mormon slate 78 then78then when
sheriff deming died of fever in september mormonscormons electedjacobelected jacob
backenstos to replace him 7971

stung again by the bloc voting anti mormon forces in the
county turned to illegal means to reclaim the county from the mor
mons this time in a vigilante campaign against outlying mormon
settlements they succeeded in accomplishing their aims the
conflict in the countryside became the turning point in the struggle
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to oust the mormonscormonsMormons the attack started near green plains southeast
of warsaw the anti mormon stronghold while the local citizens
held an anti mormon meeting at the schoolhouse they heard shots
outside they presumed the shots to be an attack on them and in
retaliation they set fire to the cabins of mormonscormons at morleysmorlessMorleys
settlement nearby before they were finished the whole village
over one hundred houses lay in ashes although the inhabitants of
the cabins had received prior warning the destruction was still
devastating the antimoantiantl momormonscormonsrmonsamons had found a winning strategy
because the rural mormon towns were vulnerable to attack in a way
that nauvoo was not 80

frightened by the burning ofmorleysmorlessMorleys settlement the residents
of macedonia prepared to defend themselves thomas callister a
british convert who arrived in macedonia in spring 1842 kept a day
by day account of events in september 1845 his eyewitness reports
reflect their fears news of the wolf hunt arrived in macedonia on
september 5 and on the next day the brethren met to consult what
was best to be done for the mob was burning houses in the other
branches turning sick women and child out to doors in a most
shameful manner they decided to post a guard at night when
word came the next day to organize their company of the nauvoo
legion callister was chosen for first guard duty he was out on
guard at night on september 10 when news came that the mob was
rageingragging and burning houses in all directions 81 in a september 11

letter to all the outlying settlements latter day saint leader brigham
young advised them to give them the cold lead or obey the sheriffs
counsel if they were disturbed by mobs he directed them to
evacuate if necessary but planned to sustain you where you are 2182118282

on september 13 callister secretly attended a mobmobs meeting in
nearby mcdonough county realizing that they were all very hard
agins our people he returned to guard duty and at 10 PM on
september 14 all the men meet at bp bishop perkins and
continued to stay to gather all night and be ready in the case of an
atack hiclsiclsic85sic 8581

the shooting of anti mormon franklin worrell of the carthage
grays by sheriff backenstos on september 16 intensified the hostility
against the mormonscormonsMormons 84 the warsaw signal announced the murder
of worrell with a blazing headline call to arms the story warned
that there is no longer peace for hancock blood will and must flow
ifnecessary to rid the county of the cursed authors of our troubles 118585

the men of fountain green rallied to editor thomas sharps call to
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arms on september 20 callister infiltrated a gathering at fountain
green 1 I whent and fount about 50 men arnold maclerymachery
sweryingswerkingswerying he would drive the mormonscormons out with some difficulty
I1 got home unhurt 86 saying there was some little stir about our
borders and the mob are training today at fountain green on
september 22 bishop william G perkins hastily penned a request
to brigham young for fifty to one hundred troops to arrive by
evening by midnight the next night the posse arrived from nauvoo
fewer than half the amount requested 87 to defuse the situation
governor ford appointed john J hardin to take military control of
the area at the end of september the vigilantes dispersed 88

there had been some anxious moments and saber rattling but
no one attacked macedonia perhaps the town was seen as too
formidable in size for their smaller fountain green force or maybe
cooler heads prevailed at fountain green those who may have
realized that the communal ties made the violence pointless

but the september hostilities sent a clear message to both sides
estimates vary but anywhere from 150 to 200 latter day saint homes
had been burned and several men had been killed 8981 both sides
realized that decisive action was required citizens from several
nearby counties converged in carthage on october 1 to demand
mormon removal brigham young warned by stephen A douglas
and john J hardin that the mormonscormons could no longer be protected
because of the popular feeling against them pledged that the saints
would leave 9010 latter day saint committees were appointed in the
outlying settlements to prepare for removal most of macedoniasmacedonianMace donias
saints left to join the main exodus from nauvoo in early spring 1846 9111

by april 1846 macedonia a once thriving agricultural town
was described in the hancock eagle as the deserted village it
owes its existence to that trait in the monmormonmonnonnon character which
enables them to concentrate their energies and form communities
of their own in a locality of this kind they mingle but little with the
world and gain an humble subsistence by cultivating small tracts of
land such were the people of macedonia 9291

in a certain sense the hancock eagle was right although just
a few miles from fountain green the small town of macedonia was
insulated from the wider hancock county community in much the
same way that nauvoo was however social integration did make
a difference the inhabitants of the two towns were related to each
other they traded at the same store and they participated together
in the functions of local government they fought their battles on
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political turf at the ballot box and in countywidecounty wide organizations at
a turning point in 1843 when the citizens of fountain green began
to feel that mormon political control menaced republican ideals
community leaders became active in organizing for the intimidation
and removal of the mormonscormons from the county yet in spite of their
fears and animosities they confined their efforts to legitimate
political processes and stopped short of the violence that occurred
in other rural areas in the county

in early 1846 macedonian saints moved en masse with the
general latter day saint exodus across iowa they retained their
branch organization while in winter quarters nebraska but
migrations to utah dispersed the macedonian camp in an ironic
sequel george washingtonjohnsonwashington johnson who had left macedonia when
he was a young man of twenty three was called by brigham young
in the summer of 1859 to pioneer on uintah springs in sanpete
county utah perhaps in hopes of creatingrecreatingre the verdant illinois
town of distant memory johnson named his new settlement
fountain green 93

NOTES

theithe origin of the name macedonia is uncertainisuncertain but macedon new york
was partitioned from palmyra joseph smiths home in 1823 see john H french
ed historical and statistical gazetteer of new york state syracuse NY
R P smith 1860 692 originally named ramus latin for branch the town was
incorporated in march 1843 as macedonia see laws of the state ofofillinoisillinois 13tb13th
generalassemblygeneral assembly 1842 1843 springfield 1843 304 7 and 111inoisjournalillinoisjournaloftheoftbeoftle
senate february 161618431843 369 450 454 55

foror a history of the conflict centered on nauvoo see robert bruce flanders
nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi urbana university of illinois press 1965
and annette P hampshire mormonism in conflict thetbenauvoonauvoo years studies in
religion and society vol 11 new york edwin mellen press 1985 two recent
works place the conflict in a wider context ofofamericanamerican history marvin S hill quest
forrefugeyorfor refuge the7bemormonmormon rigbtfromflightaromfrom american pluralism salt lake city signature
books 1989 and kenneth H winn exiles in a land of liberty cormonsmormons in
america 1830 1846chapel1846 Chapel hill university of north carolina press 1989

3 for a history of the satellite settlements see donald Q cannon spokes on
the wheel early latter day saint settlements in hancock county illinois ensign
16 february 198662681986621986 62 68 seejohnneejohnseejohn mackfaraghermack faragher sugarcreeksugar creekcreeh libeonlifeonlife on rhethetbeillinoisillinois
prairie new haven yale university press 1986 for the conflict free history of a
rural community in nearby sangamon county the historiographical literature on
conflict in a frontier setting is extensive ofspecial interest to the student of illinois
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history is don harrison doyle the7besocialorderofafrontiercommunityjacksonsocial onderorder ofa frontier community jackson-
ville illinois 1825181825 18187070 urbana university of illinois press 1978

theodore L carlson the7belllinoismilitaryillinois military tract A study eflandoflandofland occupation
utilization and tenure illinois studies inthein the social sciences vol 32 no 2 urbana
university of illinois press 1951 2 61

51 information about the perkins family was obtained from genealogical
records in possession of eugene perkins provo utah and from lucinda call
perkins and elizabeth belcher bartholomew history of the perkins family 1720
1930 church library historical department the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter
day saints salt lake city

6 richard D mudd the mudd family of the united states ann arbor
mich edwards bros 1951 694 959510421042 43106343106543 1063

7 thomas gregg history ofofhancockhancochhancock county illinois chicago charles C
chapman 1880 232 819 22 and charlesjcharlescharies J scofield history ofofhancockhancock county
vol 2 of Histohistoricaltical encyclopedia ofillinoisof illinois ed newton bateman paul selby and
J seymour currey chicago munsell 1921 1407 8 A detailed history of the
settlement can be found in susan S rugh creating a farm community fountain
green township 1825 1840 mesternwesternmastern illinoisregionalstudiesillinoisregionalstudies1513 fall 1990 5 20

8 robert M cochran and others history of hancock county illinois
carthage ill111111.ililii board of supervisors hancock county 1968 302 and gregg

history of hancock county 828211
9vertical9vertical file catholics illinois state historical library springfield illinois

see also thomas cleary the organization of the catholic church in central
illinois 105 24 and A note on the catholic church organization in central
illinois 185 90 both in mid america new sersen 6 1935 information about the
presbyterian church can be found in gregg history ofofhancockhancock county 821 and
fountain green presbyterian church session records fountain green illinois
copy in possession of the author

1011 life of joel H johnson utah humanities research foundation papers
university of utah library salt lake city 1 excerpts from a journal or sketch of
the life of joel hills johnson 71 7 david martin collection of nauvooianaNauvooiana
western illinois university archives macomb illinois frank C esshom Piopioneerspioneelsneelyneels
and prominent men of utah salt lake city utah pioneers 1913 970

life of joel H johnson 2
12 excerpts 6
13lifelife of joel H johnson 2

joseph smith jr the history of the churcochurchchurcb ofofjesusjasusjesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 7 vols 2dad ed rev salt lake city deseret book 1971
3378 hereafter cited as HC

15times15 timestimas and seasons 1 march 1840 77
16 life of joel H johnson 2
17 macedonia branch minute book 1839 1850 archives division church

historical department the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city hereafter cited as LDS church archivesjulyarchives july 991523311840815 23 31 1840 8 10 A stake
in those days could be a branch that had a president a bishop and a high council
see william G hartleyshartlessHart leys article in this issue

macedonia branch minute book july 151518401840 9 on the committee were
frasierFrasiefraslefrasiereatoneatonrEaton robert gibson william G perkins thomas carico elijah B gaylord
and william wightman carico perkins eaton and wightman were residents ofthe
area before the mormonscormons arrived by way of comparison lots in carthage sold for
30 each in 1834 leejseeseejJ M peck A gazetteer ofillinoisof illinois jacksonvilleuacksonville 183411834 204
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19 macedonia branch minute book november 15151840141840 14 and HChc55477477
20 times and seasons 2 november 151518401840 222 23 and hancock county

plat book 45 46 the lots in ramus were the same size as those in nauvoo the
streets were similarly three rods wide the center block was reserved for public
buildings flanders nauvoo 138

21 macedonia branch minute book july 29 1840 13
22 macedonia branch minute book may 15june15 june 12july12july31184117311841 17 18 for

the subscription see macedonia illinois minutes in the joseph ellis johnson
papers university of utah library salt lake city I1 thankjeanthank jean bickmore white for
calling this source to my attention

2313 macedonia branch minute book 65 71 nd the dating of the list is
uncertain but it includes the name of francis beckstead who died in april 1842
see hancock county will book A 1833 43 382

2421 an indication of the omission of small children is derived from the fact that
children bom to the perkins for whom genealogical information is available after
1836 are not on the list because ages are not listed it is impossible to calculate the
number of children under eight A rough guess suggests that at least an additional
seventy five children are not listed genealogical records ofperkins family supplied
by eugene H perkins copies in possession of the author the six hundred figure
is from scofield history ofofhancockhancockhancoch county 21077 compared to the county as a
whole using the 1840 federal census the gender ratio differs significantly the
county population was 47 percent female while that ofmacedonia was 52 percent

2521 there were twenty four persons with the surname perkins and nineteen
persons with the surnamejohnsonsurname johnson together these two families made up 10 percent
of the branch population if one includes in laws to thejohnsonsjohnsonsthe and the perkins
the total belonging to these two families rises significantly two ofjoelsofjoels brothers
benjamin franklin and joseph ellis served as town trustees his sisters also lived
in macedonia julia married almon W babbitt a latter day saint lawyer who was
elected to the illinois legislature in 1843 almera became a plural wife of joseph
smith and maryjohnsonmaryjohnson and her husband george wilson also lived in macedonia
an adopted sister orphan mary hale later became the plural wife of benjamin
delcena johnson sherman was widowed with six children and the church built
her a house in town information about ththejohnsoneJohnson family comes from life ofjoelofjoeljoei
H johnson

26 the assessment ofregional origin is based on a sample ofmacedoniansmacedonianslifeMacedonMacedonianianslansslifelifeilfe
sketches found in andrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia
33volskvolsvolsvois saitsaltsaltlakelake city andrewandrewjensonjenson 1908 andandesshomesshom pioneers andpromand prominentanentinent
men ofutah for the experiences of two british immigrants see thomas callister
autobiographical notes and robert crookston autobiography of robert
crookston senior LDS church archives callister a tailor from the isle of mann
disliked farming and was very lonely in macedonia crookston arrived from
scotland with his parents and escaped destitution by mining coal from a bed he
discovered east of town

see original entries land office records quincy illinois state archives
springfield illinois and the 1840 federal census

28 fifty2817ifty two mormon household heads on the branch list can be located in the
1840 census their households totalled three hundred persons unfortunately the
manuscript copy of the 1845 illinois state census for hancock county has not
survived the 1845 census figures are cited in thomas greggs newspaper
hamilton representative july 17 1858 if greggs figures are accurate in 1845
laharpelaharve numbered 327 and carthage 281 persons
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29only29 only a handful of mormon names can be located in the county deed
records among them are john quayle and mathias cowley who jointly owned a
parcel on section 3311 franklin taylor on section 30 and the aforementioned miller
perkins andandwightmanwightman parcels ofland hancock county deeds book K 170 and
book 0 456 this analysis does not include town records

30 hancock county will book A 1833 1843 382
31 laws of the state ofillinoisof Illinois 304 7 and journaljoumaloftheofthe senate february 16

1843 369 450 454 55
32 macedonia illinois minutes joseph ellisElliellisjohnsonsjohnsonjohnson papers
33 flanders nauvoo 139
343nauvoonauvoo neighbor september 20 1843 3
3531 gregg history of hancock county 838 39
3631martha31martha mcconnell to martha walker ca november 184011840 hancock county

historical sbcietynevslettersociety newsletter 1 may 1972 and patriciajewellpatriciaPatricipatricl jewellaJewell ballowe and others
the 1850 census ofofillinoisillinois hancock county richland wash 1977 130

37 scattered throughout the stores ledgers and day books these accounts are
representative samplings of the latter day saint dealings at the store for these
specific accounts see ledger B 1843 455 25 28285327453 274 and daybook B 1838
40 259 records ofofcofaC C tyler illinois state historical library springfield illinois
microfilm copy at regenstein library university of chicago chicago illinois

perkins maintained friendships after becoming a latter day saint butwhen he died
early in the spring of 1844 a primary social tie between macedonia and fountain
green snapped ute perkinssPerkinperkinesss will was probated on april 19 1844 hancock
county probate record C 18444511844 45145 2 21

38c38 C C tyler ledger B B3313515511
39 gregg39gregg history ofofhancockhancockhancoch county 272 449
401 western worldworldwarsawjulywarsaw july 221840 this was the same dr charles who

sold his land for the expansion of macedonia in november see above he was
instrumental in shepherding the nauvoo charter through the legislature the
following winter see thomas gregg the prophet ofpalmynapalmyraofpa1mjta new york john B
alden 189011681890 168

41 gregg prophet of ofpalmyrapalmyra 16668166 68
flanders4flanderseflanders nauvoo 223 and gregg history ofhancockof hancock county 272 449

43 warsaw signal june 91841
44see44 see charles M thompson elections and election machinery in illinois

1818 1848 foumaljournal oforthethe illinois state historical societysociety77 january 1915 379
4541 macedonia branch minute book november 4 1841 20 22 the accused

were alanson brown joseph holbrook john telford james B T page and
william H edwards times and seasons 3 december 1 184118411 616gig brown had
been accused of stealing a year earlier probably in nauvoo but was acquitted
by the high council because of insufficient evidence times and seasons 2
december 1515184018401 256 and august 22184118411 497 holbrook an officer of the
nauvoo legion was court martialed and stricken from the rolls times and
seasons 3 december 1 184118411 618

macedonia branch minute book november 12 1841 22 23 the crowd
was so large that the minutes had to be read at the door

47 times and seasons 3 december 1118411841 616gig 18
48 macedonia branch minute book november 12 and december 41841 and

hc4453hc4453455455.455 5446254 462 6363467467 68 the leaders from nauvoo also directed local officers
to transfer title to the macedonia lands to joseph smith as trustee in trust for the
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church hc4477HC 4477 and hancock county deed book K 19 john lawson became
the branchsbrancesbranchs presiding elder 1hc4hc4468HC4468468468.468

4919 warsawsignaljuly 9 and 231842 for the bennett affair see gregg history
ofhancockofhancock county 284 87 and hampshire mormonism in conconflictalicflict137137 4343thethe
practice of polygamy in macedonia was probably fairly common by mid 1843 see
HC 5391 93 659 benjamin franklin johnson joels brother and a shopkeeper
in macedonia was a close friend of the prophet joseph smith and persuaded his
sister almera johnson to become a plural wife of the prophet in the spring of
1843 not long afterward benjamin also took a plural wife josephs uncle father
john smith performed many of these polygamous marriages see justus morse
affidavit benjamin franklin johnson A life review 90 93 and crookston
autobiography ofrobert crookston senior all are in the LDS church archives

50 hampshire mormonism in conflict 126 and gregg prophet of
palmyra 225

51 warsaw signal april 131318421842
52 the surrounding counties adams mcdonough andmadisonand madison all voted

whig warsaw signal august 6 1842
53 hill questforrefugequest jorfor refuge 129 32 and gregg history ofhancockofhancock county 449
541 gregg history of hancock county 449
55 hill questforrefugequestquastforjor refuge 129 and hampshire mormonism in conflict 123 24
5651 HChc6688.8 correspondence committees covertly circulated information about

anti mormon activities in hancock county their formation echoed patriot resis-
tance to the resident british enemy during the american revolutionary war

5751 warsaw signal june 12 1844 dallin H oaks the suppression of the
nauvooexpositornauvoo expositor utablawreviewetabutab lamLawlawreviewReview 9 19658621965 862 903 and flanders nauvoo 308

58 warsaw signal june 131318441844
59 HC 6483 and wansawwarsawmasawkasaw signal june 19 1844
60 johnson A life review 98 crookston autobiography 8 9 1I am

convinced the wet weather played a part in the hysteria of the summer crops were
failing bridges were out and roads were under water As bathsheba W smith of
nauvoo wrote onjunedonjuneonjune 151844 the roads have been so bad the bridges are most
all washed away that it is all most inpossable sic to go to or come from messedoniaMessedonia
macedonia here womens voices an untold history of the latter day saints
1830 1900 ed kenneth W godfrey audrey M godfrey landfillandjiuandfill mulvay derr salt
lake city deseret book 198211982 129 wesley williams ofcarthage wrote to his son
in kentucky about mills being damaged and bridges swept away by floods the
prospects of a comcorn crop were gloomy but he hoped the wheat crop would
survive we had last night one of the most gloomy storms I1 ever witnessed there
was all night a continuous stream of electricity and continual roaring of thunder
scarcityscarcilyScarcily a single moment of cessation attended with heavy falls of rain mixed with
hailwesleyhailhali wesley williams tojohncojohntojohn W williams carthagejunecarthage june 51844 typescript copy
archives western illinois university macomb 111.111iiilii

61 hc6515HC765154854866515 485 486 joseph smith must have been referring to mobs in the
county as a whole not this small band who deliberately shot over the heads of the
latter day saints who fired first

6261 martha mcconnell walker to martha walker june 18 1844 hancock
county historical society newsletter 1 august 1972

61 eudocia baldwin marsh mormonscormonsMormons in hancock county A reminiscence
ed douglas L wilson and rodney 0 davis journaloftbeoftleof the illinois state historical
society 64 spring 1971 46
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6greggjgregg64 gregg history ofhancockof Hancock county 372
65 thomas ford message of the governor of illinois in relation to the

disturbances in hancock county reports made to the senate and house of
representatives of the state of illinois springfield 1845 78

66 recollection by william hamilton son of taverntavernkeepertavemkeeperkeeper artois hamilton
who observed the attack on the jail in orville F berry the mormon settlement
in illinois transactions of the illinois state historical society no 11 1906 99

67 marsh mormonscormonsMormons in hancock county 53
6 crookston autobiography 10
69 martha mcconnell walker to martha walker june 18 1844
7071 martha mcconnell walker to martha walker june 18 1844
71 warsamwarsaw signal july 313118441844
7271 warsaw signal extra august 7 1844
73 dallin H oaks and marvin S hill carthage conspiracy the thaitrialthal of the

accused assassins of ofjosepbjoseph smith urbana university of illinois 1975 46 and
gregg history ofhancockof Hancock county 450

7471 warsaw signal august 21 1844
7571 utoto the democrats of the state of illinois warsaw signal may 141418451845
76 warsaw signal may 141845
7717 oaks and hill carthage conspiracy 107 111
I781 warsaw signal august 131318451518451845
79 gregg history ofofhancockhancochhancock county 450 violence spoiled the summer for

an account of hostilities between the mormonscormons and other settlers in the county
during the summer of 1845 see marshall hamilton from assassination to
expulsion in this issue for two versions of the shooting of a prominent anti
mormon by sheriff miner deming see kenneth W godfrey crime and punish-
ment in mormon nauvoo also in this issue the mormonsmonnonsmormans in nauvoo and
macedonia entered bail for deming after his arrest warsaw signal june 25
july 2 1845

801 gregg prophet of palmyraofpalrnyra 327 28 warsaw signal september 3 1845
hon george edmunds an old settler later recalled 1I have never had a doubt that
these matters were instigated of the purpose of forcing the mormon population to
consent to leave this county and go west berry the mormon settlement in
illinois 89 A key element in the warsaw signals anti mormon campaign was
accusing latter day saints of stealing which was evidenced by publication of lists
of property typically livestock grain bee stands reported missing from wide-
spread areas of the county see wansawwarsaw signal october 30 november 17 and 20
december 18 and 252518441844 only once was an incident in the fountain green area
listed see wansawwarsaw signal december 252518441844 similar allegations of theft can be
found in the letters of milton kimball and william M king in the american home
missionary society correspondence illinois 1840451840 45 amistad research center
new orleans microfilm copy at chicago theological seminary chicago illinois
these accusations bear further research in the county court records

81 callister autobiographical notes september 13 1845
journal history of the church september 16 1845 2 and september 17

18451
8313 callister autobiographical notes
84 hill questforrefugequestquast forror refuge 175
185I warsaw signal september 17 1845
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866 callister6callistermcallister autobiographical notes I1 cannot find anyone by the name of
arnold mccleary in the public records he was probably referring to prominent
fountain green citizen matthew mcclaughry

87journal history of the church september 22 1834 1 2
88 hill questforrefugequestfor refuge 177
19 ford estimated 150 175 houses were burned Rereportspons 18441 2 flanders

estimated 20 nauvoo 328
90 brigham9brigham young to generaljohngeneraljohn H hardin october 1118451845john1845 john H hardin

collection chicago historical society chicago illinois to the anti mormon
citizens of hancock and the surrounding counties camp carthage october 4
1845 mormon broadsidesBroadsides collection chicago historical society for the warning
to brigham young see hill questforquest forhofbof refuge 176

91 macedonia branch minute book april 5518461846 50
92 hancochhancock92hancock eagle nauvoo april 17 1846
93 macedonia93macedonia branch minute book 50 88 the record was kept until april

1850 fountain green ward manuscript history IDSLDS church archives and
benjamin FFJjohnsonohnson my lifes review independence mo zions printing and
publishing 1947 220



benjamin franklinjohnsonfranklinfrankiln johnson in nauvoo
friend confidant and defender

of the prophet

E dale lebaron

benjamin franklin johnson the tenth of sixteen children of
ezekiel and julia hills johnson was born on july 28 1818 at
pomfret chataqua county in new yorks western tip thejohnsonThthejohnsoneJohnson
family was god fearing due to the deep faith of their mother even
as a young boy benjamin had faith in god and realized the necessity
of prayer he learned to read and write from studying the bible at
presbyterian meetings As an eleven year old boy in 1829 ben-
jamin read in the pomfret newspaper about some young man
professing to have seen an angel who had shown and delivered
to him golden plates from which he had translated a new bible

benjamin could hardly refrain from wishing or hoping it might
be so 1

benjamin first learned of the church about the time of its
organization in 1830 and after studying its teachings accepted the
gospel the following year he spent his impressionable teenage
years experiencing the glorious and trying days of the church in
ohio and missouri on august 1 1839 benjamin arrived in
commerce illinois soon to become nauvoo there he observed
and participated in many significant events he rendered selfless
service in times of sickness served a mission to canada received
important instructions from the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith including the
law of plural marriage was called by josephbyjoseph as an original member
of the council of fifty and enjoyed a special witness of the mantle
of joseph falling upon brigham young benjamin was a loyal
follower and defender of joseph smith brigham young and the
next four presidents of the church

E dale lebaron is an assistant professor ofchurch history and doctrine at brigham
young university
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benjamin F johnson 1818 1905
resident of macedonia and confidant of joseph smith

march 1887 portrait collection church archives
the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints
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service in time of sickness

benjamin was ordained an elder by byapostleapostle heber C kimball
on march 101018391839 and was called to accompany the twelve on their
mission to england living in springfield illinois following the
forced exodus from missouri benjamin immediately began to save
money for the mission he left for commerce on his twenty first
birthday july 282818392818591839 2 he arrived at a time of general sickness and
death among the saints sickness and typhoid malarial fever were
rampant 3 everyevely house served as a hospital but lacked nurses for the
sick hardly enough healthy people were left to bury the dead 4

benjamin had gained nursing experience during the march of the
kirtland camp in 1838 so joseph smith immediately enlisted
benjamins help benjamin later wrote

I1 had come to nauvoo which it was then beginning to be called
on horse back and as houses of the brethren were scattered for some
distance up and down the river I1 kept my horses under the saddle and
rode from house to house giving medacinesmedicinesmedacines sic caring for and
nursing the sick and for six weeks did not take off my boots or coat
for one nights sleep 5

about this time the prophet had a violent attack of the
prevailing sickness and as emma was in no degree able to care for
him he chose benjamin as his constant nurse and companion
regarding his care of the prophet benjamin wrote it wholly
devolved upon me & both day & night through a period of little less
than two weeks I1 was hardly absent from his room andifanyandiandandl iffanyany
sleep came to me it was while lieingliebing upon his bed or while sitting
in my chair 6

concerning benjamin johnsons service and the accounts of
this time of general sickness in nauvoo charles S sellers observed

the saints are generally well informed but of the part which
brotherjohnsonbrother johnson took none are apprised a fact undoubtedly arising
through brother johnsons modesty and perhaps lack of friends
among those who write history A more loyal man to duty than elder
johnson was never known whenever duty called he never hesi-
tatedtatedHehe gave his time all his life and worked unceasingly for the
good of his fellows he was among the greatest men that our church
has known 7

soon after the prophets recovery benjamin came apparently
nigh unto death throughthrouah0 violent attack of the fever and his comfort
was kindly looked after by the prophet 8 near the first of october
1839 benjamin received a letter from his family informing him that
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his mother was very sick and advising him to come as soon as
possible because it was doubtful that she would recover concerned
for benjamins weakened condition joseph gave him a blessing
prior to his departure from nauvoo benjamin recalled the blessing
in these words

placing his hands upon my head he seemed to pour out his soul in
blessing me he told the lord I1 had been faithful to care for others that
I1 was now worn & sick & that on my journey I1 would need his care
and he asked that a special guardian might go with me from that day
& stay with me through all my life 9

this incident strengthened the bond of love and friendship between
the prophet and benjamin throughout his life benjamin cherished
this close association and friendship with joseph smith

missionary service

despite great suffering benjamin arrived in springfield where
his sickness continued for some weeks on october 551839518591839 apostles
brigham young and heber C kimball came to springfield on their
way to england benjamin wrestled with the decision to join them
on this mission he later wrote

when they saw how sick I1 was and without money or suitable clothing
they did not urge me to go but left it to my faith and desire I1 much
wished to go but was so diffident had no missionary experience and
fearing they would feel me a burden I1 had not faith enough to start
they told me to take a mission east as soon as I1 was able and this I1 felt
determined to do 10

from february 1840 to december 1841 benjamin served alone
as a missionary walking most of the way he preached in indiana
ohio canada and pennsylvania he experienced sickness hard-
ships persecution and some limited success including seven
baptisms and speaking in tongues to an indian tribe en route
to nauvoo at theendtheandthe end of his mission benjamin stayed with his
brother in law almon W babbitt in kirtland ohio because almon
had remained in kirtland to continue his business endeavors
contrary to the counsel of the church leaders he was severely
reprimanded in a revelation the prophet received on january 19
1841 11 on october 2 1841 almon was disfellowshipdisfellowshipped12disfellowshippedped 12 the
rebuke upset him benjamin stayed in kirtland temporarily to try to
help his brother in law work through his problems while there
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benjamin met and courted melissa bloomfield whom he married on
december 25 1841

return to nauvoo

on july 1 1842 benjamin and melissa arrived at nauvoo
where the prophet warmly welcomed them benjamin discussed
with him the business matters between almon babbitt and joseph
and expressed confidence that with the prophets arm around him
almon would remain true to the cause this was the first time
benjamin had spoken to the prophet about personal feelings and
concerns of his own benjamin felt an increase of love frornjosephfrom joseph
afafter terjosephjoseph expressed his love for and desire to help almon joseph
told benjamin to bring elder babbitt to see him as soon as almon
arrived in nauvoo

because of his integrity and respect for both men benjamin
was able to be an intercessor in this problem when business
matters were brought forward relating to notes bought from
outsiders against him or the church brother joseph said to him
now brother almon we will not disagree for here is brother
benjamin you have all confidence in him and so have 1I and now
let us leave all our differences to him and stand by it and be good
friends forevermore to which brother babbitt agreed 13

benjamin came to knowjosephknow joseph smiths personality quite well
though the prophet was social and convival at times benjamin
recalled he would alow no arogancearrogancearogance or undue liberties and
criticism even by his associates was rarely acceptbleacceptableAcceptble & contraditioncontradictionCon tradition
would rouse in him the lion at once for bynoby no one of his fellows
would he be superseded or disputed 14

joseph trusted benjamin enough to give him custody of legal
documents including those pertaining to church properties in
kirtland he asked benjamin to remain in ramus illinois to serve
as the agent for thechurchthe church there joseph gave benjamin power of
attorney which he used until josephs death 15 benjamins work in
ramus involved selling goods keeping a boardinghouse and super-
vising all the church business for that town which was second only
to nauvoo in size 1611 while benjamin lived there the friendship between
him and the prophet joseph smith became even more intimate as
benjamin later explained

the prophet often came to our town but after my arrival he lodged
in no house but mine and I1 was proud of his partiality and took great
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delight in his society and friendship when with us there was no lack
of amusement and his fraternal feeling in great degree did away
with the disparity of age or greatness of his calling

I1 can now see as president george A smith afterwards said that
I1 was then really the bosom friend and companion of the prophet
joseph I1 was as welcome attheat the mansion as at my own house and
on one occasion when at a full table of his family and chosen friends
he placed meme at his right hand and introduced me as his friend
brother B F johnson at whose house he sat at a better table than
his own 111717

such favoritism aroused some jealousy among the local
residents thethejohnsonsjohnsons were referred to as the royal family when
joseph learned of this epithet he assured benjamin that the title was
appropriate they were a royal family as is every faithful family
previously joseph had given a blessing to benjamins mother julia
in which she was told that not one of her children should ever leave
the church 111818

instructions at the hand of the prophet

besides staying frequently in benjamins home the prophet
counseled and instructed him about many doctrines in may 1843
joseph smith recorded in his journal tuesday 16 went to
benjamin F johnsons with william clayton to sleep beforeretiringbefore retiring
I1 gave brother and sister johnson some instructions on the priest-
hood 19 included in these instructions were the teachings now
contained in doctrine and covenants 1311 6 of these experiences
benjamin wrote

on april 2ndand and may l61843161843 the prophet was at my house with
wm clayton as scribe at which time was written in answer to
questions asked all of sections 130 & 131 doc & cov and he then
gave to us all keys ofknowledge contained in sec 129 & 132 before
they were writtenwritten2020

after visiting the johnson home on friday october 20 1843
joseph wrote in the evening I1 gave instructions to benjamin F

johnson and others in relation to the blessings of the everlasting
covenant and the sealingsdealingssea lings of the priesthood 112121 benjamin later
testified in an affidavit that on this date the prophet sealed my first
wife to me for time and all eternity 112222

on another occasion while benjamin was lighting him to bed
one night joseph showed benjamin his holy garments and explained
their meaning he further gave some information regarding the
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endowment and said that freemasonry as at present was the apos-
tate endowments as sectarian religion was the apostate religion 1123111323

A new commandment

in april 1843 the prophet privately taught benjamin a new
doctrine that would greatly affect the rest of benjamins life after
joseph had stayed with the johnsons overnight he took his friend
for a walk early sunday morning they stopped in an isolated
wooded area benjamin recalled

here as we sat down upon a log liehelleile began to tell me that the lord had
revealed to him that plural or patriarchal marriage was according to his
law and that the lord hadllad not only revealed it to him but had
commanded him to obey it that liehelleile was required to take other wives
and that liehelleile wanted my sister almiraaimira for one of them and wished me
to see and talk to her upon the subject 24

benjamin struggled between the shock ofwhat he was hearing
and his loyalty and faith in joseph as a prophet in describing his
reaction to the prophets message benjamin said

if a thunderbolt had fallen at my feet I1 could hardly have been more
shocked or arnaamazedzed he saw the struggle in my mind and went on to
explain but the shock was too great for me to comprehendanythingcomprehend anything
and in almost an agony of feeling I1 looked him squarely in the eye and
said while my heart gushed up before him brotherjosephBrothebrother rjosephjoseph this is all
new to me it may all be true you know but I1 do not to my education
it is all wrong but I1 am going with the help of the lord to do just what
you say with this promise to you that if ever I1 know you do this to
degrade my sister I1 will kill you as the lord lives 2521

joseph smiled he looked into benjamins eyes and told him
softly that he would never see that day he promised that benjamin
would not only know of its truth but would also fulfill the law and
greatly rejoice in it benjamin then asked how he could teach his
sister something he himself did not understand joseph told him that
when he opened his mouth to talk to his sister he would
understand light would come to him and his mouth would be full
and his tongue loosed 26 in benjamins words

he also told me that lieheile would preach a sermon that day for me
which I1 would understand while the rest of the congregation would
not comprehend its meaning his subject was the ten talents unto him
that hath shall be given and he shall have abundantly but from him that
hath not or will not receive shall be taken away that which he hath
or might have had plainly giving me to understand that the talents
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represented wives and children as the principle of enlargement
throughout the great future to those who were heirs of salvation 27

in light of benjamins account of this instruction it is interesting
to note that the prophets history says that on saturday april 111843118451843
he traveled to macedonia28macedonia28121128 and was very joyfully received by Brotherlbrother
benjamin F johnson 112129 under the date of sunday april 2 1843
joseph suppedcupped at brotherjohnsonsbrotherjohnsons and later instructed the saints
among the subjects about which the prophet preached he discussed

what is the meaning of the parable of the scripture he that is
faithful over a few things shall be made ruler over many and he that
is faithful over many things shall be made ruler over many more

what is the meaning of the parable of the 10 talentstalents30talents0300

in contemplating speaking to his sister about this principle
benjamin felt sick and filled with horror however to be true to his
word he arranged to speak to almira privately

I1 stood before her trembling my knees shaking but I1 opened my
mouth and my heart opened to the light of the lord my tongue was
loosened and I1 was filled with the holy ghost I1 preached a sermon
that forever converted me and her also to the principle even though
her heart was not yet won by the prophet and so I1 had great joy after
my tribulation 31

that benjamin and his sister could accept this doctrine which
so radically conflicted with their background is evidence of the
strong faith and confidence they had in their prophet joseph
opened the scriptures to benjamin so he understood that many of
the great prophets of the old testament including abraham isaac
jacob and moses lived the law of plural marriage benjamin
testified with these teachings accompanied by the spirit in which
they were given I1 was able to overcome my puritanical ideas of
monogamic marriage 1132111232 with josephs teachings the subject that
had seemed so dark to benjamin now seemed most lucid and plain
never again did he need evidence or argument to sustain this high
and holy principle 33

within a few days almira at the request of the prophet
accompanied benjamin to their sister delcenasDelcenas home in nauvoo
delcena had already been sealed to him joseph by proxy 34 here
they were met by the prophetjosephprophet joseph hyrum and william clayton
of this meeting benjamin wrote

brother hyrum at once took me in hand apparently in fear I1 was
not fully converted and this was the manner of his talk to me now
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benjamin you must not be afraid of this new doctrine for it is all right
you know brother hyrum dont get carried away by worldly things
and he fought this principle until the lord showed him it was true I1

know thatjosephthat joseph was commanded to take more wives and he waited
until an angel with a drawn sword stood before him and declared that
if he longer delayed fulfilling that command that he would slay him
this was the manner of brother hyrumshyrams teaching to me which I1 then
did not need as I1 was fully converted 3515

after a little instruction almira stood by the prophets side and was
sealed to him by brother clayton

in seeking to provide a home for almira the prophet entered
into a business arrangement with benjamin As the legal business
agent foforjosephforjosephrJosephmorjoseph benjamin was authorized to construct a large brick
residence at macedonia to be a mutual joint residence for almira and
for benjamins own family 36

joseph also asked benjamin for permission to marry his
youngest sister esther but when he was told that she was already
promised in marriage he dropped the matter benjamin suggested
to the prophet that joseph might marrymany mary ann hale an orphan
whom benjamins mother had raised and who was then living with
the johnson family however the prophet replied no but she is
for you you keep her and take her for your wife and you will be
blessed 1237113737 before leaving nauvoo benjamin took mary ann hale
and clarinda gleason as plural wives throughout his life he was
proud of having a wife who had been given to him by the prophet
joseph smith

benjamins faith was firm in following his church leaders one
longtimelong time associate observed 1I never heard B F johnson say
anything that was contrary to the teachings of the authorities of the
church he told me many times that if I1 always followed the leaders
of the church I1 would never go wrong 21311113112138138 just prior to his death
benjamin bore his final testimony to his family

children listen to rnymy last testimony joseph smith was a prophet of
god faithful and true to the end of his days I1 know I1 traveled with
him slept with him lived with him I1 was his bodyguard private
secretary and business IIaliallamanagernager for years I1 have always loved and
revered hirnhim and all his successors as I1 know them all to be prophets
seers and revelatorsrevelatory I1 was one of the first persons he mentioned plural
marriages to and liehelleile asked for my sister almira the manifesto has
been given by a prophet seer and revelator it is just as binding on
us as the first for all the keys of the priesthood are held by the presi-
dent of this church may god bless you and help you to follow the
leaders of the church 39
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benjamins testimony of the manifesto in 1890 therefore was as firm
as his testimony of plural marriage in 1843

aware of what the public reaction would be if the doctrine of
plural marriage were taught openly joseph sought to keep these
teachings and practices secret and divulged them only to his most
trusted friends benjamin later recalled that

the lord had required him joseph to take plural wives and that he
had then thought to ask for some of my sisters the past with its
conditions & influences began more fully to unfold to my mind the
causes that must at least in part have led to the great apostasy &
disruption in kirtland without doubt in my mind fanny alger was at
kirtland the prophkrophprophetsets first plural wife in which by right of his calling
he was justified of the lord see DDCIC 13213259325932 59 60 while oliver cowdery
J carter W parish or others were not justified ofthe lord either in their
criticisms upon the doings of the prophet or in their becoming a law
unto themselvesthroughthemselves through which they lost the light of their calling &
were left in dardarknesskness 40

further benjamin reflected

and we began now in a degree to understand the meaning of what he
had so often publicklypublickly said that should he teach & practice the
principles that the lord had revealed to him and now required of
him that those then nearest him in the stands would become his
enemies & tat1theie first to seek his life which they soon did just as he
had foretold 41

As betrayal and persecution increased joseph manifested
depression and weariness on the prophets last visit to macedonia
after a long day of preaching he returned to benjamins home very
tired after blessing benjamins eldest child joseph collapsed into
a chair and exclaimed

oh I1 am so tired so tired that I1 often feel to long for my day of rest
for what has there been in this life but tribulation for me from a boy
I1 have been persecuted by my enemies and now even my friends are
beginning to join with them to hate and persecute me why should
I1 not wish for my time of rest

his words to me were ominous and they brought a shadow as
of death over my spirit and I1 said oh joseph how could you think
of leaving us how as a people could we do without you he saw my
feelings were sorrowful and said kindly bennie if I1 was on the other
side of the veil I1 could do many times more for my friends than I1 can
do while I1 am with them here 42

the prophet continuedcontinuedd benjamin I1 should not be far away from
you and if on the other side of the veil I1 should still be working with
you and with a power greatly increased to roll on this kingdom and
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such was the tone earnestness & pathos of his words to me then that
they can never be fully recalled but with emotion 4313

As the prophet feared some of those who associated intimately
with him in the leading councils of the church could not accept the
teaching of plural marriage and looked upon it as a corrupt doctrine
ofa fallen prophet having lost confidence in their leader these men
set out secretly to remove the prophet and establish their own
leadership benjamin observed that the apostate spirits within were
now joining with our enemies outside and the days of tribulation
were now fast approaching joseph could foresee this great danger
for benjamin recalled as the prophet so often told us so it came
to pass and those he had called around him as a cordon of safety
and strength were worse than a rope of sand and were now forging
his fetters 1I44

I1 will relate a dream told to us in council by the prophet but a short
time before his death which was as follows 11II dreamed that by the
laws marks higbys & fosters I1 was bound both hand & foot and
cast into a deep wellwelweilweiI1 soon after which I1 heard screams of terror and
cries of oh brotherjosephbrotherBrothe josephrjoseph save save us this cry continued untill
with my elbows & toes I1 had worked my way to the top and looking
out I1 saw all of those who had bound me within the folds ofa terrible
serpent that was preparing to swallow them and I1 told them that as
they had bound me I1 could render them no assistance 4541

reflecting upon the clarity with which the prophet saw many
things benjamin observed these and many more great things
were given by him some of which as with the ancient disciples we
could not comprehend until fulfilled 46 benjamin had believed the
second coming was near years later in 1903 he explained that
49 over seventy years ago we were taught by our leaders to believe
that the coming of christ & the milinialMi linial rein was never nearer ther
than believe be 114747we it to now

called to the council of fifty

during one of his visits to theth johnsonejohnson home joseph stated to
those present the way I1 know in whom to confide is god tells
me in whom I1 may place confidence 1118 joseph confided in benjamin
on many occasions and found in him a trustworthy friend As time
passed the prophets confidence in benjamin increased until as
benjamin said it did seem to me that he had few secrets to keep
from me 4919 one of the greatest evidences of trust occurred when
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joseph called benjamin to serve on the select council of fifty in
march 1844 50 benjamin described the council as

the embryo kingdom of god upon the earth an organization distinct
from the church a nucleus of popular government which will exist for
all people when the heathen are given for an inheritance and the
uttermost parts of the earth as a possession to him whose right it is to
reign a government formed of representatives from every nation
principality or tribe upon the earth a government of god for the
people and by the people in which man will be taught to know his
origin and to govern himself which will continue through the
millennial period as the outer wall or government around the inner
temple of priesthood until all are come to the knowledge of god 51

its sittings were always strictly private and all its rules were carefully
& promptly observed and altho its meetings at times were oftener
than monthly and my home at ramus over 20 miles distant I1 was
present at everyevelyevelt session and being about the youngest member of
that council I1 was deeply impressed with all that transpired or was
taught by the prophet 52

in referring to those who made up the council benjamin explained
that it was a select circle of the prophets most trusted friends
including all the twelve but not all of the constituted authorities of
the church 115153

because of his membership in the council of fifty when it was
first organized benjamin often sat in council with the presiding
officers of the church benjamin cherished this opportunity nearly
forty years after the organization of this council one member said
being called into the council appears to me to be one of the greatest

steps in my life 11554 A short time before the prophets death joseph
made an unusual presentation to the quorum of the twelve and
some of the council of fifty it was one ofjosephsofjosephs last meetings with
this council benjamin recorded that after all had been completed
and the keys of power committed to the twelve apostles as a
quorum the prophet rose

and with great feeling & animation liehelleile graphically reviewed his life
ofpersicutionofpersicutionpersecutionPersicution labor & sacrificesacraficeSac rafice for the church & kingdom of god
both of which helielleile declared were now organized upon the earth the
burden of which had become too great for him longer to carry that
lieheile was wearyweaiyweady & tired with the weight liehelleile so long had borne and he
then said with great vehemence and in the name of the lord I1 now
shake from my shoulders the responsibilities of bearing off the
kingdom of god to all the world and here & now I1 place that
responsibility with all the keys powers & privilege pertaining thertootherton
upon the shoulders ofyou the twelve apostles in connection with this
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council and ifyou will accept this to do it god shall bless you mightily
and shall open your way and if you do it not you will be damned
I1 am henceforth free from this responsibility and I1 now shake my
garmentsgannents clear & free from the blood of this generation and of all men
and shaking his skirt with great vehemence he raised himself from the
floor while the spirit that accompanied his words thrilled every heart
as with a feeling that boded bereavement & sorrow 55

by this time those who had been secretly conspiring against
the prophet openly opposed him and the full break had now come
in nauvoo all hell now seemed in commotion all conspired
for the destruction of the prophet with his beautiful city and massive
temple so fast nearing completion 115156 on june 16 1844 benjamin
and several other able bodied men travelled all night across the
prairie through mud rain and darkness to be in nauvoo where they
could help defend the prophet 57

this was the last time that benjamin saw joseph alive eleven
days later the news of the tragic murder ofjosephofjoseph and hyrum struck
benjamin with shock and grief he wrote of his reactions to the
terrible event as follows

to attempt to delineate the feelings of woe and unutterable sorrow
that swelled everyevelyevert heart too full for tears I1 need not attempt I1 stood
up dazed with grief could groan but could not weep the fountain
of tears was drydit oh god what will thy orphan church and people
now do was the only feeling or thought that now burst out in groans

the words of brotherjosephbrotherBrothe josephrjoseph began to come back to me I11 I could
do so much more for rnymy friends if I1 were on the other side of the veil
these words luyinymy friends oh how glad that he was my friend these
thoughts gradually gained the empire of my heart and I1 began to
realize that in his martyrdom there was a great eternal purpose in the
heavens but we were not able as yet to comprehend such a necessity
I1 could begin now to feel just what he meant and his words do for
his friends to me were like the promise ofjesusofjesus to provide mansions
for his disciples that they might be with him always these things now
were my consolation and when I1 could begin to rejoice in them the
fountains of my tears began to flow and I1 grew in consolation from
day to day 5851

soon after the martyrdom benjamin realized that his own life was
in danger

our enemies who on accomplishing the murder fled in fear of
monmormonmonnonnon vengeance nowbegannow began to return in boldness and a mob came
and searched my new building for arms and to take me on a writ as
they had obtained evidence that I1 was a refugee from missouri justice
and was one of the incendiaries in daviess county for days I1 was
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hidden in the woods where trusted friends brought me food and at
all times bore me company 5919

gradually the excitement and feeling for persecution seemed
to diminish and the saints began to hope for a brief period of peace
however benjamin had no confidence now in anything here as a
future home and although the house he was building was enclosed
and material was ready for its completion he had neither energy nor
faith to invest more in it

A special witness Is given

immediately after the death of the prophet the question of the
future leadership of the church arose this problem caused such
dissension it appeared to threaten the future of the organization on
august 8818441844 a conference was held in nauvoo to settle the issue
sidney rigdon the first to speak presented his claims at length but
benjamin felt that sidneyskidneysSidneys remarks were void of all power or
influence brigham young president of the twelve apostles then
addressed the saints in describing president youngs presentation
benjamin wwroterote

I1 was perhaps to a degree forgetful of what I1 knew to be the rights &
duties of the apostleship and as helielleile rigdon closed his address & sat
down my back was partly turned to the seat ocupiedoccupied by apostle
Brigbrighamharn young & other apostles when suddenly and as from heaven
I1 heard the voice of the prophet joseph that thrilled my whole being
and quickly turning around I1 saw in the transfiguration of brigham
young the tall straight & portly form of the prophet joseph smith
clothed in a sheen of light covering himhirn to his feet and I1 heard the
real & perfect voice of the prophet even to the whistle as in years past
caused by the loss ofa tooth said to have been broken out by the mob
at hyrum this view or vision altho but for seconds was to me as vivid
& real as the glare of lightning or the voice of thunder from the
heavens and so deeply was I1 impressed with what I1 saw & heard in
this transfiguration that for years I1 dare not publicklyPublickly tell what
was given me of the lord to seebutseebot when in later years I1 did publicklypublickly
bear this testimony I1 found that others could testifytestily to having seen &
heard the same but to what proportion of the congregation who
were present I1 could never know but I1 do know that this my testi-
mony is true 60

with his conviction strengthened by this spiritual manifes-
tation benjamin became one of the foremost in testifying that
brigham young was the true successor of the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith
benjamin declared
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1I will again bear this as a faithful testimony that I1 do know and bear
record that upon the head of brigham young as chief with the
apostleship in full was by the voice of the prophetjosephprophet joseph in in sic
my hearing laid the full responsibility of bearing off the kingdom of
god to all the world 61

knowing that president brigham young was now the lords prophet
benjamin found that new confidence and joy continued to spring
up within me and the subject ofour finding a new home in the wilder-
ness of the great west was one that occupied much of my thoughts 62

conflict and exodus

in the brief period of peace that followed the martyrdom great
emphasis was placed on finishing the temple and preparing to
move from nauvoo benjamin was called by the council of fifty to
rent and keep open the nauvoo mansion so he began making
arrangements to leave macedonia he did not move to nauvoo
however until after february 1845 6363byby following the instructions of
the church leaders to move into nauvoo and care for the nauvoo
mansion benjamin suffered considerable financial loss

the spirit of unrest had even caused financial problems for the
mansion house in explaining benjamin said

public travel was now cut off and all business profits with it yet our
expenses were nearly the same as the place must be kept open to
receive county and state officials as also people who came to inquire
into the cause of our troubles

among these were judge stephen A douglas james arlington
bennett of new york and others together with military officers sent
by the governor fromfrornbrorn time to time so instead of being profitable vewe

were at great expense with small returns

in the midst of these pressures benjamin was invited to bring
his wives to the nauvoo temple to receive their fulnessfalness of the
priesthood blessing he recorded that he could not accept that
invitation however because at the time general arlington bennett
and his associates were guests of the city and were staying at the
mansion house and Benjbeniaminbenjaminarnin felt it was his responsibility to see that
they were properly entertained 65

As anti mormon agitation spread the saints hastened their
preparations to leave nauvoo on october 111118451845 president young
announced the captains of twentyfivetwenty five companies benjamin was
appointed one of the captains of hundreds 66
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the exodus commenced from nauvoo in february 1846
because of threats of mob violence and because the mansion house
was suspected as being the scene of mormon atrocities benjamin
felt that for his familysfam ilys protection he should immediately accom-
pany the church leaders in their departure from nauvoo 67

at a meeting of the council of fifty just prior to his leaving
nauvoo benjamin was assigned to visit with emma smith emma
had turned down previous invitations to go west with the saints and
now benjamin and bishop newel K whitney were to try once more
to persuade her to change her mind that he was selected for this
diplomatic mission is evidence of the confidence the leaders had in
him as well as of the friendship that existed between him and the
prophets family benjamin and bishop whitney labored with emma
all night but she agreed to go only if she could be the leading
spirit being unable to change her decision they left without her 68

this must have been a sad moment for benjamin who knew
firsthandhowfirsthand how much the prophet had loved her almost sixty years
later benjamin recalled josephs affection for emma the sunday
morning scene he had witnessed at the smith home is reported in
I1I1 knknemknewew thethe propepropbprophetsets

two of emmasernrnas children came to him as just from there mother all
so nice bright & sweet joseph turned to his guest benjamin look
at these children how could I1 help loving thire mother if necessary
I1 would go to hell for such a woman johnson added altho at
thetimetheotimethe time he had in the mansion other wives youngernyounger&younger & apparently more
brilliant yet emma the wife of his youth to me apearedafeared the queen
of his heart & of his home 69

in order to avoid arrest benjamin departed nauvoo early in
february with his family and little else

one afternoon I1 think the 6thath of february 1846184611 learned of a posse
being sent from cartilagecarthage to search the manure piles around the
mansion stables for dead bodies with a warrant for my arrest and
others employed about the premises tales of great horror had gone
about the country of murders committed at the mansion but I1 left
before the arrival of the posse and with mary ann and clarinda went
to a friends house near tilethetiietlle river and crossed about midnight in a
bitter cold storm tilethetlletiie next day the river was closed with ice from
bank to bank the camp of the presidency and many others was on
sugar creek and on our arrival there we were without even a bit
of canvas to cover our heads but were kindly received by those
who had shelter 70
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later life

benjamins experiences in nauvoo combined with his abili-
ties integrity and courage earned him the respect and admiration
of church leaders in a meeting of the first presidency and council
of twelve apostles on october 232318592518591859 president brigham young
asked the brethren for recommendations of men to fill a vacancy in
the quorum of the twelve apostles erastus snow recommended
benjamin F johnson emphasizing that benjamin had been well
acquainted with joseph however george Q cannon was the
apostle chosen to fill that vacancy 71

benjamin lived to be eighty seven years of age and throughout
his life was frequently called on to share his experiences with and
testimony of the prophet joseph in the general conference on
october 6619001900 benjamin was asked to be the concluding speaker
of the afternoon session 72 he testified of joseph as gods prophet
and of the restoration of the gospel when general authorities
visited mesamega arizona where benjaminjohnsonbenjamin johnson settled after coming
west they usually met with benjamin and he was often one of the
main speakers at each stake conference 73 benjamin took every
opportunity to tell of his association with the prophet joseph smith
and his successors and to testify of their divine appointment and of
the validity of plural marriage he felt that he fulfilled the prophetic
promise given to him by the prophet joseph smith that benjamin
would bear testimony after he became hoary with age of things
joseph had taught to his close associates 7471

NOTES
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3benjamin franklinjohnsonfranklin johnson A lifes sketch LDSIDSins church archives andjosephandjoseph
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2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1957 43 5 hereafter cited as HCIC
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crime and punishment
in mormon nauvoo 1839 1846

kenneth W godfrey

nauvoo has had a good share of critics who accused it of being
crime ridden in an october 1988 article that appeared in Restrastrestorationrestoratiooration
trailtrailforumforum samuel W taylor wrote that mormon nauvoo had an
organized underworld of the type found ordinarily only in great

metropolitan centers such as new york or london 1 I1 he argued that
the city beautiful and the mississippi bottomlandbottomland had their brothels
barroomsbarrooms saloons and notorious gangs of banditti knaves cut
throats horse thieves counterfeiterscounterfeiters outlaws organized and so
powerful that some frontier settlements and even counties came
under their control 1122 more than a decade earlier in his historical
novel Nighnightfallfall at nauvoo taylor had stated that many of the
notorious banditti realized that the solidarity of the mormonscormonsMormons the
fierce defense by the entire colony ofanymemberany member provided a perfect
cover for outlaw operations pretending to believe in the teachings
and doctrines of the church many of these rogues were baptized
according to taylor while at the same time continuing their illegal
activities thus bringing shame on the entire community 3

governor thomas ford wrote in 1854 that the illinois territory
was overrun with horsethieveshorse thieves and counterfeiterscounterfeiters 4 they were so

numerous and so powerful and could count so many sheriffs
justices of the peace and constables in their number that the
populace formed themselves into revolutionary tribunals under
the name of regulators took the law into their own hands arrested
tried and punished the bandittibandittil by severe whipping and
banishment from the territory 1155 nevertheless bands of these
ruffians ford claimed continued to exist even as late as 1840 when
the latter day saints were building nauvoo aj1j6J W gunnison argued

kenneth W godfrey is the director of the LDS institute of religion in logan utah
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that horse thieves and housebreakershouse breakers robbers and villains gath-
ered there nauvoo to cloak their deeds in mystery 1177 hancock
countyscountesCountys historian thomas gregg wrote that nauvoo was infected
with a set of blacklegs counterfeitcounterfeitersers and debaucheesdebauchees 1I8 an early

doctoral study of nauvoo states it is known that fugitives from
justice from other portions of the union fled to nauvoo were
received byjoebyjoe into the church and were screened from arrest when
the officers of the law sought them the author cites the case of one
jeremiah smith to prove her point indicted in the district of
columbia for swindling the government out of three thousand
dollars jeremiah smith found his way to nauvoo where he was
arrested by the deputy district marshall but discharged by the
municipal court presided over by joseph smith 9 presbyterian
reverend W M king stated 1I presume nauvoo is a perfect sink of
debauchery and every species of abomination as ever were sodom
and ninevah 1011 historian george gayler made this assessment
stories of theft became so frequent and unpleasant incidents

involving thefts so common place that charges against the occu-
pants of nauvoo could not be disregarded entirely

even latter day saint writer truman G madsen made similar
claims at this time 184411844 nauvoo was the largest city in illinois
hence counterfeitcounterfeitersers blacklegs bootleggers slave traders madsen
is the only one to list slave traders gamblers and every other
disreputable type of person found their way there trying to exploit
the possibilities for dishonest profits trying to gull recent and
sometimes naive converts who had come from far and near 111212

with all of these accusations of disregard for law and property
in nauvoo it seems appropriate to examine the evidence and to
ascertain just what the truth was relative to crime and punishment
among the latter day saints as they sojourneysojournedsojourned in illinois and iowa
during the years 1839 466

the legacy of lawlessness
john L harr and other students of law and the lawless

conclude that the mississippi valley passed through an era of
lawlessness that has distinguished all frontiers or westsbests in
america 13 at times this disregard for the law and the rights of others
became so prevalent that vigilance committees were organized that
took the law into their own hands and punished the offenders these
groups often functioned more as an accepted part of the political
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structure than an attack upon it 14 in 1837 in alton illinois for
example elijah lovejoy publisher of an abolitionist newspaper that
offended community values was killed by just such a group 15 mobs
instigated more than thirty seven riots in various american cities
during the 1830s1850s justifying their actions as a mere enforcement of
justice within the bonds ofsociety to remove social dangers that for
various reasons could not be handled by ordinary legal means 16

thus it was very dangerous for a community to acquire the
reputation of harboring criminals or to circumvent the law in pursuit
of their own aims especially if those goals were not believed to be
congruent with the mores of the surrounding society in fact
kenneth H winn in his book exiles in a land of libertyofliberty argues that
anti mormonscormons thought they were fighting a mixture of swindlersswindleryswindlers
fools aggressive frauds fast dealers and generally lawless people 17

As early as 1835 simeon carter while serving a mission in illinois
had his life threatened by a mob of twenty men18 who believed that
mormonism threatened the social stability of the region given the
geography of the country in which the latter day saints settled the
generally held belief that they frequently took things from their
gentile neighbors and the fact that some outlaws gravitated to the
city on the mississippi it would be very unusual indeed if there were
no significant crime in nauvoo and its environs

david J bodenhamer in contrast to harrharrjoejoe B frantz hugh
davis and other writers on crime and violence in america shows
through an examination of court records that even with its large
influx of immigrants marion county indiana was part of a
remarkably peaceful frontier during 1825 50 19 except in 1840 and
1842 yearly prosecutions numbered over 90 cases the year 1843
had the high of about 250 still the rate of prosecutions in 1840 stood
at only 8.68686 per 1000 people when marion county had a population
of 16080 2021 moral crimes particularly violations of the gambling
and liquor laws represented the highest number of prosecutions 21

similar court records so far are unavailable for mormon
nauvoo however the minutes of the nauvoo high council which
operated much like a civic court do exist during the years 1841

45 this council tried more than 80 cases of these cases 4 were for
church members teaching false doctrine 3 for drunkenness 16 for
nonpayment of debts 16 for theft 3 for teaching spiritual wiferylifery 21

for moral misconduct and 18 for lying and slander 22 whereas 21 of
the accused saints had the charges against them dismissed the rest
were convicted thus the nauvoo high council tried an average of
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20 cases per year while convictionsaveragedconvictions averaged approximately 10 per
year the indictment rate is no lower than that of marion county
indiana whose population was greater than nauvoosNauvoos 23 these
statistics indicate that the crime rate was low in nauvoo as the saints
claimed the researcher can read through diaries of the nauvoo
citizenry and find no mention of a crime having been committed
the people themselves seem to have perceived that the city of
joseph was a safe place to live

with that much having been said let us turn to some specifics
regarding crime and punishment in nauvoo when the homeless
saints arrived in illinois they brought with them a legacy of the
judeofudeo christian code which they believed had been revealed anew
through the prophet joseph smith doctrine and covenants 42
prohibited the saints from killing stealing lying or committing
adultery 2421 the saints were also admonished by the prophet to obey
honor and sustain the laws of the land 25 furthermore25furthermore they were
subject to the rulings of bishops courts high council courts and the
nauvoo municipal court as well as to the county and federal judicial
system such a multilayeredmultilayered ecclesiastical and legal structure may
not have deterred all nauvoo crime but it was certainly efficient in
bringing latter day saint offenders to justice nauvoo then with its
large police force its ecclesiastical courts and its municipal court
was equipped to handle crime and maintain law and order that
nauvoo was perceived otherwise was unfortunate

crime and punishment the early years

As the destitute beleagueredbeleaguerbeleaguerered suffering exiled saints made
their way to quincy illinois and the hospitality of that community
the local politicians seemed pleased but so did lawless souls what
edward bonney called the banditti of the prairie were aware that
if they became a part of the mormon community their foul deeds
could be blamed on the latter day saints As early as may 18391859 in
a church general conference john taylor of the quorum of the
twelve apostles was requested to publish a letter in the quincy
argus which he did wherein he stated there are many individuals
amongst the number who have already arrived who never did
belong to our church who have contracted habits which are at
variance with the principles of moral rectitude such as swearing
dram drinking etc he declared that the church and its leaders
disapproved of any dishonesty and concluded by warning the
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citizens of quincy that anyone who engaged in such activities was
not in fellowship with the latter day saints thus he plainly stated the
attitude of the church with regard to lawbreaking 26

unfortunately those church members who moved to mon-
trose iowa after acquiring land on what was known as the half-
breed tract resided among a group of outlaws 27 onmay201839on may 201839
wilford woodruff wrote that a desperado named camel lived in
montrose and makes much trouble in the place 112128 two days later
woodruff recorded that a mob man by the name ofrockymountain
commenced pulling down a long barn in montrose A mr boothe
or the people issued a warrant against him but he drew a pistol

on the officer and refused to submit to arrest having been deputized
by boothe wilford woodruff and bishop ripley probably alanson
ripley followed the criminal into the woods we overtook him in
a thicket of bushes wilford woodruff wrote & compelled him to
surrender he was taken to court & fined 29 again on may 28 aided
by another outlaw rocky mountain commenced pulling down
another bam and did two hundred dollarsworthdollars worth of damage before
leaving he was never punished for this crime although a warrant
was issued for his arrest 30 A week earlier while joseph bates noble
prepared to plant his garden a group of ruffians took his horse by
the bits & ordered him off from the ground br nobles left the
ground to keep the peace 113131

on may 301839 wilford woodruff wrote ofan increased spirit
of mobocracy in montrose 32 As crimes were frequently being
committed in montrose an event that occurred on the mississippi
river below warsaw created great excitement and a virtual flood
of publicity A citizen of that city found a cache of goods taken
from a store in tully missouri he reported his find to the citizens
of tully who soon arrived to retrieve their property As they were
led to the depot of stolen goods they chanced upon some
mormonscormons in the river bottom looking for horses that had been stolen
from them the men from tully led by william allensworth H M

woodyard william martinjmarninmartinmannin J H owselyjohn bain light T lail and
halsey white kidnapped the mormonscormonsMormons alanson brown james
allred benjamin boyce and noah rogers and without any writ
or warrant of any character whatever they dragged them over
into missouri there they were imprisoned for a day or two in
an old log cabin 7133113333 at one point brown was taken out a rope
placed around his neck and he was hung up to a tree until he
was nearly strangled to death at the same time boyce was tied to
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a tree stripped of his clothing and inhumanely beaten rogers was
alsaisalsoaiso6 beaten and allred was stripped of every particle of clothing
and tied up to a tree for the greater part of the night and threatened
frequently then they were given a note of acquittal indicating
their innocence 34 such actions on the part ofofmissouriansmissouriansMissourianslans especially
coming after the boggs extermination order and the mormon
expulsion from that state outraged nauvoosNauvoos citizenry at a large
public meeting strong resolutions were passed denouncing the
whole affair shortly after five citizens ofoftullytully found on the illinois
side of the river were arrested and tried before a nauvoo justice
of the peace non mormon daniel H wells he found them inno-
cent and discharged them an envoy was then sent by illinois
governor thomas carlin to tojeffersonjefferson city missouri who demanded
the delivery of the tully culprits who had abused the saints
after receiving assurances that they would be given up he returned
to quincy and reported his findings to governor carlin only
two days later in retaliation two officers arrived in quincy with a
writ signed by missouri governor boggs demanding that joseph
smith and sidney rigdon be returned to that state inasmuch as they
were fugitives from justice when carlin refused to extradite the
prophet and his first counselor the tully culpritsfeetculprits feet never touched
illinoissoilillinois soil 3515

by july 1839 a number of hancock county citizens had
embraced the mormon faith these new saints while pursuing

their ordinary avocations were one day assaulted by a mob of
shelby citizens following the incident these latter day saints
appeared before a judge bruce and demanded the arrest of the
members of the mob warrants were issued against fifteen men but
when coloneljamescolonelColon elJamesjames W vaughan attempted to arrest those indicted
his men refused to obey his orders A large mob gathered forcing
the colonel to retreat once more the offenders never had to account
for their actions 36 the alton commercial gazettergasetterGazetter published an
article which argued that the incident described above never occurred
and the sangamofoumalmnsangamojbunwlran a similar article both newspapers saw
the report as an attempt to arouse sympathy for the saints 3717

while the heads of the evenly matched political parties in
illinois vied with each other for the mormon vote the general
populace and especially the illinois ministry grew alarmed at the
number of latter day saints arriving in the state and at their vigorous
proselyting efforts when the mormonscormonsMormons began to preach in spring-
field in 1839 the christian church officials became so alarmed that
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they signed a petition stating that all churches could conduct
services in the publicly financed building except the mormonscormonsMormons 3818

soon thereafter rumors surfaced charging joseph smith with
teaching that there was no sin in stealing from the enemies oftheodtheof the
church 39 both thomas gregg and george W smith later contended
that latter day saints were prone to stealing liberally from the
gentiles 40 david miller a latter day saint historian argues that
such thefts were committed by gangsters who then boasted that
they were mormonscormons and that the church sanctioned their actions
knowing that church leaders would be blamed for their lawless

acts 21411441 church leader jacob hamblin wrote 1 I soon learned to
discriminate between the different kinds of people who had
gathered at nauvoo somesorne were living the lives ofsaints others were
full of deceit and were stumbling blocks in the way of those who
were striving to do right 114242

to counteract the charges that his people were thieves who
disregarded the law joseph smith prevailed upon the governor to
issue a proclamation declaring that the latter day saints were a law

1143111343 the seemed do littleabiding people governors proclamation to
good and soon other rumors were afloat that the prophet had
installed a counterfeiterscounterfeiters outfit in nauvoo that spurious coins
were turned out in large numbers and that certain outlaws were
authorized to see that these coins were put into circulation then
the saints and their city were criticized because there was a lack
of a jail in nauvoo 4411 however many american cities in the 1840s
did not have prisons usually during this time period convicted
criminals worked on the roads rather than being incarcerated there
were plans to build a jail but those plans were never carried out the
plans were probably part of an effort to petition the legislature to
incorporate nauvoo 4515 it should be noted however that theodore
turley made some chains to bind prisoners another rumor stated
that thefts were committed in broad daylight and that farmers
were powerless to prevent depredation 4616 things became so

serious that in an effort to curb further crime the towns people of
montebello illinois published an itemized list of things stolen the
names of people sustaining the losses and the estimated value of
the stolen property 114747 residents of hancock county watched the
growth of nauvoo as theft increased in their own cities with a
growing awareness that the offenders were frequently tracked in the
direction of that city but rarely brought to justice 48 franklin D
richards who would later become an apostle stated that the mob
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would steal horses and run off with them and lay it to our people
putupjobsput up jobs in order to find something against us to drive us away 4919

meanwhile church members were sometimes intimidated by
these lawless banditti for example wilford woodruff reported
that one morning they walked or rode loudly in front of the saints
montrose houses with swords drawn and fagshagsflags strung upon poles
threatening the lives of the latter day saints 5010

church leaders as well as the general populace were con-
cerned about violations of the law of community standards and of
christian ideals D W rogers was charged with compiling a hymn-
book and selling it as the one selected and published by emma
smith but after giving suitable explanations he was forgiven and
extended the hand of fellowship once more 51 hyrum smith
admonished church members moving to nauvoo to settle with
their creditors before coming to the city beautiful counsel which
indicates that some latter day saints must have left behind unpaid
debts in fact a notice appeared in the times and seasons stating
that george W davison had moved from mount hope illinois
leaving his business unsettled and his debts unpaid and for so

doing the fellowship of the church was withdrawn from him 1152115152

A careful reading of nauvoosNauvoos city ordinances reveals addi-
tional problems that confronted its inhabitants and the degree to
which the government in nauvoo was exercised to establish a law
abiding community As in other american cities the problem of
dead animals challenged the city fathers by late 1842 the city
council had passed an ordinance that required dead animals either
be taken out of the city limits and disposed of or be buried at least
three feet deep 53 As the saints continued their sojourn in illinois
other ordinances were added there was a statute that forbade nude
swimming within the city limits 54 another required all new comers
to register with the city constable this ordinance was passed to keep
thieves and rogues from settling in nauvoo 55 an additional law
required people to be in their homes after 900 PM and to remain
there until after sunrise furthermore people were not allowed to
spread contagious disease nor were they to keep any animals for
exhibition or for any purpose that might excite passions or affect
decency virtue or modesty still another ordinance forbade the
residents to allow cows calves sheep goats or dogs to run at large
in the city

in spite of these ordinances or perhaps partly because of these
ordinances violations of the law continued J M hendersons horse
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was shamefully disfigured and a ten dollar reward was posted for
information that would lead to the arrest of those engaged in the
naggardlyhaggardlynaggardly act 115656 in april 1841 the store of cyrus peck of montrose
was burglarized and 75 yards of fancy colored silk were taken
along with 30 yards of black levantine silk 125 yards of mosquito
lace and some remnants of calico 57

in a letter published in the times and seasons a concerned
citizen lamented that crime was widespread in the region he
claimed that dirks pistols and bowie knives were womworn by
thousands even by farmers as they plowed concluding his epistle
he called for the clergy ofall faiths to unite in preaching against such
a state of affairs 58 in a further effort to curb crime the city council
passed an ordinance prohibiting the sale of ardent spirits in
nauvoo 59 notice was also given that elders who go to borrowing
horses or money and running away with it will be cut off from the
church without any ceremony 60

while residents of hancock county continued to circulate
stories about nauvoosNauvoos lawlessness and iniquity the nauvoo high
council handed down judgments on april 12 1840 alva keller
chachargedrgedaged alanson ripley with taking rails from his lot without
permission after both men had been given a chance to discuss the
issue reconciliation was made and the charge withdrawn 61 in
another case john A hicks accused john P greene of lying
without any cause or provocation the court heard the charge and

the case was subsequently resolved 6212 in may authorities requested
the return of rails which formerly belonged to the city plot and which
were taken from the yard of bishop ripley 6313 on june 20 1840

henry G sherwood preferedprefereeprefered a charge against ebenezer A
black for misconduct relative to selling lots in nauvoo black was
convicted and expelled from the society of the church until he
make a satisfactory confession and restored all the damages in
august moses martin a stalwart in the march of zions camp was
charged with slandering elders S brunson and lyman and others
stating that a gang ofofgadiantongadiantonGadianton robers were in the church he too
was corrected convicted and expelled from the church until he
should make a satisfactory confession 65 elijah fordham charged in
an august court with slanderingjohnslandering john pattens character embezzling
some property from noah rogers and playing the violin at a negro
ball made reconciliation the case was dismissed and the court
adjourned 66 in october henryhenly G sherwood preferred a charge against
william gregory for having spread abroad certain slanderous
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reports and insinuations that go to canycarrycant an idea that much pilfering
pilligingpillagingpilliging plundering stealing &cac is practiced by members of said
church and that such practice is known to and tolerated by the heads
and leaders of the church gregory was convicted however
following a humble confession the council was satisfied and
allowed gregory to remain in the church 67

these cases indicate that latter day saint leaders were trying
to weed out iniquity among the membership and were not permis-
sive when it came to infractions of the law in fact by 1840
conditions had reached such a point that in the october general
conference the prophet urged that a committee be appointed to
search out the lawbreakers and see that they were brought to
justice 61868118 A few weeks later the prophet called the attention of the
public to the fact that nauvoo had been infested with a gang
of tbthievesfevesievesfevas insomuch that property of almost all kinds has been
unsafe unless secured with bolts and bars cattle and hogs have been
made a free booty the community are awake to ferret them out and
have already made some inroads among them the measures that are
taken have created a general alarm among the midnight pilagerslagerspi
and they are making tracks as fast as possible 69 nevertheless two
weeks later the prophet wrote nauvooansNauvooans to the rescue your
liberty is in danger thieves are in your midst by day and by night
are they prowling through your streets your property is in peril and
life and limb in jeopardy your love of justice your personal honor
your attachment to your countcountryry and your holy religion all all
loudly call upon you to assist in bringing the culprits to condign

117070 thus the what he couldunpunishmentpunishmentun prophet was doing to
eradicate the thieves from nauvoo and its environs

crimes continue
still the crimes continued in january 1841 a group of men

entered the stable of levi moffitt and cut off the tails and ears of a
span of dapple grey horses belonging to joseph smith and valued
at 250 each they also tried to stab one of the horses 71 the culprits
were never apprehended 772 the february 6 1841 meeting of the
nauvoo high council saw a charge preferred against a well known
saint for dancing kissing females and sleeping with two females
coming up the lakes and on the road to dixons ferry after making
confession asking forgiveness and promising never to repeat the
offense he was allowed to remain in the church 73 alanson brown
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admitted before a march meeting of the high council that he had
told people that he committed his robberies for the church after
admitting he had lied and after humbly confessing he too was
forgiven 7471 both david smith and joseph holbrook officers in the
nauvoo legion when convicted of theft on november 30 1841
were given dishonorable discharges and expelled from that body 7571

during this same time the latter day saints were accused of
poisoning the horses of a mr kilbourne 7671

church leaders continued to deny that they countenancedcountenancer
lawlessness of any kind so it was a shock when a nest of thieves
claiming to be mormonscormons was uncovered at ramus in hancock
county worse when discovered in their nefarious practice they
boldly asserted that the church leaders sustained their conduct
so long as the stealing was practiced upon the gentiles 01771177027777 in
an effort to counteract their testimony hyrum smith a counselor
in the first presidency of the church published an affidavit that
was printed in the nations newspapers it disavowed crime theft
or any other evil practice and clearly stated that the church and
its leaders did not condone criminal activity of any sort the
quorum of the twelve too signed this document adding their
support to its contents 78 on december 1 1841 the times and
Seasonseasonsseasonsalsoalsosalsoaisosaiso printed an article in which church leaders denounced
thievery of any sort 79 in an effort to diffuse the volatile situation
leaders advised latter day saints to stay out of anti mormon towns
such as warsaw the warsaw signal printed that the people were
glad that the mormonscormons were going to have nothing more to do with
their town 81080110

perhaps one of the reasons leaders publicly delineated the
churchschurche stand regarding theft involved the trouble that erupted in
the ramus stake late in 1841 a severe fissure developed among the
stake leadership president joel H johnson wrote in his diary that
a secret clan had developed among stake members including his
counselor and four members of the high council as well as the
bishop these six men began to teach that it was no harm for
mormonscormons to steal from their enemies in a bitter november 1841
high council meeting joseph holbrook the first counselor and the
four high counselors left the meeting and the town in disgust five
days later they were incarcerated in the monmouth jail on charges
of theft 81 on november 18184118 1841 hyrum smith brigham young
heberhebercdebercC kimball andandwillarddWillardan willard richards arrived in ramus conducted
a stake conference dissolved the stake and strongly reiterated the
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position of the church that it was not right for church members to
steal from anyone 82

governor thomas ford remembered that by 1842 the mor
mons were becoming increasingly unpopular and were charged
with numerous thefts robberies and rogueriesrogu eries of all sorts 8381 the
abundance of threats leveled against the latter day saints caused
church leaders in 1842 to advise those living in isolated areas to
move into larger population centers where they could protect
each other in the meantime the nauvoo high council heard a
charge preferedprefereeprefered against jane price by mercy R thompson for
taking certain articles of property that did not belong to her from
the thompsonsThompsons house price countered with an accusation that
thompson had lied and that she had claimed she had never taken
such articles the charges were not sustained and jane price was
acquitted 84 in april the wasp publicly lamented the fact that shafts
of slander and missiles of the wicked were being hurled against the
saints every effort was being made the editor declared to turn the
tide of popular opinion against us 111585

shortly after the churchschurche general conference in 1842 the
nauvoo high council met to hear a charge of horse thievery
preferred against elihu alienallenailen the case was held over because alienallenailen
was sick and when it was heard in may the defendant was acquitted
of all charges 86

an assault on ex governor boggs of missouri was generally
believed to be another example of mormon disregard for law porter
rockwell was accused of performing the deed andjosephand joseph smith of
instigating the entire affair in february 1842 porter rockwell left
nauvoo with his family and traveled under an assumed name to
independence missouri while waiting for his wife to give birth to
their fourth child he secured employment under the pseudonym of
brown living in that same city just a few blocks from the

downtown square was lilburn W boggs about nine oclock on the
evening ofmay 61842 while boggs was sitting in his south pleasant
street home someone attempted to take his life boggssbogess brother a
medical doctor was summoned by the grief stricken family after a
careful examination he announced that the ex governor would
probably not survive the next morning citizens of independence
held a meeting at the courthouse and adopted measures for securing
the capture of the assassin they offered a reward of 500 for his
apprehension the evening newspapers confidently projected an
early seizure of the killer because many people had seen him leave
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town the next morning upon hearing of the assassination attempt
porter rockwell left independence and traveled to nauvoo shortly
after arriving there he together with joseph smith was implicated
in the attack 87 soon the nations newspapers published articles
accusing the mormon prophet of instigating the affair subsequently
rockwell was arrested incarcerated and tried for the crime of
attempted murder in spite of the fact that a missouri court failed to
convict porter of the deed in the public mind he and joseph were
guilty of attempting to kill an ex governor of a sovereign state

back in nauvoo on may 20 1842 george miller appeared
before the high council and charged chauncey L higbee with
unchaste and unvirtuous conduct with the widow miller and

others higbee wanted the trial carried over but the council denied
his motion three unnamed witnesses testified that he had seduced
them and at different times been guilty of unchaste and unvirtuous
conduct with them they said he taught the doctrine that it was right
to have free intercourse with women if it was kept secret because
joseph smith authorized him to practice these things 88188 the charge
of immorality being sustained higbee was severed from the church
and became a bitter enemy ofjosephofjoseph smith catherine warren then
appeared before the court and admitted to unvirtuous conduct with
john C bennett a recently excommunicated church member and
former quartermaster of the nauvoo legion having declared that
she had repentedandrepented and after asking for forgiveness she was restored
to fellowship in the church only eight days later the court disfellow
shipped another church member a man after a charge that he had
been unchaste was sustained 89 in june amanda smith stated that
a female saint had frequently been immoral in the absence of her
husband the charge was investigated and sustained but the
woman was allowed to retain her church membership amanda
however was reprimanded for not going to the woman first before
spreading the story amongst her acquaintances 90

As spring turned to summer the church and nauvoo continued
to suffer fromunfavorablefrom unfavorable publicity and false charges on july 1

1842 the times and seasons published an article written by william
law titled much ado about nothing law the second counselor
in the churchschurche first presidency argued that there were fewer crimes
committed on the part of the saints in illinois than any other group
he also said that few if any saints resided in prisons no court in
the state having recorded the convictions of latter day saints for any
crime during the past three years this denial did little to quell public
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fears most non mormonscormons in hancock county already believed that
mormonscormons guilty of crimes were able to somehow circumvent the
law 91 only eight days later the illinois republican charged that a
latter day saint manon Derndemterter had stolen three dollars and a gun
from a harmless old gentleman named john stevensen before
murdering him no proof confirmed this charge 92

after a public meeting of somesorne anti mormonscormons in a green plains
schoolhouse was fired upon by parties in the bush church members
were blamed and the anti mormonscormons resolved to begin the expulsion
of the morley town mormonsmorrnonscormonsMorMorrmonsnons 9391 only a few days later latter day
saints working on a missouri hemp farm owned by H pinchbankpinchbackPinchbank
were given notice by a mob to quit work and never again return to
missouri 9491 As the saints in areas outside of nauvoo worried about
fire threats on their lives and expulsion the nauvoo high council
continued to try cases of saints accused of immoral acts on septem-
ber 4418421842 gustavius hills was disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped from the church
for teaching that mormon males could have more wives than oneorieorteonte 9591

however while church leaders denied the practice of plural
marriage certain select men were taking additional wives joseph
smith told william clayton that he was to keep his now pregnant
plural wife at home and brook it and if they other saints raise
trouble about it and bring you before me I1 will give you an awful
scourging and probably cut you off from the church and then I1

will baptize you and set you ahead as good as ever ygg91196 at a meeting
of the nauvoo city council in january 1844 joseph smith it was
said had given instructions to daniel carncam that if a man could not
keep a secret he was not worthy of a place in the church A month
later he and hyrum smith publicly announced that they had
excommunicated an elder for preaching polygamy and other false
and corrupt doctrines 97

on october 22 1842 the high council heard the case against
benjamin boydston who was charged with five violations ofchurch
law one imprudent conduct towards john tarpinskarpinsTarpins wife two
insulting abusing and striking L T coons in his own house three
being of a contentious nature four misrepresenting and telling
falsehoods and five wanting D M gamsetgambet to carry a challenge to
L T coons to meet him at his own time or place with sticks
swords guns or fist and knock it out boydston pled guilty to all
charges repented and made reconciliation he was allowed to
remain in the church 98
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As the year drew to a close instances of lawbreaking continued
in november 1842 the prophet investigated frauds and irregulari-
ties in the nauvoo post office calvin warren sent a petition signed
by some nauvoo citizens to judge young US senator from
illinois with a request that the latter should present the same to the
postmaster general and use his influence to have the present
postmaster sidney rigdon removed and a new one appointed 99

however the non mormon populace of illinois came to believe that
everything that was stolen in or near hancock county had been
taken by mormonscormons and that all mormonscormons were thiefs 100

in response to the continued accusations that the church
condoned theft and harbored thieves the prophet published a strong
statement in the timesandseasonstimes and seasons in which he asserted 1I wish it
to be distinctly understood in all coming time that the church over
which I1 have the honor ofpresiding will ever set its brows like brass
and its face like steel against all abominable acts ofvillainy and
crime 101 still joseph smith publicly admitted that as the minutes of
the municipal court fully testified nauvoo was infested with a set
of blacklegs counterfeiterscounterfeiters and debaucheesdebauchees 11102102

in the new year the high council continued to convict latter
day saints for not paying their debts cheating people out of land
teaching spiritual wiferylifery stealing oxen and saying bad things about
others these convictions indicate that indeed the church did not
condone misconduct on the part of its members 103 the february 11
1843 meeting of the high council heard a rather unique and
unusual case A charge against a brother hoyt was preferred for
accusing certain persons of being wizards or witches working with
the divining rod and bringing toads to heal the sick he was
convicted of all charges 104 another extraordinary case involved
henry cook who was accused of attempting to sell his wife cook
testified that shortly after his first wife had died upon a short
accquaintance sicsid he had married a lady named mary he then
discovered that she was in the habit of traveling about at night and
had misused his children furthermore she insulted him boasted
that she would be governed by no man and threatened to use

violence on him and his children and often left him vowing not
to return but later returning anyway cook whipedwhiled her pretty
severely and did say something about selling her but meant it to
be a joke hyrum smith reprimanded cook for whipping his wife
and the court rendered a decision of acquittal 105
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about this time a respected old settler near fountain green
made an affidavit that residents accused the mormonscormons of stealing a
yoke of cattle or a horse over there and then fled to nauvoo then
theywerethey were safe I1 nevercouldnever could find the man that lostthelost the horse orcattleor cattlecattie

I1 tried several times to locate one man that would say he had
cattle or horses stolen 106 when the quincy whig accused the mor
mons of harboring horse thieves the nauvoo neighbor challenged
the whig to name the culprits and said the culprits would be
punished 107101 the prophet also told peter haws to correct his boys of
their wickedness or they would eventuallyeventuallygo go to prison 1081011 joseph1011joseph

published an affidavit in the wasp again condemning crime and
lawlessness of any sort 109 he also stated that there is no city either
in this state or in the united states that can compare with nauvoo
you may live in our city for a month and not hear an oath sworn
you may be here so long and not see one person intoxicated ilollo110 in
april 1843 the prophet in his capacity as mayor of nauvoo
challenged the populace to ferret out a band of thievish outlaws
from our midst iiiili111

patriarch hyrum smith told the saints that a group of men in
nauvoo held that it was right to steal from any one who does not
belong to the church provided they consecrate one third of it to the
building of the temple these men led by david holman and
james dunn were also making bogus money hyrum denounced
the men and their teachings and admonished church members to
give no heed to their doctrines 112 when it was reported that a gang
of thieves were about to move to nauvoo the twelve apostles
warned them not to set foot in the kingdom on the mississippi 113 at
the same time oliver olney alanson brown joseph holbrook
john telford james B T page and william edwards were all
expelled from the church for having committed larceny 114

As 1844 dawned it was commonly believed that the nauvoo
city court always set the church members free and convicted
gentiles brought before it this notion while false increased the
hatred against the saints non mormon authors told wild stories
about the danite bands operations and claimed that night after night
the band rode among the residents of hancock county writing
three decades after the fact the writers claimed the mormon riders
resembled the southsmouths ku klux klan which developed after
nauvoo was abandoned clothed for the occasion in the disguise of
white gown and wearing red girdles their faces were covered with
masks to conceal their identity bill hickman accused ofbeing their
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leader rode it was said a fast and blooded stallion and was
seldom seen 115 colonel J M reid stated that a county man sur-
rounded by mormon neighbors had a large lot of wood hauled and
corded up the danitescanites coveted it and came with wagons to haul it
off he the non mormon shot one of them and fled they took the
wood nevertheless and he never dared to return as they threatened
his life this was just what they wanted they then appropriated his
house goods and possessions and kept them till they were driven
from the country 116

john bowes reported that both michael yeoman a mormon
andjohnandyjohnand john smith a non mormon had lost an ox while searching for
the oxen they found two mormonscormons skinning the dead animals while
sherwood another church member waited on the river with a boat
to carry the beef away 117

in january two church members a father and a son were kid-
napped and taken to missouri and imprisoned 118 enraged at such
lawlessness the saints demanded their extradition but nothing was
done A januaryajanuary 21 1844 article in the warsaw message stated that
one half of the adult population of nauvoo were either knaves or
robbers and thus deserved punishment 119ilgithethe warsaw signalsignaleditoedito
rializedrealizedrialized that if the mormonscormons wanted to live in peace they must cease
from screening each other from the just operations of the law cease
from sham trials cease from releasing prisoners in custody ofstate
officers cease from insulting the laws 11120120 most of these accusations
had their roots in the numerous attempts on the part of missouri
officials to capture joseph smith and take him back to that state to
stand trial the prophet knew that if he set foot on missouri soil he
was a dead man so he resisted arrest by hiding out or by having
friendly judges declare the papers null and void on technicalities
thus in the publics eyes he was viewed as circumventing the law

again in april the warsaw signal warned the public there
is a species of counterfeit extensively circulated in this community
called nauvoo bogus they are half dollars dated 1828 they are
pretty good imitations of the genuine coin these coins the
reporter asserted were manufactured in the city of the saints 11121121

just prior to the prophets martyrdom a young church member
named theron terrell had been arrested for having in his possession
a counterfeit spanish half dollar which had been given to him by
george reeder a latter day saint with whom he had been living 122

this coin indicates that some sort of counterfeiting was being done
in nauvoo but not necessarily by one of the saints
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on march 291844 the nauvoo store ofofrollisonrollison and finch was
burglarized A man named caesamcaesarncaesara was captured with some of the
stolen goods in his possession and was taken into the woods and
severely beaten 123121125 although this incident created considerable
excitement in the city caesamsCaesams assailant was never apprehended
the warsawsignalchargedsignal charged that no one had been tried for any crime
in nauvoo for a long timetime124121 when in fact jacob shoemaker was at
that time convicted of breaking george morriss ax using abusive
language and threatening to whip him 125

the martyrdom and its aftermath
As the spring turned to summer nauvoo citizens were accused

of hiding known criminals such as joseph jackson and jeremiah
smith while the prophet himself was more and more being seen as
a man who could circumvent the law and escape justice the closing
down of the nauvoo expositor became the catalyst that led to the
murder ofjoseph and his brother hyrum by a mob which believed
that the normal course of justice would fail to convict the mormon
leader thus like so many others before them they took the law into
their own hands and assassinated joseph and hyrum that this
action reflected the will of the community is attested to by the fact
that the perpetrators were never convicted of their crimes even
though the entire region knew their identity 126 in contrast the latter
day saints saw the murder of their two leaders as an example ofmob
rule religious persecution and total disregard for the law 127

with the prophet dead and the threat ofmob violence increasing
the saints attempted to cast undesirables out of the city A group of
ladies banded together and threatened to tar and feather villains who
came into nauvoo 12812111281 the famous whistling and whittling brigade
continued to function and through all of this turmoil the nauvoo
high council ruled on incidents ofmisconduct on the part ofchurch
members including adultery theft and apostasy 129

in december 1844 the daily national intelligencer reported
that a party of mormonscormons led by lyman wight had robbed a trading
station ninety miles from prairie du chien and that four people had
been killed although this report was untrue many non mormonscormons
believed it that fall two men pretending to be mormon preachers
stayed with a latter day saint who lived near pekin on the illinois
river they told him that brigham young wanted gold to finish the
temple in nauvoo in this way they learned where the old man kept
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his money later they returned and took it from him and the saints
were blamed for the deed liollo130110

after assuming leadership of the church senior apostle
brigham young publiclyexhortedpublicly exhorted the brethren to rise up en masse
and put down the thieving bad houses swearing disorderly con-
duct of the boys gambling retailing spiritous liquors bogus
making and such like abominations which was practiced in our
midst by our enemies ill11131ili131 guards were placed around the nauvoo
temple and on the night of april 3 1845 a trespasser was beaten
almost to death a deed which created considerable warmth of
feelings among the citizenry chief of police hosea stout defended
his men declaring they had only done their duty 132

in an april morning meeting apostle john taylortoldtaylor told several
US marshals that if they attempted to serve the writs they had in
their possession it would cost themthern their lives because they had
murdered two of the best men in the nation and no more would the
saints submit to such outrages 133

in responding to the repeated charge that nauvoo was a city
of sin iniquity and crime the church leaders and the new mayor
of the city ofjosephofjoseph daniel spencer published an explanation of
what was transpiring in hancock county the mayor argued that a
ligreaterligreater part of the thefts which have been complained of are not
in our opinion true in fact but have been trumped up by inimical
persons in order to cover their aggressive doings with plausibility
and entice honest and unwary citizens to unite with them against
the latter day saints 134 spencer then challenged the world to
substantiate a single instance where we the mormonscormonsMormons have
concealed criminals or screened them from justice but on the
contrary always have been and now are extremely anxious that
they should be ferrettedferretted out and brought to justice 11131135 the mayor
also declared that it was his opinion that very many scoundrels
such as thieves robbers bogus makers counterfeiterscounterfeiters and murder-
ers have been induced from reports published in the warsaw signal
to flock into this county in order to carrycany on their evil practices
knowing that it would be immediately charged upon the mormonscormonsMormons
and thereby they escape and although we think that the reports of
thefts have been veryveit much exaggerated yet we know from dear
bought experience that such things do exist 1561366 in concluding the
mayor expressed an anxiousness to ferret out and bring to justice
all evildoers within the iiilillimitsnitsaits of the city and announced that the
police force had been massively increased to five hundred men in
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an effort to rid the city and the country of infamous characters 137

in another public statement mayor spencer stated the bee yards
had been robbed and the hives left at mormon doors to palm the
theft upon us when the honey has been found in the houses of our
enemies he went on to declare that innumerable tricks had been
played by the enemies of the church upon good honest men
runners had been employed spencer said to steal saddles and
bridles from the horses of evil men while they were in nauvoo so
that the mormonscormons would be blamed for the crimes in spite of all that
was going on spencer was certain that the charge of promiscuous
stealing was greatly exaggerated and he argued that nauvoo had
fewer crimes than st louis a western city of comparable size 1381588

the murder ofjohnofjohn miller and henry leisi
john miller a mennonite preacher lived in a single room cabin

near west point lee county iowa on may 10 1845 three men
broke into the cabin where miller his wife his daughters and their
husbands henryhenly leisi and jacob risser slept mrs miller awoke
to the sound and sight of the break in men carrying guns and clubs
their faces blackened in disguise a single lantern held high she
shook her husband and one of the men clubbed him another
lashed out at leisi

the third stood at risserskissersRissers bed holding his gun on its occupants miller
leaped from his bed and went for his own gun he and his attackers
fought and leisi came to his aid A revolver went off shot savagely
cut and beaten leisi crumpled to the floor the three assailants fled
and millerchasedmiller chased after thernthem gun in hansjacobhandjacobhandhadd jacob risser out of tilethetlletiie bed
now followed close on his father in laws heels until liehelleile reached the
cabin door where liehelleile was shot at and missed by one of the intruders
when liehelleile got outside the three men were gone leaving miller in their
wake bleeding dying from a stab wound in the chest 139

by early the next morning the sheriff and a doctor reached the cabin
and found miller dead and leisi critically wounded three weeks
later leisi died the survivors identified william and stephen
hodges believed to be moiMormolmormonscormonsmons as the killers their motive robbery

the hodgeseshodgesenHodgeses were also linked to the scene of the crime by
three bludgeons and a cap they left behind the brothers were
captured at the home of another brother amos hodges on may 13
1845 the third man accused of the crime thomas brown escaped
the officers nauvoosNauvoos newspapers denied that the hodgeseshodgesenHodgeses were
church members except for their brother stephen who was not
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involved in the crime 140110 while the hodgeseshodgesenHodge ses awaited trial in an
iowa jail another brother irwin attempted to raise money to defend
his siblings he tried to induce brigham young to send men to break
open the jail and allow the prisoners to escape when brigham did
not take action irwin hodges publicly denounced and threatened
brighamyoung irwin was later accosted by two men in nauvoo and
killed with his own knife alienallenailen J stout hoseas younger brother
was standing guard with john scott at the home of brigham young
the night irwin was murdered he reported that just before the time
for the changing of the guard he heard the sound of dull blows
followed by screeches as if someone were beating an ox the two
men ran toward the place and met irwin staggering wounded in the
back with a knife it was so dark that they did not see the assailant
who was never apprehended however brigham young was
accused of having ordered irwinserwins death most ofofhancockhancock countyscountesCountys
non mormon populace eagerly believed the accusations 141

after a trial before judge charles mason the hodges brothers
were sentenced to death by hanging and were executed on july 15
1845 142111141 the hodges brothers maintained their innocence to the last
but were hanged anyway james monroe a nauvoo schoolteacher
recorded in his diary 1I have heard today that two men have been
murdered by our people a short distance from here and whether it
is the fact or not it will be so reported and we shall have to suffer
for it 11113143 hosea stout reported that our enemies are endeavoring
to lay this thing to the mormonscormons and are raising a hue & cry that we
nauvoo citizens were harboring the murderers 144

continued confrontations
evidence of lawbreaking continued in june william smith

demanded the release ofa prisoner being held in nauvoo and when
his request was refused he attacked the officer elbridge tufts 145

then in the fall of 1845 mobs burned mormon homes in lima and
brigham young sent four hundred teams to move the saints from
that area into nauvoo

on tuesday june 24 1845 an altercation occurred between
dr samuel marshall the hancock county clerk and general
deming the sheriff of the county marshall was a very exact and
punctual man in his affairs and he expected others to be equally
so the sheriff was not so punctual nor exact a problem which ap-
parentlyparently irritated marshall A scuffle ensued in the midst of which
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deming drew a pistol and shot his antagonist marshall was strongly
anti mormon in his feelings and principles and some believed that
deming who was friendly to the church perhaps killed him
because he was ordered to do so by the mormonscormonsMormons deming was
indicted for the murder but never brought to trial since he contracted
congestive fever and died september 10 1845 another version of
this shooting of marshall has it that deming confronted a mob bent
on doing harm to the saints and he shot and killed the mobs leader
who was none other than the doctor 146

regardless of what happened the death of deming necessi-
tated a replacement and J B backenstos emerged as the sheriff
while backenstos was investigating the expulsion of the saints from
morley town frank worrell and a group of men pursued the sheriff
intending to kill him because of the strong stand he had taken in
defense of the saints instead worrell was fatally killed by the
deputized porter rockwell who thereby increased the hatred on the
part of hancock countyscountesCountys citizenry against the mormonscormonsMormons 147 in his
history of hancock county thomas gregg told a different story of
worrells death he says that worrell in company with eight other
men was passing on the road from carthage to warsaw with the
view of ascertaining the facts regarding disturbances at green
plains three of these men worrell and two others were on
horseback the others were in a buggy and a two horse wagon
which also contained the arms of the company As they came in
sight of the road leading toward nauvoo and which they would
cross at right angles they discovered a man riding up that road not
knowing him and seeing he was coming from the direction of the
burning they hurried on to intercept him at the crossing hoping to
gain information he then drove more rapidly apparently to cross
before they the group could come up they hurried on the three
horsemen in the lead As they neared the brow of a ravine he
was seen standing near his buggy and at the same moment a shot
fired from nearby struck himhirn neither he worrell nor his
associates had made any demonstration ofviolence but now seeing
or believing it to be backenstos and his posse the survivor
immediately wheeled their horses and rode toward the wagon and
buggy which were approaching mr worrell soon fell from his
horse was picked up placed in the wagon and driven to warsaw
but died on the way 118

with church members being attacked in outlying settlements
security in nauvoo increased guards were stationed near the mansion
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house and many of the males were told that at the tolling of the
temple bell everyevelyesery man know it as an alarm & repair forthwith armed
& equiped to the parade ground 149 A group of saints had to be sent
out to rescue the wife of the late sheriff deming because a mob had
gathered and attempted to burn her home while on this rescue
excursion chief of police hosea stout instructed his men that they
were authorized to take enough property to sustain life in spite of
the fact that sheriff backenstos had told them not to meddle with
anyones property 11150150 on september 18 1845 mail carrier hiram
kimball and his guard were assaulted in the most inhuman manner
and their lives threatened only after submitting to a sound whipping
were they permitted to return to nauvoo 151 four days later mormon
cyrus daniels was ambushed and shot through the right arm just
above the elbow 152 again in october phineas wilcox came to
nauvoo to have some grain ground into flour on his return home
he was shot and killed it was said that a mob killed him because
they believed him to be a mormon spy 153 on october 8 1845
another man named debanairdebonairDebanair was found buried in the bottom of
a ditch and the mormonscormons were again blamed for his murder 154

on july 4 1845 a colonel davenport at home alone in rock
island illinois was attacked in broad daylight while all the family
except the old colonel were absent at a celebration three men
entered his home one of them discharged a pistol at him the ball
entering his thigh he was then dragged through a hall and up
the stairs to a closet containing his safe which they compelled him
to open after obtaining the contents and the money from his
bureau drawers they left him still tied upon his bed in which
condition he was afterward found by persons passing by surgical
aid was procured and he was revived sufficiently to describe the
assassins and the circumstances but he died about ten oclock that
night the villains belonged to a gang which was said to be head-
quartered in nauvoo 15555

even as burnings murders beatings and other atrocities were
taking place in hancock county the nauvoo high council sat as a
court hearing cases for stealing striking a brother with a sword
watermelon stealing and brickbattingbrickbatting a house all of which seem
rather insignificant when compared with what was going on in the
surrounding countryside 156 still the fact that such cases were being
tried is evidence that the council was not ignoring wrong doing

however matters did not improve when six mormonscormons were
accused of stealing corn from a mr B clark of carthage and when
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charles crisman a church member was arrested for stealing three
wagon loads of iron from the railroad that ran to jacksonville 157117

when the sheriff of rock county illinois arrested a man named
riding and attempted to take him back to the county seat on the boat
saraanitsara annAnit it was reported that a body ofmormonscormons armed with pistols
and stones attacked the boat and rescued the prisoner A hundred
of the governors troops were required to quell the ensuing riot 158

thomas bullock reported that on september 19 1845 emma
smith told him that a manwasmanawasman was shot at the temple the previous night
through the carelessness of the guard 159

mormon benjamin brackenbury was arrested in a bar room
and charged with perjury by virtue of a writ issued in augusta
situated in the southeastern part ofofhancockhancock county the real reason
for his arrest however was to enable his enemies to destroy his
testimony in relation to the trial of the murderers of joseph and
hyrum smith at one point the constables attention was drawn
away from the defendant by the clamor of the crowd while the
sheriff was distracted oliver huntington slipped brackenbury into
the back room and out the back door and the two men escaped 0160igoO

As the saints prepared to leave nauvoo and move west gentile
spies entered the city hosea stout reports that when he came to the
temple on the night ofjanuary 9 1846 a considerable number of
the guard were assembled and among them was william hibbard
son of the old man hibbard he was evidently come as a spy when
I1 saw him stout reported 1 I told scott that we mustbouncemust bounce a stone
off of his head to which he agreed we prepared accordingly & I1 got
an opportunity & hit him on the back of his head whichwhicchich came very
near taking his life but few knew any thing about what was the
matter he left the ground out of his senses when he came to himself
he could not tell what had happened to him &cac 161

on the evening ofjanuary 11184611 1846 a number of scoundrels
disguised as government troops entered nauvoo and went to the
house of andrew calton they roused him from his bed charged
him with horse stealing and took himhirn to carthage 162 this action led
hosea stout to instruct his police force to shoot the next set of armed
men who came into nauvoo 163

the grand juryjulyjurs of the united states district court of springfield
illinois in january 1846 issued twelve indictments against promi-
nent church leaders for counterfeiting united states coin 164 this
action was generally thought to be a ploy on the part of the govern-
ment to make certain that the saints would keep their promise to
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leave nauvoo in the spring church leaders issued a circular in which
they denied the charge of counterfeiting they reiterated that they
expected the migration to begin early in march 165161 they then went
into hiding and refused to give themselves up for trial

on february 91846 thomas bullock recorded in his diary that
the governors troops came into the city in search of thieves at 3 PM
the temple caught fire and the troops attempted to force their
passage into that structure but were prevented by the guards from
doing so 166 some difficulties continued to persist and additional
crimes were committed as mobs invaded nauvoo not until the
church and most of its members had left the city or had put their
religion in abeyance did peace come to that area

even as late as 1849 with the saints safely residing in the great
basin they were still an interesting topic of discussion in areas
surrounding nauvoo for example on march 3 1849 william
arrowsmith called on john bowes and told him that while he was
not a mormon he was married to the sister of apostle john taylor
arrowsmith also stated that the mormonscormons had persuaded his wife to
leave him and that they had robbed him of three hundred dollars
worth of property he then told bowes that joseph smith was a
drunken man and that he william arrowsmith had slept at his
mother in laws when joseph smith slept with orson hydes wife
under the same roof 167

conclusion
it is difficult to draw firm conclusions from the available data

about crime and punishment in and around nauvoo 1839 466 besides
the fact that legal records are scanty interpreting these materials is
extremely problematic many of the alleged crimes were merely
unsubstantiated rumors that never came to trial let alone conviction
reports were indelibly colored by the strong biases and deep
emotions involved in even the slightest alleged irregularity and it is
often impossible to determine where the alleged crimes took place
and whether the purported criminals were actually mormonscormons or not

within the city of nauvoo the picture appears to be one of
relative calm and lawfulness although municipal court records are
lacking diligent searching of other documents for the seven years
from 1839 to 1846 has discovered only a few more than the sixty
four crimes discussed in this article over half of those crimes
were cases brought before the nauvoo high council and most of
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them involved relatively minor offenses swearing drinking a hymn-
book copyright violation taking fence rails lying real estate
deceptions slander playing the violin dancing widow abuse
delinquency of debt misappropriation ofanafanof an axe striking with a
sword brickbattingbrickbatting a house and watermelon stealing in addition
to a few cases involving adultery and the unauthorized teaching of
polygamy in the context of the rugged frontier environment that
surrounded nauvoo most of these cases are insignificant mis-
demeanors little wonder that the ecclesiastical high council
acquitted or mediated a reconciliation between the parties in as
many cases as it could

most of the serious criminal activity in this period occurred
outside the city of nauvoo and often the evidence is lacking to
implicate mormonscormons in these events camel and rocky mountain
were non mormon ruffians mormonscormons were implicated in the tully
theft in montrose only on suspicion the 1839 burglars in montrose
were never detected in the 1842 boggs incident in missouri no
evidence was ever presented against the alleged assailant the demter
murder and the shots at green plains likewise remained lacking in
proof alleged irregularities in the post office of nauvoo never resulted
in a conviction either in 1843 the alleged stealing of oxen in fountain
green was never proved and the reoccurring allegations of counter-
feiting were never substantiated the 1844 robbery at prairie du chien
was erroneously attributed to the saints and the robbery at pekin
did not involve mormonscormonsMormons matters became tense in 1845 resulting in
a trespassers being beaten in nauvoo a negligent homicide occurring
in guarding the nauvoo temple and an officer was attacked in
nauvoo but the more violent crimes took place in the outlying sur-
rounding regions the hodgeseshodgesesihodgesenHodgeses murders in west point iowa were
perpetrated by non monmormonscormonsnons the attack oftheodtheof the postman the shooting
of the allealieaileallegedged mormon spy the shooting of marshall by deming the
debonair incident the assault on davenport the corn theft the iron
theft and apparently carltonscarstonsCarltons horse thieverythieveiy all took place outside
of nauvoo As often as not non morimorlmormonscormonsnons were instigators

the documentary history thus allows for several conclusions
about nauvoosNauvoos alleged crime problem

1 some mormonscormons committed crimes of varying degrees of
seriousness

2 LDS leaders publicly and privately spoke out strongly and
repeatedly against criminal activity
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53 the nauvoo high council tried many cases and had a
respectably high conviction rate but tried to reconcile the
parties or obtain a repentant confession whenever possible

4 non mormonscormons occasionally used nauvoo as a base from
which to commit crimes in nauvoo and in other areas

5 often perpetrators tried to make it appear that they were
LDS or that they were acting for the LDS church

6 many neighboring nonmembersnonmembers unable to discriminate
between good and bad saints or to know if lawbreakers
from nauvoo were in fact mormonscormonsMormons came to believe
nauvoo was a hotbed of criminal activity

7 LDS control of nauvoo courts gave the justice dispensed
there a pro mormon edge

8 the destruction of the expositor seemed to many to be ir-
refutable proof that LDS officials encouraged lawbreaking

9 some saints before during and after the nauvoo sojourn
believed that under some circumstances the taking of
gentile goods was justifiable thus arousing anger among
their neighbors and public reprimand from church officials

10 some saints practiced plural marriage while at the same
time acknowledging it only in private and denying it in
public and enough reliable rumors leaked around to this
effect that mormon neighbors became infuriated

11 anti mormon crusaders exploited crime cases with or
without strong mormon ties to arouse public sentiment
against the saints

12 to outsiders bothered by why the saints created the
massive nauvoo legion it made sense that the army might
be there to protect saints against state and local officials
and hence to defend wrongdoingwrong doing especially when
indictments and warrants were rejected by nauvoo
partisans

very likely the public then as now expected religious commu-
nities and followers to be above reproach when adherents faltered
more attention was paid to their crimes than would be directed
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at nonreligious communities or individuals in such settings one
provable case or two veryveitveltsery easily can create a stereotype

more research similar to what is provided here about nauvoo
is needed in order to identify how extensive crime was elsewhere at
the time and how it was handled nauvoo should be compared with
contemporary cities similar in size location and stage of
development until then available records regarding nauvoosNauvoos crime
and punishment indicate that images of nauvoo as a crime haven
contain elements of truth but are exaggerations
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from assassination to expulsion
two years of distrust hostility

and violence

marshall hamilton

the murders of joseph and hyrum smith on june 27 1844
marked the beginning of the end of the presence of the latter day
saints in illinois conflict with their neighbors had begun three years
before I11 but even after the murders of the church leaders it was by
no means a foregone conclusion on all sides that the smiths deaths
would mean the departure of their followers As one scholar puts it
one should avoid viewing the final expulsion of the mormonscormons from

hancock county as the inexorable effect of the killings 1122 although
in some minds no other alternative ever became acceptable

this article deals with the movements and countermovementscountermovements
undertaken by the latter day saints and by their neighbors from the
time of the smiths assassination until the day a little over two
years later when the last party of church members left nauvoo
illinois those movements are chronicled in the media and public
records of the day especially in the pro mormon newspapers
published at nauvoo and in the anti mormon press at warsaw
illinois twelve miles downriverdownriver from nauvoo one wonders whether
the eventual outcome of the conflict between the latter day saints
and their neighbors might have been different if the saints had been
more successful at what we now call external communications
although the saints might have left nauvoo eventually of their own
choice could the expulsion of the church as a body have been
avoided seeking answers to these questions suggests lessons that
members of modern belief driven organizations might learn from
the experiences of nauvoo mormonscormons about dealing with outsiders
or opponents

marshall hamilton is a businessman and an enthusiastic student of early warsaw
illinois and its anti mormon activities
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within days after the assassinations of joseph and hyrum
smith both the monmormonscormonsnons and the anti mormonscormons had published extra
newspaper issues describing the killings and offering opinions on
what the future held in warsaw two days after the assassinations
thomas sharps warsaw signal issued an extra that included the
following editorial our opinion is that either the old citizens or
the mormonscormons must leave the county cannot be quieted until the
expulsion of one or the other is effected 1 I3 one day later a crew at
john taylors nauvoo neighbor got out an extra edition which
included the following advice attributed to willard richards the
people of the county are greatly excited and fear the mormonscormons will
come out and take vengeance 1I have pledged my word the
mormonscormons will stay at home as soon as they can be informed and no
violence will be on their part and say to my brethren in nauvoo in
the name of the lord be still be patient 1144

in the days just after the smiths deaths non monmormonscormonsnons in
hancock county expected a general attack all over the country in
retaliation for the killings 5 thomas ford the governor of illinois
had been in nauvoo at the time of the attack on the jail rumors flew
that he was besieged in a house in nauvoo so a force of over two
hundred men set out by steamboat from quincy to nauvoo to rescue
him however governor ford while initially fearful himself
especially since the mormonscormons had been represented to him as a
lawless infatuated and fanatical people not governed by the

ordinary motives which influence the rest of mankind soon tried
to maintain order he countermanded the march to hancock of at
least two overly eager state militia units in the neighborhood and
he tried to keep informed about events in hancock from a listening
post in quincy 6

in nauvoo the saints initial reaction was grief in the extra
published three days after the assassinations along with the plea
from willard richards the editorial staff included a reassurance to
the governor that intentions were peaceful we assure the gover-
nor if he can manage human butchers he has nothing to fear from
armless timid and law abiding latter day saints 3171177 the following
day the nauvoo city council met and resolved to discourage
private revenge by nauvoo residents 8 later in a sunday church

meeting held a week and a half after the killings W W phelps read
with approval to the congregation an angry letter written by
governor ford to a group of avowed anti mormonscormonsMormons 9 church leaders
seemed intent on controlling the anger of individual members
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andonand on ensuring that the saints reaction would not be violent
they tried to assure church members that state powerwould protect
their interests

among the anti mormonscormons however no effort to control anger
or thwart violence was exerted calls for expulsion of the church
had been heard before the anti mormon party a political group
had been running candidates for public office since 1841 when
nauvoosNauvoos population grew to the point that the saints controlled
local elections the anti mormonscormons had begun to call for their
expulsion 10 one of the leaders of the anti mormonscormons was thomas
sharp the publisher and editor of the warsaw signal

the signalmissed its usual publication date the day before the
killings most likely because its editor was busy with the intrigues
at carthage but a special issue was published onjunedonjuneonjune 29 it includes
a useful compilation of documents issued in the days leading up to
the assassinations letters and agreements between governor ford
and church leaders sharp also provided a chronology of the events
of the week after giving his editorial opinion that the saints must
leave he recorded that the nauvoo legions small arms and cannon
had been taken from them thereby pointing out to his readers the
vulnerability of nauvoo

A public meeting whose attendees called themselves the
warsaw committee of safety was called in warsaw sharp was

designated to draft a letter to governor ford urging the mormonscormonsMormons
expulsion the letter which was hand carried to ford in quincy
reviews with approval the mormonscormonsMormons previous expulsion from
missouri and says that expulsion from illinois would be not only a
14measure14measure of wise expediency but one of absolute necessity the
saints in nauvoo were charged with murder arson and theft against
non mormon neighbors with abusing the forms of justice in order
to free mormon criminals with building an unwarranted military
force that had no legitimate defensive purpose and with using
mormon votes to bargain shamelessly for favors from corrupt
politicians these four themes were elaborated by anti mormonscormons
over the next two years

pervasive accusations against the latter day saints of criminal
behavior particularly theft characterize the anti mormon press
throughout the illinois period of church history such accusations
were a major tool of the anti mormonscormons to justify the repression
or expulsion of the church in fact the charges of thenntheftthenh were used
explicitly to persuade the public who were at a distance from hancock
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county that expulsion was merely the last resort of a long suffering
group of victims of mormon thievery 12

the accusations of theft suggest a fertile area for further
research into the nauvoo era the church generally either denied
the accusations13accusations13 or minimized the presence of thieves among the
saints 14 while anti mormonscormons continue to accept the accusations
as true 15 during the period following the assassinations of joseph
and hyrum smith those accusations were redoubled the wansawwarsawwarsamkalsaw
signal included articles headed mormon thieves in eight of
the fourteen issues published from september 18 1844 until
the end of the year 16 beginning on christmas day 1844 and run-
ning for several weeks into 1845 17 sharp included a special column
heading with the words mormon stealingssteadingsStea lings rendered in ornate
block lettering followed by a quotation from the mormon book
of doctrine and covenants 2218111818 which purported to justify thefts
from non mormonscormons

accusations of theft by the mormonscormons were one reason gover-
nor ford left carthage for nauvoo on the day the prophet and his
brother were murdered the purported thefts were also used to
justify a proposed encampment of independent companies ofmilitia
near warsaw to be held on october 261844 this encampment was
quickly dubbed a wolf hunt by its organizers it was understood
by mormonscormons and non mormonscormons alike that the wolves to be sought
were alleged mormon thieves 19

church members were of course extremely worried about the
wolf hunt 7120112020 for his part governor ford was convinced the only

purpose of the proposed encampment was to expel or to murder
mormonscormonsMormons the governor called out the state militia to assist him in
suppressing the encampment the militia then marched with a force
under general hardin to hancock county fords posse proved to
be too much for the anti mormonscormons although ford could round up
a force of only about two hundred men the anti mormonscormons thought
better of their plans and cancelled the wolf hunt 2121112121

the validity of the accusations of theft by church members is

open to some doubt but there is no question that the period from
the death of joseph and hyrum to the departure of the latter day
saints was a time of considerable lawlessness in the environs of
hancock county five church members in an outlying community
were arrested for larceny in february 1845 22 and two men were
murdered in lee county iowa in may 1845 2321 in june the father of
the two suspects in the iowa murders was killed in nauvoo 2421 and
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onjulyon july 4 another murder took place on an island in the mississippi 2515

later a man was accidentally shot and killed near the temple
apparently through careless gunfire in the city itseitselfif 26

with the increase in lawlessness the year 1845 was a difficult
one for hancock county sheriffs in june minor deming a church
member who was elected to the office in august 1844 just after the
martyrdom shot and killed samuel marshall an anti mormon
county court clerk 27 deming claimed self defense but he was
indicted for murder and he resigned the office before he could
come to trial deming died of fever 28

demings replacement as sheriff jacob backenstos was also
involved in a killing only weeks after taking office backenstos a
non mormon who was known as a friend of the saints was present
at the killing of frank worrell who had commanded the guard on
duty at carthage jail when joseph and hyrum were murdered 29

backenstos was among those indicted for this murder but was
acquitted in a trial held at peoria 3010 curiously even while under
indictment backenstos continued to act as sheriff his alleged part
in the killing of worrell earned backenstos the anti mormonscormons
hatred which continued even after he left the county to serve in the
mexican war 31

the only topic sure to stir up more heated discussion than
lawlessness in hancock county was local politics As previously
mentioned non mormonscormons were so frustrated with the growing
number of mormon voters that they formed a political party to
try to elect non mormon county officers one problem the old
citizens faced was alien franchise allowed by the 1818 illinois
constitution section 27 the latter day saints were quite successful
in encouraging british converts to immigrate to nauvoo and the law
allowed new residents to vote immediately upon arrival one
scholar in analyzing the political status of nauvoo notes that the
exercise of their franchise brought the monmormonscormonsnons many enemies but
few friends 113232

the first local election after the martyrdom was scheduled for
just forty days after the assassination initially the saints planned not
to participate in the election but eventually a political meeting was
held in nauvoo and in the election all the mormon backed
candidates won As the signalglumly put it though the winning
candidates are not all mormonscormons in name all are yet so in heart one
of the representatives babbit is a mormon the coroner is a mormon
but has not the courage to say so and as for the ballance sic we
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would sooner trust mormonscormons than either of them 33 other anti
mormonscormons were equally disappointed 34

despite the presence of representative almon babbitt in the
1844 45 session of the illinois state legislature the house and
senate took up the repeal of the nauvoo city charter the anti
mormonscormons believed that the charter repeal would help to solve two
problems 1 mormon use of the nauvoo city court system to defeat
writs and warrants issued by courts outside of nauvoo and 2 the
existence of the nauvoo legion a militia force reported to number
about three thousand men 3531

the bill for repeal of the nauvoo charter was introduced in
december 1844 senatorSenato 366 As debateearly by senatorjohnjohnrjohn henry proceeded

on the repeal motion hancock sheriff deming committed a serious
blunder one of the senators jacob cunningham davis was among
those indicted for the murders ofjoseph and hyrum smith 37 at the
time of the indictment the defendants and prosecution had made
an agreement that no attempt would be made to arrest the
defendants prior to the may 1845 term of the circuit court notwithnorwith
standing that agreement arrest warrants were issued in november
for all nine defendants sheriff deming acting on one of the
warrants went to springfield and tried to arrest davis on the floor
of the state senate demings action which violated daviss legisla-
tive immunity infuriated the state assembly and undoubtedly hurt
the prospects for retaining the nauvoo charter in force 388 the charter
was in fact repealed on january 29 1845

the next local election in august 1845 also saw the mormon
vote carry every office the anti mormonscormons made little effort to affect
the result and the nauvoo neigbborcommentedneighbor commerced the people knew
how to act and acted 113939

by the election of august 1846 the prospect that there would
be any mormon votes at all in hancock county prompted a near
outbreak of civil war in earlyjuneearly june a meeting of anti mormonscormons was
held in carthage calling for the remaining church members to leave
nauvoo 40 by that time thousands of saints were on the march in
iowa and one observer found nauvoo desolate houses empty and
inhabitants gone prairies deserted of cattle & people 114141 the anti
mormonscormons sent a delegation to nauvoo and many of the remaining
saints fled in the face of these threats

by this time a new group of people was involved in nauvoo
civic affairs the new citizens these non mormonscormons bought property
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from the exiled saints and were living in nauvoo the old citizens
of the anti mormon camp reportedly whipped some new citizens
who refused to join in driving the remaining latter day saints out of
town 4212 the anti mormonscormons gathered nearly six hundred men in an
encampment about six miles from nauvoo 4311 sheriff backenstos
came to nauvoo to organize the residents for a defense of the
city the anti mormonscormons not anticipating resistance lost their taste
for attack and the encampment with its threat of violence and
civil war dissolved

still the anti mormonscormons did not want any of the saints to vote
in the august election and they continued to harass those remain-
ing in july a few church members were whipped by a group of
thirty men for being troublemakers 44 very few mormonscormons were left
to vote in the election and the outcome was much more to the anti
mormonslikingmormonscormonsMormons liking 45

it seems clear however that despite the non mormonscormons
resentment of what they considered to be crime perpetrated by
church members and despite frustration at the inability to win
elective office some catalyst was required some call to action to
cause the actual expulsion of the saints that call was provided by
thomas sharp through his newspaper the warsaw signal

sharp had provided a similar call to action before he is
perhaps best known among latter day saints for his stirring call to
arms after the destruction of the nauvoo expositor in june 1844 4616 in
the immediate aftermath of the assassination ofjosephofjoseph and hyrum
sharp continued his extremist rhetoric as evidenced by the call for
the expulsion of the saints and his role as spokesman for the warsaw
committee of safety 47

during the summer of 1844 it had become increasingly evident
that sharp would himself be indicted for the murder of the smiths
not because evidence placed him at carthage jail but because he
had incited others in his newspaper and especially in his speeches
to go there As that prospect loomed sharp let up on his claim that
the killings were completely justified that claim was based on a
theory of community self defense which sharp elaborated at
length in the signal 48 and on his claim that the execution of the
smiths was actually the fulfillment of the verdict of thousands
superior even to the verdict of a panel of only twelve peers 4919

instead of pursuing those claims sharp took increased pains
to describe the thievery of church members and the uncertain nature
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of the saintsvotingsaints voting to make the case that the saints were undesirable
neighbors the level ofhis vehemence did not change but the topics
of discussion did 50

although sharp was the principal catalyst inciting non
mormonscormons to urge expulsion of the church it should be noted that
he was not guilty of everything attributed to him by latter day saints
then or by some current scholars for example the nauvooneighbornauvoo neighbor
ofnovember 131318441518441844 reprinted a letter that had originally appeared
in the illinois state register claiming that sharp had published an
antimasonicanti masonic paper in upstate new york that he had invented the
termstarnstamms jack mason andjackandrackand jachjack mormon to describe nonadherentsadherentsnon who
nevertheless advanced the goals of the organization and that he was
the mouthpiece for a group ofwarsaw real estate speculators none
of these statements about sharp is true although they still occasionally
find their way into otherwise careful studies

how did church leaders react to charges of lawlessness and
political chicanery and to sharps drumbeat of expulsion the first
order of business for the remaining leaders was to assure succession
in the church to keep the organization alive just fifteen days after
the martyrdom a council was held among church leaders in
nauvoo most of the quorum of twelve had not yet returned to
nauvoo to discuss the establishment of a new trustee in trust for
the church to replace joseph smith 51 such concerns for the very
survival of the organization help explain church leadersreluctanceleaders reluctance
mentioned previously to hold a political meeting that summer

on august 8 the famous conference on succession was held
which finally settled leadership of the church on the quorum of the
twelve the next day the twelve met to appoint trustees for the
church 52 with those details cleared up there remained challenges
by sidney rigdon lyman wight and james strang to be dealt with
although time became available to consider how the church should
interact with their neighbors and with civil authorities

church leaders decided early on to rely on their own forces
rather than legal authority to protect the interests of church
members reports of the planned wolf hunt were received in
nauvoo on friday september 13 1844 on the following monday
the church publicly dedicated ground for an arsenal 5351 when the
governors forces came to nauvoo seeking volunteers for a posse to
visit warsaw to prevent the wolf hunt the saints declined to
participate at the same time church leaders continued to fill

vacancies in the organization of the nauvoo legion 5451
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by spring 1845 church leaders had decided to ignore as much
as possible the civil court system since the repeal of the nauvoo
charter there was no police force authorized in nauvoo by the
april 1845 general conference the saints had begun to employ a
whistling and whittling brigade to unnerve outsiders and discour-

age non mormonscormons from coming to nauvoo 55

john taylor speaking at a sunday church meeting announced
that the saints should resist gentile non mormon processes 56

about the same time the leaders decreed that men for whom writs
had been issued should go on missions to avoid service church
leaders actually wanted to align themselves with the legal govern-
ment but they saw the issuance of warrants as an attempt by
anti mormonscormons to drive a wedge between the saints and the state by
not allowing church leaders to stand trial or be imprisoned they
hoped to avoid the appearance that the state and the church were
on opposite sides of the issue 57 unfortunately this policy intended
to promote church interests produced the opposite effect it
convinced some uncommitted non mormonscormons including the editor
of the state register in springfield that the church was lawless 5818

in may church members except those required to go to court
as witnesses or jurors avoided going to the trial of joseph smiths
accused assassins the verdict of innocent reached after two and
a half hours of jury deliberationsdeliberations was met with a shrug in nauvoo
john taylors neighbor commented that the saints would refer the
case to god for a righteous judgment 59 four weeks later when the
trial for hyrum smiths murder was dismissed for want of prosecupfosecuprosect
tion the neighbor ignored the proceedings entirely As the saints
completed work on their temple they seemed to ignore earthly
institutions their expected endowment from on high caused them
to assume an other worldly perspective the last shingles were
nailed on the temple roof on august 13 1845 60

As the year 1845 wore on the saintstemporalsaints temporal situation became
more and more tenuous on august 11 with the endorsement of the
nauvoo neighbor jacob backenstos became county sheriff in a
special election within a month of his election the anti mormonscormons
met in a schoolhouse near the southern border of the county to
discuss problems some had experienced in executing civil judg-
ments against church members during the meeting shots were
fired into the school building by persons unknown 61 although no
one was injured the anti mormonscormons resolved to take revenge on the
saints for the shooting a move that led to near civil war conditions
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in hancock county A small latter day saint settlement called
morleysmorlessMorleys settlement or yelrome from morley spelled backwards
was nearby at lima in adams county the day after the shooting
incident at the schoolhouse the anti mormonscormons collected en masse
at morleysmorlessMorleys and burned houses to the ground apparently after
residents were warned to vacate estimates of the number of houses
burned vary widely sharp admits two or three houses burned 62

thomas gregg says that two mormon cabins were burned the first
night and that within a week the whole of morley town was in
ashes 6361 the nauvoo neighbor states eight houses and three
outbuildingsbuildingsout were destroyed the first day and forty four buildings
within the first three days the neighbor also claims that the
provocative shots had been a ruse actually fired by anti mormonscormons

for future violence 664to provide a pretext
newly elected sheriff backenstos responded by issuing a

proclamation reciting the illinois law against arson and commanding
rioters and other peace breakers to desist forthwith disperse and

go to their homes 65 opponents dismissed the proclamation as
very exaggerated 66166 backenstos called all law abiding citizens to

serve as a posse comitatus but he was unable to stop the burning
it was at this time that frank worrell was shot outside of warsaw
further elevating the almost fever pitch of emotion in the county

anti mormonscormons turned their attention briefly from mormonscormons to
those they considered jack mormonscormons non mormonscormons who ad-
vanced the interests of the saints warsaw postmaster E A bedell
was threatened by a group outside his home he left through a back
door and paddled across the river to iowa in a canoe in carthage
the county treasurer and county recorder who had been elected to
office with mormon support received warnings to leave town

the next day september 16 sheriff backenstos rode into
carthage with an armed force to remove his family from their home
as they had also been subjected to threats 67 on september 17 the
warsaw signal featured a call to arms in the wake of worrells
killing including the observation that worrell had been one of our
best men 68 the call to arms must have been eerily reminiscent of
the similar call in an issue of the signal fifteen months before
when the call to arms inflamed emotion throughout the county
and helped lead to the killing of joseph and hyrum smith 69

after sharps call to fight the civil war heated up on friday
september 19 backenstos went to carthage with an armed force and
occupied the courthouse many of the reported four hundred armed
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men accompanying the sheriff were latter day saints 770 rumors
spread that the saints had taken four prisoners away to nauvoo 71

backenstos led a search through carthage for weapons seizing
them from anti mormonscormons and requiring passes for anyone trying to
enter or leave carthage 72

naturally such activity in hancock county caused consterna-
tion throughout the region and the state on monday september 22
a public meeting was held in quincy at which many of adams
countyscountesCountys leading citizens gathered to search for an end to the
hostilities 73 the meeting became known as the quincy committee
and eventually played a leading role in producing a ceasefirecease fire
governor ford in springfield worked on assembling a force of
militiamen to restore order and he issued a proclamation warning
all other outsiders to stay out of hancock county 7471

the quincy committee wrote the church asking about its
intentions brigham young responded with a conciliatory letter
explaining that the latter day saints wished only for peace and that
they planned to leave nauvoo as soon as proper arrangements could
be made 7571

it took until sunday september 28 nine days after carthage
was commandeered by backenstoss posse for fords army under
general hardin to reach carthage and dismiss the occupying
posse 71 governor ford himselfand other political leaders including
congressman stephen A douglas accompanied the state force

although the constitutional forces of law and order were
nearby brigham young decided to communicate with the ad hoc
quincy committee to defuse the situation the committee asked for
a written guarantee the mormonscormons would leave which the apostles
provided on october 1 1845 in a famous letter promising to leave
11when grass grows and water runs the next spring 77 the quincy
committee wrote back to the church the next day accepting the
churchschurche offer to leave 78

although general hardin accepted the offer on october 3

placating the anti mormonscormons took a little more time hardin wrote
them on october 6 one of the terms of the agreement was that
general hardin would designate a force to remain in hancock
county through the winter to enforce the peace 79

at regular october general conference sessions church lead
ers apprised the membership of the coming move at that confer-
ence committees were created to dispose of property left in
nauvoo 81080110 an uneasy peace settled over the county with three
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groups trying to coexist an armed force of occupation a group
preparing to move the next spring and another group unwilling to
believe the agreements reached between the other two

long before the agreement was reached the saints had been
investigating the possibility of at least partially leaving before his
death joseph sent lyman wight to investigate the possibility of
moving members to texas then a part of mexico in 1844 shortly
after the prophets death wight established a colony in texas with
about 150 saints but the rest of the church never joined this group
and the colony lasted only through 1857 81111 As early as january 7
1845 the quorum of the twelve had discussed sending scouts west
to california 82 in april 1845 letters were sent to the president of the
united states and governors of all the states except illinois and
missouri asking their advice as to where to relocate the church 83

there is no evidence any useful advice was received in return
reports suggest that in september 1845 the council of fifty called
for fifteen hundred pioneers to go to the salt lake valley 84 so the
decision to depart nauvoo for a location west of the rockies did not
occur in a vacuum

As the winter of 1845 46 proceeded the church began
organizing their emigration companies at the same time warrants
were issued for brigham young and other church leaders on
charges of counterfeiting in december a federal marshal spent over
a week in nauvoo but was unable to find brigham 855

when reports surfaced in nauvoo that federal and state agents
might try to prevent the exodus the church decided to begin the
migration ahead of schedule the first wagons headed west on
february 4 1846 brigham young himself left on the fifteenth 13686116

by february 11 the warsaw signal reported that one thousand
mormonscormons had left

byjunebajunebyjune 2 thomas bullock secretary to the twelve described
the country as desolate with nothing but empty houses 81787117 on the
second anniversary of the martyrdom bullock lamented that the
empty city contained little more than whorehouseswhorehouses and law
yers 818118 notwithstanding the efforts thousands had made to depart
nauvoo some latter day saints still remained in nauvoo As
described previously the anti mormonscormons stepped up their harass-
ment of the remaining church members in advance of the august
election with civil war being only narrowly averted

in early july a group of three or four church members hired
themselves out to work on a farm north of nauvoo they behaved
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obnoxiously and were accused of petty theft anti mormonscormons
whipped them and sent them back to nauvoo 8981 sharp later
described this act as tickling with the hickory 90 the saints and the
new citizens raised a posse and arrested two anti mormonscormons who had
participated in the vigilantism the anti mormonscormons responded by
taking five saints hostage finally an anti mormon deputy sheriff
called out a posse to go to nauvoo to arrest one figure in the incident
and the crisis seemed destined to escalate out of control 91

the citizens of nauvoo appealed to governor ford for military
force to restore order ford complied but withheld funds only
volunteers were sent to hancock finally on september 10 1846
a force of about seven hundred anti mormonscormons faced off against a
group of about three hundred saints new citizens and state militia
volunteers 9212 there followed a few days of skirmishing with the
battle of nauvoo a seventy five minute barrage of rifle and cannon
fire occurring on saturday september 121218461846 9393asAs they had done
the previous year the citizens of quincy acting once again as the
quincy committee agreed to mediate a solution A treaty was
negotiated with seven points paragraph five reads the mormon
population of the city to leave the state or disperse as soon as they
can cross the river 119494

the anti mormonscormons had at last achieved the goal they had set in
earlyjuneearlyjune 1844 they had expelled the mormonscormonsMormons those saints who
left under the september 1846 treaty were among the poorest
residents of nauvoo their suffering as the poor camp at montrose
iowa has taken on mythic proportions among their descendants 9591

in my examination of the records of this two year period it
seems clear to me that the saints could not have prevented their
forcible expulsion by responding in more favorable ways to the
circumstances after the assassination of joseph and hyrum

this is not to say that the saints were blameless it is clear that
the decision announced in the spring of 1845 not to honor gentile
process alienated some previously sympathetic non mormonscormons since
ongoneone of the principal charges against the saints during joseph smiths
tenure as mayor of nauvoo was lack of respect for laws and judicial
proceedings from outside nauvoo it seems particularly naive for the
saints to have announced their intentions not to honor future writs

it could also be argued that the apostles should have responded
more effectively to the charges of thievery and political chicanery
because the anti mormon charges went unrefuted outside of
nauvoo those charges came to be widely accepted as true and as
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a result the saints claims of persecution were vitiated to a consider-
able extent in the minds of political leaders and the general public

there were also some among the mormonscormons who were widely
believed to be guilty of many crimes whether or not they actually
were the hodges brothers for example who were hanged for a
double murder in lee county iowa in 1845 claimed to be
mormonscormonsMormons another such church member was porter rockwell who
was widely thought to have pulled the trigger firing the shot that
killed frank worrell although sheriff backenstos was present and
took the responsibility and political heat rockwellsrockwelllRockwells antics were
well known in hancock county and he was greatly feared

on the other hand not everyone seems to have been willing
to accept anti mormon charges at face value governor ford for
example mocked the charges of mormon theft as groundless at a
time when he himself was concerned about his political standing 96

the saints responses to the murder of their leaders to the
revocation of their city charter to the acquittal of the alleged
assassins of the smiths and to the burnings at morleysmorlessMorleys settlement
appear to be exemplary the sort of turning the other cheek that
might be expected of a group calling themselves saints

however no matter how peaceful the mormonscormons might have
been the anti mormonscormons would not be mollified thomas sharp
appears to have been correct in saying that the anti mormonscormons
resolved even before the killings to expel the saints and that nothing
changed that determination no population of church members
would be tolerated in the county even if it took a military force
with cannons to besiege the city and drive out the last thousand
poorest saints

what can the members ofmodern organizations who are under
attack learn from the expulsion of the saints from illinois it seems
clear that simply ignoring charges or addressing refutationsreputations only to
the organizations members will not be enough to defuse a threat
from a determined group of opponents such charges must be
refuted and the refutationsreputations must be disseminated beyond the
organizations boundaries the anti mormonscormons developed their
arguments along four themes mormon lawlessness mormon disrediere
spect for legal proceedings mormon militarism and corrupt politi-
cal dealing by mormonscormonsMormons these themes were repeated again and
again but were never effectively challenged

in addition the latter day saints did not use established
channels to obtain redress of their grievances the letters of the
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twelve apostles to the US president and state governors betray a
breathless kind ofofnaivetenaivete the same naivete shown time and again
by the saints throughout their early years in dealing with govern-
ments this is not to say that theywouldhavewould have been more successful
had they used more orthodox lobbying methods but a modem
organization might conclude from the nauvoo saints experience
that making up new ways of approaching civil authorities has a low
probability of success 97

among modem members of the church manybelievemany believebelleve that the
departure from nauvoo followed immediately upon the assassina-
tion of joseph smith when actually more than two years elapsed
before the departure was complete even in inhistoricalhistoricalunhistorical studies there
often seems to be confusion over the sequence ofevents perhaps
because terms are often confusing for example several different
events are sometimes called the battle of nauvoo and a group
named the quincy committeeplayedcommittee played a role in settling potential civil
wars in two different years I1 hope this article will help dispel the
confusion and increase our understanding of and interest in those
turbulent times
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the city ofjoseph in focus
the use and abuse of
historic photographs

richard neitzel holzapfel and T jeffery cottle

careful documentation and publication of nauvoo photo
graphs will enhance latter day saint historical scholarship by
permitting researchers and authors to use these materials accurately
as primary sources for studies of old mormon nauvoo

just over one hundred and fifty years ago in september 1839
the first american photographers made the earliest images on metal
plates called daguerreotypesdaguerreotyper within a short time of its introduction
in the united states the daguerreotype was brought to nauvoo by
lucian foster a new york convert to the church ofjesus christ of
latter day saints he set up his daguerrean gallery at the corner
of parley and hyde streets and produced the first photographic
images of nauvoo and its citizens 1844 46 1 his work began a
process that eventually created thousands of photographic views of
nauvoo only a few of fosters views exist today among them the
famous temple on the hill sometimes known as the temple over
the outhouse

besides foster other photographers to capture the city include
thomas easterly a st louis photographer 1846 47 B H roberts
church leader and historian 1885 F goulty a local photographer
and businessman 1890 1900 james ricalton a professional pho-
tographerto from the firm of underwood & underwood 1904
george edward anderson a utah portrait and landscape photogra-
pher 1907 and harold alienallenailen an architectural photographer at
the chicago art institute 1940 60 the early views of nauvoo
produced by these photographers along with many other photo-
graphs housed in private and public repositories throughout the

richard neitzel holzapfel is the director of the irvine california institute of
religion and T jeffery cottle is an attorney practicing in orem utah

byustudiesBYU Studies 32 nos 1 2 1992
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united states make up part of the documentary sources upon which
modemmodern historical research and publication are based

photographs as primary sources
As historical sources photographs have a twofold nature first

a photograph depicts past events or important personages and gives
valuable and even unique information that one must leamlearn to read
properly second a historic photograph is also an artifact a part of
the fabric of the past be it a stereograph or family portrait the image
had a social function public and private photographs are artifacts
of material culture representing far more than the pictorial image
seen on their scratched or discolored surfaces

several recent publications have shown how such nonprintnonprint
material can be utilized john demoss now famous study of the
puritans material culture A little commoncommonwealthwealthwealtb family life in
Plymouplymouthtb colony 2 is a model for using sources that historians have
by and large neglected similar possibilities exist for the photo-
graphic record instead of remaining solely in the hands of archi-
tecturaltectural historians architectualarchitectarchitecturalual photographs can be used by all
historians as primary sources

clifton C edomseadoms photojournalismPhotojournalism principles and practice and
jefferson hunters image and word the interaction of twentieth
century photographs and textstext4textnext suggest that photographs are a rich
source of meaning and information for the scholar who learns how
to read them for example much can be learned about economics
by examining dress and exterior and interior views of buildings A
great deal about social relationships can be ascertained by consi-
dering who stands where and in what position and religious values
are sometimes revealed by architectural photographs historians
interested in the latter day saint past should not ignore the value of
photographs as primary source material

problems with using historic photographs
too often photographs in spite of their value as artifacts are

used carelessly to illustrate an otherwise well researched and docu-
mented history many historians leave the tasks of selecting and
identifying photographs to the designer or publisher of their articles
and books this abdication mars their work if the wrong photo-
graph is used or if an illustration is misidentified some scholars who
do select and identify the illustrations themselves leave these tasks
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to the last minute and then devote far less care to them than to the
other primary source materials of their study

the scholar who chooses to use historic photographs not only
to illustrate the text but also to inform the reader in ways not possible
by the text alone faces significant problems finding out exactly
what a photograph is can be difficult frequently old photographs
have been mislabeledmislabeled by the photographer the housing archival
institution or the researcher after obtaining the correct data the
scholar needs to write a caption that will give the reader sufficient
information as well as appropriate source documentation

problems with captions for nauvoo photographs
numerous historic nauvoo photographs have been printed in

popular and academic publications since the early twenawentwentiethtiethbieth cen-
tury 5 in many instances however the use of photographic material
has been problematic

one problem involves mislabelingmis labeling when B H roberts visited
nauvoo in 1885 for example he relied on local residents to identify
historical sites for him since he had never lived there his tour of the
city was conducted by M M morrill the mayor apparently morrill
and others simply provided building identification based on long-
standing traditions the story of mr W C reimbold former owner
of the oriental hotel hotel nauvoo illustrates how nauvoo
tradition is not always steeped in fact reimbold collected antiques
and sold them to visitors to nauvoo his specialties were old keys
and beds he claimed had originally belonged to joseph smith and
he sold them in great number 6 photographs and site identifications
for many homes in nauvoo are no more reliable than the keys and
beds mr reimbold sold to unsuspecting tourists over the years it
has been claimed that so and so lived at a particular site or that this
old nauvoo photograph depicts the home of so and so in some
cases it has been difficult to discover which if any of the traditions
are true

site identification is complicated by the fact that most church
leaders lived in several locations during their stay in nauvoo for
example heber and vilate kimball first had a home on the blbluffuff
before building a log structure and later a brick home which still
stands on the northeast corner of munson and partridge streets

mr F goulty a local photographer and businessman living in
nauvoo at the turn of the century published cabinet cards with the
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site identification written on the photograph itself many of his
photographs were later reproduced as postcards these photo-
graphs which include images of nonextant buildings must be
handled with caution for example the photograph labeled resi-
dency of george Q cannon nauvoo ill111iliiiilii appears in several
institutional collections the original shows the site identification
written across the fence on the photograph itself investigation has
revealed that this home belonged to lorin farr not george Q
cannon several decades after the saints departure lorin farr
returned to nauvoo to visit his former residence a photograph was
taken of farr standing in front of this home 7 supporting evidence
comes from several photographs of the woodruff home that also
show the supposed cannon home a single story brick structure in
the background to the south the unique brickwork and chimney
of this home match that of the structure in the farr photograph see
fig 1

the discovery that the george Q cannon residency was
really lorin farrsbarrs home led to the reexamination of the photograph
identified and widely published as the lorin farr residence
nauvoo 111 the improper identification may have resulted from the
fact that both of winslow farrsbarrs sons lorin and aaron may have
lived at this site through research using tax records as well as maps
provided by rowena miller a former employee of nauvoo restora-
tion inc we verified that the residence was that of winslow instead
of lorin farr

these examples show that researchers must look beyond the
identification printed on the front or back of the photograph and ask
who took the photograph who identified it does the information
match other written records

A second problem concerns the mislabelingmislabeling of photographs in
archival collections seven of the eight nauvoo photographs by
george edward anderson listed in the register of the photographic
archives harold B lee library brigham young university illus-
trate this problem and are representative of the challenges one faces
when working in almost all photographic archives 8 anderson
numbered the glass plates himself and library personnel later
mislabeledmislabeled them the first photograph 70 is labeled cornerstone
of the nauvoo temple it in fact depicts the cornerstone of the
nauvoo house As shown in the following table other labels give
inaccurate information about the site photographed9photographed9 see fig 2
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george edward anderson nauvoo photographs
in the harold B lee library archives

ID 1 ID 2 label actual site
70 14363bl4363b cornerstone of the cornerstone of the nauvoo

nauvoo temple house

71 l4363h14363h brick building street the nonextant nauvoo
sidewalk expositor building on

mulholland street

72 l4363f14363f children in yard of extant wilford and phebe
large brick home woodruff home

74 14363d brick house along nonextant bishop edward
tree lined road hunter residence

75 14363gl4363g two brick houses the prominent home is the
nonextant john D lee
residence on hyde street

76 14363el4363e wine cellar and casks temple lot after the
temple was razed

79 14363al4363a five people by two nonextant joseph young
brick homes home and extant chauncey

webb home both on
granger street

lidildID numbers assigned by anderson 11dD numbers assigned by the archive

uncatalogued photographic sources in photo archives present
another obstacle in their research historians depend upon registers
of photographic collections but because of severe budget con
straintsstrainisstraints most institutions have poor indexing of some photographic
collections and no registers for others As a result the researcher is
forced to search through many files and folders in order to discover
any items of interest the part of the anderson collection now
located in the harold B lee library for example is not fully
cataloguedcataloguercatalogued this cataloguingcataloauingcatalocataioguing occurred many years ago brigham
young university and most photographic archives ofofldsoflasLDS historical
materials have recently made significant strides in collecting
cataloguingcataloguing and indexing their photographs another uncatalogued
and unindexed collection at BYU is the ida blum collection a rich
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nonprintnonprint source for the study ofofnauvoonauvoo this collection contains some
two hundred photographs of nauvoo most are relatively recent and
have not yet been labeled10labeled10 see fig 3

i

problems with some printed nauvoo photographs
mislabelingMis labeling lack of cataloguingcataloguing of individual collections and

the tendency of many scholars and publishers to not consider
photographs as primprimaryary sources have contributed to recurrent
problems in publications the following publications include minor
problems relating to old nauvoo photographs while these prob-
lems should not detract from the overall value of these works they
do serve as examples of difficulties historians can encounter when
using photographs of nauvoo

one of the earliest books to use historic nauvoo photographs
was the autobiography of parleysparleypparleyParleparieparicyPP pratt 11 this book began a
practice that persists to the present namely printing the famous
temple on the hill photograph of nauvoo backwards showing

the temple facing east instead of west 12 the unique characteristics
of the daguerreotype create a dilemma here and with all other such
images the daguerreotype is a silver plated sheet of copper that is
placed in the camera the exposure is made by removing the lens
cap for several minutes or up to a half hour in some cases the image
is fixed with a hypo solution and usually mounted in a protective
glass and metal frame while the clarity of a daguerreotype image
is limited only by the quality of the camera lens and while the
brilliance of the likeness is unmatched by subsequent processes a
daguerreotype has several serious limitations the most important
limitation is that the image of the subject is reversed from left to right
a characteristic particularly bothersome in well known sites or in
scenes showing signs and printing since the foster image of the
temple on the hill was a daguerreotype it was originally reversed 13

the question can thus be debated whether a reproduction of this
image should show it backwards as it originally was or should
correct it by reversing it one of the most productive latter day

saint photographic historians today nelson wadsworth has consis-
tently published fosters view of the temple on the hill by printing
the scene as it would appear to a visitor14visitor14 see fig 4 but some other
publications have not followed wadsworthsWadsworths lead

the latter day saint church educational systems text church
history in the falnessfulness of times the history of nethe church ofjesusof jesus
christ oflatterof Latter day Sainsaintssaintsusestsusesuses a variety of photographs to illustrate
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FIGURE 4 temple on the hill a daguerreotype made about 1846 and
attributed to lucian foster charles W carter collection LDS historical
department because daguerreotypesdaguerreotyper present reversed images this image
has been flipped to make the temple appear the way a visitor would have
seen it
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church history the captions to these photographs offer substantial
information but exclude dates or names of photographers therefore
the photographs are not situated in a historical context this
omission is a drawback to the richly illustrated text 15

in susan arrington madsensmaddensMadsens the lord needed a prophet the
george edward anderson photographs are misdatedmisdated by five years
and the caption for the lucian fosters temple on the hill indicates
that the photographer is unknown 16

janath R cannons nauvoo panorama misidentifies the
photographer of the temple on the hill as lucian woodworth 17

A turn of the century photograph byj R tewksbury is printed with
a caption correctly identifying the extant david D yearsley home
in the background but the two homes in the foreground are not
identified as those of elijah malin and jacob weiler 18 As both of
these homes are nonextant the photograph is of great historic
significance to those interested in the visual history of nauvoo

another publication the 1990 issue of the journal ofmormonof Mormon
history includes images of nauvoo on both the front and back
covers the images are identified and the source of each is given
but other important data such as the date of the daguerreotype and
the name of the photographer are omitted

kenneth W godfrey audrey M godfrey and jill mulvay
derrsberrs womens voices an untold history of the latter day saints
1830 1890 incorrectly states the date ofa george edward anderson
photograph as 1908 19 roger launius and F mark mckiernansmckiernannMcKiernans
joseph smith jr s red brick store includes a photograph identified
as photograph of the red brick store ca 1890 showing the store
front and west side courtesy of kenneth E stobaugh 1 20I the label
on the original photograph however indicates that the photograph
was taken by B H roberts in 1885

to be fair we will mention that in a review of our book old
mormonmonnon nauvoo 1839 1846 historic photographs and guide
donald Q cannon correctly points out we did not clearly identify
the repositories of the photographs we used 21 also in this work we
did not include important contextual information such as the date
and the name of the photographer our recent efforts to publish
historic photographs with proper and consistent captions have
corrected these problems for example the following caption
belongs to the closeupclose up of the temple

nauvoo temple nauvoo illinois
the nauvoo temple was the focal point of the church from 1841 46

LDS historical department lucian foster 184622
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perhaps more disturbing than the lack of proper captions is the
misidentification ofnauvoo photographs in publications in pearson H
corbetts hyrum smith Patipatriarchdarchlarch a nauvoo photograph is identi-
fied as hyrum smiths home at nauvoo illinois 1123112123 the photograph in
fact shows the residence of joseph smith jr known as the home-
stead no photograph ofofhyrumshyrumshyrams nauvoo residence is known to exist
andrew karl larsons erastus snow the7he life of a missionary and
pioneerforpioneer for theearlymormonearly mormon church reproduces a photograph of the
times and seasons building that is incorrectly identified as the the
brick store owned by parley P pratt 1I24 the may 202019891989 issue of the
church news includes an underwood & underwood stereo view
identified in the caption as view ofoflorenzolorenzo snow home prior to 1900
gives flavor of 19th century nauvoo 11251121212125 the underwood & under-
wood views were part of the series of latter day saint church historical
sites published in 1904 not before 1900 as the church news caption
suggests furthermore the home depicted in this photograph is that of
erastus snow not lorenzo snow see fig 5 publication of this data
by nauvoo restoration inc should end this misidentification

A few of the problems are repeated in douglas tobler and
nelson wadsworthsWadsworths the history of the mormonscormons in photographs
and text 1830 to the present this work the most important and
significant collection of latter day saint historic photographs is truly
a visual feast of the history of the saints the books importance
cannot be overestimated although a few misidentificationsidentificationsmis are
repeated in the captions the home of sylvester stoddard is
incorrectly identified asjohnapjohnasjohntaylorstaylors home the aaronjohnsonaaronjohnson and
jonathan wright homes are identified as belonging to william law
and orson pratt 2616

an additional problem concerns using images of nauvoo to
illustrate an idea or concept that the photograph in fact does not
reflect E cecil mcgavin in nauvoo the beautiful relatesrentes the arrival
of german settlers to the city after the mormon exodus and uses a
george edward anderson photograph to illustrate people with
other customs and languages 2127112727 A notation on the original photo-
graph indicates that the home dates from the latter day saint period
and that it belonged to thomas pitt an english convert the old man
sitting in the yard reading a newspaper is thomass son charles an
active member of the church at the time of andersons visit this
photograph therefore does not illustrate the people ofother customs
and languages who came to nauvoo following the saints exodus
see fig 6



FIGURE 5 the erastus snow nathaniel ashby duplex a scene captured
in 1904 by james ricalton keystone stereo view collection california
museum of photography riverside california this scene was recently
misidentified as a nineteenth century view of lorenzo snows home
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exemplary use of nauvoo photographs
some recent historical studies steer clear of captioning prob-

lems through an approach we do not advocate namely the
exclusion of important primary documents altogether george W
givenssGivenss in old nauvoo28Nauvoo28 provides only recent photographs of
restored nauvoo instead of using historical photographs to open

an additional window to nauvoosNauvoos history 29 another scholar marvin
hill takes this option one step further by not including any
photographs of nauvoo in his book questforquestrorforjor refuge the7bemormonmormon

american pluralism0pluralism300fligbtfromflight hromfromphom
other authors have used photographs to give increased insight

into the study of nauvoo an early example is robert bruce
flanderssFlanderss nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi which includes a
mixture of historic photographs steel engravings and modem
photographs as well as photographs taken by the author for each
illustration flanders provides descriptive captions and sources 31

james B alienallenailen and glen M leonards the story of the latter day
saints is another exemplary work glen leonard spent a significant
amount of time identifying more than a dozen illustrations including
important historic photographs for the chapters dedicated to
nauvoo history 32 roger launiussLauniuss biography of joseph smith 111IIIill
incorporates several historic photographs to illustrate the text and
avoids the problems that have plagued other studies the photo-
graphs with their detailed captions which include dates and source
information help tell his story 33

in ronald E romig and john L seibertsseiberthSeiberts J A koehler and the
stewardship movement at atherton captions are expanded to
indicate call numbers as well as repository source information
as in this example courtesy RLDS archive photographic collec-
tion d90712 2134113134 the use of call numbers can be problematic
however since many institutions are forced to make changes in
their call numbers as they move from manual to automated
cataloguingcataloguing systems

the majority of the twenty two illustrations in dean jesseesjessesJessees
papers ofjosephofjosepb smith are photographs this book represents one
of the best uses of photographs and captions in mormon studies to
date for example the liberty jail photograph caption states
libertyjailliberty jailjalljali liberty clay county missouri c 1878 photograph by

J T hicks photograph was given tojosephtojoseph F smith byjosie schweich
granddaughter of david whitmer LDS church archives 1135113135 this
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caption illustrates the rich information available through careful
research many other publications have simply reproduced the
liberty jail photograph without stating date photographer or
background information jesseesjessesJessees commitment to proper documen-
tation is also seen in his handling of the temple on the hill
photograph the image is printed as it would have appeared to the
visitor to nauvoo and the caption reads nauvoo hancock county
illinois c 1846 daguerreotype charles W carter collection LDS
church archives 36

while a few citation inconsistencies and site identification
problems are found in the tobler wadsworth book the history of
thethemormonsmormonscormonsMormons the authors have provided some exceptional captions
the temple on the hill photograph caption is one such example

A seemingly deserted nauvoo glimmers in the afternoon light in this
1846 daguerreotype believed to be taken by lucian foster the
completed temple sits atop the hill overlooking the city the photo
was copied from the original daguerreotype by charles william carter
in salt lake but it has since been lost only the copy negative remains
mormonmonnon church historical department 3717

among the most recently published studies the meticulously
researched and well written articles found in the encyclopedia of
Mornmormonismmornionismionism show that the editors conscientiously selected photo-
graphs to enrich the entries about nauvoo history the temple on
the hill is printed in natural order and its caption both explains the
significance of the photograph as a historic artifact and offers
valuable source information

looking northeast toward the nauvoo temple 1846 at the time of
the latter day saint exodus daguerreotype nauvoo grew rapidly
between 1839 and 1846 dugouts and simple log structures were
soon replaced by traditional frame or brick homes charles W
carter collection 38

the glen M leonard entry on nauvoo includes several important
nauvoo photographs the text properly identifies the modern
photograph of the seventies hall as a reconstructed building it was
reconstructed on its original foundation in 1971 1972 39 the illustra-
tion editors assisted by researchers in the church historical depart-
ment avoided another problem by indicating that the brigham young
residence photograph shows the home as it appeared around 1900 400

this note is an important contextual reference since the home was
remodeled after brigham youngs departure
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guidelines for captioning
based on the preceding examples a minimum standard for

identifying photographs can be set the authors have placed each
photograph in context by supplying carefully researched data and
proper identification ofsource information recently staff members
of the LDS church archives have proposed guidelines calling for a
credit line that includes the title of the photograph if properly
identified in the photo archive itself the date of the photograph the
photographers name the collection name and the identification of
the repository thus a suitable credit citation for the temple on
the hill would be nauvoo and nauvoo temple daguerreotype
ca 1846 attributed to lucian foster charles W carter collection
LDS church archives in the past where source information was
unavailable for photographs we used the notation unknown 41

current recommendations by photo archivists12archivists42 suggest that this
approach may be too cumbersome A researcher can simply provide
whatever information is known order and consistency are essen-
tial however while these guidelines do not necessarily match those
of other institutions they are a positive step toward clarity and
accuracy within the latter day saint history community 4313

conclusion
many historians interested in photographs have suggested

ways to improve the use of photographs and captions in nauvoo and
other latter day saint historical studies 4441 photographs should be
viewed as primary documents and should be used as carefully as
one would use a diary or letter thus scholars should devote more
interest and care to the documentation and use of photographs in
their articles and books instead of leaving this task largely to editors
and publishers research efforts should be devoted to nonprintnonprint
material including photographs from the inception of the research
project so that these materials constitute more than a last minute
attempt to add visual interest to the text documentation of
photographs should be as complete as that of any other historical
source and should include information about the context such as
the date the photographer and the repository location

photo archivists must become thoroughly familiar with the
collections in their repositories and share their knowledge45knowledge45 in an
appropriate effective and supportive manner A recent noteworthy
attempt to resolve the cataloguingcataloguing problem has been made by the
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LDS church archives which has introduced a computer index for
its large repository of cataloguedcataloguercatalogued photographs 4616

the implementation of these suggestions requires consider-
able time on the part of historians and archivists however such
effort will permit historians to use photographs as significant
primary sources for studies of old mormon nauvoo

NOTES

1 for fosters activities in nauvoo see early history of nauvoo in richard
neitzel holzapfel and T jeffery cottle oldoidoldmormonmormon nauvoo 1839118461839 1846 historic
photographspbotograpbs and guide provo utah grandin books 1990 11 24

2 john demos A little commonwealthcommonwealtb family life in plymoutbplymouthPlymoutb colony
new york oxford university press 1970

3 clifton C edom photojournalismpbotoournalismPhotojournalism principles and practice dubuque
iowa W C brown 1980

jefferson hunter image and word the interaction ofoftwentietbtwentieth century
photographspbotograpbs andtext cambridge harvard university press 1987

51 the first photographs used in latter day saint publications are found in such
church magazines as the contributor young womanscomanswomansjournaljournal and the improve-
ment era publication of the improvement era began in 1897 and within several
months the first photograph appeared wilford woodruffwoodruftwoodrufffrornfrom photograph taken
august 1898 see improvement era 1 october 189811898 865 starting in april 1909
the magazine published a series of nauvoo photographs see Improveimprovementimprovemenment era 12
april 190911909146846875468 75 may 1909119091600600goo 7 julyguly 1909119091713713 19 and september 19091

858 66 the photographs in this important series included contemporary scenes
and a few older photographs obtained from local residents soon thereafter church
magazines and books began to use contemporary photographs on a regular basis
to illustrate church history articles and studies

lilliemillie6 mcconkey lifetime resident of nauvoo interview with the authors
nauvoo illinois june 29198929 1989

7 Elleileliellsworthssworthsellsworthgll photograph was printed in T earl pardoe lorin farr pioneer
provo utah brigham young university press 1953 294

8 on his way to england where he served a mission george edward
anderson visited and photographed many church historical sites for a briefreviewbrief review
of this effort see richard neitzel holzapfel and T jeffery cottle old mormon
palmyra and new england historic photographs and guide santa ana calif
fieldbrookFieldbrook productions 1991 3 19 shortly after andersonsAndersonssens death in 1928 his
friends john F bennett andjuniusandjunius F wells arranged to purchase from andersons
widow the bulk ofhis glass plates some thirty thousand and photographs for the
archives division church historical department the church ofjesusof jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDSIDSirs church archives subse-
quent to this purchase the anderson collection like many other historic photo-
graph collections was divided into numerous parts so that the original collection
no longer exists
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9 in addition to this mislabelingmislabeling the glass plates numbered 73 and 77 are
missing from the numbering sequence

10 within the collection is a photograph identified in previously printed
histories of nauvoo as the store of hiram kimball james kimball longtimelong time
researcher with nauvoo restoration inc indicates that the building shown in
this photograph may have been hiramshirama bambarn but not the store in the blum
collection we also found what is apparently the only known photograph of the
charles C rich home

parley P pratt autobiographyofparleypautobiography of parleypanley P pratt ed parley P prattjrpratterPratt Jr salt
lake city deseret book 1938 this is the first edition to use photographs

12 three of the publications that have followed this tradition are church
history in the fulnessfalness of times the history of the church ofofjesusjesus christcb nistristnixt oftatterof lutterlatter
day saints salt lake city the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints 1989
susan arrington madsen the lord needed a prophet salt lake city deseret
book 1990 and janath R cannon nauvoo panorama nauvoo III111111ililii nauvoo
restoration inc 1991

13 the original is lost but charles W carter made a copy of the image the
negative of his copy is located in the LDS church archives

14 see nelson B wadsworth through camera eyes provo utah brigham
young university press 1975 39 and douglas tobler and nelson wadsworth
the history of the mormonscormons in photographs and text 1830 to the present new
york st martins press 1989871989 87

1511 for an example see church history in the fulnessfalness of times 299 see
also the recent publication of susan evans mccloud joseph smith A pbotobibliphotobibli
ography salt lake city aspen books 1992 150

16 madsen the lord needed a prophet 17
cannon nauvoo panorama 36

18 cannon18cannon nauvoo panorama 70
19 kenneth W godfrey audrey M godfrey andandjillardjilljilljlii mulvay derr womens

voices an untold history of the latter day saints 1830 1890 salt lake city
deseret book 1982 118

rogerdrogerD launius and F mark mckiernanjosepbmckiemnmckiernMcKiemn joseph smithjrsmitbjrsmith jr sredbrickst6res fredbrickredbrickRed brichBrick stonestore
macomb western illinois university 1985 60

21 donald Q cannon review of in old nauvoo everyday life in the city of
joseph and of oldoidoldmormonmormon nauvoo 183918461839 1846 historic photographs and guide
in BYUbyustudiesstudies 31 winter 1991199diggi 113 14

22 richard neitzel holzapfel and TTJjefferyeffery cottle oldoidoldmormonmormon kirtiankirtlandKirtlankirtlandanddandand
missouri santa ana calif fieldbrookFieldbrook productions 1991 21 while this caption
includes the main elements required the order of source information and the
separation of the title from the repository citation is problematic see pages 18
21 for other nauvoo photographs we have also corrected this problem in our other
historic photograph study old mormon palmyra and new england historic
photographs and guide by identifying the site and where known the date of the
photograph the name of the photographer and the repository

13 pearson H corbett hyrum smith patriarch salt lake city deseret book
1963 the photograph follows page 136

24 andrew karl larson erastus snow the7 be life ogaofaof a missionary and pioneer
for the earlymormonearlybarly mormon church salt lake city university of utah press 1971 83

2515 church news may 202019891989 8
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26toblertobier26 tobler and wadsworth history ofthemormonsof the mormonscormons in photographs and text
91113

2711 E cecil mcgavin naumonauvoo the beautiful salt lake city stevens and
wallis 1946 335

281 george W givens in old nauvoo everyday life in the city of ofjosephjoseph
salt lake city deseret book 1990

29see29 see paul L anderson historic nostalgia enshrining the mormon past
Sunstone 5 july august 1980 47 55

31 marvin31marvin hill questforrefugequestquastjorfor refuge theyhemormonmormonfligbtfromflightaromfrom american pluralism
salt lake city signature books 1989

31 robert bruce flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi urbana
university of illinois press 1965 118 19

james3jarnes B alienallenailen and glengienglenmgleamM leonard the story oftbelatterof the latter day saints salt
lake city deseret book 1976 139 215

33 roger launhislauchisLaunlauniusjosepbhis joseph smith liiiffIII111lufluuliv pragmatic prophet urbana university of
illinois press 1988 68 69

31 ronald E romig and john L seibert J A koehler and the stewardship
movement at atherton saints heritage A journal of the restoration trail
foundation 1 1988 56

3531 dean C jessee papers of ofjosepbjosephyoseph smith salt lake city deseret book
19892221989 222

3631jessee31jessee papers ofjosephofjoseph smith 455
37tobler and wadsworth historyofthemonnonshistory ofthe cormonsmormons in photographs andtext 87
38 daniel38daniel ludlow ed encyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism 5 vols new york

macmillan 199239931992 39933995
39 glen M leonard nauvoo encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism 3991
40 leonard nauvoo encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism 3992
41 see for example the caption for east india marine society museum salem

massachusetts in our old mormon palmyra and neavnewnetv england 30
41 william slaughter and randall dixon of the LDS church archives
43 the library of congress has been working on trying to identify a useful

cataloguingcataloguing system that would take into account the fast growing nonprintnonprint
materials being housed in public and private archives

I1 ronald E romig RLDSRIDS church archives and several individuals at LDSILDS

churcharchives have been helpful in supplying information and suggestions to us
over the past two years ron sent us a copy of notes from a talk given by krika
gottfried and robert F wagner of the labor archives in october 1990 these notes
were helpful in raising several important issues discussed in this paper

15 some private institutions have restrictions that prevent sharing certain types
of information with the public but at least those sources available to the public
should be shared

46public46 public and university archives could reach out to history departments and
other related academic fields by moving beyond their own settings and proposing
topics at historical association meetings and other related symposiums archives
could also sponsor their own symposiums and draw in as many students
researchers and scholars as possible to share their insights and resources new
york universityhas offered a seminar entitledtheentitled the historian and thevisual record
exploring alternative sources as part of their public history program similar
cooperation between university library and history departments may be the next
step in authoritative mormon history



mapping historic nauvoo

melinda evans jeffress

nauvoo the city beautiful could also be termed by those trying
to trace maps of the cityscites homes and buildings as nauvoo the city
enigma the early platting map of 1839 which plats commerce and
the main area of nauvoo and the 1842 platting map by gustavus
hills which shows the towns intended development dividing the
city into farm areas blocks lots and streets are a beginning aid to
those working with historic nauvoo however there appear to be
no maps contemporaneous to the period from 1839 to 1846 that cite
the placement and ownership of homes and businesses and trace
divergences from the cityscites early plans 1 this loss has been felt again
and again by historians archaeologists and restorationists as they
have worked to recreatere create the unique atmosphere and grasp the
historic context of nauvoo

in the last thirty years as nauvoo restoration inc has restored
reconstructed and refurbished many of the cityscites streets buildings
and homes modern maps reflecting this work have been included
in recent publications those maps have enhanced the mental
imagery of nauvoo the city and of the events which took place in
its early years however in many of the recent maps some place
names differ from map to map coastlinescoast lines move up and down and
of course the city seems to grow as sites are discovered and identi-
fied 2 in addition nauvoo presents a challenge to those tracking the
multiple sites of businesses and homes

the cartography of early nauvoo also falls into difficulty when
the nature of an american frontier town of the nineteenth century
is taken into consideration americans moving west hoping for
inexpensive land or income opportunities would cause surges of
population in newly formed towns cities burgeoned with people
long before the streets and sidewalks were constructed and land use

melinda evansjeffressevansjeffress is a graduate student in american history at brigham young
university

byustudiesBYU Studies 32 nos 1 2 1992
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designated 3 this population pattern often meant the actual city
differed from its intended design

in many ways nauvoo followed the same pattern joseph smith
and city planners used their plat maps in an effort to develop the
perfect beautiful city however as donald enders pointed out in his
article platting the city beautiful A historical and archaeological
glimpse of nauvoo streets the actual laying out of streets never
could keep pace with the cityscites expansion although the city was
well designed much of it remained only a paper town and changes
in the original widths of lots streets and sidewalks occurred without
documentation beyond city council minutes and petitions 4 the
1846 plat map shows extensions of the city which were planned but
never built and lots which were planned to hold one home or
business now accommodating several buildings as the city at-
tempted to meet the needs of the many new converts who poured
into the area from great britain 5 many of the early residents
purchased several lots of land and became landlords to those who
were incoming unless there is additional documentation one
cannot know on which piece of property the owner resided 6 thus
the population explosion between 1839 and 1844 changed much of
the look and expectations of what nauvoo was to become

the burgeoning population of early nauvoo holds several
ramifications for todays attempts to map the city the changes in lot
distribution from sole ownership to subleasingsubleasing or to sales of parcels
within the lots often indicate simultaneous possibilities and further
eliminate the use of plat maps as a source for an accurate portrayal
of the properpropertystys distribution

along with the questions about property ownership and usage
one must consider the many immigrants as well as returning
missionaries who rented property while waiting to build their own
homes outside of letters and mentions in diaries very little
information is available concerning the renter in nauvoo this gap
also complicates the full documentation of a city where there was
so much activity and movement in a few short years

whether renting building or simply upgrading their lifestylelife style
many of nauvoosNauvoos residents moved regularly this activity can be
seen when one traces the homes ofmany of the early settlers heber
C kimball owned three homes brigham young and john taylor
both owned two 7 depending on the year under consideration
18391841 or 1845 the location of these homes would be different
resulting in maps which are perfectly correct but appear inaccurate
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because of their dating businesses also moved within the city the
times andseasonsand seasons officesoffices moved to three different locations and has
been mapped in each of the different places sometimes without
mention of alternate sites 8

traditions have also made accurate reporting of place names
difficult after the exodus in 1846 nauvoo was almost deserted
those who returned to visit the area would look down streets
remembering their lives in the former busy town and comment on
how things had changed on where they had lived and on whom
they had known 9 these exchanges between the original settlers and
the next generation of nauvoo residents became accepted knowl-
edge throughout the area regarding who lived in various homes
what businesses filled the falling down remains of buildings and
what the conditions in nauvoo were like during its earliest years

however memories even though sincerely recalled may still
be in error traditions resulted which occasionally were wrong
richard neitzel holzapfel and T jeffery cottle in old mormon
nauvoo and southeastern iowa affirm this fact as they describe the
difficulty in relying on early photos of nauvoo taken and labeled by
B H roberts much of robertss site identification came from the
town mayor M M morrill a town resident of 1885 some of his photo-
graphs are mislabledmislabled because roberts relied on local traditions
concerning these sites instead of searching to verify the accuracy
of the traditions 10 the inaccuracy of some of these reports has
haunted many historians and restorationists as they have tried to
unravel fact from fiction

sometimes the very nature of mapping impedes a complete
definitive mapping record from becoming available maps are made
for a purpose defined by the needs of those requesting them some
of the maps of historic nauvoo found in current publications show
nauvoo as it is today complete with RLDS and LDS visitors centers
and the local park sites yet unnamed placement of plaques and
even the fast food drive through may be part of the mapped record
of nauvoo in its restored setting other maps show only the various
plats which were the basis for the town in 1842 plus its planned
extensions in 1846 with no individual homes or buildings marked 12

some combine both past and present conditions reviving early
elevations that affect coastlinescoastlines and placing the homes and buildings
where they now sit in their restored condition 13

the map presented in this issue of byustudieswas also created
with a specific purpose our map of nauvoo is intended to acquaint
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our readers with the locations of the specific sites mentioned
throughout the articles in this issue thus we have added both the
joseph smith stable and the pendleton cabin we have used the
1844 46 time period in determining placement for example we list
the 1845 location ofjohnofjohn taylors home and the times and seasons
offices these buildings were both purchased by elder taylor in
1844 and when the sale was final he moved immediately into the
home next to the printing office 14 these four locations have not
appeared on many previously published maps

the options and purposes for mapping are only as limited as
the research and availability of the sites to be studied historic
nauvoo is still being createdrecreatedre the methodology and approach of
the maps produced so far palpaipartaketake of the nature of beginning
studies they are meant more to familiarize readers with the cityscites
known relationships and events rather than serve as a directory of
historic nauvoo time and further research into the development of
the city will enable a more complete approach to the accurate
portrayal of the many homes buildings and city structures that once
existed between 1839 and 1846 15

NOTES

gustavus hills map of the city ofnauvooof nauvoo 1842 nauvoo restoration inc
recopied 1965 copy located in special collections harold B lee library brigham
young university provo utah

I21 dean R zimmerman historic sites a map from LDSldschurchSChurchLD historyatlasHistory Atlas
salt lake city church educational system 19751711975 171 and dean cjesseecresseeCJessee ed the

papers ofofjosepbjoseph sinsmithfthith 2 vols salt lake city deseret book 1992 2516211625162156 the two
maps are a good comparison study of how additions in site identification and
continued restoration change the mapping of nauvoo

3 daniel J boorstin the americans the national experience new york
random house 1965 73

4 donald L enders platting the city beautiful A historical andarchaeologiand archaeologi-
cal glimpse of nauvoo streets byustudiesBYU studies 19 spring 1979 410 411 413

enders platting the city beautiful 411 12
6 the nauvoo restoration inc computerized index of land titles shows that

many land owners of early nauvoo held title to more than one lot these records
do not always confirm whether the owner subleasedsub leased a home had a business or
lived on the property

7 nauvoo restoration inc computerized index of land titles
8 daniel ludlow ed encyclopedia ofmor7nonismof Monnonmonnonismism 4 vols new york

macmillan 1992 41480



mapping Histohistoricilc nauvoo 273

9 E cecil mcgavin nauvoo the beautiful salt lake city stevens &wallis&wallis
1946 300308300 308

1011 richard neitzel holzapfel and T jeffery cottle oldmormonold mormon nauvoo and
southeastern iowa santa ana fieldbrookFieldbrook productions 1990 23 see also their
article in this issue

11 historic nauvoo nauvoo restoration inc visitors map nauvoo ill111111.iliiiilii
nauvoo restoration inc 1988

janath cannon nauvoo danoipanoipanoramaanza nauvoo ill111111.ililiiiiilil nauvoo restoration inc
1991 map prepared by rowena miller 20

13 jessee the napeipaperspapeis ofofjosepbjoseph smsmithirb 516
11 holzapfel and cottle old mormonmonon nauvoo 119
151would151 would like to thank several people who have helped with our nauvoo

map jeffery cottle shared his research and time mary isom of nauvoo restoration
inc kindly did some extra research in nauvoo andandjeffryjeffry bird of the BYU geog-
raphy department lent his expertise and computers to draft our final copy



city of nauvoo
1844 46 sites of historical buildings and streets

1 hiram kimball store 22 joseph young home
2 hiram kimballKirnballbalibail home 23 brigham young home
3 edward hunter site 24 joseph noblelucyNoble Lucy M smith home
4 charles C rich home 25 chauncey webb home

knight and robison street 26 seventies hall
5 nauvoo temple 27 blacksmith shop
6 nauvoo expositor bldg 28 daniel butlerbuderbutier cobbler shop
7 masonic hallculturalHall Cultural hall general store
8 scovil bakery and confectionery shop 29 snowashby home
9gorsonorson hyde home 30 joseph coolidge home
10 william clayton site 31 wilson law home
11 lyon home and drug and variety store 32 masonic hotel
12 john D lee site 33 arron johnson home
13 heber C kimball home 34 william marks home
14 wilford woodruff home 35 sidney rigdon home and post office
15 lorin farr home 36 mansion house
16 winslow farr home 37 hiram clark home
17 stoddard home and tinsmith shop 38 theodore turley cabin
18 jonathan browning home 39 red brick store

and gunsmith shop 40 joseph smith homestead
19 john taylor home 41 joseph smith stable
20 times and seasons and 42 nauvoo brick brewery

nauvoo neighbor print bldg 43 nauvoo house
21 pendleton cabin
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the historianshistorians99 corner

ronald W walker

from the moment joseph smith declared his revelation of a
visiting angel and the existence of the golden plates the character
of the smith family has been important were the smiths the god
fearing and honest folk that they and most traditional latter day
saint accounts said they were or were family members the idle and
unstable people that D P hurlbutshurlbuttHurlbuts palmyra affidavits made them
out to be first appearing in eber B howes mormonism unavailedunvailed
these affidavits have since become a staple used to disparage the
religions first years

this issues historians comercorner adds another piece of evidence
A key personality in question is lucy mack smith joseph smiths
mother like many nineteenth century american women she
deeply influenced her children nine of whom lived to adulthood
but her influence was stronger than that of many women because
in the smith household her husband joseph smith sr usually
acceded to her domestic industryindustiy and initiative what kind of
woman was she what values did she teach her children

fortunately she left behind several historical records that are
biographically revealing including an october 1845 nauvoo gen-
eral conference talk delivered in her seventieth year in this sermon
lucy speaks of her basic religious feelings she encourages honesty
applauds youthful bible study and obedience and affirms general
christian beliefs she is quick to teach even moralize

but there is more the sermon shows lucysbucys consistency in
her advanced years mother smith as she was called continued to
tell the same story about the origins ofmormonism that she had told
earlier for instance in her nauvoo speech she confirms martin
harriss major role during the first years of the restoration and
speaks tellingly of the poverty of the smith family who despite
their lack of means struggled to get the book of mormon translated
and published

byustudiesBYU Studies 32 nos 1 2 1992
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the document however does more than help readers under-
stand its author it is important for historyshistorys sake clarifying and
giving texture to a variety of issues including mormonismsMormonisms first
missionary effort lucysbucys accounts of this preaching performed by
her son samuel places a woman rhoda young green in an
unfamiliar leading role in the chain ofevents that helped bring about
the conversion and baptism of brigham young and heber C

kimball moreover shegivesshe gives important and often poignant detail
about the missouri turmoil of 1837 38 here lucy remembers herself
busywith good works ministering to twenty or thirty who were sick
she also speaks of the moment when she believed missouriansMissourians were
carrying her son to his death as she reached for his hand he said
god bless you my poor mother and of her own terrible suffering

during the churchschurche retreat from the state
during her lifetime the nauvoo newspaper times andseasonsand seasons

provided a sketchy synopsis of her speech and that account was
later republished in the history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of
latter dadayy SasaintsflitsilItS 2 these early reports drew on the original minutes
of the conference hastily penned by william clayton who without
shorthand skills did his best to catch lucysbucys words these original
minutes now included in the general church minutes collection
are printed below for the first time they have not been altered
except for bracketed editorial insertions

the clayton transcript has been enlarged by references to two
other sources of the speech which were apparently made shortly
after the general conference both of these one written in an
anonymous hand the other by curtis E bolton3boltonboitonboltonn likely relied on the
clayton manuscript but were more polished and complete where
the anonymous and bolton versions provide significant additional
phrasing these words are placed within braces I1 I1 and angle brackets

respectively the nauvoo general church minutes and the two
other transcripts of the smith address are housed in the archives
division church historical department the church ofjesusofjesus christ
of latter day saints salt lake city

the lucy mack smith sermon was given in the nauvoo temple
which church leaders had opened for congregational worship
several days before the conference elder joseph young and
president brigham young spoke at the morning session after which
mother smith requested the podium and began her remarks



lucy mack smith
speaks to the nauvoo saints

weluswelujwellweliweil brothers & sisters I1 have been looking round upon this
congregation I1 have long been waiting for the time when the
lordlordi would give me strength to look upon you & my children
111I feel solemn 111I want every one to look into their hearts to see
what they have come to this place for whether they have come
to follow Chrilchristst through evil & good report or for any other
cause I1 want to have time to talk about my husband I1 and my
sons hyrum and joseph and want to give you all my advice
Brighabrighamml young has done the errand he has fixed it com-
pletelypletely 4 for a long time I1 have been wanting to ask whether you
were willing to receive stolen goods or not 1I1 want to know
ifyou believe in such things there is one thing I1 want to speak
off there is may be 2000 here that never was acquainted with
mr smith or my family I1 raised 11 children 7 boys we raised
them in the fear of god 5 when they were 2 or 3 years old
111 I told them I1 wanted that they may would love god with all

their hearts 1I1 told themthern to do good wants all you to do the
same 6 god gives us our children & we are accountable in the
fear of god I1 warn you I1 want you to take your little children
& teach them in the fear of god 111I want you to teach them
aboutjosephabout joseph in eygpt and such things and when they are 4 yr
old they will love to read their bible I1 presume there neverwerenever were
a family that were so obedient as mine 1I1 did not have to speak
to them only once set your children to work & try to bring
them up to your comfort dont let them play out of doors 7 if
I1 cant talk to a few 1000s how can I1 meet millions and talk in

celestial glory 8 1I1 want the young men to remember that
I1 love children young folks and every body 111I want them to
be obedient to their parents and do every thing just right R1I want
them to be good & kind and do in secret as you would do in
the presence of millions brothers & sisters I1 can call you
brothersbrotherbrotherisls sisters children if you consider me a mother in israel
I1 want you to say so president brighamBrighaml young arose &

said all who consider mother smith as a mother in israel
signify it by saying yea loud shouts ofofyesolyesyes my feelings has
been hurt by hearing them sayjrayjsay told mother smith there goes
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old mother smith had her feelings hurt a great deal 1I want
to speak about the dead 18 years ago last 2219229 september that
josephjosephljosephi took the plates out of the earth 18 years last monday
since thethejosephjosephljosephi smith the prophet of the lord got the plates
from the earth 10 titlitit was in a morning my sonsonjosephljosephl came to
me and told me he had taken those plates out of the ground

and he said llgo1190algogo tell all three of them theithe harrissharrises that
I1 have got them I1 want martin to assist me and 111I want to take
some of the characters off to send them to newmew yorkyork12j1111212

1I am in my 70thl70th year titfitit is 18 years since josephjosephljosephi began to
receive this gospel of glad tidings to all people and preach it

I1 have got it all in a history & I1 want this people to be so good
andlandtand so kind as to get it printed before they go to CaliforCalicallcailcalifomiacalifornialcalifornianfomianial 13

martin harris was the first person that helpedjosephhelped joseph about this

work to get the book ofmormon printedprintedj for the gospel could
not be preached until this was done 14 here was only my family

and martin harris to do anything about ititjustjust as soon as they
commenced the devil began to war roar and attempt to
destroy them but a little while before we were turned out of
house & home 155joseph went to pennnslyvaniapennnslyvanila joseph hyrum
and samuel had to go and work in the woods all day & then
at night haulinghaul ing the wood & they had to go to get means to
help joseph publish the book 2 of them guarded the house
this was the way it commenced and now see what a congre-
gation is here you talk about going to california how easy
this can be done my family could go to work and get means
to print the booknookmook ofofmormonmormon you need not be to work and
get means to print the booknookmookwook ofmormon you need not be dis

couragedcouragercou raged you cant get wagons & every thing else As brigham
says you must be honest but if you are not honest you wont
get there and if you feel cross you will have trouble my family

made out to get the book printed the angels of the lord
told them what to do they began 18 years last monday thou-
sands have come into the church since then 111I dont suppose
that 1513 of this people every saw or knew any thing ofjosephofjoseph

hyrum samuel16samuellSamuelsamueli16 william or the rest of my family now they
are all gone and none left but poor wm and he is gone I1 dont
know where 17 1I have 3 daughters18daughters18 at home they have never
had any thing from tithing but worked for the church after the
book was printed samuel took some of them to sell he went
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into bro greens a methodist preacher19preacher19 samuel had been
turned out of doors 3 times samuel asked himlhimi ilontiwont you
buy a bookbookpi he20he20 askedaskedj 1whatwhat it isisptiset samuel saidsaldsaidasaidj olt1itaitlit is
a book of mormon that my brother has translated from
plates out of the ground sheshe2121 asked her husband but he
would not buy Samsamuelfuell left one till he returned he had to sell
them to buy us victuals I1 want to speak of this that you may not
complain of hard times he went into a another house in the
neighborhood and asked to have a breakfast & he would give
a book for it later he again went to mr greens22Greens22 he was not
at home she mrs green said he must take the book again
samuel took the book & looked & looked said she afterward
told me she never saw a man look so she kineeklnewkinew he had the
spirit of god he said he could not take the book the spirit
forbids me taking this book she fell on the floor & asked him
to pray with her she read & became a mormon & thus the work
began & then it spread like a mustard seed after the church
began to grow we were driven again we had to go from place
to place to kirtland then to mo williamwillialm was taken sick
samuels wifewife2323 and others too and we had 20 or 30 sick
to take care off during the mobbing 1I1 felt strong in health
111I could take care of 20 sick then better than sit on my chair
now whilst williamwillialm was sick he had a vision & saw the mob
come in he said he saw them come thousands & thousands and
says he mother you will be driven and says lialdifafifliflfif I1 die I1 want
you to take care of my wife 1I1 want you to carry my corpselcorpcorpsecorpielselsei
wherever you goi904go the first day william was able to walk as
far as the door the mob came when the mob came in 10 of
them into my house room after they had taken joseph &

hyrum intofintotintolinto their camp there was thousands of them hollowing
& screaching in my hearing how do you think I1 feel felt PI have
you any feelings for mehmenme whilst they were in the camp I1 could
not go to see them andlandtand now my children are in the gravel
10 men came in & said they wanted we have come in to kill
the heads of the family says 113 idodo you want to kill mejimetimedime they
said lieshlyeshiyestilyesH then says ij do it quick like men for I1 would
then be happy VI they then said pigVIGgdG d damn it these mormonscormons
would as soon die as livel they then tried joseph & hyrum
& sentenced them to be shot in 15 minutes A man came in and
saidlsaidisaldi lothermothermother smith if you ever want to see mr smith again
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you must go now for liehelleile is going to be shot in jackson cottcoticojico
I1 went to the wagon they men lift uptiplip their swords and swore
I1 should not see them he took me by the hand & it was as much
as we could do to get thru the crowd to the waggon I1 finally
got to the wagon & put up my hand & he joseph took hold of
it & kissed it says I1 inowjosephInownow joseph speak once morettmore says he
nowvigodgod bless you my poor mothermothed they were taken away
they were in bands and irons all this time my my son williamwillialm
& wife were sick samuels wife was sick and some others &

I1 had them all to take care off after that we had to move joseph
went to city of washington25washington2515 it rained 3 days as hard as it could
rain but we had to travel & nothing to shelter us we walked
6 miles in the river bottom my clocioclothesthels was wet so high up
I1 could scarcely walk and when we got to the quincy riverriver2616 it

snowdknowd titfitlitit rained & haild and was cold we laid down on the
cold snow & a blanket over us and took offour wet stockins

& did the best we could in the morning the cover over us was
frozen stiff we could not make a fire for the snow joseph then
went to the city of washington he had a revelation to
importune at the governors feet & the prest feet for the
lord said if they would not heed them he would vex the
nation 2721 after he returned he went to preaching down between
mr durfeeskurfees and the mansion house he told the brethren &

sisters that he had done all he could for them says he atheytheyithey

are determined we shall not have justice while we stay in

nauvooinauvoo I but says liehelleile keep1keep good courage you never shall
suffer for bread as you have done beforetibeforeTI says he salisallaliail all these
cases is a record on earth & what is recorded here is a record
in heaventlheaven Tl now says he hilPIIbtl am a going to lay this case of their
taking away our property or I1 am a going to take it up to the
highest court in heaventlheaven Tl he said so 3 times never did I1 think
he was going to leave us so soon to take this case to heaven

he never could get justice till he took it there the lord has got
even the marshall there28there28121128 1I feel now just exactly that the lord
has got even the smiths there they know all our sufferings
and dont you think our case is being tried I1 think they will do
more for us there than they could if theywere here I1 feel if there
was no evil here 1 no talking I1 all would go right 1I1 feel that
if every soul would stay at home they would be blessed I1 feel

that the lordlordi is vexing the nation a little here & there and
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I1 feel that the lord will let brother brigham take the people
away 29 1I dont know that I1 shall go westwestlwestifestl but if william
and the rest of the family go I1 shall go I1 feel to bless you all
1I pray that the lord may bless the heads of the church
brother brigham and all when I1 go to another world I1 want
to meet you all here lays my dead my husband and children
I1 want to lay my bones so that in the ressurectionressurection I1 can rise
with my husband & children if so be that my children go and
I1 would to god all my children would go with you but they
will not go without me and if I1 go I1 want to have my bones
fetchedfetchled back to be laid with my husband & children 30

NOTES

1 eber D howe mormonism unavailedunvailed or a faithful account of that
singular imposition and delusion from its rise to the present time painesvillegainesvillePainesville
ohio the author 1834 for recent evaluations of hurlbuthurdHurihuddbut see richard L

anderson joseph smiths new york reputation reappraised byustudiesBYU Studies 10
spring 1970 283 314 and marvin S hill review of rodger I1 anderson joseph

smsmithsabsubsebs newneid york deputareputareputationtionrion reexareebareexaminedmined in BBYUYU studies 5030 pailpalifafall1119901990 70 74
2 times and seasons 6 november 1118451845 1013 14 joseph smith jr the

histohistoryry of theab7be cbchurchurcbrab ofiesofjesofjesusus cbchristfistrist aflaoflaof latterlartertterater day sasaintsints eedd B H robrobertsertsarts 7 vovolsvoisI1s
salt lake city deseret news 1952 7470 72 hereafter cited as HC

3 3curtiscurtisscurtis E boltonjournalboltonboitonjournal october 1845 archives division church historical
department the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city here-
after cited as LDS church archives wrote bolton at the october conference
br B young called upon me to take the minutes and prepare them for the press
which I1 did

4 lucy smith uses this nineteenth century idiom to applaud brigham youngs
earlier comments which roundly denounced the dishonesty ofa few nauvoo church
members who had taken non mormon property such action said brigham was
mortifying to him & every one who desire to be a true servant ofgod brighamsBrighams

preaching struck an obvious resonance with lucy and may have been one of the
reasons prompting her to address the saints during the conference session

I51 of her eleven children nine grew to adulthood one was stillborn and
another died in infancy

6occasionally the obviously rushed clayton stops recording the speech in the
first person to give an abbreviated summary of her sentiment

apparently lucy smiths censure relates to the mormonscormons who allowed their
children to roam the nauvoo neighborhood without supervision

8 lucy struggles to maintain her strength speaking to a congregation of two
thousand without the aid of a microphone was physically taxing

9theathe general church minutes version of the speech has lucy giving the date
on which joseph smith received the plates as september 2218271827 the two subse-
quent copies however say september 221827 suggesting the formerwas a simply
a recording error
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100 lucy appears to have lost a week september 22 was two weeks from the
preceding monday october 6618451845 which was just two days prior to her speech

at the time martin and lucy harris had a daughter living with them
12 this desire of course led harris to take some transcribed book of mormon

characters to leading specialists of the time he visited charles anthon and
samuel L mitchill both residents of new york city and possibly also a third luther
bradish whose residence at the time is uncertain pomeroy tucker origin riselandriseandrise and
progress ofMonnonmormonismism new york D appleton 186718671 42 according to joseph
smith moroni had so directed him whenjosephwhenjoseph received the plates oliver cowdery
to W W phelps letter IV messengermesseiigerandadvocateandadvocate february 1835118351855 80 for an
overview of harriss experience see stanley B kimball the anthon transcript
people primary sources and problems byustudiesBYU studies 10 spring 1970 325 52

13 lucy smith would be disappointed in her wish her memoir the
biographicalbiograpbical sketcbessketches ofofjosepbjoseph smith the Propprophetbet and his progenitorsforprogenitors porfor many
generations liverpool orson pratt 1853 was not published until eight years
later and then was met with the disapproval of brigham young who believed it
contained disturbing historical errors A corrected edition of the book was later
issued and has remained in print at the time chiiCalidalicaliforniafomia was an imprecise term
applying to lands west of the rocky mountain cordillera

14 this refrain is contained in advice given to hyrum smith dacd&c 1115 22
15 the family had lost their newly constructed home in a foreclosure of

a mortgage
16 the two later versions probably mistaking claytonsclaytonaClaytons letter 5 for a C supply

the name of another of lucysbucys sons don carlos in the place of samuel with the
versions in conflict the reference is uncertain

17 two days before at the beginning of the general conference william smith
had been dropped both as a member of the quorum of twelve apostles and as
patriarch to the church on the following sunday october 12 1845 he was
excommunicated smith repeatedly at odds with brigham young had left nauvoo
in the fall of 1845 and rumors swept the city that he had left to secure the assistance
of US troops to prevent the planned migration west see minutes of the general
conference october 61845 LDS church archives hc74604837460483HChc7 460483 and andrew F
ehat ed they might have known that he was not a fallen prophet the
nauvoo journal of joseph fielding byustudiesBYU studies 19 winter 1979 161igligi

joseph smith sr and lucy mack smith had three daughters sophronia
smith stoddard catherine smith salisbury and lucy smith millikin

19 john portineusPortineus greene and his wife rhoda young greene a sister to
brigham were residents ofmendonmendonof new york john was successively a member
of the methodist episcopal church and the methodist Reforeformednned church serving the
latter as an itinerant preacher

20the20 the anonymous transcript liashasilas mrs green asking the question
21 rhoda young greene
22 the traditional account of this episode is told in joseph fielding smith

essentials in cbmcamchurchcb histonhistoiHihistoysatstoisiol saitsalt lake city deseret book 1971 888988 89 samuel
was discouraged but continued on his journey that night he slept under an apple
tree in the morning he called at the home of rev john P greene a methodist
minister mr greene was just leaving on a preaching tour and like the others who
had been approached earlier lie was not interested in the book however he
manifested a friendly spirit and at the earnest solicitation of samuel consented to
take a subscription paper and try to sell copies of the book thereupon samuel left
him a copy of the book of mormon with the understanding that the missionary
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would call again in about two weeks at the appointed time samuel returned and
was disappointed to learn that there had been no sale he returned home after
his labors were finished feeling that his work had proved to be fruitless more out
of curiosity than desire both mr greene and his wife read the book and were
deeply impressed the copy samuel left with john P greene was placed by the
latter in the hands of members of the young family which was the first direct
information to brigham young and his brother and some of their friends including
heber C kimball of the restoration of the gospel

on the other hand both brigham young and his brother phineas spoke of
another copy of new scripture circulating in the family that may have been more
influential in the familysfamilys conversion see history of brigham young deseret
nemsnews february 5 1858 377 brigham young journal of Discodiscoursesulses 26 vols
liverpool albert carrington and others 1853 1886 391 august 8 1852 and
afamlymeetingA family meeting in nauvoo utah genealogicalandhistoticalmagazinegenealogical and historical magazinellMagazinell11 july

19201101920 110ilollo
2313 samuel harrison smith married mary bailey on august 13 1834
11 caroline grant sister to jedediah grant salt lake cityscites first mayor and a

counselor to president young in the first presidency married william smith in 1834
2515 here lucysbucys impressionist account departs from chronology As she makes

clear later in her remarks joseph smiths trip to washington DC followed the
churchschurche expulsion from missouri at the time of lucysbucys exodus from missouri he
remained incarcerated in the liberty jail in clay county

26 perhaps on or near the mississippi river bottom near quincy illinois the
latter was a gathering area for many of the mormonscormons who fled from missouri

27 A delegation of latter day saints led by joseph smith himself visited the
nations capital and secured an appointment with president martin van buren in
november 1839 an echo ofjosephofjoseph smiths belief that the nations failure to respond
to the mormon entreaties for justice would bring gods punishment upon the
country can be found in hc3332HC3332 Is there no virtue in the body politicjosephpoliticpoliti josephcJoseph
asked will not the people rise up in their majesty and with that promptitude and
zeal which are so characteristic of them discountenance such proceedings the
missouri turmoil by bringing the offenders to that punishment which they so richly
deserve and save the nation from that disgrace and ultimate ruin which otherwise
must inevitably fall upon it

28 no doubt lucy speaks ironically here
29aa9aA central question weighing on church leaders and members was whether

government authorities would permit their departure west As brigham young had
commented earlier in the morning when speaking to the conference the
government of the state has sent his force to hold the mormonscormons still while our
enemies in the immediate neighborhood put the red hot iron into us general
church minutes collection october 8818451845 lucy smith expresses her faith that
the people would be allowed to go west

31at30 at this point lucysbucys voice apparently gave out and after saying a few more
words that the clerks found difficult to hear she left the speakers stand after her
remarks president young pledged his assistance should the smith family decide
to go west and in harmony with lucysbucys stated desire promised 1I pledge myself
ifmother smith goes with us that I1 will do all in my power to bring her bones back
here to her children and I1 want to know if this people are willing to enter into a
covenant to do the same the saints in the congregation voted to do likewise
general church minutes collection october 8818451845
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LARRY E DAHL and CHARLES D TATE JR eds the lectures on
faitafaithfaitbeaithbaith inhistoilcalperspectivehistorical perspective religious studies center monograph
series vol 15 provo utah religious studies center brigham
young university 1990 ix 310 ppap appendixes subject and scripture
indexes 119511.951195

reviewed by noel B reynolds professor of political science at brigham young
university and president of FARMS with appreciation to tad louis cowley for
research assistance

this distinctive volume which continues the religious studies
centers tradition of high production quality may prove a landmark
publication in three important senses most importantly it provides
a new edition of the text of the lectures on faith together with
charts comparing the textual variations among the four major earlier
editions 1835 1876 1891 and 1985 as well as the variations
between the 1835 edition and this 1990 edition useful resources for
students of the lectures less significant for scholars but probably
of more value to most readers are the excellent discussions of the
seven lectures by dennis F rasmussen joseph fielding mcconkie
rodney turner robert L millet robert J matthews andandardethardeth G
kapp third the book is nicely constructed for popular study of the
lectures it brings together in one place both the lectures and much
of what has been thought and said about them and supplements
them with an extensive bibliography of related materials in addition
to these contributions the volume represents a vigorous and well
designed effort to rehabilitate the largely disregarded lectures

in a helpful introduction editor charles tate explains the
guidelines governing changes made for the 1990 edition of the
lectures scholars might object to the decision to modernize
punctuation spelling format and sentence structure rather than
reproduce the original 1835 version one criticism of this modern-
ized edition is that it will not lend itself to authorship studies but as
I1 have used this edition I1 have become more sympathetic to the
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editors approach and have detected little change in meaning
eliminating the distracting imperfections in the 1835 text has
rendered it more readable most helpfully the editors have num-
bered the lists of questions and answers following each of the
lectures these improvements combined with updated scripture
references make studying the lectures much easier and for those
who need to have the original the editors have charted all the
variations of their version from the 1835 version

the editorsdesireeditors desire to promote the lectures explains the apologetic
tone of the volume the chapter on historical background by larry
dahl summarizes previously published information 1 in a way designed
to reduce doubts about the value of the lectures or joseph smiths
intimate involvement in preparing delivering and publishing them
dahl cautiously reports the authorship studies which have all con-
cluded that sidney rigdon was the main author the essays on the
lecturestopicslectures topics are designed to promote the importance ofcertain ideas
in the lectures to advance our understanding and appreciation of
those ideas and to defend themwhere they might seem to contradict
latter day saint scriptures or teachings these essays do not criticize
or explain the lectures rather in most instances they pick up the
subject of the given lecture and elaborate on it providing what
many readers will find to be more inspiring and informative treat-
ments of the topics than were the original kirtland lectures

the essay on lecture 1 by philosopher dennis rasmussen is an
excellent example of such a discussion after showing briefly how
one might make sense of the idea that faith is a principle of action
and power in both men and god he goes on to a longer discussion
of some of the latent ideas that seem to follow from the first
lecture olg166166 in particular rasmussen is interested in the apparent
commitment to happiness as a standard of good and in joseph
smiths statement that happiness is the object and design of our
existence 1122 recognizing the relativist implications of these kinds of
teleological ethics rasmussen argues that at its highest level faith
as the principle of action becomes the principle of duty to keep
the commandments of god 173 he justifies this move from an
ethics of happiness to a kantian ethic of duty by arguing that the
highest happiness results from doing ones duty in light of the
debate between deontological ethics and utilitarianism in contem-
porary ethical theory readers with a philosophical bent will be
interested in how rasmussen interprets this lecture
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rasmussen was well chosen to write the lead essay both
because of his natural familiarity with the pervasive philosophical
character of the lectures and because of his ability to deal with
complex philosophical issues in a gospel context without using
technical jargon that would discourage general readers in featuring
rasmussen the editors make a courageous statement in a commu-
nity where some ever vigilant but overzealous critics interpret every
resort to philosophical argument as evidence of secular humanist
tendencies 205

lecture 2 makes the point that men and women can come to
know god only as he chooses to reveal himself to them the impor-
tance of this teaching is appropriately emphasized in the vigorous
essay by joseph fielding mcconkie using forceful language
mcconkie develops the themes of lecture 2 with a mastery ofmodem
scriptures that does not characterize the authors of the original lectures
like rasmussen he goes beyond the simple theme of the lecture to
develop a rich complexity of possible implications the lecture
establishes that down to the time ofabraham people knew of god
through traditions originating from the appearances and words of
god to adam and cain encouraged by these traditions all gods
children could seek their own witnesses of gods existence

mcconkie goes beyond this idea to develop a somewhat
different point that gods order consists of holy men who can be
witnesses of god and declare his doctrines and scriptures and that
this order is not limited to the president of the church these
inspired men can write inspired doctrinal books even though not

by way of commandment 195 although mcconkie is
explicitly arguing to broaden the generally accepted view of who
can write inspired doctrinal books one senses that his concept of
who can contribute to the knowledge of god may not be so broad
as the lectures seem to suggest they point twice to the conversations
between god and cain following abels murder as important early
sources of knowledge about god

because of their similar content lectures 3 and 4 were assigned
by the editors to a single essayist in reading these two lectures most
contemporary latter day saints would have a strong sense that they
were reading a sectarian protestant document As essayist rodney
turner points out these lectures employ thirty nine verses from the
bible and two from the doctrine and covenants to prove or
extrapolate gods nature 199 in these lectures the reader

encounters the paradoxical thesis that in order to havefaithhave faith in god
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one must first have knowledge of his nature one of the main
strengths of turners approach is the way he uses modernmodem scriptures
to discuss both this point and the following unfamiliar premises
taken from the lectures

1 it is the first principle of the gospel to know for a certainty
the character of god 200 italics omitted 3

2 god is not one solitary being but the sum total of all
those men and women who achieve a fulnessfalness of exaltation
201 2

3 we know of no identifiable personage who has always
existed as god yet god at least inpinprinciplecigleciple has always
existed 202

4 if one of the gods were to modify or discard even a single
attribute the perfect unity that makes all gods one god
would be violated 210

5 law did not create god god created law 214

one does not know quite how to take turners adamant
rejections of reason as a legitimate means for learning about god
when he himself explicitly and implicitly turns to purely theoretical
argument 210 to make many of his key points his attack on
secular humanisriy205humanism 205 6 makes sense with respect to humanismshumanists

disbelief in the divine but one wonders if humanismshumanists rationalistic
methods are distinct from the strategies ofproof used in the lectures
on faith

the most sensitive assignment lecture 5 was given to robert L

millet dean of religious education at brigham young university
the doctrine of the godhead expressed in this lecture seems in
conflict with latter day saint teaching a problem that has often
been associated with the 1921 decision to delete the lectures from
the doctrine and covenants millet successfully puts the casual critic
of this lecture offbalance by quoting an extraordinary endorsement
of the lectures by elder bruce R mcconkie it is without question
the most excellent summary of revealed and eternal truth relative to
the godhead that is now extant in mortal language to spiritually
illiterate persons it may seem hard and confusing to those whose
souls are aflame with heavenly light it is a nearly perfect summary
of those things which must be believed to gain salvation 221 41 in
the same spirit millet suggests to the reader that the desired
harmony between lecture 5 and the scriptures will be found by
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those who search prayerfully and give solemn and ponderous
thought 222 to these insights which he unequivocally attributes
to joseph smith for millet there is no authorship issue worth
considering without qualification he cites all passages from the
lectures as joseph smiths words

one of the first issues millet addresses is the oft remarked
protestantism of the lectures referring to this and the theory that
they were early experimental and sectarian he asserts that they
larecareare neither primitive nor protestant 223 millets subsequent
efforts to reconcile lecture 5 with current latter day saint teachings
are admirable and well written academic exercises though they
are puzzling his first alternative explanation of the treatment ofgod
the father as a spirit being suggests that joseph might not have
grasped the fathers corporeality by 1835 but that explanation
seems to play right into the primitivist thesis he rejects the other
alternatives offered by millet feature interpretations by which the
language is made to imply what the church now expressly teaches

the second troublesome issue in lecture 5 is the character of
the holy spirit which as millet says seems to be relegated to some
type of mystical connecting link between the other two members of
the godhead 233 millet acknowledges that there is little evidence
before nauvoo that joseph understood the holy ghost as a distinct
personage except the statement just before his death to the effect
that he had always declared it that way 234 5 millet further
hypothesizes that there may well have been a significant chasm
between the prophets understanding and what he taught to the
saints 234 few latter day saints would question thatjosephthatjoseph knew
more than he said but it is harder to believe that what he taught was
different fromhornbomm what he knew the reader is left to wonder how it is
that the awkwardness of composing such strained arguments never
moves millet to mention or consider the widely accepted and well
supported possibility that these lectures were largely authored by
sidney rigdon who clearly did not have all the understanding of
joseph smith and to acknowledge the doctrinal variations and
protestantism as consistent with that account of authorship

millet ignores the authorship issue and even makes his predica-
ment more severe by insisting on the authoritative correctness of the
lectures he points out that the saints in 1835 accepted them as the
doctrine of the church 238 and claims that they were wholly

approved by the prophet in their present form 238 39 these
claims overstate the documented facts the most that can be shown
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is thatjosephthat joseph may have been involved in preparing the lectures for
publication but even that belief depends on a statement written
several years later in contrast the minutes of the church conference
that approved publication of the new doctrine and covenants report
language identifying the revelations as church doctrine and the
lectures as judiciously arranged and compiled and profitable
for doctrine 6

millet establishes his unequivocal devotion to the lectures by
quoting a 1972 statement by elder bruce R mcconkie in my
judgment lecture 515 is the most comprehensive intelligent inspired
utterance that now exists in one place defining interpreting
expounding announcing and testifying what kind of being god is

it was written by the power of the holy ghost by the spirit of inspira-
tion it is in effect eternal scripture it is true 239 1177 quotations like
this help us understand why elder mcconkie might have urged
including the lectures in the 1981 edition of the scriptures and they
may also partially explain the effort made in the present volume to
rehabilitate the lectures among latter day saints

the dual topic of lecture 6 as discussed by robertjrobentrobertJ matthews
is the necessity of sacrifice and of knowing that ones life is ac-
ceptableceptable to god matthews shares the view of the other writers that
the lectures are the greatest and most profound treatises on faith
that we know of 241 however it is noteworthy that matthews
goes far beyond the text of lecture 6 to demonstrate and develop
these principles from modernmodem scriptures and the teachings of
modernmodem prophets

the final essay is distinctive in that it evidences little intention
to promote the lectures themselves rather ardeth G kapp offers
a well conceived and inspiring explanation of the fruits of faith in
her response to lecture 7 while her approach is not scholarly the
essay reveals her devout spirit and encourages the reader to be faithful

the issue that continues to provoke the most interest relative
to the lectures on faith is who wrote them to his credit larry E

dahl as one of the editors discusses the available evidence though
this evidence tends to undermine the view that joseph smith was
primarily responsible for the lectures

opinions on the authorship and status of the lectures in latter
day saint literature varyvaitvalt widely elder mcconkiesMcConkies view is quoted
above probably no other church leader has supported this view so
strongly obviously it was not shared by the church leadership that
dropped the lectures from the canon in 1921 explicitly reiterating
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the statement that the lectures were not scripture but merely helps 8

those leaders possibly were inclined to agree with elder john A
widtsoeWidtsoe who believed the lectures were written by sidney rigdon
and others 9 three independent authorship studies using dif-
ferent but reputable techniques conclude that sidney rigdon is the
primary author of the lectures not a single lecture can conclu-
sively be attributed to joseph smith 10 dahlsdahisbahls brief survey of these
studies tends to emphasize their limitations and gently downplay
the significance of their conclusions but he does distance himself
from those who want to give joseph smith full responsibility for
the lectures

furthenburthenfurthermorenore dahlsdahisbahls discussion ofhistorical evidence concerning
authorship is incomplete and insufficiently critical dahl notes for
example the contemporary journal entry by zebedee coltrin stating
that sidney rigdon presided over the school but dismisses it with
the ungrounded speculation that perhaps rigdon was really only the
teacher 11 dahl also refers to an october 1834 entry in the history
of the church indicating that joseph smith was busy preparing for
the school of the elders I1 I1 but only by conjecture can dahl conclude
that such evidence implies joseph was personally working on the
lectures 7 8 the only strong historical link between joseph and
the lectures is thethejanuaiythejanuaryJanuary 1835183 history odtheoftheofthe church entry indicating
that he was working on the committee that was preparing them for
publication 12 such a statement is not sufficient historical evidence
that joseph was responsible for their content or method even if
we acknowledge rigdon as the main author we have no way to
determine how closely joseph reviewed or edited the lectures

dahlsdahisbahls conclusions should also be more tentatively stated due
to the character of the cited historical sources the history of the
church was not begun until 1838 the entries mentioning the
lectures on faith and the school of the elders are therefore latter
reconstructions done in the pen of josephs various scribes As
dean CCJjesseeessee points out in the introduction to the7 be papers ofofjosepbjoseph
smith josephs dependence on scribes to keep his records may
partially prevent the reader from knowing the mind of the prophet 13

josephs original diaries and personal writings which provided most
of the source material from which the history odtheof the church was later
compiled make no mention of the lectures

A major weakness of the7 be lectures on faith in historical
perspective is the failure to seriously consider alternative scenarios
that might explain the available facts about the authorship and use
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of the lectures the volume is designed to promote a single view
rehabilitating the decanonizedcanonizedde lectures in spite ofany awkwardness
this view creates though the following is not an exhaustive study
of this matter it demonstrates that one can spin quite a different
theory one that would accommodate a broader range of facts and
agree better with the positions taken currently by the presiding
quorums of the church I1

the year 1835 was a time in which josephs leadership was
under persistent attack within a few years all the key actors in
the publication of the lectures turned against joseph and left the
church according to brigham young oliver cowdeiycowdery included the
article on marriage in the 1835 edition of the doctrine and cove-

nants in spite ofjosephsofjosephs repeated requests that it not be included 14

thus how can we conclude any particular level of enthusiasm for
the lectures on josephs part merely from their inclusion and his
signature on the prefatory letter perhaps joseph merely felt bound
by the vote of the 1835 conference which was presided over by
rigdon and cowdery in his absence

the 1835 edition of the doctrine and covenants included not
only the lectures on faith but also two items known to have been
written by oliver cowdery and possibly W W phelps the state-
ments on government and marriage 15 the preface to the 1835
edition explicitly acknowledges that all three of these nonrevelatoryrevelatorynon
items are written in response to criticisms of the church viewing the
lectures as a response to criticism might help to explain their
philosophical tone and atypical style one possibility is that the
lectures on faith were a response to criticism of those like charles
finney finneysfinnelsFinneys lecture on theological method began with the
assertion that mormonism is ridiculous credulity founded in utter
ignorance or a disregard of the first principles of evidence in relation
to the kind and degree of testimony demanded to establish any thing
that claims to be a revelation from god contrary to the distinctive
mormon style with its emphasis on testimony the kirtland lectures
frequently appeal to what finney calls the affirmations ofreason 16

assuming that the published version of finneysfinnelsFinneys lectures reflects
what he had been saying about the mormonscormons in his years on the
lecture circuit one may infer from the similarities in format
philosophical tone and principles of evidence between finneysfinnelsFinneys
published lectures and the kirtland lectures that the former may
have influenced or even prompted the production of the latter if the
lectures are such a response written to a critic of the church rather
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than written as a guide for the general membership it may be
inappropriate to view them as scripture regardless of authorship
a question which remains unresolved

these observations are not based on an exhaustive study ofany
of the materials mentioned much scholarly work on the lectures
remains to be done there needs to be extensive research into the
writings and teachings of rigdon cowdery phelps and others
also someone needs to take a closer look at finney and campbell
and the extent to which their widespread influence in frontier
america might have touched the latter day saints

in spite of the incomplete nature of these conjectures a
significant question emerges why is it that several rather obvious
alternative ways of understanding the lectures on faith are not
mentioned in this work failure to deal with these obvious possibili-
ties limits the volumes long range value as a starting point for future
spiritual and scholarly study
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reviewed by thomas G alexander professor ofhistory and director ofthe charles
redd center for western studies at brigham young university

although the occasion of many of the sermons I1 have given in
church gatherings has faded into oblivion the evening I1 reported
my mission in the ogden twenty ninth ward is indelibly impressed
on my mind immediately after I1 had finished my report the bishop
arose to announce that a ward member whom I1 had known for
years and who had been serving in the french mission while I1 was
in germany had been excommunicated for entering polygamy
memories flooded through my mind as I1 read van wagoners men-
tion of her name

that personal memory aside probably no topic in mormon
studies has held the fascination of the public both mormon and
non mormon as has the practice of plural marriage revulsion at
the practice induced many in the united states during the nineteenth
century and not a few today to identify the latter day saints with
gross immorality and deviant fanaticism public outrage promoted
an anti mormon crusade that led eventually to the suppression of the
practice and to the accommodation of the latter day saints with their
fellow citizens

A number ofstudies of latter day saint polygamy preceded the
publication of van wagoners first edition in 1986 among the most
noted are kimball young isnt one wife enough the story of
mormon polygamy which in spite of its racy title was based on solid
sociological research stanley S ivins notes on mormon polygamy
phillip R kunz one wife or several A comparative study of late
nineteenth century marriage in utah eugene E campbell and
bruce L campbell divorce among mormon polygamists extent
and explanations lawrence foster religion and sexuality three
american communal experiments of the nineteenth century
danel W bachman A study of the mormon practice of plural
marriage before the death of joseph smith lowell bennion the
incidence of mormon polygamy in 1880 dixie versus davis stake
ben bradleeBradlebradiebradleyjrbradleejreorejrjr and dale van atta prophet oxbloodofbloodof blood the untold story
ofeivilofewillebaronlabaronlebaronlabanon and the lambs ofgodof god vicky burgess olson family
structure and dynamics in early utah mormon families 1847
1885 kenneth L cannon III111ili beyond the manifesto polygamous
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cohabitation among LDS general authorities after 1890 jessie
embry effects of polygamy on mormon women james edward
hulett jr the sociological and social psychological aspects of the
mormon polygamous family victor W jorgensen and B carmoncannon
hardy the taylor cowley affair and the watershed of mormon
history orma linford the mormonscormons and the law the polygamy
cases edward leo lyman the mormon quest for utah state-
hood and D michael quinn LDS church authority and new plural
marriages 1890 1904 1 1

in general van wagoners interpretations are quite moderate
he agrees with joseph smiths own interpretation of the origins of
plural marriage van wagoner like other authors before him
properly cites other groups and individuals who proposed and in
some cases instituted forms of marriage other than monogamy
finally however and following others he concludes that the latter
day saint practice derived from josephs attempt to effect the
restoration of all things van wagoner views polygamy as popular
with some mormonscormons and abhorrent to others he also recognizes
that the practice continued in some circles well after 1890

even though van wagoners interpretations are rather well
substantiated in other secondary literature and by readily available
primary sources a number of authors have continued to insist on
outmoded and indefensible rationalizations some have argued that
more women joined the church than men and that polygamy was
necessary to provide faithful husbands for the excess females in
fact historians have known for years that a shortage of marriageable
females occurred in some areas and that some church leaders
actually married wives of other living saints other authors have
begged the question at the same time denying its pervasiveness by
arguing that plural marriage was limited to two or three percent of
latter day saint marriages however current statistical information
provided by lowell C bennion and others has shown that the
incidence was much higher on the average perhaps 20 to 25

percent of adults were married polygamously some say that the
church considered the practice legal justified by the first amend-
ment free exercise clause which was true but then they proceed to
argue that latter day saints gave up plural marriage as soon as the
supreme court declared the practice illegal an absolutely absurd
statement contradicted by abundant factual information

nevertheless there are some problems which van wagoner
has not solved and which remain to be investigated the beginning
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of the practice of plural marriage remains a mystery the first
recorded polygamous marriage took place between joseph smith
and louisa beaman in april 1841 but how long before that the
prophet had entered the practice is open to speculation

various people have tried to push the date of the beginning
back to the 1830s with a marriage alleged to have taken place
between the prophet and fanny alger van wagoner rightly
concludes that confusion over the exact nature and extent ofjosephofjoseph
smiths involvement with fanny alger has remained to this day
10 well he should since at least one piece of evidence that he

presents on the question is spurious he cites an alleged interview
in the st george temple between an unnamed saint and heber C

kimball who is said to have introduced fannysdannys brotherjohnbrotherbrothe johnrjohn as the
brother ofjosephofjoseph smiths first plural wife this would have been an
extraordinary feat since the st george temple was not dedicated
until 1877 and heber C kimball died in 1868

nevertheless van wagoners book is essentially a rather
straightforward discussion of the institution practice and demise of
polygamy among orthodox latter day saints and its continuation
under fundamentalists van wagoner documents the discord that
plural marriage caused in nauvoo its subsequent practice and
public acknowledgment in 1852 its effect on family life the anti-
polygamy crusade and the woodruff manifesto he also considers
post manifesto polygamy the smoot hearings and subsequent
suppression of new polygamous marriages among orthodox mor
mons finally he discusses the continued practice ofplural marriage
among generally inoffensive fundamentalists such as the colorado
city hillsdale community the allred group and roysten potter the
violent activities of the lebaron fanfamilybamilyefflyffly and their associates and of the
singer swapp clan and the deviant sexual practices ofjohnofjohn W bryant

when the second edition of any book is issued one often
wonders what justification the author and publishers had for a new
edition as opposed to a second printing of the old in order to try
to answer that question this reviewer made a cursory comparison
of the two editions the results are mixed many of the changes are
essentially cosmetic such as adding titles to chapters reformatting
verbatim transcripts of interviews and rephrasing or recasting
information taken from the first edition some of the changes
however have resulted from van wagoners use of more recent
research on the topics under consideration see for instance ppap 82
go90 96 98 119 204204 and 212 ff
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although van wagoners book is a generally accurate summary
of previously published studies together with an examination of
some of the available primary data we still need a full scale in
depth study of plural marriage sufficient confusion remains about
such things as its date of origin the details of its practice during
joseph smiths lifetime the practice of polyandry the extent of the
practice of plural marriage among orthodox latter day saints
between 1852 and 1904 the extent of its practice after 1904 and the
patterns ofpractice among fundamentalist groups today that a number
of studies can and undoubtedly will be published in the future
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reviewed by susan easton black director of church history religious studies
center brigham young university

the mormon battalion trek from fort leavenworth kansas to
the pacific ocean helped shape the american west and the future
of the mormon pioneers one of the few teenagers to join stephen
kearnyskearnesKearnys army of the west was eighteen year old azariah smith
who stood 51051011 and weighed a slight 130 pounds in his pocket
diary smith chronicled some of the most decisive events in the
history of the american west from july 1846 through september
1848 he captured the deeds travels and sentiments of the battalion
from their enlistment to their discharge he also recorded the
discovery of gold at suttersSutterslers mill and the opening of the mormon
carson pass emigrant trail over the sierra nevada mountains

young smith seemed unaware of the monumental nature of
the daily events he recorded historians have likewise seemed
unaware that an account other than henry W biglersbillersBiglers journals could
serve as a primary source for this phase of the western pioneering
movement fortunately david L bigler a distant relative of both
henry W bigler andandazariahazariah smith recognized the worth of smiths
firsthand account of some of the events that shaped the west
biglersbillersBiglers scholarly editing of the gold discoveryjoumaldiscovery journaltournai ofazaiiabof azariah
smith preserves its value for the reader of california and western
history he has added copious notes illustrations and background
information that enable the reader to place smiths diary accounts
in a meaningful historical context biglersbillersBiglers meticulous editing is
commendable and his contribution to the historic legacy of the
mormon battalion is laudable

bigler divides smiths journal into five chapters each differing
in historic content and in smiths personal focus the first chapter
by the cimarron to santa fe august 1 october 16l618461618461846 reflects

the marchsmarahs physical hardships my eyes were so sore that I1 could
not travail sic in the dust of the battalion 23 is a typical entry
smiths discomfort quickly escalates from mere mentions of physical
duress to consuming entries ofsurvival in the wilderness his search
for buffalo chips for fuel and digging of holes in the sand for
water 26 describe the desperate condition of those who marched
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cookes wagon road west october 18 1846 january 21
1847 the second division depicts the wagon route to the pacific
ocean again the necessity for survival is evident in smiths writing
but a new preoccupation with the distance traveled each day
dominates his entries however smith is not always serious his
youthful personality and teenage interest in ladies some of which
looked very prety others looked like destruction 4411 is a welcome
relief from the logged miles

in the third division california occupied january 22 july 20
1847 smith settles into garrison life here he spends more time on
personal grooming such as washing belts and preparing for general
inspection he seems to have an excess of free time to play ball fish
race jump and sing yet amid this freedom smith pens 1 I feel very
lonesum and want to see home but comfort myself thinking that it
is only a little more than three months more till our discharge 82
following his discharge smith expresses what was perhaps the
feeling of many members of the battalion we are now our own
men 89

the fourth division gold at suttersSutterslers mill july 282818471847 june 22
1848 contrasts smiths desire to return home with his disdain at the
discovery ofgold his most enthusiastic entry is written regarding his
mother in the evening there was a letter read from the twelve to
the battalion which gave us much joy I1 and father received a letter
from mother which gave us much more 102 the twelve counseled
single men to work in california for one year before migrating to the
salt lake valley smith obedient to counsel remained in california
but pined for his family 1 I miss father and feel very loneionelonesumlonesurnsurn here
inin the mountains 103 his emotional pain heightens as he suffers
from a fever his reaction to the discovery of gold which he calls
the root of all evil 110 is one of contempt nevertheless smith

did tetemporarilyMporarilypora rily join in the quest for nuggets when james marshall
promised him half we find 112

As news of the gold rush spread smith penned the fifth
division trail to el dorado june 25 september 29 1848 he
begins with his oft repeated emotion 1 I wanted to see my mother
and I1 did not care whether there was gold in the locality or not 122
quoted from sanfranciscofraencisconcisco examiner january 242418981898 in contrast
once on the trail to the salt lake valley he writes with enthusiasm
and optimism the complaints of a fever or sore eyes which
dominate his previous writings are now absent he even treats a
personal injury with unusual nonchalance 1 I fell on my shoulder
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and hurt it prety bad but accidents will happen with the best of
folks 140 finally after two years of separation twenty year old
smith found father mother sisters and brother and they were all
well 146

on the whole biglersbillersBiglers editing of smiths journal is professional
and helpful his scholarly notes on the rich historical and literary
heritage of the mormon battalion provide valuable background
information for each division of the journal brief clarifying intro-
ductionsductions to each division strengthen the text by separating journal
entries from footnoted source material bigler helps maintain the
integrity and flow of smiths own words the ample footnotes
provide relevant biographical historical geographical and inter-
pretativepretative analysis the illustrations maps photographs and
samples of handwriting also significantly contribute to the text

unfortunately due to the rather redundant nature of azariah
smiths diary entries it is often difficult to maintain interest in the
book the laborious entries coupled with lengthy footnotes make
this text more a reference work than a book of intriguing reading
yet when the gold discoveryjoumaldiscovery tournaijournal ofazadabof azariah smitasmithsmitb is viewed
solely as an objective reference text problems arise biglersbillersBiglers ex
planatoryplacatoryplanatory references sometimes fail to be objective because of his
interpretive editorial bias for example bigler refers to the writings
of david pettegrew the respected father figure of the battalion as
bamsyamsyarns but credits his teenaged ancestor with writing an objective
account 50 n 30 when smith mentions adjutant staff comman-
dant george P dykes but does not express any feelings bigler
concludes that dykes was not hated or resented by either young
smith or his father and that this does credit to their good sense
20 n 23 bigler also says smiths entries show irrepressible opti-

mism where others saw wasteland 37 this conclusion seems
gratuitous since it is not directly supported in the journal entries
thus there is a modest but consistent pattern of lionizing an
esteemed ancestor

when bigler is unable to develop a brief biographical sketch
on a battalion member noted in smiths journal he often concludes
that little is known about the man he uses this apologetic phrase
even for such well documented battalion members as colonel
james alienallenailen 21 n 26 and william barger 111 n 46 biglersbillersBiglers
inclusion of an autobiographical sketch emphasizing smiths
latter day saint affiliation and his life prior to enlistment is informa-
tive however at the end of his text bigler neglects fifty years of
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smiths later life in the epilogue bigler briefly alludes to those fifty
years by writing for the next fifty years and then leaps to early
in 1898 147 this fifty year hiatus is a startling contrast to his
detailed attention to hundreds of daily entries another surprising
omission is biglersbillersBiglers failure to comment on the improvement in
smiths writing style vocabulary and grammar over the course of
the journal

azariah smith persisted in writing until 1912 and became a
detailed descriptive writer during his adult years these later
journals promise to reveal much of the first fifty years of latter day
saint settlement in utah they may become the basis for a further
text I1 applaud biglersbillersBiglers informative editorial efforts and encourage
him to continue his editing of smiths journals to help us better
understand americas pioneering years his first endeavor the
gold discoveryjoumaldiscovery journal ofazadabofazariah smith is a valuable resource to
historians and to posterity
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reviewed by louis midgley professor of political science at brigham young
university

books need not be written for professionals in order to be
valuable for example when written by a gifted writer a travel diary
can be a source of pleasure and instruction for a visitor may see
things that go unnoticed by those who inhabit a land thus I1 confess
a fondness for the genre for which alexis de tocquevilleTocqueville set the
standard 1 in the 1850s the latter day saints first became a focus for
travel writers and two of these writers jules remy and julius
brenchley borrowed somewhat from tocquevilleTocqueville 2 the most recent
entry into this field is an english journalist malise ruthven author
of the divine Supensupermarketnarket like richard F burton a hundred and
thirty years earlier ruthven has written at different times about both
islam and mormonism 3

having been raised in england in mainstream liberal protes-
tantismtantism 7 which he now disdains and having come from a
privileged background 6 ruthvrutharuthvenen deals with religion in america
in a charming fashionably condescending manner he writes as one
mildly amused by the strange behavior he finds rampant among
americans 1 I have he explains deliberately selected subjects like
mormonism and fundamentalism that seemed exotic and alien to
my own way of thinking to seek out differences rather than explore
common ground between american and european or british
religiosity thus in the divine Supensupermarketnarket he exploits the seem-
ingly bizarre manifestations of religion in the united states which
he insists are unlike religion in britain 3

A secular fundamentalism forms for ruthven the natural
horizon from which he assesses the religious world he does not
seem to question his own disbelieving dogmas and he finds no need
to defend his stance from skepticism hence he writes with charming
and refreshingly boyish self confidence easily confessing his secu-
lar biases for example he confesses that the mainstream liberal
protestantism of his youth contains no mystery and hence has no
appeal to him 7 in spite of this admission his views are closer
to staid liberal churches whose intellectuals have reached an
accommodation with secular modernity he prefers manifestations
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of incredulity about divine things and he will have nothing to do
with what he sees as the irrationality and hocus pocus of the latter
day saints accordingly he expresses a fondness for those saints of
a liberal bent who have jettisonedjettisoned the book ofmormon and the story
of angels appearing to joseph smith

nevertheless I1 found myself agreeing with some ofofruthvensruthvensRuthvens
observations about american religiosity for example I1 am also an-
noyed when preachers in the electronic church refer to jeeeeeesus
as they work their audiences but one must guard against the urge
to agree with his mocking of unpopular and hence vulnerable
people and things when tempted to brush aside the sincerity of
others by seeing greed or incredulity at work as does ruthven we
latter day saints might well search for more charitable explanations
or withhold judgment and we should keep in mind that only when
one knows something about a journalists subject are the distortions
apparent otherwise they seem to hit the nail on the head

these caveats clearly apply to the7thehe divine supermarket in
his search for why religions were the way he found them to be
ruthven is as might be expected anxious to attribute much of the
religiosity of americans to the manipulation of gullibility by preach-
ers driven by outright greed ruthven is not the first to attribute the
motivation of greed to preachers this approach has a long history
in 1861 jules remy following suggestions made earlier by
tocquevilleTocqueville claimed that the thirst for gold which is so powerful
a spring in the commercial and industrial activity of the united states

was the first and fecundatingfecunda ting inspiration of josephjosephl smiths
religious schemes 1 I4

ruthven admits that he is not equipped to write a genuinely
scholarly treatise 313315313513 for even the most able scholars find it diffi-
cult to make sense out of the vast variety within american religiosity
instead he writes as one who has ventured out to the provinces to
see what the natives are doing and returned with some interesting
accounts of their strange beliefs and practices hence his book contains
a series of impressions buttressed by a bibliography and cleansed
by scholarly authorities 5 having traveled for a short time in the
united states 6 ruthven all the while aligning himself with rational-
ity against the forces of unreason tells of his encounters with new
age religion including channelling snake handling a hopi corn
dance the remnants of the bogwambogway rajneeshpuram in oregon and
the aryan nazi movement at hayden lake idaho he probes the
electronic church in the form ofjerryofjerry falwellsFalwells ministry including
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liberty university provides lurid accounts of the activities and
eventual fall of jimmy swaggartsSwaggarts ministry and investigates jim
and tammy bakker and their notorious theme park he examines
partisan quarreling within the southern baptist convention the
creation science type of sectarian fundamentalism and robert

schullersschillersSchullers unctuous theology of self esteem in dealing with two
elements of black religiosity ruthven is at his best he provides a
fine treatment of the black muslim movement perhaps because of
his previous work on islam and of the background and legacy of
martin luther king jr he quotes from interviews or conversations
on religious matters with both the informedtheinformed and the uninformed
academics clergy and otherwise these conversations form the
most fascinating portions of the book for ruthven was sufficiently
knowledgeable as well as sensitive to certain subtle nuances to
engage in intriguing and revealing conversations in addition the
portions of the conversations he quotes seem to have been carefully
reported even though he has selected what he quotes from the
perspective of his own secular agenda all of this is woven together
with accounts of landscapes the weather and the like in an
entertaining amusing and sometimes instructive way

nearly a third of the divine Supensupennarketsupermarketsnarket is devoted to joseph
smith and mormon things these form his primary example of
irrational absurd religion in america for this portion of the book
ruthven acknowledges help from scholars with latter day saint
connections including jan shipps linda newell davis bitton and
alfred bush 7 he describes an interview with paul edwards
principal of the temple school which the RLDS use among other
things to train their paid clergy who is widely regarded as the
RLDS churchschurche leading intellectual 95 edwards turned out to be

friendly about forty with an honest open manner I1 felt immediately
at ease with him we talked about differences between the RLDS and
the utah church the reorganized church had a saying utah has the
kingdom weve got the king it brought to mind the anthropological
distinction between the cult of the person and the cult of the text
catholics shias and reorganitesreorganizes are person oriented protestants
sunnisbunnis and utah monnonsmonnonemom ionslons are peoples of the book this would
explain the current RLDS president wallace smiths alleged disbelief
in the book of mormon so long as the RLDS had the holy family they
didnt need josephs golden bible 95

edwards explained that up to 1915 family legitimacy was
crucial but after that the reorganization became protestantised
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I1 think it has enough identity now to survive without a smith at its
head 95 96 edwards further explained that the latter day saints

had managed to establish their church without the legitimacy of the
prophets family enabling them to expand at an unbelievable rate
although the RLDS had the family they had never managed to
establish the same sense of legitimacy for their church they remained
a comparatively small elitist61itist group of about quarter of a million most
of them lived in the independence area and could trace their
membership back two or three generations 96

edwards said that the RLDS constitute an aristocracy who have

the princes and princesses of the blood royal butbutweboutwewe also have a whole
range of dukes and duchesses lords and ladies whose fathers or
grandfathers held important positions in the church so while theres
a lot of loyalty to the smith family I1 think theres even more to their
predecessors at court most of the members of ourjointour joint council had
fathers or grandfathers on the council some even go back to the fourth
generation my impression is that the family aristocracy is a much
stronger source ofallegiance than any particular religious belief from
lete theological point of view most of our people would be quite
satisfied with methodism or baptism though their style is probably
closer to thequakersthe quakers 96

ruthven next asked edwards about the part the book of
mormon played in the teachings of the reorganized church 96
edwards said that his guess would be that it constitutes less than
ten per cent of our scriptural readings we dont teach it much in our
schools our people believe in it but they dont believe it its
important as a symbol 96 for edwards the book of mormon is
something the RLDS have to live with its a story a myth who
knows what for most people I1 know its got nothing to do with
anything its the way we explain ourselves but whenever possible
I1 avoid bringing it up if somebody else brings it up I1 squirm if
somebody wants to know what I1 think I1 usually lie 96

ruthven wanted to know why edwards given his view of the
foundations of the faith remains RLDS the church edwards said
has some social and I1 think in a very small sense some religious

meaning and I1 dont want to see it destroyed im a member of the
church despite the bookofbookoffbook of mormonmonnon not because of it I1 dont think
thats an unusual position for people in the RLDS but its totally
unacceptable to announce it 96 97 ruthven asked whether wallace
smith the current RLDS president had announced that he does not
believe the book ofmormon but edwards brushed that question aside
about latter day saint evangelism edwards maintained that it
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is much more committed to the book ofmormon its more difficult for
them because they have a less 6elitistlitistlutist organization for some of them
the book ofmormon is a positive attraction the church tells them what
to believe theyre not allowed a lot of questions so you get the
impression that the LDS are a bunch of happy content people whose
questions have been answered but if you actually know any mor
mons you know better than that 97

edwards complained that a lot of the utah saints dont know we
RLDS exist it comes as a great shock to them to discover that a
quarter of a million people use the same scripture as they do but
dont think brigham young is a prophet 97

when he reached utah ruthven was aware of attacks on the
book of mormon from within the scholarly community from
the mormon and non mormon academics who wrote about magic
and masonry in particular the historians and anthropologists who
were bound from the professional point of view to have questions
not only about the books origins but about its claim to be a factual
account of pre columbian american history 119 he wondered
how educated sophisticated modemmodern americans people with pro-

fessionalfessionallonallonai backgrounds and interests could still accept the book of
mormon 119 his inquiries took him to brigham young univer-
sity where his first interview was with leonard J arrington whom
he describes as a distinguished historian 8

I1 began by raising the questions ofmagic masonry and indian origins
every day new material was being published about early nineteenth
century american culture which threw the composition or translationortranslation

of the book of mormon into greater relief Q1I picked my words
cautiously was this not making it more and more difficult to sustain
the official version that there was a 1500 year gap between the books
original composition and its discovery by joseph smith 119

arrington indicated that he has always read the book of mormon as
sacred history which is for him separate and distinct from the kind

of history 120 done by professional Msthistoriansoriansorlans in universities

what the church tells us is sacred history and somehow it doesnt
bother me that what im doing down here the study of people and
places and events appears different I1 dont expect them to merge
together when I1 was a student I1 read george santayanasSantayanas reason and
religion in which he discusses the difference between myth or sacred
history and actual history 9 he presents the idea that there is a sacred
epic for christians muslims and practically every other people so
at an early stage I1 came to accept the idea that there is a truth which
does not rest upon historical narrative but comes under the heading
of faith beliefor religion nothing that has come up in the form ofnew
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historical data has ever bothered me the story the way that its told
is something thats in your heart when you hear songs sung or poems
read or see pictures that show these things whether its christian
history or mormon history or whatever it stirs you inside but it does
not affect what youre writing professionally protestant catholic
jewish and muslim historians have found ways of pursuing their work
and displaying their integrity while maintaining their faith why
shouldnt mormonscormons do the same 120

of his encounters with other latter day saint intellectuals
ruthvensRuthvens interview withjohnwitwith johnhjohn W welch was in some ways the most
intriguing precisely because welch did not avoid the issue of the
historical authenticity of the book of mormon by attempting to
explain it away as a kind of founding myth he set forth an argument
for the historical authenticity of the book of mormon that both
stumped and annoyed ruthven though ruthven had been prepared
by others with ways to counter welchs favorite arguments ruthven
could not handle them and hence brushed them aside by describing
welch as the type of person he instinctively disliked and then by
adding a bit of humor and yet ruthven came away from his
conversation with welch ready to admit that there was obviously
more to the book of mormon than met the eye at least the eye
unendowed with faith 126 though he remained sceptical the
mormon intellectuals had been persuasive ambassadors for the
faith even if one didnt accept their arguments it became possible
to begin to see things from their point of view 126

apparently what made ruthven certain of the absurdity of the
foundations of mormonism was an assumption about the absurdity
of all religion for him religion

is a productbyproductby of human biochemistry that like other cultures in the
organic realm has the ability to transform or modify the substances
upon which it feeds what mormondom had created out of the
repetitious flights ofjosephsofjosephs fancy his impoverished romancing was
no less impressive in its way than those much vaster edifices of myth
theology mystery and drama that christianity had built out of the
bleeding tortured corpse of its founder in provo the quest for truth
about mormon origins became meaningless the truth was plain
enough in the passion with which the scholars like early christian
fathers defended the impossible and then by trimming its more
preposterous edges gradually negotiated its acceptance in the wider
world 127

in 1861 remy equally certain of the absurdity ofjosephofjoseph smiths
presumed imposture had argued that absolute liberty of con
science makes it possible for such movements as mormonism to
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flourish if mormonism be a stain upon the united states liberty is
to be made responsible for it 10 remy felt that the use and abuse
of religious liberty in a society of low intellectual culture must
rapidly bring back theprinciplethe principle of authority or terrible conse-
quencesquences which the latter day saints illustrate can be expected
ruthvensRuthvens explanation for the religious mischiefsmischiefs he finds in america
is similar to that proposed by remy it is an explanation that deserves
critical scrutiny because in the end it advocates that the government
engage in quality control over matters of conscience

ruthven argues that the american founders sought to preserve
political freedom by protecting the state from religiously sanctioned
tyranny 19 freedom of conscience was coupled in the first
amendment to a prohibition on the establishment of a national
church and eventually involved the disestablishment of state
supported churches ruthven traces the first amendment back to
the work of thomas jefferson and james madison to set in
place the virginia statute for religious freedom he senses that that
statute was also an effort to protect the commonwealth of virginia
from the tyranny of an established church thereby ensuring
freedom of conscience for the one could not be accomplished
without the other from ruthvensRuthvens perspective the first amend-
ment is a two edged sword the disestablishment of religion is a
condition of its free exercise freedom of worship means freedom
not just from the coercive power of the state but from public
scrutiny freedom from anything resembling religious quality con-
trol 307 from ruthvensRuthvens perspective the primary flaw in the
first amendment is that the wall of separation erected to protect
the state from ecclesiastical tyranny had the complementary result
of protecting any group which organizes itself into a church
from embarrassing scrutiny by the state because of this flaw the
unintended result has been that in the united states there has been
no public authority to effectively suppress such mischiefsmischiefs as
the absurdities in mormonism 309 or the host of other manias

that dot the religious landscape of america ruthven believes that
such distortions would find it harder to entrench themselves in a
europe with established priesthoodspriesthoods manned by worldly profes-
sionalssionals 309 10

although ruthvensRuthvens theory is correct if and only if the amend-
ment was intended solely to protect the state from the tyranny
of organized religion he ends up defending the establishment of
churches as an appropriate device to foster and protect enlightenment
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from the ravages ofthe irrational religious impulse and thereby avoid
the tyranny he sees inherent in all religion

most religions are absolutist claims to revelation militate against
rational argument and compromise in this sense all religions contain
totalitarian possibilities for totalitarianism which welds the state into
a single body knit together as one man to borrow governor
winthrops phrase is really the religious impulse the worship of
leadership and ideology the cult of person or book directed towards
secular ends 310

thus the religious impulse necessarily involves the possibility of
totalitarianism of a state which abolishes the individual will just as
surely as did prussia or the empire of the tsarsasars anyone who doubts
this possibility is unlikely to have witnessed the apparatchiks of
utah obediently voting for their geriatric prophet 310 ruthven
thus feels that democracy is threatened by churches and the religious
impulse utopian dreams millennial yearnings and other irrational
manifestations of the religious spirit all tend to undermine democ-
racy whose principal moral resource is reasoned discourse all of
these things flourish in america as surely as in other parts of the
globe including the world of islam they thrive on the same
insecurities embracing as they do the same paranoid responses to
the moral uncertainties and social disruptions of modernity 311
religion therefore has no genuine role in a republic

such an assessment of religion is grounded in ruthvensRuthvens dogma
that all religion is inherently irrational absurd and dangerous there
is a corollary enlightenment or secularization or reason should have
caused churches to disappear or at least should have helped restrict
the religious impulse to a harmless sphere instead in america
religious liberty has prevented reason and enlightenment from
penetrating the hearts and minds of americans enough to exorcise
the fanatic enthusiasm ofwitless parochials where tocquevilleTocque ville saw
a major role for religion in a genuinely democratic regime ruthven
sees religion as a crude instrument of unreason that industrialization
andor enlightenment should have swept aside he insists that
america has therefore failed to keep pace with europeans and
especially the british in managing to turn religious devotion into a
genteel and harmless museum culture and sparing themselves the
ravages of religious enthusiasm

europe and britain succeeded precisely because the state
could exercise some quality control over religion in europe an
accommodation had been reached in which the church was
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subordinate but nevertheless remained part of the public realm the
state could suppress somewhat the irrationality of religion render-
ing it harmless impotent and hence relatively safe the kind of
religious flowering that ruthven finds on the american religious
landscape has not taken place elsewhere except among the
confused the deracinated the health conscious the unhappy or the
merely curious 306 a nice way ofadmitting that such a flowering
has been and still is taking place virtually everywhere even or
especially in stodgy old britain where once separatist independents
fought for freedom of conscience and where a multitude of faiths
bloom even now despite the dreary accommodation with secular
modernity by the fashionably liberal religious establishment
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dealing with the latter day saints and with having straightened out some details
when we notice that ruthven describes mormonism as a new religious tradition
and that he paraphrases the architecture ofofshippssshippssShippshipposss explication of the central thesis
of her mormonism we might conclude that his debt to shipps seems greater than
he grants for an additional indication of his debt to shipps see ruthvensRuthvens the
mormonscormonsMormons progress 22224848 which has appended to it an inaccurate revealing
bibliographical essay by shipps entitled background books 48 50 there are
other anomalies ruthven claims to have consulted richard L bushmansbushmannBushmans from
puritan to yankee character and social order in connecticut cambridge
harvard university press 1967 yethe does not mention bushmansbushmannBushmans highly relevant
joseph smith and the beginnings ofmormonismof mormonism urbana and chicago university
of illinois press 1984 shipps also fails to mention this book in her back-
ground books though she celebrates fawn brodies no man knows my history
and her own mormonism as well as books by writers such as sterling M mcmurrin
and by non mormonscormons lawrence foster mark leone and kenneth H winn

6 it is difficult to determine the exact date or length of his visit and he has
not indicated how he acquired insider information that allowed him to locate and
play with those he interviewed

7heahe7 he cites though sometimes inaccurately the following authors and
authorities lawrence foster religion andsexualityand sexuality urbana and chicago univer-
sity of illinois press 1984 steven naifeh and gregory white smith the mormon
mumurdersadersrders A true stostoryry ofgreed foforgeryageryrgery deceit aandnd death newyorkyork weidenfeld
andandnicolsonniNicolsonco I1son 19198888 roberobertrobentrt lilindseyndsey A gagatheringtbering ofsaof saintsints A truetrue stostoryry ofmohofmoofmoneyney
murderanddeceitmurder anddeceit new york simon and schuster 1988 linda king newell and
valeen tippetts avery mormon enigma emma hale smith new york knopf
1984 robert gottleib andpeterwileypeterwiley americassaintsamericas saints therise7beriseofmormonpowerofmormon pomerpower
new york putnam 1984 as well as books by fawn M brodie ed decker

leonard J arrington roger launius and robert bruce flanders A note on
sources 314

8arrington preferred not to be mentioned by name ruthvensRuthvens interviews
with latter day saint academics wells jakeman john L sorenson andjohnwand johnWjohn W
welch unlike his interview with edwards do not include direct mention of theirthen
names but they are identified in his acknowledgments ix x and through his
descriptions john W jack welch for example is described by ruthven as a
formidably clever lawyer involved in textual analysis ofthe book of mormon

whose specialty or rather obsession was chiasmus a form of inverted
parallelism found in hebrew and other ancient literatures 124 27

9 compare with arringtonsArringtons personal essay entitled why I1 am a believer
sunstone 10 1985 36 38 reprinted with editorial polishing in A thoughtful
faith essays on belief by mormon scholars ed philip L barlow centervilleCenterville
utah canonpressnonPressCacanon press 19862251986 225 33 where arrington discusses the importance of
having read santayanasSantayanas religion andreasonand reason in his own efforts to work out a way
of dealing with the visions ofjosephofjoseph smith byunderstanding them as mythologi-
cal ruthven claims that mormon intellectuals make increasingly sophisticated
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distinctions between real and sacred history arguing that professional commit-
ment to the former need not undermine faith in the latter as myth in attempting
to make this move ruthven feels that the saints are travelling down the same
bumpy track as other american denominations the track that leads to the
abandoning of literal historical factual truth while salvaging the sacred for the
private realm from his perspective religion can survive only if it abandons its
claims to comprehensive objective truth religion can resist the onslaughts of
positivism or the erosionserosions of scientific or historical facts by redefining itself as
a special type of symbolism concerned with the meaning of the whole that is
as merely mythological see ruthvensruthvewsRuthvens national and denominational times
literary supplement 4497 june 9919891989 630

10 remy and brenchley Afourneyjourneyajourneyaljourney to the great salt lake city xxxvii
11 remy and brenchley Afourneyjourneyajourneyaljourney to the great salt lake city cxxi xcix



profiling women of nauvoo
an essay in black on white

frank WWJjacksonackson was inspired to do the silhouettes in this essay
while serving as a missionary to nauvoo from 1984 to 1986 his
silhouettes revive an art form that was popular until daguerreo
types were invented in his nauvoo silhouettes over seventy
total helielleile expresses his delight in the personalities and activities
of the cityscites inhabitants and in the lines of its period furniture
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A view of nauvoo

richard G oman

not only mormonscormons were interested in nauvoo in the nineteenth
century nauvoo was exotic it was a relatively large city near the
very edge of the american frontier nauvoo was the capital of a
strange new american religion the mississippi river was the main
water highway in the center of the continent and nauvoo occupied
one of the most dramatic sites on the upper river after the mormonscormons
left nauvoo represented the romantic tragedy of a people forced
to abandon their homes and flee into the wilderness in exile all of
these factors influenced the creation of works of art depicting
the mormon metropolis on the mississippi 1 some of the resulting
etchings and engravings were published in magazines of the day
and separately as prints the painting on the cover of this issue is
one such piece

this image was first published in united states illustrated in
1854 or 1855 hermann J meyer of new york city owned the
copyright and probably commissioned the original work in order to
publish it as an engraving his intention tells us that the national
curiosity about the mormonscormons was marketable

this view is a mixture of the real and romanticizedromanticizes nauvoo is
depicted from across the river in iowa the log cabin in the
foreground reminds the viewer that nauvoo is on the raw frontier
this fact accentuates the exotic nature of having a major town in
such a frontier environment on the river is a large river steamer
representing the way many people first came to nauvoo the city of
joseph was probably the most interesting stop between st louis and
st paul the topography of the site is greatly romanticizedromanticizes the hill
is accentuated and the flat where most of the population lived is
greatly foreshortened the actual size of the temple in relationship
to the entire city is also exaggerated these exaggerations were not

richard G oman is senior curator at the museum of church history and art in salt
lake city
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the result of poor draftsmanship rather they were conscious
attempts to focus on the visual elements that made nauvoo
recognizable the bend of the wide mississippi the high hill setting
and the mormon temple

the original work of art upon which this engraving is based
was probably done between 1848 and 1850 on october 91848 the
temple was burned on may 271850 a tornado struck the temple
and flattened the walls leaving only the front of the structure
standing here the roof and tower are gone but a stone side wall
remains by the time that frederick piercy did his drawing ofnauvoo
in 1853 the side walls had been flattened 2

NOTES

setheth eastman 1808 75 an army officer on the western frontier did many
sketches along the upper mississippi later he taught drawing and art at the west
point militarymilitaiy Acadacademyacadernyerny his superb 1848 drawing of nauvoo is on permanent
exhibit at the museum of church histoiyhistolyhistoid and art salt lake city

2inain2 in the summer of 1853 the english convert frederick hawkins piercy
1830 91 accompanied a company of mormon emigrants from liverpool to new

orleans up the mississippi to nauvoo and west along the mormonmonnon trail to salt lake
city his sketches were published in routefiroute aromfromom liverpooltoliveipooltoLiverpoolto greatsaitlakegreat saitsaltsaif lake valley
in 1855 in liverpool one of piercyspiercyePiercys most poignant engravings is the ruin of the
nauvoo temple
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